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INTRODUCTION.

The aphorisms .of Patanjali on the Yoga Sutras are contained in four

chapters and are nearly two hundred in number. The author of the aphorisms

is said to be the same Patanjali who wrote the famous commentary on P&nini's

aphorisms, under the name of the Mah&bh&ysa or the Great Commentary.

Another work is also attributed to him—the great work on Medicine. If so,

he was nob only a great Grammarian and a great Philosopher, but a Great

Physician. He prescribed for the body, mind and spirib all three. The age

of Patanjali is now generally fixed at three centuries before Christ.*

The word Yoga comes from a Sanskrit root which means "to goto

trance, to meditate." Obher^ however derive it from a root which means to

join ; and Yoke in English is said to be the same word as Yoga. Both roots

are feasible—in the case of the root to join, Yoga would mean the science

that teaches the method of joining the human soul with God.

The philosophy of Pataftjali is essentially Dualistic. The Jiva3 or

Purusas or human egos are S3parabe individual entities and exist from

eternity; so is also Prakribi, and so also Isyara or God. It thus believes in

three Eternal co-existent Principles, the God, the Man and the Matter.

Bub man is found to be involved in matter, to have fallen from its

pristine state of purity, The aim of Yoga is to free (viyoga) man from the

meshes of matter. But the highest form of matter is mind—the Chitta (a term

which would include that which is technically known as manas, (as Aham-

k&ra and as Buddhi). The students of Sankhya need not be told that the

first product of Prakriti or the root-matter is Mahat or the Great Principle—

the Buddhi, then comes the Ahamkara or I-principle—the matter through

which can function the I-ness :and then the Manas or the matter which is

the vehicle of thought. These three vehicles— the thought-vehicle (Manas*, the

I-vehicle (Ahamk&ra), the Pure-Reason- vehicle (Buddhi)—constitute Chitta

or the subtlest form of Matter. To free man from the fetters of this Chitta

is thus the problem of Yoga.

The man when freed from all vehicles, remains in his own form called

Svarftpa. It is not made of Pr&kritic matter. Ib is the body which belongs

to man—is part of man from eternity—the body in which he dwells in
i -i —

0 See Dr. Rajendra Lula Mitra's preface to his Edition of the Yoga Aphorisms of Patanjali

and also his paper on Gonikaputra and donardlva as names of Patanjali, pp 261 et seq., of the

Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal for 1883*
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Mukti in super ^celestial worlds. It is the body in which the Triune God is

directly active—Isvara, Prftna and Sri—or the Father, the Son and the Holy
Ghost. This svarfipa—deha, is the body of Prftna—the body of Christ of

the Gno3tics. This is the incorruptible undecaying body, the spiritual body.

But when man is not in his Own-Form (jSvarftpa), he functions

naturally in the lower vehicles and his form is there, the form of his vehicles

—whether it be of Buddhic, Ahamkftric or M&nasic matter. In fact the man
of Psychology is this triad—Ahamk&ra, Buddhi and Manas.

The human consciousness in whatever lower body it may functions

is always a dual consciousness—it must be alternately pleasurable or painful.

Pleasure and pain are the marks of consciousness functioning in Chitta

The Svarftpa consciousness is only above all pains.

Next to this primary division of all consciousness, as regards their

nature; the consciousness as regards its quality is five-fold:—(1) it may be

a true consciousness of some objective reality—something which is outside

the man and his vehicles; or ^2) it may be an incoriect consciousness of out-

ward reality ; or (3) it may be a hallucination; or (4) it may be non-peicep-

tion of anything external but of rest ; or (5) it may be the reviving of
s

old

perception. In other words, the consciousness looked ab from the subjective,

or emotional point of view is either pleasurable or painful ; looked at from the

objective or cognitional point of view it is—(i) true perceptions, (ii) false

perceptions, (iii) hallucinations, (iv, sleep, and (v; memory.

Thus both the emotional and the intellectual aspect of the Chitta—or
the Triune Man is to be checked. But how is it to be checked. The answer

is by constant practice and want of attachment or Dispassion. There must
be constant exertion to keep the mind on one point. This is called Abhyftsa.

The intellectual functioning of the Chitta is to be che&ked by Abhyftsa—
putting the mind to think of one object, and as soon as it strays away from
it to bring it back again to the same point, This practice or Abhyftsa, steadily

persevered in, would make the mind one-pointed, with the help of Viveka or

discrimination.

As regards the emotional sides of the mind, it must be checked by

Vairftgya ore dispassion. Pleasure or pain, attraction or repulsion, love

and hatred can be controlled only by this world- weariness—realisation, that

there is nothing in this world or the next worth striving after, worth desiring

or worth hating. The highest form of Vairftgya will be attained when one

will realise his separateness from all Prftkritic vehicles—when he can say "I

am not Body, or Desire, or Mind, or Reason or I-ness."
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The state of S&madhi or trance induced by Practice and Dispassion is

two-fold—Samprajfi&ta and Asamprajfi&ta. In the first, the man has shut off

from his consciousness all external impressions, but his internal self-initiated

activities has not ceased. In the other, even these are stopped.

There are some entities whose consciousness is in a state of Samftdhi

naturally, who have not to acquire it by any exertion. These are the classes of

being called Videhas and Prakribilayag. Their consciousness fe cosmic. The

Videhas are Devas. They are Mukta from the beginning, but in some future

kalpa they may come in bo the world-cycle. The Prakfibilayas are Adhik&ri

Purusas, the great office-holders in the cosmic hierarchy. They are the per-

fect ones of the past kalpa.

In the case, however, of ordinary entities — for the Videhas and the Pra-

kjitilayas do not stand in need of Yoga— the method of suppressing Chitta-

function consists in having faith, energy, retentive memory, meditation and

wisdom. One must cultivate these qualities in order to become a successful

Yogi.

The success is quicker according to the amount of energy pub in by

the person in his practice. Bub the best and the safest method of Yoga is the

love of God, Loving God with all one's heart and soul, would quickly bring

about the cessation of all mental functions. God is a spirit untouched by

sorrow, action and it* fruition. Ho is Omniscient, He is the Teacher of all,

and from eternity. His mystic name is Om. One must recite this Om cons-

tantly meditating on its letters and rheir imports; and thus all obstacles to

concentration will be removed, and bhe Inner Self will manifest itself. The
obstacles to concentraiion are disease, languor, doubt, heedlessness, laziness,

sensuality, delusion, &c. mentioned in I 30. Bub when bhe mind is concen-

trated, there is no pain or despondency, no fidgetiness, no difficulty of breathing.

To abbain concentration and remove these obstacles, bhe aspirant must practise

to fix his attention on One Point, One Truth. Of course the highest Truth is

God and so the constant attitude of the mind should be God-pointed.

The aspirant must strictly regulabo his conduct as regards otluer. He

must show happiness and feel happiness when dealing with those who are

happy. Let him have no feeling of jealousy towards them. He must show

compassion towards those who are suffering. He must not be callous to the

miseries of others. He must be complacent towards the virtuous, and hate

not the sinner. These are the moral attributes that he must try to cultivate.

There are, however, some particular methods which bring about

concentration; one of them is the regulation of the breath. The monotony of

slowly breathing in and breathing out brings about hypnosis. Fixing the

attention on various parts of the body, such as bhe tip of the nose, palate, &c.,
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are also helpful. The astral senses are developed by this means, and when

the practitioner gets first-hand knowledge of astral sights, sounds, &c., his

doubts are removed, and he feels more earnestness in pursuing the path.

If the astral development is not wanted, the practitioner may concen-

trate his attention on the light in the heart : and upon the thought " I am "

This also steadies the mind.

Or he may fix his attention on some great and holy saint or sage—such

as Zoroaster, the Buddha, the Christ, &c.

Or he may fix his attention on the objects of his dreams. Sometimes in

dream he may be shown a great Deva or a great Teacher. Let him not reject

it as fancy. By fixing his attention on it he may acquire steadiness of

mind.
r

Or he may fix his attention on the ideas that pass through his mind just

before he goes to sleep, the pictures that arise when one is half-awake and

half-asleep—the hypnopompic (as Myers calls them), Or he may fix his

attention on the pictures that one sees just before awakening—the hypno-

gogic. If he can fix his attention on these, he may easily pass into hypnosis.

By such concentration all mental impurities are removed, and the mind

becomes like a pure crystal that reflects truly and correctly all objects that

are presented to it. They are no longer distorted pictures or dim and dull

reflections of outer verities. The mental vehicle is purified, and the know-

ledge that now arises is far more true than any knowledge that he had before.

The mind, however, enters as an element in every such knowledge, and the

past ideas and memories tinge such knowledge. The state is called Savitarka

or mixed up trance. But when the mind reflects only the object, without

adding to it anything from its own associations and storehouse, it is pure idea

and is Nirvitarka Samadhi. In this state the light of the Self shines out

on purified mind It is nob only a pure crystal that faithfully reflects the outer

objects, but it is illumined as if it were, by a light which was dormant within

its own inmost centre. Such a mind is called the Truth-bearing mind. It has

truth within it and truth without—a mass of truth—a tree carrying the fruit

of truth—a female full with truth. Up to this time the objects of the

mind were mere ideas and inferences, mere thoughts. Now the contents

of the mind are things, the very things as it were, and not merely thoughts

of things, The mind modifies itself, as it were, into the very thing'

itself; and thus the thing is known more truly and essentially than it

was known ever before. In this state of mind, the time and space cannot

impede the perception of the object. The object may be inside ajbox, behind

a wall or hundreds of miles off, the mind faithfully reproduces it. The
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object may be the subtlest and the minutest, nob visible even under the

strongest microscope, the mind reproduces it. For it no longer depends upon

the senses for its knowledge, but has become the all-sense itself. In this way

the mind becomes the highest sensory:—by constant practice the mind gets

into the habit of reflecting the trance objects. But even this habit is ultima-

tely to be conquered if one wishes to rise to the higher levels of what is called

the seedless trance.

The First Chapter thus, in fifty-one aphorisms, gives what may be called

the theory or the science of Yoga. An ardent and intelligent person can learn

enough from this chapter alone to become a practical Yogin. Bub for men of

ordinary intellect, more detailed teaching is necessary. The Second Chapter
enters into such teaching. It may be called the art of Yoga—the technique of

it.

The art of Yoga consists in bringing under con trol and purifying the

three lower vehicles of man, namely, the body, the mind and the spiritual

Self— the astro-physical, mental, and the causal bodies. The astro-physical

body is to be purified and brought under control by what are called ascetic

practices,— early rising, bathing, fasting, bearing hardships, etc, in short, all

that go under the name of Tapas —or austerities. The mental body must be
purified and strengthened by study, by acquiring knowledge. An ignorant

person cannot be a Yogi. The causal or spiritual body is to be developed by
entire devotion to God. Thus an atheist cannoc be a true Yogi.

These three helps— austerities, study and resignation to the will of

God—facilitate trauce and remove " afflictions." The " affliction " is the

technical name of certain intellectual and emotional weaknesses to which all

human beings are liable. They are five in number (I) The first is the

Nescience or Wrong Notion of things objective—mistaking the non-eternal

for the eternal, the impure for the pure, the painful for the pleasurable, the

non-Self for the Self. (2) The second is the wrong notion about things

subjective—identifying one's Self with the vehicles in which the Self functions,

taking the bodies for the soul. These two are intellectual defects. (3) The
third is the emotional weakness. It is the natural desire of man, running
nfter pleasant things. (4) The fourth also is emotional— hatred of things that
give pain. Thus these two— love and hatred —are emotional defects. The
fifth defect is neither intellectual nor emotional—it is instinctive—the
instinct of self-preservation—the instinctive fear of death—the love of life.

These are the five " afflictions " of Yoga—Avidy&, Asmit&, R&ga, Dvesa and
Abhinivesa—Nescience, Egoism, love and hatred and instinctive dread of
death. These " afflictions " are destroyed by meditation and the meth< ds al-

ready mentioned.
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These " afflictions " are the root of the body of transmigration, the root

of re-incarnation, of birth, life and suffering. The pleasure and pain which a

man suffers are the result of his past acts, the virtuous acts are the seed of

pleasure, the vicious of pain. The word " affliction " is thus a purely technical

term, for it includes the high heavenly pleasure also which is the result of

virtuous actions. But in the philosophy of Yoga—as well as that of SMkhya—
all such pleasures are also considered as pains :beacuse philosophically the world

is painful, all its experiences, even those which people call pleasurable, are

painful to the philosopher. This is stated in the memorable aphorism, II 15.

All world-experience being thus painful, the philosopher seeks to find the

root-cause of this experience and this is the conjunction of the knower and the

knowable— the Self and the Not-Self, because man is tied with mind, and

cannot extricate him-self from the embraces of mind-matter that he suffers.

When he masters the mind, and is not her slave, then there is no pain— there

is no necessary experiencing of joy and sorrow. The non-ego to whu'h

the man is tied has the three well-known attributes or Gunas— the Sattva,

Rajas and Tamas— the Light, the Activity and the Inertia—is the source of all

elements, and producer of all sensations and senses.

The Yoga system of cosmogony i* the same as that of the Sfinkhya, so

far as the evolution of the world-elements out of the Primordial matter called

Prakfibi is concerned. It is summarised in II. 19.

What is the nature of the Self ? The question naturally arises after one
has learned the nature of the non-Self. The man is pure conscience s.: and
the non-Self exists for him. If man is pure consciousness, how does he perceive

the non-Self? He knows the non-ego by a sort of reflex action. The mind
catches the reflection of the non-Self ; and the man becomes conscious of that

reflection. The man is thus the seer of the pictures in the mind. The non-

ego or the knowable thus exists for fche sake of the Man. In the state of Mului,

there exists no knowable for that Man. Though to the Perfect Man there is

no knowable, it does not mean that the knowable ceases to exist. It exists

with regard to the other souls that have not reached perfection.

A question is often asked : If the ultimate goal is the separation of man
from the non-Self, the knowible, why was this conjunction between the two
brought about ? Why was man tied down to non-Self, to matter-mind? The
answer to this is: In order that -Man may perfect his nature by acquiring,
all experiences and passing through them. Unless the Man learns alj that the

Matter-Mind has to teach, the conjunction U not broken. Tne effective cause
of this conjunction lies in the Avidya—the Wrong Notion. When, therefore,

the Avidy & or Nescience is removed, the conjunction is'removed, and the' Man
shakes off eternal burden, How ia the £vidyUo\w rawwri^'Sto
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being Wrong Notion, can be removed only by Right Notion call Viveka-Khy&ti

or Discriminative knowledge. This discriminative knowledge has seven stages

—four dealing with the phenomenal knowledge and three with the mental or

>

subjective notions, as described in II. 27. It is on reaching this that the title

of Adept or Kusala is given to the Yogi.

The acquisition of this Adeptship is through the practice of eight-fold

Yoga. The famous phrase As^anga Yoga refers to this. The eight accessories

of Yoga are enumerated in II, 29. Five of these are external, as if, compared

with the last three. The eight Angas are so important that it can well bear

repetition here.

First, Practise Restraint i.e., be moral. This restraint or Yama consists

of five sub-divisions :— (a) do not kill or injure any being. He kind to all

Ahiinsa : (b) Speak and act truth
;
(c) Steal not, nor acquire illicit gains

;
(d)

Practise continence and celibacy
; (e) Be not avaricious. These are universal

rules.

Second Niyama or Observance. This is also five-fold : — (a) Be clean in

body and mind, (b) Be contented, (c) Practiso asceticism and austerity, (d)

Study sacred books, (e) Be devoted to God.

While practising Yama and Niyama, if obstacles arise, always try to think

of the opposite quality. If he feels a strong desire to tell a falsehood, let him

not fight the desire, by a frontal attack, by checking it. Let him substitute,

the opposite desire—the beauty of truthfulness. If he hate3 another, let him

think of the good qualities of that man. If he U iu danger of breaking the

vow of celibacy, let him think of the glorious future of the Brahtnachari.

Pratipakasa Bhavana—thinking of the contrary— is the key of success. It is

the great strategy in this moral battle, and is embodied in II. 33. The moral

qualities mentioned in Yama, must be absolutely observed—no sophistical

diminution of their absolute nature is allowed to the Yogi. To him the moral

laws are absolute.. Thus the first rule of Ahimsa says " kill not." This is an

absolute rule. There cannot be any exceptions or reservations. The enemies

of tjhe country, the renegades of religion, the blasphemers of sages and saints,

the murderer, the criminal— kill none. To Yogi the vow of non-killing is

absolute. He must not kill even in self-defence of himself or of his near and

dear ones. Hence the rule says ; " They (Yama) are the great vow universal,

and not limited by caste, country, age and condition. " (II. 3t). So also

with truth. Oi*e must not lie for the sake of one's country or State or Br&h-

ma^a or cow, &c. Not only this : there are certain omissions which become as

bad as actual commissions of these sins. He incurs sin if he causes another

to do it or permits its being done*
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The third Aiiga of Yoga is A^ana or posture. No particular posture is

obligatory, but the posture must be such as is steady and easy ; not painful

or irksome. The various postures given in books of Hafha Yoga such as

Oheranda Sarnhita or Siva Samhita are useful as physical exercises, for the

otherwise sedentary Yogi.

The fourth Anga of Yoga is the much abused Pranayama or the Regu-

lation of breath. The Yoga has come to mean, in the thoughts of many,

posturing and nose-closing. But the right regulation of breath as a mental

and physical effect was pointed out long ago. The Western science has come

to recognise its advantages and Books of Breanhing are not as rare now as they

were when we first wrote about it in 1882 A. D.

The fifth Anga of Y<>gais Pratyahara or Abstraction. It is a state of

catalepsy when the senses do not come into contact with their objects. It is

the state of the inhibition of the senses. A pistol may be fired near the ear

of the Yogi and he will not hear it. Ammonia may be held under his nostrils

and he will not smell it, and so on.

All the abovo five arc Bahiranga or the external. The internal Yoga

which has to deal with the mind and mind alone consists of the last three

Ahgas—Dharana, Dhyana and Samadhi.

The Third Chapter gives a description of this Antarauga Yoga. The

Dharan&, Dhyana and Samadhi are collectively called Samyama.

When the stage of catalepsy is reached, the Yogi fixes his mind on any

particular portion of his body. This holding the mind in a particular part

is Dh&ran& or concentration.

The continuation of the mental effort to keep the mini there is Dhyana

or meditation.

This meditation (Dhyana) turns into Samadhi or contemplation when

the Self is lost as if it were, the object of meditation alone remains in the mind

and shines out alone.

This Samyama— concentration, meditation and contemplative trance

—

is the great instrument of acquiring all knowledge of supersensuous verities.

It is the strong searchlight of the mind which turned on any object, reveals its

inmost core. It is the great light of wisdom— Prajfialoka.

This Samyama must be applied to plane after plane of nature, physical,

astral, mental, &c. One cannot jump to a higher plane, leaving off an inter-

mediate plane—the progress is gradual.

The Yogi Who has mastered Samyama as regards a higher plane should

not desecrate this faculty by employing it in lower planes. He who by

Samyama, has learnt communion with God, should not waste his faculty in

thought-reading, clairvoyance, bringing messages from the dead to the living
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or vice versa. He should nob squander his energy in hunting up the past

records in the astral light, nor the shadows of the future in the Brahmic Idea.

What is the stake of mind in Sam&dhi and Nirodha? Is it a state of

perfect quiescence of the mental body? As regards the mental body is it a

state of perfect stillness so far as the vehicle is concerned, but it is a state of

great molecular motion in the mental body itself. The molecules of the

mental body are thrown in a very high state of vibration, though the body

in all appearance is in perfect calm. This vibration of the molecules of the

mental body, becomes by practice, rhythmic and this rhythmic flow is the

mental peace of Samadhi. The swing of the vibration lies between one-point-

edness and all pointedness—between the contraction to a point and expansion

to embrace a whole universe. That which appears to be the stillness of Sa-

m&dhi is perhaps the highest activity possible. Even what is called one-

pointedness is itself a state of utmost activity. When the mind is one-pointed

it does not mean that one idea is indelibly impressed on the mind like an

engraving on a stone, but that the mind is working so quickly that the image

of one is formed in no time as it were, destroyed in no time as it were,

and formed again. This quick succession of the same form is one-pointed-

ness. In ordinary states one idea is followed by another idea. In one-

pointedness the same idea vanishes and re-appears again and again. Thus what

is called fixing the mind to a thought is really making the mind reproduce one

thought over and over again, in the utmost quickness of succession,

without the intrusion of any foreign thought.

The Third Chapter then gives a list of psychic powers and how to acquire

them by applying Samyama. The power of knowing the past, present and

future is by making Samyama ou three-fold modifications which all objects

are constantly undergoing (III. 13).

Methods are laid down as how to acquire the memory of past births,

how to read the thoughts of others, how to disappear from sight, how to get

strength, how to see through closed doors, how to know the solar system and
astronomy, &c, &c. These methods have a meaning only for him who knows
the practice of Samyama. Without that no amount of thinking on the solar

plexus will give one a knowledge of internal anatomy, &c.

The Fourth Chapter deals with Kaivalya or final emancipation—the reali-

sation by Man that he is separated from Mind- Matter.

The psychic powers or Siddhis are either innate, or produced through

the means of medicinal drugs, or suggestion of Mantra, or asceticism or con-

templation. Some are born psychics, as Kapila, Swedenborg, &c. Temporary

psychic powers may be acquired through anaesthetics, such as chloroform,

hashish, &c. Psychic faculties may be developed by the recitation of certain

Mantras, or the suggestion of sound. Some persons have acquired psychic
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powers through austerities. The fifth or contemplation is the method of this

Yoga system.

The born psychics are those who had practised Yoga in their past

lives. They are like eggs in which the bird has already fully formed—break

the shell and the bird comes out. But ordinary men are eggs that require

hatching for lives to develop the bird, The born psychics are like. a field by

the side of a reservoir of water on a higher level. It only requires the opening

of the sluice to flood the field with water. It only requires some exciting

cause to make a born psychic a developed Yogi. Ordinary men are, however,

like fields, which are away from any source of water, and which require to be

irrigated by bringing water from a distance, with great exertion, in this life.

A Yogi, having attained the power of Sam&dhi, sets about destroying his past

Karmas. All Karmas may be divided into three Glasses:—(1) The acts done in

the past whose consequences the man must suffer in the present life: the

Karmas to expiate which he has taken the present birth or incarnation. They

are the ripe Karmas (Prarabdha). (2) The Karmas done in the past, but

which are not ripe, and will have to be expiated in some future life. They are

the stored Karmas or unrips (Sanchita). (3) The Karmas which a man creates

in his present life, and which have to be expiated in a future or the present

life. This last kind of act—the fresh Karmas, can be slopped. By devotion

to the Lord and doing everything in a spirit of service, no fresh Karmas

are 'generated, The incurring of debt is stopped. The man, however,

has to pay off past debts—the ripe and unripe Karmas. The ripe Karmas

will produce their effects in the present life. The Yogi does not trouble

himself ab<-»ut this. But the unripe or stored Karmas require a future

birth. It is here that the Yoga is of the greatest practical importance.

The Yogi is not bound to wait for future lives in order to get an opportunity

to pay off the debt of Sanchita Karmas. He simultaneously creates ALL the

bodies that those Sanchita Karmas require—through those bodies expiates all

his Karmas simultaneously. Every one of such body has a Chittaor mentality

of his own. This is the Nirmana-chitta or the Artificial miud—like the

Pseudo-Personalities of hypnotic trance. These artificial minds arise simulta-

neously like so many sparks from the Ahamkaric matter of the Yogi's Self, and

they ensoul the artificial bodies created for them. These artificial bodies with

artificial minds in them walk through tho earth in hundreds— they are

distinguished from ordinary men by the fact that they are perfectly methodical

in all their acts, and automatic in their lives. All these artificials are controlled

by the consciousness of the Yogi. One consciousness controlling hundred

automatons. Every one of these automatons has a particular destiny, a parti-

cular portion of the Sanchita Karma to exhaust. As soon as that destiny is

fulfilled, the Yogi withdraws his ray from it, and the "man" dies a sudden

death—a heart failure generally,
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Now what is the difference between the ordinary mind and the Yoga-

created mind—the natural Chitta and the artificial Chitta. The natural mind

by experience gains a habit, the impressions are stored in it and th6y, as

V&san&s, become the seeds of desires and activities. The artificial mind is

incapable of storing up impressions in it. It has no V&san&s and consequently

it disintegrates as soon as the body falls down.

The actions performed by the Yogi, through his ordinary or the extra-

ordinary bodies—through the body with which he was born, or through the

bodies which he gives birth to by Yoga power—are no actions in the ethical

sense of the word. They are not Karmas— neither good nor bad. They are

the paying up of the past debt3, and not incurring of fresh liabilities. With

ordinary men the actions are good or bad, or a mixture of both—white or

black or grey, all such actions produce their effects—particular kind of birth,

particular length of life period, particular kinds of life experiences—or produce

their effect as tendencies to certain kinds of actions. Both kinds of effects con-

stitute the fate or the destiny of man.

Tendency is memory. The essence of memory is converted into tendency.

The tendencies with which a man is born are the extracts of all the memories

of a particular kind. The events of the past life are not remembered, but from

the tendencies of the present life one can easily infer what those events must

have been to give rise to these tendencies. The surgical operation may be

forgotten, because performed under chloroform, or in infancy, but from the

nature of the cicatrix one can infer what must have been the nature of the

operation. Therefore, the Smriti (memory) and Samskara ( tendency or habit)

are really one (Ekarupatva) — IV. 9. Acts produce habits, habits lead to acts

— the circle of V&sana is eternal, and beginningless. Is it possible to break

this chain of habits and acts, acts and habits ? Jnana is the only means.

Through Jnana alone is possible to destroy this inexorable chain of causation.

Now what is this Jnana or wisdom ? It is the realisation of the dis-

tinction between the Purusa or Spirit, and Prakfiti or mind-matter-energy.

Purusa is pure consciousness or rather Chitsakti—power of consciousness. By

his proximity to Prakriti (mind-energy-matter) ic induces in the latter his

quality. This induction takes place in the purest part of Prakriti in the

Buddhic-essence (the mental portion of Prakriti) : Just as soft iron becomes

magnetised by its proximity to iron. Thus Chit-sakti or consciousness is two-

fold,— the pure consciousness of the spirit or spiritual consciousness and the

consciousness of the Buddhisattva or mental consciousness. The pure Buddhi-

sattva (devoid of Rajas and Tamas) reflects the spirit and appears like spirit

and is mistaken for it. Jfi&na consists in the discrimination of this difference,

realising that the Chitta is the instrument and not the Self. In the state of
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Sam&dhi, when this highest knowledge is realised, then arises the positive

activity of the Spirit. Up to this time the effort was in a sense negative

only—separating the Spirit from mind-energy-matter. When this separation

is realised, then the Spirit manifests its own attributes fully. This manifes-

tation of the attributes (dharma) of the Spirit on its own plane above the

planes of Prakjiti (mind-energy-matter) is the highest form of Sam&dhi. It is

positive Sam&dhi and is called Dha:ma-Megha Sam&dhi. Dharma means

highest activity, above the sphere of causation, where the actions are neither

white, black nor grey, an activity that leads bo the highest end of Man—an
activity which is the highest end of Man. It is called Megha or cloud, because

this state of Samftdhi rains such Dharma— is full of Dharma and Dharma alone.

Ibis the cloud which showers all blessings on the lower planes—while the Man

himself basks in the Light of the E&ernal Sun. Every Mukta Yogi is a Dharma-

Megha— the Cloud of Holiness— the showerer of good and nothing but good

on all creation. A man who has become a Dharma-Megha—a Cloud of

Holiness, is above all afflictions and Karmas, his mind is free from all taints,

and there is nothing that is beyond the scope of his knowledge. Being the

Cloud of Dharma all attributes are known to him. Then the man is in his

Svarftpa— this h Kaivalya, this is Solf-realisation — the state of true Freedom,

though full of highest activity. Such a Man, the Dharma- Megha, the Cloud

of Holiness, is a blessing to the thirsting humanity—nay a blessing to the

whole creation.

Dated, Uth February, 1910. S, C. V,
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THE SA&KHYA PRAVACHANA COMMENTARY OF VYASA

AND

THE GLOSS OF VACHASPAT1 MISRA

CHAPTER THE FIRST, ON TRANCE (SAMADHI).

Stitra I.

Atha, now. 5t*T Yoga, of Yoga, or concentration, contemplation (Sam&dhi

)

sgg^TT^rg Anusaanam, a revised text, or explanation.

1. Now a revised text of Yoga.

SSRfrWm: Wtlfai II \ II

VYASA'S COMMENTARY,

" Now. rt—This word here denotes undertaking. A text giving a revised

critical teaching of Yoga is to be understood as having been undertaken.

Yoga is contemplation (Sam&dhi, trance), and it is a characteristic of

the mind pervading all its planes. The planes of the mind are :

—

Wandering (Ksipta)
;
Forgetful (Mttdha)

;
Occasionally steady or dis-

tracted (Viksipta) ; One pointed (Ek&gra) ; and Restrained (Niruddha).
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Of these the contemplation in the occasionally steady mind does not

fall under the heading of Yoga, because of unsteadiness appearing in close

sequence. That however, which in the one-pointed mind, fully shows forth

an object existing as such in its most perfect form, removes the afflictions,

loosens the bonds of karma and thus inclines it towards restraint, is said to

be the Cognitive Trance (SamprajflAta Samadhi). And we shall explain

further that this is accompanied by philosophical curiosity (vitarka), medi-

tation (vich&ra), bliss (ananda), and egoism (asmitd)

When however all the modifications come under restraint, the trance is

ultra-cognitive (Asamprajn&ta Sam&dhi),

VACHASPATI'S GLOSS.

BhagavAn Patafijali here composed the aphorism, "Now a revised text of Yoga,"

with the objeot of stating briefly the subject of the treatise he desired to write, so

that it may attract the intelligent student and also that the reader may be able to

understand with ease.

The word 'Now' (atha) the first of the sentenoe is explained:

—

t( 'Now':—This
word here denotes undertaking."

This word 'now* does not here denote sequence, as it does in,
11 'Now' there is

light

"

The word 'anus&sana* means here a text-book, the derivative meaning being
that by which something is taught: and this cannot be begun in sequence of the
performance of mental and physical restraint. On the contrary, however, the desire

to know and the knowledge of realities appear in sequence of the desire to explain
the knowledge of realities. Assays the Veda:—"Therefore let him see the self,

in the self " after having controlled the mind and the senses and become desireless,

enduring and contemplative, (Br. U. IV. 4. 23).

Although it is possible that the questioning of a student the performance of
purificatory actions (tapas), and employment of alchemy may serve as antecedents,
they are not to bo taken as such here, because the recognition and taking up of the
study by a student are of no use in making a treatise on Yoga authoritative. Even
if there should be no student for tlie time being, the work should be undertaken if

authoritative. If however not authoritative, it should be given up, even though there
be a student askiug for it. The existence of an immediate sequence between the know-
ledge of truth and the desire to explain it is hereby refuted.

If, however, the meaning is to be taken to be undertaking, then by speaking of
the Yoga to be discussed by undertaking the work, the whole meaning and objeot of

the work is set forth ; and the student is easily informed and set to work in the belief

that trance is the means of the highest good, as set forth in the Vedas, the Smritis,

the Itih'sas, and the Puragas.

Thd question arises, Is the work 'Now* to bo taken to mean undertaking in all

works ? Because in that case it would mean the same in the Vedanta S&tra.

Athato Brahmajijftes^.

"Now then a desire to know Brahma."—I. 1, 1.

To meet this objection the Commentator specifies :
—'This word here, <kc*

Another doubt arises. How is Patafijali, the author of the Yoga Teaching, when
we have it in the Sm;iti of the Yogi Y&jfiavalkya, that Hirat^yagarbha and no other
anoient wis the original teacher of Yoga. For this reason the author of the aphor-
isms has used the word 'Anueasana' (revised text) which means teaching after it has
already been taught, not only teaching.
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Because the word 'Now 9 means here an undertaking, tbe Commentator says that

the meaning is that, 'a text giving a revised critical teaching of Yoga is to be under-

stood as having been undertaken.'

But why should it be said that a work teaching Yoga is undertaken here 1 It

is Yoga itself that is intended to be discussed here.

For this reason is it said :
—

'Is to be understood, <fcc.' It is true that Yoga ia

spoken of as the subject of discussion here. It can, however, be discussed only by
means of a work treating of the subject. The action of the teacher works through
the instrument and does not directly operate upon the object. With the object of

specifically mentioning the action of the teacher, his work treating of the subjeot oi

Yoga is to be understood as having been undertaken. Yoga, however, is to be under-

taken as the subject of the work.

It should also be known that the hearing of the sound of the Word 'atha' (now]
when used to denote undertaking, is considered auspioious, like the sight of a jar full

of water, which some one may be carrying.

The Commentator now removes the doubt as to the meaning of the word 'Yoga,
which arises from its ordinary connotation. Thus says he, "Yoga is contemplation.'

The word 'Yoga' is derived from the root Yuj, to contemplate, and not from the root

Yujir, to join, in which latter case it would mean conjunction.

Another question arises again. Trance (Samadhi) is to be described later on ai

being only a branch of Yoga. How can it then be that a part only may be the whole

The Commentator adds for this reason :—< 'and it pervades all its planes.' It ii

the word and (cha) which distinguishes the whole from the part.

The planes are the states to be mentioned later on, the Madhumati the Madhu
pratika, and Visoka. They are the states of the mind in which the potencies only ar<

left in residue in the mind. Yoga, defined as the restraint of mental modifications, ii

present in all these planes, i. e.
t
in all these states of the mind. Not so the trance whiol

is only a branch of it.

Yoga is given here only its root meaning of contemplation, because the state

ment is made here only as an incentive to study, without intending to emphasize th

distinction between the whole and the part. The real meaning of the word 'Yoga' i

only the restraint of mental modifications.

For the refutation of those who say that the restraint of mental modifications i

dependent upon the self, by reason of the modifications themselves being cognition

and therefore dependent upon the self, it is said :
— 'and it is a characteristic of th

mind.'

By the word 'mind' (chitta) the internal organ, the will-to-know is hinted a
The power of consciousness, which is constant in its eternity and thus unchangeabli

cannot have the faculty of knowledge for its characteristic. The will-to-be, which i

the same as the will-to-know, however may. This is the meaning.

Grant that, but if the Yoga pervades all the mental planes, then, the wanderinj

the forgetful and the distracted planes of the mind too should be understood by tl

word 'Yoga' showing as they do the restrain of certain mental modifications relative!

to the others. To remove this doubt, the planes to be taken and rejeoted as fallin

within 'Yoga' are mentioned, beginning with the word, 'wandering <feo.'

The wandering plane or condition of the mind is that in whioh it is alwa;

thrown by disturbing Energy (Rajas) towards these and those objects, and is tin

extremely unsteady.

In the forgetful condition, the mind is possessed of the modification of ddep slec

on account of the excess of inertia (the quality of Tamas).

The occasionally Heady or distracted is differentiated from the wandering. Tl

difference consists in the occasional steadiness of that which ia for the most pai
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unsteady. This excess of its unsteadiness is either acquired, or brought about by the

obstacles of disease, disinclination, <fcc., to be mentioned later.

the one-pointed is that which moves along one line only.

Tlie restrained mind is that in which all the mental modifications have been res-

trained, and exist only as potenoies.

Of these, the wandering and the forgetful modifications are not denied here
expressly the status of Yoga, being far removed as they are from that state, inasmuch
as notwithstanding the existence of relative restraint in them, they do not even form
links in the chain of causes which lead to the highest good, and because they are in

conflict with the nature theroof. To the occasionally steady, however, the status of
Yoga is expressly denied, because in this caso it is possible to mistake it as such on
account of its occasional manifestation of steadiness over existing objects of knowledge.
In the occasionally steady mind the contemplation does not fall under the heading of
Yoga consisting as it does only of an occasional steadiness of the mind over an existing
object. Why i Because it is followed in close sequence by its oontrary state of unstea-
diness and inapplication. Having fallen as it does in the midst of the manifestations
of a contrary class, its very nature becomes difficult to distinguish from the very first

as cause or effect. A seed which has remained in fire even for three or four seconds,
will most certainly not sprout into leaves, oven though sown.

Which contemplative mental state is then Yoga, if not the one which follows
or is followed closely by unsteadiness 1

'That however which in the one-pointed mind, &c '

The words 'existing as such' keep eut an object whose existence is only fastened
Upon the reality. The words, 'in its most perfect form' are used to signify the best,
t.*, that which manifests its essence to its utmost capacity. This is mentioned because
the phenomenon of deep sleep also has a mind directed towards the one point which is

its then objeot ; that is tc say, the quality of inertia (tamas) which though characte-
rized by the absence of all other mental phenomena, does still exist as such ; and the
excess of inertia ia bad because it is the cause of the afflictions.

The word, 'fully' is used to qualify the words, 'shows forth,' because the showing
forth, i. e., the knowledge of the realities may be accomplished by verbal and inferen-
tial cognition also. Knowledge so obtained however, is not competent to remove
nescience (avidya) which is direotly present in the mind; whereas inferentialand verbal
knowledge are after all indirect, the object being absent. The word 'fully' (pra) signi-
fies intensity, and therefore indicates direct perceptual knowledge. The present sight
of two moons and the doubt as to any particular direction of space go on existing, even
though inference and authority point the other way,

1

Efeoism and the other afflictions have their root in nescience. The appearance
of knowledge means the removal of nescience. Egoism and other afflictions are also
removed on the appearance of knowledge, because they are contrary thereto, and
because the oause of their existence is destroyed For this reason the words 'removes
tfo afflictions' have been added to the description.

'

For the same reason does it loosen the bonds in the shape of actions (karma)
It is non antecedent action that is desired to be understood here, by using the word
denoting the cause to mean the effect.

'Loosens' means renders unfit for the production of effects. It will be said further
"It ripens into life-time, life-state and life-experience, if the root exists."—II, 13,
"And inclines it toward* mtraAnt" means that it was not so inclined before.
*this cognitive trance iB four-fold. Hence is it said,

•
f <r

f\\fa fa i^m\*afad, &c7
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The ultra-cognitive trance is described by the words,

•When however all the modifications, &o.'

In the cognitive trance are restrained those mental modifications of real cogni-

tion, ifcc, which are of the nature of disturbing energy and inertia (rajas and tamas):

and this is done by resort to the class of mental modifications which are of the nature

of the essence (sattva). In the ultra-cognitive, however, all modifications are restrained.

This is the meaning.

The mental planes of Madhumati, <kc., which find their end in these two states,

are all the planes. That which pervades all these planes is called Sarvabhauma,

all-pervading.

» Sutra 2.

^mfi^f^f^^: « R «

*ffrTi Yogah, yoga. ftrT Chitta, of the mind, mental. 3 fa Vritti, of the modi-

fications, changes, various forms. frT<to: Nirodhah, restraint.

2. Yoga is the restraint of mental modifications.

fagq^ 1 a^re*' ffc fearer ?sr«Tfri«n ^H^^^^rf^t mfct \

*WTfa: i * fttftwfHUlHd r^WfsWRT: I forfeit *T ^mf^ffaftfcm
*fa |R II

VYASA.
The following aphorism was composed with the object of formulating

its defiuition :

—

'Yoga is the restraint of mental modifications/

Because the word. 'all' is not j<ub in before (mental modifications) the
Cognitive also is termed Yoga.

The mind is possessed of the 'three qualities/ showing as it does the
nature of illumination, activity and inertia. Mental Essence manifesting
as illumination bves power and objects of sense, when mixed up with disturb-
ing energy (rajasj ancUnertia < tarn The same pierced through by inertia
(tamas) approaches vice, ignormce, and absence of desirelessness and supine*
ness. The same shining all round with the veil of forgetfulness removed, but
affected by a touch of disturbing energy, approaches virtue, knowledge, <k&\te*

1
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tion of nature between the Essence of objective being and the conscious

principle (purusa\ and approaches the state of trance called the Cloud of

Virtue (dharma-niegha). This the thinkers call the Highest intellection.

(Faram prasankhy&nam).

The power, of consciousness changes not. It goes not from object to

object. Thft objects are shown to it It is pure and infinite. This pheno-

menon (of the knowledge of the distinct nature of the two) is, however, of the

nature of the Objective Essence, and is the opposite thereof On this account

the mind freed from attachment to that too, restrains even this form of mani-

festation. In that state it is possessed of residual potencies alone. That is

the seedless trance. It is called the ultra-cognitive because nothing is cognized

in that state.

This is the two-fold Yoga, the restraint of mental modifications.

VACHASPATI'S GLOSS.

The second aphorism is introduced by the words, 1

'This aphorism was composed, &c >

The word 'its' refers to the two descriptions of Yoga, mentioned in the previous

aphorism.

"Yoga is the restraint of mental modifications."

That partioular state of the mind in whioh the manifestations of real cognition,

Ac., have been restrained, is the state of Yoga.

The question arises, is not this definition bad, inasmuch as it does not cover
the Cognitive Trance, in whioh that class of mental modifications which are of the
very nature of its essence (sattva) are not restrained 1

For this reason the Commentator says :
—" Because the word c

all ' is not put in,

&c." If the restraint of all the mental modifications were mentioned, the definition

would not cover the Cognitive Trance. The restraint of mental modifications,

however, whioh checks the operation of the vehicles of affliction, action and fruition,

comprehends that too. In the Cognitive Trance also, the mental modifications caused
by disturbing Energy (rajas) and inertia (tamas) are restrained. In faot, the Cogni-

tive trance is the restraint of these modifications.

Why then does the one mind come into relationship with the wandering and
other (more than one) planes ? Further, what is the object of restraining the modifica-
tions of the mind so conditioned 1 To meet this apprehended questioning, the
Commentator first takes up the cause of the mind thus coming into relationship with
different conditions (planes).

'The mind is possessed of the three qualities :—

•

The Essenoe (sattva) is there, because it has the nature of illumination. Dis-

turbing Energy is there, because of its possessing the nature of activity. The quality

of darkness (tamas) is there, because of its possessing the nature of inertia.

The mention of the nature of illumination is suggestive. All the other qualities,

therefore, of the Essence of things (sattva), such as brightness, lightness, joy and
others are indioated.

By aotivity other qualites of disturbing Energy, such as remorse and sorrow, etc.,

are indioated.

Inertia is the characteristic modification of the quality of Tamas, the opposite
of the quality of aotivity. By the mention of inactivity are indicated heaviness, in-

terception, helplessness, etc.
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The meaning is that the mind although one, passes into more conditions than

one, beoause it is made up of the three qualities (gunas) and its modifications are

various, because the 'qualities' being unequal, fall into a variety of combinations.

Now the Commentator illustrates so far as may be, these very planes of the mind,

the wandering and others, possessing as they do differences of sub-states;—"Mental

Essenoe, &c,"

Mental Essence means the Objective Essence (sattva) which has evolved as mind.

By saying that the mental essence has the nature of illumination, it is shown that the

mind has the quality of Essence (sattva) for its chief faotor.

When in the mind, the disturbing Energy and Inertia (rajas and tamas) are a

little less predominant than its own Essence, but equal to each other, then to it are

dear power and the objects of sense, such as sound, &c. The mind, on account of the

Essenoe being its ruling factor, desires to dwell upon reality. But because the reality

is veiled by Inertia (tamas) it mistakes the attainments of Attenuation (Anima), &0.,

for the reality ; and desires to dwell and dwells upon them for a moment. Being pushed

away, however, by Energy (rajas), even from this resting place, it finds not the rest

sought after even there, but gets only a liking for them. As to sound, (fee, why its

love of them is well established as a matter of course, ever inclining as it does towards

them by its own nature. It is the occasionally steady mind that is thus described.

While explaining the wandering mind, the author indicates the Forgetful mind

also by words beginning with, 'The same pioroed through thereafter by Inertia, &o.'

When Inertia flows into the mind and conquers Energy, then the Energy, having

become incapable of driving the veil of the darkness of Inertia away from the Essence

of the mind, it is rendered lazy by the Inertia, and approaches vice, &c. Ignorance is

Untrue knowledge. Further, the knowledge in deep sleep is described as depending

upon the notion of the absence of all other modifications. Therefore the state of for-

getfulness (the Mu lha Bhumi) is also indicated. The absence of masterfulness or

supineness is the non-fulfilment of one's wishes everywhere. The meaning is that the

mind becomes pervaded by vice, &c.

By the words, 'The same when the veil of forgetfulness, &C.,' the author means
that, when the same mental Essence shines out in its own nature, then the mind
approaches virtue, knowledge, desiielessness and masterfuluess. Forgetfulness is

inertia (tamas) and the same is the veil. When the veil is removed, it becomes as
above described. It is for this reason that it illuminates all the specialized, the un-
speoialized, the undifferentiated phenomenal and noumenal states and the Purusa. •

Inasmuch as notwithstanding this, it may not be capable of manifesting virtue
and masterfulness on account of the absence of activity, the Commentator says :

—

'When it is affected by a touoh of rajas, &c." The meaning is that beoause Energy
is the cause of activity, virtue, &c, exist in that stata

This gives a comprehensive description of the mental Essence of the two classes

of Yogis who have reached the stage of Cognitive Trance, the Madhubhumikas and the

Prajftajyotisas of the middle path. Now the author describes the state of mind of the
fourth class of Yogis, the Dhyanis or thinkers who have passed the domain of things to

be known :

—

'The same mind becomes itself, when the least impurity of disturbing Energy is

removed. 9
It is for this very reason that it becomes fixed in its own nature. Purified

of the dross of disturbing Energy and Inertia (rajas and tamas) by the device of heat-
ing it with the re agents of practice and desirelessness, the gold of the .Essence of the
will-to-know becomes established in its own nature, and becomes the master of the
senses and their objects. It has thus fulfilled much of its work, but goes on working 5
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as its great work with the achievement of the knowledge of the distinction between the

Objeotive Essence and consciousness. The author says :

—

"The same beoomes itself when the least impurity of disturbing Energy is removed.

It then shows forth only the distinction of nature between the Essence of Objective

Nature and the conscious principle, and approaches the state of contemplation called

the Cloud of Virtue." The Cloud of Virtue will be described later. He describes here

a term better known among the Yogis :
—"This the thinkers, <fcc." The thinkers call the

mind showing forth the distinction of the natures of the Objective Essence and the cons-

oious Principle, and having the Cloud of Virtue as the other end, by the name of the

Highest Intelleotion. The mind is there spoken of as an abstraction, because the

characteristic and the characterized are intended to be spoken of as one.

The Commentator now shows that the power of consciousness is the good and the

faculty of discriminative knowledge is not the good. This is with the object of intro-

ducing the Inhibitive Trance (Nirodha Samadhi), which restrains the mental modifi-

cations of discriminative knowledge, and brings about the perfect freedom of the cons-

oious principle :

—

" The power of consciousness changes not, Ac."

Impurity consists in identifying the self with pleasure and pain and forgetfulness.

Pleasure and pain both oause pain to him who discriminates. Hence they too to be

given up like pain. Even the very beautiful gives pain having an end. Therefore that

also has to be given up by him who discriminates. This impurity and end do not exist

in the power of consciousness or the Purusa. Hence is it sa id to be pure and infinite.

But how is this power of consciousness pure when it takes the forms of pleasure-

able, painful and forgetful objects, sounds, *kc. while cognizing them 1 And how again is

it infinite, when it takes up that form and also gives it up? To meet this the author

'The objects are shown to it

'

It is so described because the objective sounds, &c, are shown to it. It might
be impure and finite if it took the forms of the objeots in the same way as does the will-

to-be. It is in fact the will-to be that takes the forms of the objects and presents them
to the consciousness, which follows its forms. Thence is it said that the Purusa
cognizes.

The doubt again arises, how can an objeot be known if the power of conscious-

ness do not take possession of the will-to-be appearing as an object 1 If it does take
possession, how can it be said that it has not taken the form of the object 1 For this

reason says the author :

—

"It goes not from objeot to object."

Going from object to object means motion, and the teaching is that consciousness

does not move. But then how does it take possession of that form % For this reason he
says :

—

" The power of consciousness changes not."

The three fold change, indicated by characteristic, differentia and condition, does
not exist in consciousness, that it may put on the form of action and thereby change
in conjunction with the will-to-be. It will be desoribed further on how it cognizes,

even though it moves not.

Thus it is established that the power of consciousness is the good. It has been
said that the manifestation of discriminative knowledge is not the good, being as it is

of the nature of the will-to-be. For this reason it is the opposite of the power of cons-

ciousness.

When even the manifestation of discrimination also is to given up, what is to be
said of the other modifications which are full of shortcomings 1 This is the meaning.
Hence Cor this reason, the discussion of the Inhibitive Trance is properly introduced.

Therefore the author says :

—

"On this account the mind tends to turn from it, <fcc," The meaning is that it

efeeoks the indulgence of diecriminative knowledge too, by the Higher desirelessness,

which is the illumination of knowledge itself,
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Now bo describes what the aspeot of the mind is when all its modifications have

been restrained :

—

" In that state, &o." That state means the state of Restraint (Nirodha). The
nature of restraint or inhibition is described:—"It is the seedless.

"

The vehicle of aotions with that of afflictions is the seed of life-state, life-period

and life-experience. The seedless is that which has gone beyond that.

Now the author gives another name of the same which is better known to the

Yogis and which is descriptive of the mental state, the ultra-cognitive.

"Nothing is cognized in that, &c."

He summarizes:—-"This is the two-fold Yoga, the restraint of the modifications

of the mind. 11

Sfttra 3.

H^T Tad&, then, at that time, at the time of concentration. 5*5: Drasfuh,

of the seer, of the soul. CTSft Sva-rflpe, in his own nature, or state. WHitM^

Avasth&nam, resting, standing, remaining, lying.

3. Then the seer stands in his own nature.

vyAsa.
There being no object of cognition in that state of the mind, what is thj9

state of the conscious principal (purusa) who has identified himself with the
cognitions of the Will-to-be? "Then the seer stands in his own nature."

At that time the power of consciousness is established in its own nature, as

in the stato of perfect freedom. In the outgoing mind it appears to be not so
centred in its own nature, though in reality it is the same.

VACHASPATI'S GLOSS.

Now says he, in order to introduce the next aphorism :
—

14 There being no objeot cognition in that state of the mind, &o." The word
'what 1

is inquisitive. The meaning is this. The conscious principle is always perceived

as the very self of the cognitions of the Will-to-know taking on the forms of various

objeots. He is never perceived as separate from the cognitions of the Will-to know.
For this reason the knowledge of the will-to-be ie of the very nature of the conscious
prinoiple, as light of the sun. And it does not exist when the mind is in a state of

residual potency (sasmsk&ra). And no existence can last as suoh when it has given up
its nature.

Let it be so. But then why does not the Purusa know the Will-to-be in its

state of residual potency 1 To meet this he says:—"there being no object of cogni-
tion, <fco."

It is not the Will-to-know alone, but the Will-to-know whioh has the objeots of
the Purusa to aohieve that is the sphere of consciousness. The objects of the Purusa
are discriminative knowledge and the experience of the objective world. These two
no longer exist in the state of inhibition (nirodha). Therefore the non-existence of
objects in that state ie established. The author gives the;answer by the aphorism—
11 Then the seer stands in his own nature."
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By the word 'svarfipa* (his own nature), the author excludes the appearances of
the oalm, the ruffled and the forgetful (the s&nta, the Ghora and the Mftdha) which
have been fastened upon it. The nature of the Purusa is consciousness alone unaffected by
the contaots (of objeots placed alongside), not the cognitive aotion of the Will-to-know
appearing as calm, <fcc. This is the nature of contacts. It is like the redness which
appeats in a crystal pure white by nature, when a Japa (Chinese rose) flower is placed
in oontaot therewith And it is not necessary that when the things plaoed in contact are
removed, the thing with which they have been plaoed in contact, should also disappear.
That would mean encroachment of the one into the sphere of the other. The
locative case is used, because the thing and the nature of the thing are concieved
as being separate, although in reality the same, and not distinct.

The same meaning is rendered clear by the Commentator
"At that time the power of consciousness, Ac." And that time, in the state of

restraint and not in the state of outgoing.
Let that be so. But then the power of consciousness, not standing in its own

nature when the Will-to-be is in the state of outgoing activity, and becoming estab-
lished in that state when in the state of inhibition, becomes changeful. If it be said
thai* it remains established in its own nature even in the state of outgoing aotivity,
then there would be no difference between the states of outgoing activity and inhibi-
tion. For this reason says the author :

—
'In the outwardly inclined mind, <fcc.'

The power of consciousness, oonstant beoause standing alone, is never disturbed
in its own nature; and for this reason is the same inactivity as in the state of rest-
raint. The mother-of pearl does not for certain, put on and give up its true nature,
while becoming the object of true or false knowledge. The knower, however, fancies
it to be something differeut from what it really is.

In relation to the Tnhibitive Trance, the Cognitive Trance also is a state of
outgoing activity.

Sutra 4.

*ffTVritti, with modifications. m^WT^ Sarupyam, identification.

itratra, at other times elsewhere.

4. Identification with modifications elsewhere.

VYASA.
How then? On account of objects being presented to it, identification

with modifications takes place elsewhere. The conscious principle (purusa)
is not unaffected by whatever may be the modifications of the mind in the
state of outgoing activity. And so in the aphorism

"Knowledge is but one.; discrimination alone is knowledge"

Paftoha'ikh&,(S. B. H. Vol. XI. where this aphorism has been translated as
"There is but one spiritual intuition of the self ; it is nothing but manifestation which
is the Spiritual Intuition of the self.")
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The mind is like a magnet energized by nearness alone. Being seen ito

becomes the possession of its lord, the purusa. Therefore the reason for know-
ing the modifications of the mind u the eternal relation of the purusa.

VACHASPATI'S GLOSS.

For the purpose of introducing another aphorism, the author puts the question *

'How thenV The meaning is this. In what manner does it shine then, if it is no*
perceived to be what it really is. Adding the word which explains the cause, he reads

the aphorism :

—

"On account of objects being presented to it, identification with modifications

takes place elsewhere.

"

Elsewhere:—In the state of outward activity, whatever may be the modifications
of the mind, the calm, the ruffled, and the forgetful, the same are the manifestations
of the conscious principle as he exists in that state.

The word Sa in S&rupya (identification) means oneness. This is the meaning.

The notions, ' 1 am calm. ' *I am ruffled, * I am forgetful', appear by fastening the

modifications of the will-to-be upon the conscious principle, by taking the will-to-

know and the conscious principle to be one on account of proximity, as in the case of

the white crystal and the Japa (Chinese rose) flower. This happens in the same way as

one looking his face reflected in a dirty mirror, becomes anxious and thinks, 'I am dim/
Although the fastening of the conscious principle upon the will-to-know, is like the know-
ledge of sound, <fec, only a manifestation of the will-to-know, and although this manifesta-

tion must be considered to be unintelligent, having, as it does, its origin in the Prak*
riti, showing forth as it does the will-to-know as the knower, the manifestation shines

forth as a manifestation of consciousness. And similarly does this iitma (self) appear
to possess falso knowledge, although in reality he has no false knowledge. He appears
as the enjoyer, although he is not the enjoyer. He appears aa possessed of discrimi-

native knowledge, and illuminated thereby, although devoid of it in reality.

This will bo shown further under the aphorisms:

—

"Consciousness not moving, takes its form and thus the will-to-know knows it-

self as such."—IV. 22.

" Enjoyment (Bhoga) consists in the identification of the notions of the Objeotive

Essenoe and the Conscious principle (purusa), which are quite distinct from each
other."~~1II. 31

The Commentator now says that this is recognized by another school also.

"So is the aphorism, <fec."

The aphorjsm "knowledge is but one; discrimination alone is knowledge," is an
aphorism of the Acharya PanohaskhA.

But how is knowledge but one 1 The modifications of the will-to-be in the shape

of the objects, sound, <fec, and in the shape of discrimination, are to be considered

Unintelligent. This is one knowledge. The intelligence of the Purusa is distinct from

it. Its recognition also is knowledge. For this reason says, " Discrimination alone

is knowledge.'
1

,

It is in view of the discrimination of the world possessing the characteristics of

appearance and disappearance, that it is said.

" Knowledge ia but one.

"

As to consciousness, it is the nature of the Purusa, not of the discriminative

faoulty. This, however, is not within the range of the perceptive cognition of the

world. It falls within the sphere of the inferential and verbal cognitions. Thia is

the meaning*
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While showing thas that nesoienoe is the radical cause of mental phenomena,
in the state of outgoing activity, it is also indicated that conjunction, the cause of

nescience, is the cause of enjoyment, and also that there exists between the two the
relation of the owner and the owned, For the purpose of establishing this the Com*
mentator says,

"It becomes the possession of its lord."

This shows the relationship.

But the cognizer, purusa, can only be the lord of the mind, when it enjoys the
benefit of the service rendered by the mind. And it is not possible that he should so

enjoy the service without coming into relationship with benefit rendered ; but it cannot
be beneficially acted upon, and there it cannot come into relationship. If, on the
other hand, the enjoyment of the benefit is to be considered to be due to the conjunc-
tion thereof, then the purusa must be considered to be changeful.

For this reason he says, "act by mere nearness. "

The mind is not conjoined to the purusa ; it is merely placed near him. The
nearness of the Purusa is not in space, nor yet in time, on account of the absence of

juxtaposition. It is defined by fitness. The purusa possesses the power of enjoying as

subject, while the mind possesses the power of being enjoyed. This is meant by saying
"Being seen, the mind becomes the possession of the lord.

"

The meaning is that it becomes the object of enjoyment by being transformed
Into the form of sound, &c. As to enjoyment, although it is a characteristic of the
mind, being as it is a modification in the form of sound, <&c., still it is spoken of as
being a characteristic of the Purusa, because of his identifications, with the modifica-

tions, on account of the absence of the conception of distinctness between the mind
and consciousness.

Thus is established the enjoyment by the Purusa of the service rendered by the
mind, although he is not conjoined to it; as is also established the unchanging nature
of the Purusa.

Well then, the relation of owner and owned which is the cause of enjoyment, has
its cause in nescience. But what is the cause of nescience 1 There must be some
cause for it, because no effect can come into existence without some cause. As they
say,

"What to him doth make,
"Nescience manifest,

"Like dream and so forth.

"

This doubt is removed by putting the answer in the form of a summary :—"For
this reason, <fco.

"

The meaning is this. The cause of the experience of the calm, the ruffled and
forgetful forms of mental modifications is the eternal conjunction caused by eternal
nesoienoe; and the relation of nescience and potential)zation (vasanft, in each being
born from the other in eternal succession is without a beginning like the mutual rela-

tion of seed and sprout.)

Sfttra 5.

STTOr: Vratayah, modifications. qs^Hsir: Paflchtayyah, five fold, of five
kinds. *

fjf*ST: Klisfra, painful. *n%*5T: Aklistab, not painful.

5. The modifications are five fold, painful and not-painful.
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VYASA.

These then, the five-fold modifications of the mind, painful and not-pain-

ful, are to be restrained, being many. The painful are those that cause the

afflictions and become the field for the growth of the vehicle of actions (kar-

m&saya). The not-painful are those that have discrimination for their object

and which oppose the functioning of the "qualities." They remain not painful

even though fallen into the stream of the painful. They are not-painful even

in the intervale of the painful. The painful also remain in the intervals of the

not-painful. Potencies (Faculties) of the same class are generated by the modi-

fications themselves ; and the modifications are caused by the potencies. Thus

the wheel of mental modifications and potencies turns round and round. Such

is the mind which when its objects have been attained, rests unmoving like the

. self, or disappears.

VACHASPATPS GLOSS.

Let that be. A man is taught to do what is only possible. And it is not possi-

ble to restrain the mental modifications without knowing them. Further, no one can
count them even by a thousand lives of men. Being not counted, how can they be
restrained 1 Having this doubt he introduces the aphorism laying down the number
of these modifications. "These, the five-fold modifications of the mind, the painful and
not*painful, are to be restrained, being many." Mental modifications as a class are one:
real cognition and others are their five forms. For this reason, modifications having
these sub-classes are five fold, have five sub-divisions. The plural number is properly
used, because these modifications are many, on account of the distinctions due to diffe-

rent personalities, such as those of Chaitra and Maitra and others. The meaning is that
whoever it may be, whether Chaitra, Maitra or any other, the mental modifications of
them all are five-fold and no more. The use of the singular number of the word 'mind'
is for the purpose of denoting the class only. It should be understood to mean the
minds.

Now the author mentions a minor classification of the same, as that is useful for
the purpose of practice. "Painful and not-painful." The object is that the painful are
to be restrained by the help of the not-painful, and these too by the higher desireless*

ness. "The painful are those, &o." This explains them.

The afflictions of egoism, dec, are the causes of certain mental modifications. The
modifications of which the afflictions are the moving causes are spoken of as such, i.

painful. Or to put it another way. Of the Prakpiti, which works for the achieve-

ment of (the objects of) the Purusa, the manifestations of the rajas and the tamas are
only the causes of the afflictions and they alone therefore tend towards misery. Afflic-

tion being painful, the painful are those in which this affliction, the rajas and tamas
manifestation, exists. Inasmuch as they come into manifestation for the purpose of
supplying the afflictions only, they are for this very reason, the field for the growth
of the vehicle of actions. The meaning is that the Puru$a having become conscious of
the object which is at hand by means of the manifestation of real cognition, 4o., becomes
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means of the manifestation of real cognition, &o., becomes attached to them, or is

repelled from them, and thus makes the vehicle of actions grow. Those become the

painful manifestations which are fertile grounds for the growth of virtue and vice.

He describes the not-painful :
—"The not-painful are those, <fcc." Discrimination

is the illumination of the cognition of the Objective Essence of the Will-to-be, when
it flows undisturbed. By speaking of it as an object, he suggests the knowledge of the

distinction between the Objective essence and the Purusa, which is the objeot thereof.

And because they have for their object the knowledge of the distinction between

the Objective Essence and the Purusa, they are for this very reason the opposers of

the functionings of the qualities. The function of the qualities is the initiation of

the effects. This ceases with discriminative knowledge. Thus the object of the func-

tioning of the qualities having been fulfilled, they are said to oppose their functioning.

For this reason these mental modifications of Real Cognition, <fec, are not-painful.

Let that be. No one is born who has no desires. The mental modifications of all

living beings are therefore painful. And it is not proper that not-painful modifications

should exist in the midst of the stream of the painful modifications. Nor having fallen

in the midst of opposing forces, can they be fit to perform any work, even though they
do exist. Hence to say that the painful are restrained by the non-painful and the

non-painful by the higher desirelessness, is only a wish. Hence the author says :

—

"Fallen into the stream of the painful too they are the non-painful."

Practice and desirelessness born by the study of the Veda, induction and precept

remain themselves the non-painful^even though fallen into the stream of the painful.

A Brahma r
; a living in the village of Sala which is full of the Kiratas, does not become

a Kirata.

The words "in the intervals of the non-painful" propound an analogy. Because'

they take their place in the intervals of the painful modifications, the non-painful ones,

not suppressed by the painful, gathering strength in duo course by habituation sup-

press the painful ones themselves. This is what the author gays:—"Similar potencies

are created by modifications, &c." The meaning is that by the non painful modifica-

tions the non-painful potencies are generated. This is the wheel of mental modifica

tions and potencies which always turns round and round, up to the ultra-cognitive

Trance.

Such then is the mind, which in the state of suppression remains only in the

state of residual potency and thus stands like the self ; and it is said by way of an
optional mode of expression that it disappears. The final meaning of the aphorism is

summarized :

—

"These painful and non-painful manifestations are of five descriptions." The
words, "Five descriptions" give only the sense

;
they do not give the connotation of the

word because the suffix "tayap" (Panini V. 2. 42) has never been used to connote
description.

Sutra? 6 and 7.

JWWT Pram&na, real cognition, right knowledge. ffonr Viparyaya, unreal

cognition, indiscrimination. ffofcr Vikalpa, imagination, verbal delusion. fStJfT

Nidra, deep sleep, wmi Smritayak and memory.

HW* Pratyaksa, direct perception. *U«JUM Anum&na, inference. 3TPTHT: Aga-

tnkhi verbal cognition, competent evidence. JTOTOTf*f Pr&m&n&ni, kinds of

teal cognition, (or proofs)*
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6. Real Cognition, Unreal Cognition, Imagination, Deep

Sleep and Memory.

7. Perception, Verbal Cognition and Inference are real

cognitions.

^re*if^r*fWrites i srfotf^T tcgqfcgrgq^n^Eraw: 1 ?ti^tft

*fc*Tt%: 1 stihst ysrssftrerf wi* <re* ^«ftw^KR?w j&s$m<i%H>

^^RT^TT ffrT: sfig^FTO: I *TC*nW5 ST^T 1 |reT3f*T?TT«f: STFW:

vyAsa.
These painful and non-painful modifications are of five descriptions :—

Real Cognition, Unreal Cognition, Imagination, Sleep and Memory. The

Real Cognitions are Perception or sense-cognition ; Inference or Sequential

Cognition and Verbal Cognition.

Perception is the mental modification which cognizes chiefly the

specific appearance of an object, being of the nature of both the generic and

the specific qualities, and which has it for its object, by means of the impres-

sion cause,! therein by the external object through the passage of the senses.

The result is the knowledge of the modifications of the mind by the Purusa,

as if they were not all distinguishable from himself. We shall establish

further on that the Purusa, knows by reflex conjunction with the wlll-to-be.

Inference or Sequential Cognition is the mental modification which

cognizes the generic nature chiefly and has for its sphere the relation which

exists in objects of the same class with that which is inferred, but does not exist

as such in objects of different classes. For example, the moon and the stars

are moving objects, because they go from one place to another like Chaitra.

And the Vindhy& mountain does not move, because it is not seen going from

one place to another.

An object perceived or inferred by a competent man is described by him
in words with the intention of transferring his knowledge to another. The
mental modification which has for its sphere the meaning of words is the

Verbal Cognition to the hearer. When the speaker has neither perceived nor

inferred the object, and speaks of things which cannot be believed, the autho-

rity of Verbal Cognition fails. But it does not fail in the original speaker with

reference to either the object of perception or of inference,
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VACHASPATPS GLOSS.

The author mentions them by their names, "Heal Cognition, Unreal Cognition,

Imagination, Sleep and Memory." In enumeration the different parts are understood

separately as they are spoken of ; and this is a oopulative composition in which eaoh

word joined to the other in the sense of the word 'Cha' (and) which means the joining

of the one to the other.

As in the aphorism :—

"Nesoienoe is the taking of the non-eternal, the impure, the painful and the not-
self to be the eternal, the pure, the pleasurable and the self."—II. 5.

The definition does not oomprehend suoh confused manifestations of conscious-

ness, as the forgetfulness of directions and the unbroken circle formed by a fast-

moving point of light ; so even here notwithstanding the modifications of Real Cog-
nition, <fec, are mentioned, the doubt may arise, that there are other modifications be-

sides those named, in existence. For the removal of this doubt, it was necessary to say
Five-fold 1 It is thereby shown that there are so many modifications and no more.—6.

Going to divide the modification of Real Cognition, he gives the general descrip-

tion of the sub-heads. "The Real Cognitions are Perception, Inference and Verbal
Cognitions."

Right Knowledge consists in the unknown truth, whioh becomes the oause of the

soul's sotting about to aot. The means
, of obtaining that knowledge is the Real

Cognition (the ooguizing of the real). The mention of the division is for the purpose
of refuting a larger or smaller number of sub-heads.

Out of these'the definition of Perception is first given, because that is at the
root of all other means of knowledge.

"Perception is, <feo."

By using the words, "of an object" the quality of being merely fastened upon
(that is, existing as an idea alone) is denied.

By using the words 'which has it for its object* it is denied that the externality

of the object is the sphere of the mental idea thereof. By using the words, 'by means
of the impression therein caused by the external object/ the relation of the idea in the
mind to the external object of knowledge is shown. ^

He gives the cause of the impression thereof, even though there be distance
between (the knower and the thing known).

"Through the passage of the senses."

Some say an object is the generio quality alone. Others say, an objeot is the
specific quality alone. Other thinkers again say that an objeot is possessed of both
descriptions of qualities, the generic and the specific. For their refutations, he says

"Being of the nature of both the generic and the specific qualities." An
object is not possessed of the generic and the specific qualities ; it is of the very nature

^thereof. This will be shown when the question of simultaneous non-cognition is

discussed.

Now he distinguishes the domain of sequential and verbal cognitions from that
of perception:—'Which cognizes chiefly the specific appearance of an object.' The
meaning is that although in perception, the generic quality also shines out, still it is
subordinate to the speoific quality. This is only suggestive of direct knowledg
Discriminative knowledge also is suggested, therefore.

,

»

He refutes the contradiction of the result of perceptive cognition,
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'The result is the knowledge by the PuriHa of the modifications of the mind.'
The question is, How can knowledge by the Purusa be the result of a modifica-

tion of the mind? If an axe oporate upon a Khadira tree, it is not a Plakna tree that
is cut thereby.

For this reason he says, 'as if they were not at all distinguishable from himself.'

It is not the cognitive modification of the mind that takes its place in the Purusa
;

it is on the contrary consciousness reflected in the mirror of the will-to-know, that
appears in the form of the modification of the object, because the modification of the

will-to-know takes the form of the object. This is the result of the act of perception.

This consciousness thus reflected in the will-to-know is not separate from the will-to-

know (Buddhi). It is of its very nature, and the modification thereof in the shape of

an object is also of the nature of the will-to-know. They co-exist in the same place.

It is, therefore, proper that this should be the result of the perceptive cognition. This
we shall show.

For this reason the author says:—"The Purusa knows by reflex conjunction
with the will- to-know. "

Because Verbal Cognition has its origin in the recognition of the relations es-

tablished by the inferences of the intellect of the hearer, on account of the appearance
theroin of the signs of co existence, etc., in sequence of perceptive knowledge^ it is by
inference that verbal knowledge becomes possible. For this reason and also because

inferred knowledge is imparted thereafter by means of verbal cognition, the commenta-
tor gives the definition of inference before that of verbal cognition.

"Inference or Sequential Cognition, &c.
"

The inferred object is the object possessed of the characteristic desired to be

known Objects of the same class therewith are those feiinilar objects which are placed

into the same species on account of the possession of the samo generic quality, which
is the characteristic to be proved. By saying that it exists in objects of the samo class

with that which is inferred, the author docs away with the presence of contrary and
uncommon qualities in the antecedent. Objects of different classes are those which
fall not within tho same species. These are others than those which fall into the same
class, are the contraries and mean their non-existence. By saying that they do
not exist as such in objects of different classes, the author emphasizes the necessity of

the possession of tho generic qualities. Relation is that which furnishes the common
bond. This is called the h'iig.t. the sign which is the common bond, the generic qua-

lity. By this he shows the characteristic nature of the. thing to be proved (paksa,

Sadhya) and thus does away with non-probability.

* Has for its objeot, ' (tadvisaya) means that to which it is bound, as the word

visaya (object) is derived from the root >A/» 'to bind.'

The author speaks of cognizing the generic nature, with the object of distin-

guishing it from the perceptive cognition. The sphere of inference is limited to the

generic quality because it is dependent for its birth upon the cognition of relation, and
in specific objects there can be no cognition of relationship; and for this reason the

common quality alone admits of the recognition of relationship. He gives an ex-

ample:—"For example. " The word 'and' (oha) denotes a cause. Because the

VindhyeL is not a moving object, it does not change its location. Therefore when
motion is removed, change of plaoe disappears. Hence there being change of plaoe, the

moon and the stars are moving bodies; as is Chaitra. This is proved.

He gives the definition of the mental modification of Verbal Cognition :
—" An

objeot perceived or inferred by a competent person, <fec.
"

A oompetent person is an Apta. Competence (Apti) which radically means
" reaoh

t
" means an all-round comprehension) or the constant presenoe along with eaoh
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other of the knowledge of the realities, meroifulness and the skilfulness in their aots of

the instruments of knowledge. An Apta or a competent or an authoritative person is

one who is possessed of this. An object seen or inferred by him is the object of verbal

cognition. The knowledge obtained by an authoritative person such as above des-

cribed, by hearing is not mentioned here, because knowledge obtained through words

has inferential and perceptive knowledge for its root, and therefore must be considered

as having been mentioned by the mention of the two only.

"Transferring of his knowledge" consists in the production of knowledge in the

mind of the hearer similar to the knowledge which exists in the mind of the authori-

tative person. For that object it is uttered in words, i.e., is made known for causing

gain to, and removing the disadvantages of the hearer. The rest is easy.

When the speaker speaks of things which cannot be believed :—such as, ' it is

the ten pomegranates themselves which will become the six cakes.

'

'Has neither perceived nor inferred —Such as one who says, 'Let him who
desires heaven, worship the village tree (Chaitya might mean the Buddha, the temple,

&c, besides). Such an authority fails.

The question arises that if it be so, the teaohing of Manu, &c, also fails because

they too speak of things not seen or inferred.

Inasmuch as they say, ' whatever of the dharma of whomsoever is disclosed by
Manu, all that is laid down in the Veda, 7 he was certainly possessed of all knowledge.

For this reason he says :
—" When it has been perceived by the original speaker*

&o.
i} The original speaker is in such teachings, of course, Iswara.

Sutra 8.

fttRnr: Viparyayah, unreal cognition, firorr Mi thy ft, of the unreal.

fTFrsr Jnanam, knowing. ^TrTfj A tad, nob its own. Rupa, form. jrf?TO*J

Pratisfcham, occupying, standing, possessing.

8. Unreal Cognition is the knowing of the unreal, possessing

a form not its own.

VYASA.

Unreal Cognition is the knowing of the unreal, possessed of a form not
its own. Why is it not the knowing of the real ? Because the knowledge
of the real removes it, inasmuch as Real Cognition has for its object a thing
as it exists. Therein is seen the removal of the wrong knowledge by the

right one ; as for example, the visual knowledge of two moons is removed by
the preception which has for its object the thing as it really exists, the one
moon,
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This it is that is the five-fold Nescience. As it is said :—Nescience,

Egoism, Attachment, Aversion, and Love of life are the five afflictions.— II. 3.

The same are technically called respectively, darkness, (tamas), forgetfulness

(moha), extreme forgeifulness (mahamoha\ Excessive darkness (t&misra) and
blind darkness (andhat&misra).

These will be described in the context of the impurities of the mind.

VAOHASPATrS GLOSS.

Unreal oognition is the knowing of the unreal, possessed of a form not its own.
Unreal cognition :—This is a statement of the thing to be defined. The knowing

of the unreal, &c, is the definition. It means that it has a form which shines out as
if it were real knowledge.

*

The words, 'possessed of a form not its own/ are equivalent to 'not possessed of

the form which is its own. ' As for example, the words, ' eating what is not dedicated

to the Pitris, ' mean ' not eating what is dedicated to the Pitris.

'

Doubt also is included in this. There is, however, this much difference. In this,

the unstability of the form of tho notion exists in the notion itself, whereas in the case

of the perception of two moons, &c, the unstability is brought home by the notion of
the removal thereof.

The question arises that if it be so, then on consideration, unreal cognition
shows itself in imagination also, because there also, the real object is not perceived
as such. For this reason says, it is "the knowing of the unreal." This means that
this oognition is oontradioted by the common knowledge of all mankind. This con-
tradiction exists in the oase of unreal oognition, but not in the case of Imagination.
Forms of oognition due to Imagination are in common use with mankind, and it is

only to those who show the capacities of a learned man and think thereupon that the
knowledge of contradiction appeals in this case.

Thus the question is raised, 'why is not that real cognition]* Tho meaning is

that the former knowledge is not the one that is removed by the opposite knowledge
acquired thereafter ; but that it is the knowledge acquired thereafter that is removed
by the former, which has been acquired before arid nothing contrary to which has
appeared.

Refutes:—'Because it is removed by right knowledge.

'

It might be real cognition if the birth of the latter depended upon the former.

Here, however, either cognition is given birth to by its own cause, and is not dependent
upon the other knowledge. The latter knowledge thus does not take its rise by the de-

struction of the former and its appearance and therefore, does not consist in the removal
of the former. Nor does the appearance of the former knowledge mean the removal of

the latter, because this does not exist at that timo. For this reason, the cause of the
existence of removability is the absence of the close appearance of contrariety: and the
cause of the power to remove is the close appearance of contrariety. Therefore, that
which is not right knowledge, is removed by right knowledge, inasmuch as the latter

has for its objeot, something which exists as such.

He gives an example :
—'Therein is seen the removal of the wrong knowledge

by the right one.

'

He shows the evil nature of this unreal cognition for the purpose of removal :

'This it is that is the five fold Nescience. 1 The meaning is that 'Nescience is the generic
quality of all the five, Nescience, Egoism, <ko.

, The mistaking of the Unmanifested
(Avyakta), the Manifested objective existence (Mahat), the Principle of Individuality
(Ahankara), and the. five atom-builders (TftPm&$ras)—

*

D6 e*ght forms of the not-self
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for the self, is nescience, darkness (tamas). Similarly, the mistaking by the Yogis of

the eight attainments of Anima, &c, \vhich«are inauspicious, for the auspicious, is the

eight-fold forgetfulness (moha) which oomes after the former. And tins is oalled

Egoism (asmita).

Similarly the idea, 'I shall enjoy sound, &c., the ten enjoyments both as seen and

heard, when I have acquired by Yoga the eight attainments of Anima, &c, and have

thereby become a powerful man (siddha),' is the greater forgetfulness, attachment

(Raga).

Similary, when led by such a judgment, one sets about to obtain these enjoy-

ments, but finds that the attainments of Anima, <fco., are not born on account of

obstacles caused by some one and that the enjoyments of the pleasures of both kinds,

seen or heard about traditionally, which depend upon the attainments, is not thus

obtained, anger against the oause of obstacles appears. This is aversion (dvesa),

called utter darkness.

Similarly, when the powers of An imA, &o., have been attained, and the visible

and heard-of objects of enjoyment have been obtained, then the fear that in the end

of the Kalpa all this will be destroyed, is the love of sentient life, blind darkness

(andhatfimisra or abhinivesa).

This has been said (Samkhya kArikA, XLVIII—S. B. H. XI. pp. 39—40)

"Eight-fold is the division of darkness and so of forgetfulness; ten-fold of the

greater forgetfulness. Utter darkness is eighteen-fold and so also is blind darkness."

Sutra 9.

ST^fTT^wWf «rot* ftww
:

n « N

Sabda, by verbal expression. tTTH Jnana, by knowledge. wgtiTrft

Anupati, followed in sequence. 2P??T Vastn, reality, an objective, substratum.

^T^T: Sunyah, devoid of. ft^T: Vikalpnh, imagination.

9. Imagination is followed in sequence by verbal expression

and knowledge, and is devout of objective substratum.

s^fF^sfa *r^TO(3ir**fNs^ stock} | wzmj

arrcj: ^reifa sfo \ *Tfaftfm warfare' t**t$* i ams^cqfWrf 331*

wf^r ^rfer stock *f?ni £ 11

VYASA.
Imagination is followed in sequence by verbal knowledge and expres-

sion, and is devoid of objective substratum. This does not reach up to real

cognition. Nor does it reach up to unreal cognition. Even in the absence

of an objective substratum, its action is found to be dependent upon the power

of verbal expression and knowledge.

As for example:—'Purusa is of the nature of consciousness. ' Now
what is here predicated of what? seeing that Purusa is consciousness
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itself, and that there must always be a statement of the relationship of

one to another in predication ; as in the phrase Chitra's cow.

Similarly, " the purusa is inactive and the characteristics of an

object are denied to it.
"

" B&na stands, will stand, has stood. " The meaning of the root alone

is understood by (the act of) the cessation of motion.

Similarly in the sentence, " The purusa has the characteristics of not

being born, " the mere absence of the characteristic of not being born is to be

understood, and not any positive characteristic possessed by the purusa. That

characteristic has therefore, been imagined and has come into practical usage,

VACHASPATI'S GLOSS.
(l Imagination is fallowed in sequence by ver b « 1 expression and knowledge, and is

devoid of an objective substratum. " If it is followed in sequence by verbnl knowledge

and expression, why should not Imagination (vikalpa) fall under the bending of Real

Cognition ? If, on the other band, it is devoid of objective substratum, it must be the

same as umeal cognition * For this reason, says :— This does not reach up to Real

Cognition.' Why does it not leach up to real cognititon ? ' Because, in the absence of an

objective substiatum, &c.' This shows why it does not fall under the head of real

cognition. 'Its action is found to be dependent upon the power of verbal expression

and knowledge.' This shows that it does not fall under the bead of Unieal Cognition.

This is the meaning. There being no differences in some particulars, it differs

in others, while showing some points of similarity. There being no objective substratum for

either the distinction or the absence thereof, imagination shows an unreal image of the

substratum ; and it is not, therefore, an act of real cognition. Nor is it Unreal Cognition,

because it differs from it, in being lecognised as such in practice.

Now gives illustrations taken from the sacred wiitings. 'As for example,' &c, which

is the subject to be qualified ? What is it predicated by ? The quality and t+ie thing quali-

fied cannot come into relationship if they are not distinct from each other. The cow can-

not be predicated of a cow ; it can only be predicated of something different from itself,

say Chaitra.

This, is what he says : -There must always be the statement of relationship of one to

another in predication.' 'Predication is the relation between the predicate and the ptedica-

ted ' In other woids, it is the relation between the quality and the thing qualified. * It is of

this that the statement of a sentence consists ; as in the sentence, 'This Chaitra'a Cow,'

Adds another illustration from the sacred writings too "Similarly."

He to whom the characteristics of an object i. e., the essential force which informs

earth, &c.) aie denied is spoken of as such. Who is he ? The inactive Purusa. There is of

course no such characteristic of an object in the Sarlkhya teaching as non-existence, by which
the Purusa may be qualified.

The reading in some places is, "The chaiacteristics of an objective substratum are
denied." This means as follows: -'Are denied,' means 'are pervaded by denial,' t. they are
possessed of the quality of being denied. Or in other words, it means that the characteristics

of an object are possessed of the quality of being denied* But the characteristics of uti

object are not possessed of the quality of the non-existence of something, because there can
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be no relation between existence and non-existence. They are, however, taken as such (t. $. f

existing).

Gives illustrations from the idiom of the world:—"Bana stands." As in the sentences,

'He cooks/ 4He breaks/ the whole series of the moments of action in which some are antecedent

and others subsequent, is recognized as being qualified by one effect, so also in the sentence

'He stands/ the commentator mentions the same state of antecedence and postcedence:— 4Will

stand, has stood/

Well
t
suppose that the action of cessation of motion consists in antecedent and postce-

dent moments just like the action of cooking, and that being different from Bana it may be

predicated of him. For this reason he says: —'The meaning of the root itself is understood by

the act of cessation of motion/ The cessation of motion itself is imagined to be the character-

istic of an object. Then this fancied characteristic is imagined to be a form of positive exis-

tence and even there is fancied an order of the precedence and postcedence. Such is the series

of astonishing fancied conceptions. Non-existence is imagined to be existence, and then it is

imagined that it comes after something in succession. This fauciful conception is found in all

men. It is not, however, a characteristic different from, the Purnsa, so that it might be

predicated of hire.

Gives another illustration: —The Purusa has the characteristic of not be'ng born/

Many a thinker has held that the modification of imagination is not different from real

and unreal cognitions. The detail of these illustrations is meant to explain the matter to

them.
Sittra 10.

TOTT* Abhava, of non-existence, of voidness, Pratyaya, the cause, the

feeling. SPTTWiarsn Alambanft, substratum weott i. e. 9
having for its substratum,

or support, wf^r: Vrittih, modification. fSryr Nidrft, deep sleep.

10. Sleep is the mental modification which has for its

objective substratum, the cause of non-existence.

wmf&mi**^ i srerer ft ot: $wt ft ft^ftaOft i ywwHsimJ
ftW gffc^r?%RT^ \ mt q^tegprarer^ i gsfq ft ^rrarf^ji jpref ft

nwin3^ i flw&Rrr: *j?rc?5r sfcreT * ^icg^wfinNt ftsrr \ stt

vyAsa.
"Sleep is the mental modification which has for its objective substratum

the cause of non-existence." And this is a particular kind of notion, because

it is called back on awakening. How ? 'I have slept well. My mind i9 clear
;

it renders my intellect bright/ 'I have slept badly ; my mind is listless ; it

wanders and is unsteady.' 'I have slept with great stupidity
;
mjMimbs are

heavy
;

ray mind is tired ; it stands as it were lazy and abflent/ This calling

feack would certainty not exist on awakening, if there ^ere no recognition pf
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the cause : and there would nob be memories dependent thereupon and having

that for their object. Therefore sleep is a particular kind of notion, and

further it is to be checked in trance like any other modification.— 10.

VACHASPATI'S GLOSS.

The word 'vritti' is the subject of discussion and is, therefore, understood by context

As there is no difference of opinion among rival thinkers as to Real Cognition, Unreal

Cognition, Imagination and Memory being mental modifications, the word is not used in

those places separately for emphasizing the distinction. In the case of Bleep, however,

there is difference of opiuion. It has, therefore, to be specially stated that it is a modification

of the mind. The understanding by context would not serve to emphasize the teaching.

Therefore the word modification is repeated a second time.

The non-existence spoken of is oi the modifications of the waking and dreaming states.

The cause (pratyaya>) thereof is the darkness (the quality of inertia) which covers the light

of the intellect (the buddhi, the will-to-know). The mental modification, of which this

becomes the substratum (that is the object), is spokeu of as sleep. The substance of the

will-to-be being possessed of the three qualities, whenever inertia appears and overpoweis

the quality of essence and disturbing Energy and thus throws a veil over all the means of

knowledge, then the will-to-know does not put on the shape of the object of knowledge
and the purusa, being conscious for the time of the overpowering darkness of inertia alone)

is said to be sleeping well with consciousness turned inwards.

Why theu this non-existence of the modifications should not be the modification of

sleep ? Why should it not be similar to the states of restraint and perfect freedom ikaivalya) f

For this reason, he says :

—

"And that is a particular motion, because it is called back on awakening,"
•Calling back' is the remembrance thereof with all its adjuncts. How ? When the

Tama* appears along with the Sattva, the reflection of oue who has awakened after sleep, is

like this 'I have slept well
; my mind is clear and makes my intellect bright/ Bright

means pure.

When the Tamas appears along with the Rajas, the reflection is similar to what is

expressed by—
'I have slept painfully

j
my mind is unfit for work.' Why ? Becaase it wanders, it is

unsteady.

Then he speaks of the reflection of one who awakes after a sleep, in which the Tamas
appears, having to its utmost overpowered the Sattva and the Rajas :—

•I have slept very stupidly
;
my limbs are heavy / my mind is tired, lazy and as it were J

absent/

The fact to be proved having been established by the canon of difference, now applies

the same canon of difference to the cause thereof.

'Dependent thereupon means caused by the recognition/

'Having that for their object/ means 'having the cause of the non-existence of the modi*
fications for their object/

The cause is recognized in this way, 'This is it/

And it is recognized by him who awakens, just on awakening. The meaning it

that at the time of awakening) the knowledge of the notion exists along with the knowledge

of the cause of the non-existence of the modifications.

The question arises : The modifications of Real Cognition, &c, show themselves in an

outwardly inclined mind
;
they are, therefore, to be checked, being contrary to trance. Sleep*
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however, ia si 'Hilar to the modification of one-poiuteduesa ;
why then should it be contrary

to trance ?

For this reanon, he says :—

'And further it ia to be checked in trance like any other modification.' The meaning

is that although it is similar to the modification of one-pointeduess, yet it is caused by TamaR,

and is, therefore, contrary to both the Cognitive and the ultra-cognitivo trances.

TV meaning is that that too ia to be checked.

Sutra 11.

Wtggft Anubhuna, the objective mental, perceived f^TO Visaya, impressions

subjects, ^^il^i Asampramcsah, not stealing away along, not slipping away,

^rffrj Smritih, memory.

11. Memory is the not stealing away along with objective

mental impression (retained) (i. e., the reproducing of not more than

what has been impressed upon the mind).

tfwmt m ^nrrf^f^rr^f ^fa ii u II

VYASA.
Does the mind remember the act of knowing or the object ? The notion

coloured by the object of knowledge shows out both the object and the act of

knowledge, and thus begins the formation of the habit of the same kind. The

habit manifests its own cause, and thus generates a memory, having the same

form and consisting of both the object and the act of knowledge. When the

manifestation of the act of knowledge is the first of the two, the modification

is the intellect (buddhi). When the appearance of the object of knowledge is

the first, it is Memory.

This memory is two-fold : When the phenomenon to be remembered

has become to very nature of the mind, and when it has not so become. In

dream it is the former ; at the time of waking the latter.

All these memories are born in sequence of the impressions of Real Cogni-

tion, Unreal Cognition, Imagination, Sleep and Memory. Further, all these
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modifications are of the nature of pleasure, pain and illusion. Pleasure, pain

and illusion will be described among the afflictions. 'Attachment is the stick-

ing to pleasure as such in sequence
1

II. 7.
1 Aversion is the sticking to pain

as such in sequence/ II. 8. Illusion, however, is Nescience. All these modi*

fications are to be checked. It is when these have been checked that there

comes either the Cognitive. or the ultra -cognitive trance.

VACHASPATT3 GLOSS.

"Memory is the not stealing away along with mental impressions." Memory is the not

stealing away alon* with an object which has come into the mind by real cognition, &c. It

is only the object of knowledge which comes into consciousness by mental habit alone and

which shines forth into the rniud in consequence of the cognition of the cause of the habit,

that is one's own. The taking of an object, however, over and above that is theft, on account

of its similarity with the act. Tue word 'pramosa' is derived from the root 'mus/ to 6teai

This is the meaning
;
Right cognition and others all ciuse the knowledge of an object

unknown, either in the ordinary or in some particular way. Memory, however, does not pass

over the limitation of the former knowledge. It is that former knowledge or something less

than that which is its object, never something more. Tin's is the distinction of memory from

other modifications. The question, 'Does it remember the notion or the object V starts this

discussion.

It would appear that the habit generated by an act of knowledge puts into the rniud

the object of knowledge only, because the impression in the mind is caused by the coming

in of the object of knowledge : and no mental impression can come into existence of itself*

If the mental impression itself were reproduced, it would be the mental impression alone (and

not the object of knowledge).

For this reason the author comes to the final conclusion that it is a remembrance of

both. Because the mental impression (the act of knowledge) takes its origin from the object

of knowledge, the former is coloured by the latter. In reality, however, it manifests, i.e.,

illuminates the form, that is the appearance of both the object and the act of knowledge.

That which brings anything into manifestation, is its cause (vyanjaka, manifester). Its

manifestation is the form thereof. Hence the meaning of the original is, 'possessing the form

of its cause.'

The question arises, what is the difference between the memory and the intellect

(buddhi), if they have the same form as far as their genesis is concerned ?

For this reason, the author says " When the form of the act of knowledge is the

first of the two, &c. "

An act of knowledge consists in the takiug in of an object ; and it is not possible that

there should be trie taking in of an object which has already been taken in, i.e., known.

Hence by this is described, the knowing of the yet unknown, which is intellection. It is

described to be such as the form or appearance of knowledge is the first, the most

important factor therein. And although there is no difference in nature, the preponderance

of the quality is established.

Memory is described to be that in which the form of the object of knowledge is the

first or foremost appearance. By the form of the object of knowledge being the first in

appearance, it is meant that the object of knowledge lias already been subjected to the

operation of the other mental modiiications, It is said the field of memory comprises the
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mental impressions which have already been subjected to the operation of other mental

modifications. And this is what is
11 not stealing along with mental impressions."

But this stealing exists in memory too. It shows in dream past phenomena impressed

Upon the mind at (Jitieront times and places, such as the names, &c, as connected with other

times and places which have not p.issed into the mind as such. For this reason, he says,

4tt is two- fold.
1

* That which has become of the very nature of mind,' means raised into being by

mental potency, imagiued. This is that in which the object of memory has already been

made part of the mind.

The other is that which has not become of tho nature of the mind, which is not raised

out of mental potencies, is not imagined and is therefore real.

This is not memory, it is on the contrary unreal cognition, fitting iu as it does with

the definition thereof. It is called memory because it only looks like it, just as what looks

like real cognition is called real cognition.

J*ut then why is memory mentioned last of all ?

The reason is given:—'All these memories, &c* ' Impiession in sequence' means

taking in. Memory is a modification preceded by this taking in. That is to say, the genesis

of memory is therefrom.

The question arises that an intelligent man will only check the modi6cations which

cause misery to the Purusa, and such are the afflictions, not the modi fixations as such

"What then is the object of their suppiession ? For this reason, he says All these, &c.

This is easy.

Sutra 12.

*&v*ns, Abhyasa, by practice. liH^i^iy, Vairagyabham, by desireless-

ness, unattachmcnt. H^, Tad, their. fJrcter:, Nirodhah, restraint, control.

12. They are restrained by practice and desirelessness.

VYASA.

Well then, what is the means for restraining them ? "They are res-

trained by practice and desirelessness.

"

The stream of mind flows both ways
; flows towards good and it flows

towards evil. That which flows on to perteco independence (kaivalya) down
the plane of discriminative knowledge, f d named the stream of happiness.

Ihat which leads to re-birth and fl0Ws down the plane of undiscriminative

ignorance, is the stream of sin,
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Among those the flow of the desirables is thinned by desirelessness ; the

flow of discrimination is rendered visible by habituating the mind to the

experience of knowledge.

Hence suppression of the mental modification is dependent upon both.

VACHASPATPS GLOSS.
«

The Commentator asks the means of restraint. " Well then, what, &c." He answers by

the aphorism:— 'They are restrained by practice and desirelessness.' The operation of prac-

tice and desirelessness on the manifestation of restraint is collective, on account of each oper-

ating as a branch of the other. They are not optional. For this reason he says:— 'The stream

of mind flows both ways, &c."

'Flows towards': The word pnlgbhdrd in the original means bank, limitation; and the

idea is that the stream is so banked, i. e., limited in its flow ns to reach the state of perfect

independence (kaivalya N
.

"Down the plane:" The word 'nirana' in the original means down, an inclination of the

ground, such as makes it possible for vater to flow in a particular direction It also means

depth, into which water would always flow.

Sfttra 13.

ft*, Tatra, of the^e, there. fs*Trft, Sthitau, as regards the steadiness, as

regard-} keeping them perfectly restrained. *Tc«T:, Yatnah, the effort, continu-

ous struggle. TO: Abhy&sah, what is called practice,

13. Of these, practice is the effort to secure steadiness.

VYASA.

Steadiness is the undisturbed calmness of the flow of the mind, when ib-

has become free from the modifications.

Effort to secure that end is the putting out of enorgy to secure, and aspira?

tion towards that.

Practice is the resort to the means thereof with the object of attaining it.

VACHASPATI'S GLOSS

Of these, the author describes practice by stating its nature and object; 'Of these, prac-

tice is the effort to secure steadiness/
^

The commentator explains the same.—'When the mind has become free from the modi-

fications:' is- separated from the modification* due to Rajas and Tamas, the flow of the modi-

fications of the quality of Essence is established iu the shape of calm one-poiuteduess and

purity. This is steadiness.

Effort to secure that end,' is the meaning of the locative case of the word 'sthiti' used

to signify that object. As is the case in the sentence, 'Chaimani (Jvipinftm hanti,1 of which

the meaning ia> * Kills the tiger for the sake of the skin.'
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He clear* the meaning of effort by giving synonyms: energy, aspiration. He explains:

*-*With the object of attaining that.' 'That' he»e means steadiness.

He speaks of the field for the action of that energy :
— 'Resort to the means thereof.' The

means for the attainment of steadiness are the internal and external Yogas, the restraints

and observances, &c» The action of the actor is diiected towards the means, not towards the

fruit,

S&tra 14.

W. Sah, that, this, 7| Tu, and. ^Nr-grrw, Dirgha-kala, for a long time. JU«-H<4

Nairantarya, without interruption. w*h\< Satkara, with devotion. ^TT^fifrT:

Ascvitali, being well-attended to. g^-^ffa.' Dpidha-bhCtmih, firmly rooted, of firm

ground, well fixed.

14. And this is firmly rooted, being woll-attended to for a

long time without interruption and with devotion.

VYASA.

"Well attended to for a long time/' "well attended to without interruption,"

"well attended to with devotion," i. e., brought about by purificatory action

tapas) by continence, by knowledge and by faith, it becomes firmly rooted

with welcome devotion. The meaning is that its operation is not then con-

quered all at once by the- outgoing habits of the mind.

VACHASPATl'S GLOSS.

But how can practice secure steadiness, when its operations are opposed by the highway
robber of outgoing habits, which are in existence from eternity? LTe explains:—"And this
is firmly rooted, being well attended to for a long time, without interruption and with
devotion."

This practice then reaches tho state of firmness, but not at once, inasmuch as being pos-
sensed of the three qualities, it* domain, the appearance of calmness, is ofteu overpowered by
the habits of outgoing.

If again, having even hud resort to practice of this description, one gives it up, it'will
be overpowered by lapse of time. Hence it should not be given up. This is the meaning.

SlHra 15.

^Tg^&^mqft^^qr^^^ffTT II w ||

g«g Prisma, perceptible. Anusravika, scriptural. f^rVisaya enjoy-
ments. ftrTRK* Vitrisnasya, in him or of him who is free from thirst for *****
Vas,kara, supremacy. «*T Samjfta, consciousness, (km, Vairagyam, desirelessneas
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15. Desirelessness is the consciousness of supremacy in him

who is free from thirst for perceptible and scriptural enjoyments.

<nfo^re^n;H ii \i ii

VYASA.

A mind free from attachmenb to perceptible enjoyments, such as women

foods, drinks, and power, and having no thirst for scriptural enjoyables, such

as heaven and the attainment of the states of the Videha and the Parkritilaya,

has, when it comes into contact with such divine and worldly objects, a con-

sciousness of its supremacy, due to an understanding of the defects of the

object?, brought about by virtue of intellectual illumination. This consciousness

of power is the same as the consciousness of indifference to their enjoyment,

and is devoid of all desirable and undesirable objects as such. This mental

state is desirelessness (Vaiiagya).

VACHASPATI'S GLOSS.

The author describes desirelessness:—"Desirelessness is the consciousness of supremacy

in him who is freed from thirst for perceptible and scriptural enjoyments,"

He describes the freedom from thirst for intelligent and non-intelligent perceptible

objects:
—'women, &g.

}

Power is midship. Sciipture is the Veda. Those that aio known fiom the Veda are

sciiptural enjoyments, such as heaven, &c. He speaks of desiie for thorn too: such as "heaven

&c."

The Videhas are the disembodied, who live only in the vehicles which serve as instru-

ments (of knowledge and action.) The state of the disembodied (vaidehya) is their state

of existence.

Others believe the Piakj-iti only to be self. They meditate upon the ptakriti. They

are merged in the functional Prakriti alone. ^The functional Prakriti is that in which the

state of the equipoise has been disturbed, i, e., not the Mulaprakrlti). The state of the prak*

fitilaya is their state of existence.

Sciiptural enjoyments consist of the attainment of these states. He who is free ftorn

thirst for scriptural objects, is the same who is free from the desire of attaining heaven &c.

The question arises that inasmuch as there is absence of desire even for objects that have

never been possessed, such absence too would be desirelessness if desirelessness signified only

absence of desire. Therefore the commentator says:
—'when it comes into contact with such

divine and worldly objects^ Desirelessness is not the mere absence of desire. On the con-

trary^it is the consciousness of indifference to enjoyment, even though divine and worldly

objects be in contact. He renders the same plainer: 'Is devoid of all desireable and undesir-

able objects as such.'

Consciousness of supremacy is the consciousness of indifference, freedom from attach*

ment or aversion.
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But then whence does it come? He explains:— ' By virtue of intellectual illumination.'

The defect of objects is contained in their being surrounded by three-fold pain. Intell-

ectual illumination is the full recognition of this fact with the object of removing them. By
Virtue thereof is the understanding of the defects brought about.

The authorities speak of four stages in the unfold men t of consciousness:—The consci-

ousness of endeavour, the consciousness of difference, the consciousness of one faculty and

the consciousness of supremacy.

Attachment, &c, are the impurities of the mind. The powers of sensation, action, and

thought aie led by these to work up tWr several objects. Endeavour is the putting in of

effort for burning them, sp that the powers may not incline to woik upon their several ob-

jects. This is the consciousness of endeavour.

When the endeavour has begun, some of the impuiities are found to be ripe; others

are being ripened; and others again are going to be n'pened. The consciousness of difference

consists in differentiating the ripe and the ripening.

When the powers become incapable of action, the wish alone remains in the mind, so far

as the ripe ones are concerned. The consciousness of this state is c illed 'the consciousness of

the one faculty.'

When physical and ultra-physical objects of enjoyment take op the position of receding,

the position of indifference even to the wish, is beyond the three stages of consciousness, and

is called the consciousness of supremacy. The object of the first three having been fulfilled

by this alone, they have not been mentioned separately. Thus all is plain.

Sutra 16.

FT^ Tab, that trcq Parana, is higher, rpw Purusa, of the Purusa. wrfti

Khy&teh, due to the knowledge, jpjj Guna, to the qualities. §rT*re% Veilrisnyam

. indifference.

16. The same is higher, when there is indifference to the

"qualities," due to the knowledge of the Purusa.

eft \ tow i mfe
ft $*<^fofa II \% II

VYASA.
He who sees the defects of the perceptible aud scriptural objects of enjoy-

ment, is indiffereut (to them.)
#

He whose will-to-know is saturated with the notion of the distinctive

nature of the Purusa, brought about by the purity of the effort to know him, be-

comes indifferent to the 'qualities/ both in their manifested and unmanifested

state.
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There are two forms of desirelessness. Of these the latter is but the

light of spiritual knowledge. When this light shines, discrimination arises.

Then the Yogi thinks thus Whatever was to be obtained has been obtained.

The afflictions that were to be destroyed have been destroyed. The fast-

jointed chain of life which, when it is not broken, " there is or occurs birth

after death and death after birth, has been broken. Desirelessness is but

the highest perfection of spiritual knowledge ; and absolute independence

(kaivalya) is nothing else.

VACHASPATTS GLOSS.
Having described the Lower desirelessness, the author now describes the Higher :

" The same is Higher when theie is indifference to the 1 qualities, ' due to knowledge of

the Purusa, f>

*

He shows that Lower desirelessness is the antecedent to the Higher, and that it is the

entrance to that. Lower Desiielessness is shown by the words " he who sees the defects

of perceptible and scriptural objects of enjoyments is indifferent to thein. "

"Brought about by the effort to know the Purusa;" the knowledge of the Purusa
is his recognition by means of the Veda, by inference and by the teaching of the masters*

The * effort to know ' consists in the lepeated resort to the means. The purity of the know-

ledge consists in the steady flow of the quality of essence (sattva), due to the removal of

active disturbance (rajas) and ineitia (lamas). This brings about the recognition of the

distinct natures of the Purusa and the " qualities r The Purusa is pure and infinite. The
4 qualities ' are contrary thereto. The Yogi whose intellect is saturated by the recognition,

is 3poken of as such. The trauce known as the Cloud of Virtue is spoken of here.

Such a Yogi is entirely free from attachment to the * qualities/ whether possessing

the characteristic of the manifested or the uumanifested ; so much so that he is free fiom
attachment even to the mental pheuomeuon of the recognition of the distinct nature of the

Objective Essence and the Purusa, which itself is a manifestation of the qualities.

Thus there are two forms of desiielessness. The former desirelessness exists wheu the

mental essence (sattva) has been rendered free from inertia (tamas), by the manifestation

of its essential nature (the sattva), but there still remains a tiace of the dirt of disturbingo
energy (rajas).

This view is common to the Tanstikas, those who are addicted to enjoymeut in the
states It ia by that of com se that taey become prakritilayas. So it has been said;—'One
becomes a prakritilaya by desirelessness.' (Samkhya k&rika, XLV. S. 13, H. XI. p. 38).

The last of the two is but the light of knowledge. By the use of the word 'but' it is in-
dicated that in that state no objects of kuowledge exist. The mental essence as it exists in
that state is similar to the same, but is besides untaiuted by the least impurity, of Disturbing
Energy (rajas). It is therefore said to be the light of knowledge. Mental Essence is by
nature purity: but it puts on impurity by the taint of distuibing eneigy (rajas) and inertia'
(tamas). When the impurities of rajas and tamas have been washed away by the pure show-
ers of desirelessness and practice, it becomes highly illuminated, and the light of spiritual
knowledge is left there alone.

& € "

He shows that in that state the 'qualities' become unworthy of acceptance:—1When this
light shines, discrimination aiises in the Yogi.' The meaning is that the Yogi becomes pos-
sessed of the present discriminative knowledge, when other forms of knowledge have diaap-"
peared,

w p
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What was to be obtained, t. c, perfect independence (kaivalya) has been obtained. As

will be said, 'the wise man becomes free while living.' The meaning is that this takes place

because residual potencies only remain with their root cut off. How is it that all that had

to be attained, has been attained ? Because the afflictions of Nescience, &c., which had to

be removed, have been removed together with their residual aroma.

But then there is the store of virtue and vice which is used as a chain to bind living

beings to birth and death in the universe. How then can there be absolute freedom? For

this reason, the commentator says:—'The fast-joiuted chain, is broken.' The 'fast-joint-

ed chain* means that whose joints are so firmly and closely fastened together that they

appear to be one whole and do not appear to have been fastened together. It is the pieces

of virtue and vice stored, which, as individual pieces in the collection, are put together to

make the fast joints of a chain. 'The chain of existence' implies that the living being is

not freed from the bonds of birth and death. This chain is broken when the afflictions hare

been done away with. , And so it has been said:

—

'The vehicle of actions has its root in nescience.'— II. 12.

'It bears fruit if there is a root.'— II. 13,

It may be questioned, that inasmuch as restraints is the intermediate stage between

the fruition of intellection and the Cloud of Virtue, what is this that is called the mere light

of knowledge ?

For this reason, he says:—'Desirelessness is the highest perfection of spiritual know-

ledge?' The Higher desirelessness is but a form of the Cloud of Vittue, nothing else As
will be said further on.

'To him who desires nothing even fiom intellection (prasankhyana) comes the trance

known as the Cloud of Virtue, by constant manifestation of discrimination (IV. 29.) and

'Then the knowabie is but little, because knowledge is infinite, free as it is from all

veils and huputities. , -~ (I V, 31).

For this reason it is that absolute independence is this and nothing else.— 16.

Sutra 17.

ftfTO Vitarka, of philosophical curiosity. R*tH< Vichara, of meditation.

*TH?5 Ananda, of elation. *wf*Hcu Asmit&, egoism, ^pt Rupa, appearances.

mflnmq Anugamafc, by the accompaniment, by the company of, is accompanied

by. ^nreTTrtt Samprajriatah, the cognitive trance.

17. The Cognitive Trance is accompanied by the appearances

of philosophical curiosity, meditation, elation and egoism.

VYASA.
* Now then, how is the Cognitive Trance said to appear in those whose

minds have been, restrained by the two means? 'The Cognitive, Trance is
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accompanied by the appearand of phtlsophical curiosity meditation, elation,

and egoism.

Philosophical curiosity (vitarka) is a superficial attempt of the mind to

grasp any object.

Meditation is a subtle attempt. Elation is bliss. Egoism is the conscious-

ness of being one with the self.

Of these, the first is the Savitarka Trance accompanied by all the four.

The second is the Meditative (Savichara) where indistinctness ends. The third

is Elative (S&nanda) where meditation ends. The fourth is the purely egoisti*

cal (S&smita) where elation ends. All these trances have something to grasp
A

(Alambana).
VACHASPATPS GLOSS.

Having described the means, the commentator now puts a question with the object

of introducing the description of the acquisition they lead to, together with that of

its various classes:
—

* Now then how is the Cognitive Trance, <ko. ' The Cognitive

Trance is accompanied by the appearances of philosophical curiosity, meditation, ela-

tion and egoism.

The Cognitive Trance is first described because it precedes the ultra-cognitive.

The general nature of the Cognitive Trance is to be understood in the accompaniment
of the natures, i, e.

t
the forms of philosophical curiosity, meditation, elation and

egoism.

He defines philosophical curiosity:—*A superficial attempt of the mind, <fec.

'

Grasp (ftbhoga) is the manifestation of consciousness consisting of the illumination of

the nature of objects. It is called ' Superficial ' because it has the gross phenomena
for its sphere of action. As the new archer first aims at large objeots only, and then
at smaller and smaller ones by and by, so the neophyte in Yoga first learns the nature
of gross objeots of thought only, such as those made of the five Mah&bhutas (physical

states of Matter), the fourarmed god, &o; and then the subtle ones.

In this way the grasp of the objects by the mind becomes subtle. Meditation
has for its sphere of action, the causes of the gross phenomena, the subtle elements, the
five tanmatras, the manifested and the unmanifested essence of matter (the linga and
the alinga).

Having thus shown the range of the objective phenomena, he now shows the range
of the instrumental phenomena :

—
' Elation is <ko. ' Elation is that blissful modification

of consciousness, which consists in the illumination of the mind, as regards the acts of
sensation, with gross phenomena for their objects. The nature of the powers of sensa-

tion is to enlighten, beoause they are born out of the principle of individuality, with
the quality of essentiality (Sattva) predominating. Pleasure is a manifestation of the
quality of Essentiality (Sattva). Acts of sensation too are therefore of the nature of
pleasure. The manifestation of consciousness consisting of the illumination of this aspect
is bliss.

He describes the Cognitive Trance having the subjeot (Grihitri) for its sphere of
action :

—
' Egoism is the consciousness of being one with the self. ' Egoism is the sub-

tle cause of the instrumental powers inasmuoh as they are born out of it ; and the
egoism appearing as the self, the subject is the consciousness of being one with the self.

This Cognitive Trance has the subject for its sphere of aotion, because the subjeot is

always hidden behind egoism.

He mentions other minor differences all the four :—'The first, <feo.
1 The cause is

always present in the effeot, as its anteoedent state ; not so the effeot in the cause,
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Therefore, "this superficial range of consciousness is accompanied by all the four—the

gross and its causes, the subtle, the instrumental and the subjective. The other have

three, two and one cause, respectively as their spheres of action, and they have there*

fore three, two and one appearance, respectively.

He distinguishes the ultra-cognitive;

—

c All these, &c.

'

Sutra 18.

faru^ Virama, of cessation. J?c*TTvqrre pratyabhyasa, the notion, J Purvah the

former, the preceding, all the three together means having for its preceding

the notion of cessation, preceded by the notion of cessation. ^tafiTC-frrs Sams-

kara Sejah, in which remain only the residual potencies or impressions

(HS9iK) 3F*t: Anyah, the other.

18. Preceded by the constant repetition of the notion of cessa-

tion is the other ; in which the residual potencies only remain.

timrni i ct^t <rc W^gqrnr; i engraft crc^ra^r * *Esq<r %fe

VYASA.
What now are the means and the nature of the ultra-cognitive trance ?

"Preceded by constant repetition of the notion of cessation is the other in

which the residual potencies only remain."

The ultra-cognitive trance is that state of mental restraint, in which all

its modifications cease from action and remain only in posse, Its means is the

Higher desirelessness.

Inasmuch as any form of practice having an objective phenomenon for

its basis, cannot become the means of achieving id, the notion of cessation which

i$ nothing substantial, is here made the basis ; and that is devoid of any objec*

tive phenomenon. By the constant repetition of this notion, the mind having
no object to grasp, becomes as it were, non-existent. The trance being thus

seedless, is the ultra-cognitive.

VACHASPATI'S GLOSS.

The commentator asks a question to introduce the ultra- oognitive, whose discus*
ision is now in order :

—
• What now, <fcc.

'

" Preoeded by the constant repetition of the notion of cessation is the other, in
which the residual potencies only remain. "

The words, 1 preoeded by the constant repetition of the notion of cessation, 9 show
the means; the remaining words describe the nature. The words, 'in which the
residual potev ies only remain,

' are explained as, 'in whioh all its modification* oease
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The words, 'preceded by the constant repetition of the notion of cessation/ are explain*

ed hythe words, 'Its means is the Higher desirelessness.'

Cessation is the absence of mental modifications. Its notion is the cause. Its prac-

tice consists in its repetition over and over again. That which this repetition precedes is

described as such.

Now he says why the lower desirelessness does not become the oause of restraint

(nirodha) : --'Inasmuch as any form of practice having an objective phenomenon as its

basis, &C.'

The cause must be of the same class as the effect, not of a contrary class. The desire-

lessness which has an objective phenomenon for its basis is contrary to the effect ; the trance,

that is to any, which has no object for its basis. It is therefore proper that it should be born

only from a cause which has no objective phenomenon for its basis, the mere light, that is to

say, of spiritual knowledge. It is only the trance known as the Cloud of Virtue, born as it

is from the pure essence of the Will-to-know with the impurities of the rajas and che tamas

entirely removed, and the objects thereof left behind, that is infinite, sees the defects of

objects and having given them all up, stands in its own nature, that can properly become

the cause, ;\s having no object for its basis, of the seedless trance, in which the residual

potenoies only remain ; because they are similar in nature.

( Is made the basis 1
is made dependent upon that.

Becomes as it were non-existent because it does not produce any effect in the shape

of mental modifications.

The seedless is that which has no object for its basis. Or, it may be said that the

seed consists of the vehicles of afflictions and actions. This is said to be the seedless, because

the afflictions and actions have gone out of it.

Stitra 19,

^SOTrspft fif^fIT^^T^PT II ^ II

1TO Bhava. the objective existence. sicW. pratyayah, the cause, ie,
t caused

by objective existence. fi^-HfifrW^Ml^ Videha-prakritilay&n&m, to the videhas

(the gods) and the prakritilayas that merged (wj) in nature jjfrfcr.

19 Is caused by Objective Existence for the Videhas and prak-

ritilayas.

^<K^sf^ffOTf^TTf^T || ?a II

VYASA.
This is of two descriptions :—brought about by Objective Existence and

brought about by the practice of the means. In the case of Yogis it is brought

about by the practice of the means. In the case of the Videhas and the prak.-

ritilayas it is caused by Objective Existence,
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In the caso of the Videhas, the gods, it is caused by Objective Existence,

because they enjoy a state of something like absolute freedom (kaivalya) with

a mind functioning only so far as its own residual potencies are capable of, and

who while thus enjoying, live out the state of life, which is the fruition of their

residual potencies.

Similarly do the Prakritilayas enjoy a state of quasi-isolation with a mind

which has its work still before it, but which remains merged in the Prakritis,

as long as it does not come back by virtue of the work still before it.

VACHASPATPS GLOSS.

Now the author describes a sab-head of the inhibitive Trance, being necessary as it

is for deciding which is to be adopted and which to be rejected This,' the inhibitive

trance, * is of two descriptions,'—caused by the practice of the means of achievement and

brought about by Objective Existence.

The means are faith, &c, to be described later. That which is brought about by

these means, is the inhibitive trance so spoken of.

That in which living beings are born is Objective Existence. It is Nescience. The

modification of consciousness which consists in the identification of the not-self,— the forms

consisting of the elements und the power of sensation and action and the Prakritis, known

as the Mulaprakriti, the Mahat, the AhankAra and the five tanmatras,- -with self appears in

the Tausfikas who have attained the states of the lower desirelessness. This notion about
*

the Objective Existence, becomes the antecedent of one description of the Inhibitive Trance.

This is spoken of as having been brought about by Objective Existence.

Out of these two the one brought about by effort, is for the Yogis, who work for

freedom from Objective Existence. By the mention of tnis distinction tho other is denied

to those who follow the path of absolute freedom (Moksa).

Well then, in whom is it caused by Objective Existence? The reply is given by the

aphorism < Is caused by Objective Existence in the case of the Videhas and the Prakriti-

layas.'

The Videhas and the Prakritilayas are distinct from each other. The meaning is that

this trance is so caused for both of them.

The author explains this ( For Videhas it is caused by, &c.'

Those who recognize either of the elements or the powers of sensation, action and
thought as the self, and so constantly devote themselves to them, that their iuternal organ is

fully saturated with that idea, remain, afcer separation from the body, immeised in the same

elemental, sensuous and functional forms ; and all that remains of their mind is the habit

of their particular devotion. They are called the Videhas (the disembodied) because they

are free from the physical bodies. It is they who, with a mind capable of moving ouly

along the line marked by habit, enjoy a state of somethiug like absolute freedom, but are

without the physical body. This state resembles the state of absolute independence, because

the modifications of the mind are suspended for the time being. It however differs from
absolute freedom, in the possession of the power of having to perform work still to be doue.

The reading in some places is " upabhoga" instead of " upayoga '> in the text. Upabhoga
means enjoyment. The meaning of this alternative reading would be that the residual alone
are objects of enjoyment and not the modifications.
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When the limit haa been reached they live out the state of life which is the fruition of

their residual potencies. They come back to be born again. So says the V$yu Pur&na:—

"Those who devote themselves to meditation upon the powers of sensation, action and

thought, live in this state for ten Manwantaras. Those who devote themselves to the ele-

ments live in that state for full one hundred Manwantaras."

Similar are Prakritilayas. They believe one of the prakritis, the unmanifested (Mula-

Prakriti), the undifferentiated phenomenal (Mahat), and the principle of individuality, to be

the self. Their internal organs are saturated with the idea of devotion to either of the Prak*

ritis. They are immersed after their separation from the physical body, in the one of these

Prakritis, which they have made the object of their devotion. But their minds have not yet

fulfilled the object of their existence; they have still work before them.

The mind would fulfil the object of its existence, if while following this very course of

thought, it would also manifest the disci inclination of the distinct natures of the Purusa and

objective existence. Tf on the other hand this consciousness be not generated in the mind,

it has not fulfilled its object, and is therefore said to have its work still before it. The Prak-

ritilayas having their minds merged in the Prakritis, with its work still undone, enjoy a state

of something like absolute freedom as long as they do not come back by virtue of the work

yet to be done. Although the mind has become similar to the Prakriti, yet they come back

when the limit has been reached. Then they acquire the consciousness of the distinct

natures of the Purusa and the objective existence* As on the cessation of the rainy season, the

body of the frog is assimilated to the earth, and comes back to life again on coming into

contact with rain-water, (so does the mind of the Prakpitilaya). So says Viyu:—

"For a thousand Manwantaras, the Abhim^nikas, those who identify themselves with

the Prakritis; and for ten thousand Manwantaras the Buddbas remain without pain. Those

who devote thorns )lvos to the Unmanifested remain in that state for a hundred thousand

Manwantaras. The computation of time does not exist on reaching the Nirguna Purusa."

Thus this state also is glvea up, being subject to re-births.

Sfttra 20.

*grSraddh&, faith. *frf Virya, energy. s*rf?T Smriti, memory. Sinfa

Sam&dhi trance. WS\ Prajfift, discernment). '§W9?s Putvakah, having before,

preceded by. IH^l^ itares&m, for others.

20. For others it is preceded by faith, energy, memory, trance

and discernment.

%?r^r: tfsrcrr^: i *rrfs ^wft «fH*nf tt%?m ffc sr^rrc^ M^i-
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VYASA.
It is brought about by the means of achievement for the Yogis. Faith

18 the pleasing wishful contact of mind with the object of pursuit. It sustains

the Yogi, like a mother. Energy is born in him who pursues knowledge

with faith. Memory comes to help when he is possessed of energy. On the

appearance of memory, the mind ceases to be disturbed and passes into trance.

When the mind is entranced, discrimination appears, by which it knows an

objeot as it i3. By constant practice thereof and by desirelessness with refe-

rence to the object thereof, comes the ultra-cognitive trance.

VACHASPATPS GLOSS.
The author describes the sequeuoe of the means of the achievement of this trance by a

Yogi;—"For others it is preceded by faith, energy, memory, trance and discerumeut."

But the devotees of the powers of sensation, action and thought are also possessed of

faith. For this reasou he says:—'Faith is the pleasing wishful contact of the mind with the

object of pursuit,' and the object of the pleasing wishful pursuit of the mind here is the ultra-

cognitive trance, as it comes into existence with reference thereto, after the nature of the ob-

jective world has been known by the Veda, by inference and by the teaching of the masters.

There can be no wishful contact in the case of those who confound the powers of sensation,

4c., with the self. In their case it is the opposite of the pleasing wishful contact, because

their coufusion has its origin in ail-round forgetfulness. The powers of sensation, &o , cau-

not thus be objects of faith.

He explains why that alone is faith :— *It sustains the Yogi like a kind mother.' The

meaning is that it does not let him fall down iu the wrong path, leading to the destruction of

its object.

It is this particular wilfulness which gives birth to energetic effort guided towards the

object wished for. Therefore he says:—'Energy is born in him when he puisues know*

ledge with faith.'

Memory means keeping it present iu the mind, thinking thereupon. 'Undisturbed

means 'not only occasionally steady, not distracted.'

"Passess into trance":—Trance is here the tranca which is described as a brauch of Yoga.

The restraints and observances a ]so are indicated, inasmuch as trance is mentioned there as

coming after them. Thus he who has made all the bracnhes of Yoga his own, reaches the

stage of cognitive trance. This is what he says;—"When the mind is entranced." That is to

say, when the highest limit of intellection is reached

He explains that the ultra-cognitive is born when the cognitive precedes it: -'By
the constant practice thereof and by desirelessness with reference to the objects thereof at

each stage comes the ultra-cognitive trance.' It is that which is the means of achieving

absolute freedom. Because the suppression which comes after the manifestation of the

knowledge of the distinct nature of the Purusa and the will to-know, is the final suppression

which renders it unnecessary for the mind to go on working; inasmuch as it has now done

the whole of its work and fulfilled the purpose of its existence.

Stitra 21.

?ftjr Tivra, keen. Samvega, the consciousness of supremacy,

rfbTCRfrTRT*r Tivra samveg&n&ra, for those having consciousness of supremacy,

for the extremely energetic, Asannah, proximate, speedy.
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21. Proximate for those whose consciousness of supremacy

is keen.

i rwww«B qmf^rm; ^mftnvsr «ra?ft% ii ii

VYASA.

There are nine descriptions of such Yogis. Their application to the

means of achievements is mild, middling or intense. Thus some are of

mild energy, others of. medium energy, and others again of intense energy.

Of these, the mildly energetic are three-fold, those having mild consciousness

of supremacy, those having middling consciousness of supremacy, and those

having keen consciousness of supremacy. Similarly, those of medium energy

and those of intense energy, Of these, the attainment of trance and the

fruit of trance are near to those who are intensely energetic in their ap-

plication to the means of achievement and possess a keen consciousness of

supremacy.

VACHASPATrS GLOSS.

If faiths &c, are the means for the attainment of trance, then tiance aucLita fiuib

would accrue to all without distinction Attainment however is noticed in some only, non-

attainment in others. In some cases attainment is distant ; in others it is very distant ; in

other cases however it is accomplished very soon. To meet this the Commentator says :—
* There are nine descriptions of such Yogis, dc. '

The means of achievement are faith, <£c. They are of mild, middling and intense

energy in their application, by virtue of the habits of previous lives. The Yogis possessed

of them are spokeu of as such.

Consciousness of supremacy is desirelessness. That also is mild, middling or keen-tfy

virtue of the habits of previous lives.

Among these Yogis, the speedy attainment is shown such as it is by the Aphorism :

—

It is near to those who are possessed of keen consciousness of supremacy. TmVmueh is the

aphorism; the rest is. the commentary. The fruit of the cognitive trance is the ultra-cogni-

tive, and of that absolute freedom.

Sfttra 22.

tt§ Mirdu, mild, weft Madhya, .middling. *irftnn* Adbim&tra, intense.

i^^lfyHMcgiq Mridumadhyadhim&tratv&b, by mild, middle and intense

natures, mi Tatah, thence, further. *rft Api, also, (further),* firlfar: Vifosafc,

differentiation*

22, A further also' differentiation by mild) middling: and
intense.
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«*H^I<*»^fd II II

VYASA.
Mild-intense, middling-intense and intense-intense. There is deffer-

entiation by that too. By that differentiation too the attainment of trance

and its fruit becomes the speediest in the case of one whose application is

intense and whose consciousness of supremacy is keonly intense.

VACHASPATI'S GLOSS.
This has been explained by explanations already given of the commentary.

Sutra 23.

fsc^jrftnsn^Tf sit h ^ n
sfasrc Isvara, of God. xrfqjvrH Pranidh&na, feeling omnipresence or

worship, devotion. t^-jrfqr\JMIcJ Isvarapranidhan&t, by feeling the omni-

presence of God. *T va, or.

23, Or, by feeling the omnipresence of God, (Lswara).

f^Rjrr^rer^RR:: ^wrf^l^r i Wc^rsfa ^f^r^^T

tanwraq i ^^f^^wnrr^fq $rf*re sirereren:: swrfastm; *mTfaqf*i

^

WRft% II II

VYASA,
Does trance become speedier of atLainmentin this way only ? Or, is

there any other means ? ' Or, by feeling the omnipresence of God. ' lswara

drawn towards him by the kind of devotion which consists in the feeling of

His omnipresence, becomes gracious to him by merely wishing attainment.

By His merely wishing the attainment, trance and its fruit become speedier

of attainment for a Yogi.

VACH&SPATrS GLOSS.
The Commentator puts a question for the purpose of introducing the next aphor-

ism :— 4 Does ttance become speedier, cfcc.
1 This aphorism is the answer. * Or, by feeling

the omnipresence of God.' ,

'Feeling the omni-presence' means a particular kind of devotion of the mind, speech

and body. " Drawn towaids" meaus brought face to face. " Wish for attainment " means

that any one may get somethiug which he has not got, but which is desirable. « Merely

signifies not by any other effort. The rest is easy.—23.

StUra 24.

3J>r Klesa, of affiction. mi Karma, of action, ftqra Vip&ka, of fruition.

Aiayaih, by the vehicles, JUMMMW Apar&mrisfah, not touched, gw»

finN Paju?a Yesesalfc a distinct) Purusa, foam Isvaral?, God.
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24. Iswara is a distinct Puru?a, untouched by the vehicles

of affliction, action and fruition.

srawre^ft^Rr^t^sr srn^f?ra> ^<t: far srfafJTT* vn^l^rnfOra

i ct^t jars ftftrerat i srret J*: fa; f«rftrw" i

fa^fsfrc^^ *r nfcpro isr * 35* focft ft% 11 r» ii

VYASA.

Now who is this caUed Iswara (God) that is neither the Mulaprakritii

(the root of the matter) nor the Purusa (the conscious principle of tbe human

constitution) ? 'Iswara is a distinct Purusa, untouched by the vehicles o£

affliction, action and fruition.'

The afflictions are Nescience and others. The actions ate good oc bad.

Their fruition is the effect they bring about. Habits following them in their

qualifications are the vehicles. These while reajly existing in the mind, are

attributed to the Purusa, as he is the enjoyer of their fruit, just a9 victory ot

defeat of the soldiers is attributed to their master. He who is not touched

by this experience, is the distinct Purusa, Iswara. A

Are all those then who have reached the state of absolute freedom Iswaras

and there are many such for they have ^reached the state of absolute freedom

after cutting the three bonds? No, Iswara never had, nor will have, a&y

relation to these bonds. As former bondage is known in the case of the eman-

cipated, not so in the case of Iswara. Or, as future^ bondage is possible in the

case of the Prakfitilayas, not so in the case of Iswara, He is ever free, ever

the Lord.
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Is there any, or, is there no reason for this supremacy of the Lord, un-

limited by time, and due to His taking up the Universal Supreme Essence ?

The reason for that is th» sacred teaching. What then is the authority of the

teaching ? The authority is the supremacy of His Universal Essence. These

Jiwo, the supremacy and the sacred teaching, exist in tho Universal Essence of

Iswara eternally related to each other. For this reason does it become possible

that He is ever free, and ever the Lord.

And this divinity of His is free from excess or equality. It is not exceed-

^ed by another divinity. Whichever is the Highest, mus& be the divmioy

Iswara.^ For this reason wherever there is the culmination of this divinity

that is Iswara.

Nor is there any divinity equal to that. Because, in the case of equality,

if one of the two equals says with reference to a common object of their atten-

tion, let this be new/ and the other says, • let this be old/ then one ih ng only

necessarily happening, unrestrained fulfilment of the wish is interfeied with,

and one becomes less than the other. Further it cannot be that two equals

should at once possess an object^ desired by both. Because the wishes are con-

tradictory. Hence he alone is Iswara whose divinity is free from equality or

excess, and He is a distinct Purusa,— 24.

VACHASPATPS GLOSS.

The world is made of the conscious and the unconscious principles only. There

is none else that goes to make it. If I ,wara is unconscious, He must be the Mulaprak-
riti, comprehending as it does all the non-intelligent modifications. Jf this be so, then
there can be no such thing, by reason of his being non-intelligent that he should be
brought face to face with the devotee. If, on the other band, he is intelligent, then too
it is impossible that he should be brought faco to face with the^ devotee, because the
power of consciousness is by nature indifferent, and because 1 >wara is not like other

auy connection with the principles
of egoism, <fec. Further more how is it possible that he should possess a wish for the
attainment (of trance by the devotee) 1

This is the meaning of the question, now who is this 1 wara, &c 1 The answer
to the question is given by the aphorism:—'Iswara is a distinct Puru a untouched by
the vehicles of affliction, action and fruition '

Nescience (avidya) and others are the afflictions (klesas), so called, beoause they
afflict the purusa in evolution with various painful blows. Good and bad actions are
virtue and vice. They are called actions metaphorically because they are born irom
actions. Their fruition consists in life-state, life-period aud life-experience. The
vehicles are so called, because by their means the residue which show themselves as
fruitions, are embedded as potencies in the substance of the mind.

As long as the karma which brings about the manifestation of the life-state of
a oamel does not bring into play the potencies of the experience which having been
generated by previous existence, are suited to the life-state of a oamel, the experience
•uited to the hfe-state of a oamel cannot be caused. Therefore there must be a potency
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oausing the subsequent experience of the life-state of a oamel, and it must be possessed

of qualities similar to the experience of the life-state of a oamel.

Another question arises. What is the use of adding the words, untouched 'by

the vehicles of affliction, action and fruition ' in the aphorism, seeing that afflictions,

<fec., are the characteristics of the Will-to-be, and that they never touoh the Purusa

and therefore the mere use of the word Purusa would have implied that he was untouch-

ed by theml For this reason, he says:— * These while really existing in the mind

are attributed to the Purusa/ in evolution. Why? Because he is the enjoyer, the

intelligent agent of their fruit. Hence it is possible that Iswara being a Purusa

might come to be considered as having some relation to these. For this reason their

speoial denial of Him is proper. Therefore he says that the distinct Purusa who is not

touched by the experience present in the Will-to-be even, is Iswara.

'Distinct' is that which is distinguishable. He is differentiated from the other

Purusas. With the object of showing those who are taken out of the conception of,

the word Iswara by the use of the word 'distinct,' he first states an objection and

then replies:

—

4 All those then who have reached the state of absolute freedom. There

are three kinds of bondages,—the bondage of the Pr&kritic modifications in the case

of the Videhas, the bondage of the Prakritis in the case of the Prakritilayas, and the

bondage of honour, &o , in the case of those who experience the divine and worldly

enjoyments. Those whose minds are saturated with devoted thought of the Prakritis,

reach the state of submersion into the Prakritis immediately after separation from the

physical body. For this reason the others are spoken of as being bound at the previ-

ous end (of the chain of life) and the Prakritilayas are spoken of as being bound only

at the next, the future end only; the previous and the second bondages being denied

to them. Thus he shows the distinction in brief :—-' He is always free, always the

Lord.

'

Divinity consists in the possession of knowledge and the power of action (Kriy&

Sakti). In this connection ho puts the question:— ' Is this supremacy of the Lord,

unlimited by time, <feo. ' The reason for the question is that; knowledge and power of

action are not possible to the unchanging oonstant power of consciousness. It has

been said that they live in the purified mental essence.^ when the rajas and the tamas

have been removed. Further, it is not proper that Iswara who is ever free should

become related even to the Highest Mental Essence, which after all has its origin in

Nescience, as an owner to the thing owned.

For this reason it is said that it is due ' to his taking the Universal Supreme

Essence in hand ' The relation of Iswara to the Essence of the mind is not due to

Nescience like that of ordinary Purusas; and there is therefore no sense of ownership

in it. On the other hand he takes the Universal Mental Essence in hand thinking

that he will thus give freedom to men surrounded by the three sorts of pain, and

rescue them, being drowuod as they are in the great ocean of birth after death, by

teaching them virtue and giving them knowledge; and that this teaching is not possi-

ble without the possession of the highest power of aotion and knowledge; and that this

oannot be possible without taking in hand the mental Essence, pure and freed from

the dirt of the disturbing energy (rajas) and inertia (tamas). The Lord even though

untouched by Nesoience, aud conscious of knowledge, assumes the nature of Nescience,

and becomes the possessor thereof. He does not devote Himself to Nesoience as

Nesoience. A mimic personating Rama shows all his actions but all the while does

not forget himself. This form of his is assumed, uot real.

Let it be so. Inasmuoh, however, as Iswara has to take up the Mental Essenoe

(sattva) on account of the wish of helping the afflicted, and the wish to help is caused

by the taking up of Mental Essenoe, because the wish itself is a modification of the

Hulaprakriti, the relation of mutual support is evident. To remove ttys mlsconoep-
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tion he says that he is Unlimited by time. It might be so if oreation came first and
the wish to help manifested^afterwards. But the arrangement of suooessive oreation

and dissolution being eternal, Igwara draws the world inwards, having first made up

his mind that ho will take up the Highest Universal Essence, when the time comes

for the wish, arising out of an interior manifestation, to reaoh the limit of its opera-

tion. Tfhis divine Mental Essence potent with the residuum of this determination even

though it passes into a state similar to that of noumenal matter (Mfilparakriti) oomes

to manifestation, again in the same state as Mental Essenoe, by virtue of the potency

of that determination, when the ulterior limit of the Mah&pralaya*, the Great

Latency, is reaohed. This happens in the same way as in the case of Chaitra who
goes to sleep, having made a determination that he must rise early next morning, and

awakes at the same time by virtue of the potenoy of the determination. Hence be-

cause the determination of the Lord and the taking in hand of the Universal Essenoe

are eternal and thus ever present, their relation to eaoh other cannot be that of in-

terdependence.

Further, it should not be said that the divine Mental Essence does not pass into

the state of the noumenal root-matter, the equipoise of the Mulaprakriti, even at the

time of the Great Latency. That which never passes into the state of the Mulaprakriti

oan never be the effeot thereof. Nor can this Universal Mental Essence be the power
of consciousness, because it is non-intelligent by its own nature If it be not both
these, then, it would come to this that it must be another class of substance, for which
there is no authority. This is not proper. There is no substanco existing indepen-

dently of the noumenon of matter (Prakyiti) and consciousness (Puru«a).

Suoh is the greatness of the Lord unlimited by time. Is there any reason, any
authority for it I Or, is it without reason, without authority 1 The answer is • Its

authority lies in the sacred teaching,' the Vedas, the Smntis, the ltihasns and the
Puranas.

The author introduces the consideration of the Sacred Teaching: "What then

is the reason of the Teaching? The Saored Teaching is based upon observation and
inference. The Universal Mental Essence of the Lord cannot depend upon anybody's
observation and inference. Nor is the Sacred Teaching based upon the observation

of the Lord. Some one may, ^therefore, think that the proper reason for the existence

of the Sacred Teaching is that Iswara desires to manifest his own divinity.

He refutes this by saying that the Sacred Teaching has its reason in the Divine
Universal Essence. The meaning is this. Evidently the mantras and the science of

life are proved to be the works of the Lord by the virtue they show in action and by
the certainty of the things mentioned therein, being never found to be otherwise.

Further, it is not possible that any one possessed only of the ordinary means of know-
ledge of the world should be able, even in a thousand human lives, to note the agree-

ments and differences of various medicinal agents, their various compositions, and those

of the mantras, by throwing them inf o and taking them out of the various classes.

It cannot evidently be said on the ground of the existence of the relation of eternal

interdependence that the agreements and differences are known from authority, and that
authority is again based upon the canons of agreement and difference. Because during
the Great Latenoy, the Mahapralaya, b6th these manifestations cease to exist.

Further, it is not the case that there is not authority for their existence. It
will be -shown that the universe is a modification of noumenal matter, the Mulaprak-
riti, not different from it. It has been observed that things of the same class change
ihte different forms, as in the case of the modifications oi cuidfc and av\gai, &c., horn^ ?

an£i?'loe
,

lfc
J
baa als° b<>en observed that different modifications have the

*4me form in their antecedent state. Similarly the noumep*} root-matter having dffte-
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rent modifications in tlie forma of the Great Will-to-be, the principle of individuality and others,

must have a form common to all in the antecedent stale. This common antecedent state of the

noumenal-matteris the state of equipoise, and that is the state of the Great Latency, the Mah&-

pralaya. Hence the Universal Essence of the Will-to-be of the Lord, shining all round by rea-

sons of the absence of the veil of the impurities of disturbing energy (rajas) and inertia (tamas),

must be consideied as established by at least the promulgation by Him of the Mantras and the

science of life. And similarly that collection of the Vedic knowledge too, which has for its object

the teaching of how to attain worldly progress and divine freedom, can be a divine pioduc-

tion only by virtue of the Universal supremacy of His Spiritual and Mental Essence. It ia

not possible to have confusion and falsehood, the products of disturbing energy and inertia

(raj^s and tarns), in tht face of the culmination of Universal Essence. Hence it is established

that the authority of the sacred teaching lies in the divinity of the Universal Essence.

Let it be so. The teaching has its origin in the supreme manifestation of the divine

Mental Essenoe, and therefore it shows the highest knowledge. This is an instance of

inference by the canon of iebidu^, not^ of the authority of verbal cognition. To meet this

objection he say* 'The relatiou of these two, the Teaching and the Highest manifestation

of divine Mental Essence, &c.' The meaning is that the Teaching does not give the highest

knowledge because it is the product of the Highest Universal Essence, but that it teaches

because of the existence of an eternal relation of the explainer and the explained. Supremacy

exists in the Universal Essence of the divine mind, md the Teaching which promulgates

it, is also present there as such.

Tiie author states the final conclusion: -Hence by it, i %e , the teaching which promulgates

the Highest Universal Divine Mental Essence, is known, in the same way that the

diffei entiating qualities of the signified are known by the sign, that He is ever free, ever

the Lord.

Raving thus distinguished Him from other Putusas he now distinguishes Him from

other lot da also :— 'This divinity of His is fiee, &c.,' and explains freedom from excess:

—

There is no other divinity, &c* Why? 'Wherever there is the highest, &c. ' For what

reason is His divinity free from the defect of being exceeded by any other divinities ? He
gives the reason :

—
' Wherever there is the highest perfection of his divinity, &c.' The

meaning is that the divinity of those in whom it has not reached the highest perfection,

is unreal.

Now he explains freedom from equality :—
' Nor is there divinity equal, &c. ' Unres-

trained fulfilment of wishes means the removal of obstacles from the path thereof. When
wishes are checked in their fulfilment, it means weakness. Even if it do not mean weak-
ne->s, it means equality. For that reason he says that in both cases the unrestrained fulfil*

ment of desires U interfered with. The desired effect is not produced, or if it is produced

then the same thing is found to possess contradictory qualities which is absurd). With this

object, he says : ' In the case of two equals, &c.' If the wishes of more divinities than one

be considered as never being contradictory, then each must be an Iswara. But then
what is the use of having more Iswaras than one ? The purpose of divine rule is ful-

filled by One only. Or, if it be supposed that they perform the work of divine govern-

ment by common consent, then there would be no supreme Lord, just as in a republic

Further in the case of those who believe in the eternal possession of divinity, th&

succession of divinity is improper. Furthermore there is the defect of curaberaonieiieaa

(positing more agents than is necessary for the purpose of briqgtug about an e#e<jt)*

Thus every thing is plain*— 24-
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SOtra 25.

WW Tatru, in Him. f5r<.f?njyy Niratisayam, such as is nob exceeded.

Sarvajfta, of the omniscient jfor^ Bijam. the seed.

25. In Him the seed of the omniscient is not exceeded.

VYASA.

The seed of the omniscient is the larger ^or smaller knowledge of

the individual, the collective or the ultra-sensuous art-ing out of the past

or the future. Whenever this roaches a point in expansion, beyond which

there is nothing, it is the omniscient. There must be the highest limit of

the expansion of the seed of omniscience, inasmuch as there is larger or

smaller manifestation of intelligence, just as it i3 in the case of dimension.

Wherever knowledge reaches the highest limit that is the omniscient and

that is a distinct Purusa Inference is of service only in establishing

the general idea. It has not the power of giving the special qualities.

The knowledge of His distinctive names, &c„ is to be sought out of the Veda.

Although Iswara has no purpose of His own to fulfil by His (crea-

tion) His (creation) is purposed by compassion for other beings. 'I shall

lift the Purusa in evolution out of the world by teaching them knowledge

and virtue, throughout the manifestations fKalpas), the Latencies (Pralayas)

and the Great Latencies (Mah&pralayas) ' This is what he proposes to

Himself. And so it has been said;—'The first Wise Being, the revered

Great Sage, informed a self-made mental vehicle out of compassion, and

gave the teaching to Asuri * who wished to know'.— 25.

VACHASP ATI'S GLOSS.
Having thus established the authority of the Sacred Teaching for His powers of

action and knowledge, he now puts forward the authority of inference for His power of

knowledge:— 'In Him the seed of the Omniscient is not exceeded.' He explains:— The

leed cf the Omniscient, &c.

'

* See Paftohasikhd, Aphorism I, S
f
B. H. Vol. XI, pp. 3 <fc 5,
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The knowledge of things beyond the range of the senses, existing either indivi-

dually or collectively, and caused by the appearance of the past and future forms, is

qualified by the attributes of largeness and smallness, on account of the veil of dark-

ness covering more or less of the essence of the will-to-be. The meaning is that this

knowledge is the seed, the cause of the omniscient. One takes in a little of the past,

&c , another more than that, another the most of all. Knowledge is spoken of as being

more or less with reference to the thing known. Wherever this knowledge expands so

much that it passes beyond the limit of being further exceeded, that is the omniscient.

This describes only the thing to be known. Now he speaks of the means of

knowledge: —'The eeed of the omniscient must reach the highest limit, <fco. This is

the statement of the proposition to be proved. The * highest limit ' means the state

of intensity which cannot bo exceeded. It is not, therefore, by fixing a limit only
that the proposition can be established.

'Inasmuch as there is larger or smaller manifestation of intelligence:' This is

the statement of the reason. Every thing which possesses the quality of being more
or less, has a limit beyond which there is no manifestation of the kind; as is .the case

with the lotus, the emblio fruit and the Bel tree. The quality of largeness exists in

these more or less. In the self (Atma), however, the largeness is such that there is no
largeness more than that. He shows the pervasion (Vyapti). 'As in dimension.

'

This means that the conclusion does not fail by the qualities of largeness, <fcc, being
exceptions to the rule. Thus the proposition is established.

It is not necessary that the largeness of the parts only should be contributed to

the largeness of the whole. The fact is that dimension is known to expand by the
patting together of as many largenesses of individual factors as there may be, con-
sisting of infinitesimal wholes reaching down to the atoms themselves. In the case of

knowledge too this rule is not violated : and knowledge can, therefore, be more or less

by having one, two or more objects of knowledge. Thus there is no exception to the
rule, (or technically speaking, there is no exclusion of the middle term, which is mark-
ed by the pervasion).

He summarizes:—'Wherever knowledge reaches, &c.

'

The question arises that there are many Tirthankaras, suoh as the Buddha, the
Arharts and the seer Kapila

;
why should not they be considered to be omniscient by

this inference 1 For this reason, he says :
—

' Inference is of service only.'

How then is the knowledge of his specific qualities to be acquired] Says:—'The

knowledge of his speoial names, <feo.
'

Further, teaohing of the Buddha, Ac, is not properly speaking authority; it only
looks like authority. The reason is that it teaches things against all reasoning, tuoh
as the momentary nature of all objects and the non-existence of the self <fco. It is, there-

fore, all misleading. Hence that which comes into the mind from the Veda, the
Smyiti, the Itihasa and the Purana is the only true verbal cognition, the real authority;

and is for this reasojx the only true means of worldly progress and the Highest Good.
With this object the knowledge of special names, <fcc., should be obtained. Speoial

names, suoh as Siva, Iswara, <fec, are well known in the Vedas, <feo.

By the mention of the word *'&o.," it is understood that He is possessed of the
six accessories and the ten unohangeables. As says the V&yu Pur&na:—(eh, XII.
ver. 32.

'Omniscience, satisfaction, eternal knowledge, independence, oonstant presence of
power, infinity of power—these six are said to be the accessories (angas) of the Great
Lord by those who know the law. Similarly, knowledge, desirelessness, power of con-
trol, purificatory action, truth, forgiveness, enduranoe, creation, the knowledge of th#
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self, an<l b$ing the substratum of all activities—these ten unchangeable qualities

(avyayas) always live in the Great source of all Good.

'

\Y>11 let that be. But the Lord is ever satisfied and possessed of the Highest

desirelessness. It is not possible that He should have any wish for the fulfilment of any

objects of His own. Further, being compassionate He should be given to the creation

of men possessed of undisturbed pleasure. It cannot, therefore, be that He should

create a world, full of pain of all sorts. Further, a wise being cannot be considered as

undertaking a useless task. He, therefore, has not oreated the world, although He is

possessed of kriya Sakti, the power of creation.

For this reason, he says :

—

1 Although fswara has no purpose of His own, &o.
'

compassionate help of living object is His object. The individual mind fulfils its

objeot, when it has caused the experience of sound, <fec, and the manifestation of the

consciousness of the distinct nature of the self and the not-self. Its activity ceases

when it has done so, and Purusa then becomes absolutely independent of objective exis-

tence (kevali). With that object the compassionate Lord informs men of the means
of obtaining knowledge of the distinct nature of the self^and the not-self ; because

thereby the object of the existence of the mind is fulfilled, fswara, therefore, helping

man as He does with reference to the performance of pure and impure works by them,

is not cruel, even though He sees their pleasures and pains and feels for them.

Now he speaks of the entrance into th« region of compassion, for the sake of

explaining the means of obtaining the knowledge of the distinct natures of the self and

not-self:
—'By teaching them knowledge and virtue, &c ' Knowledge and virtue are

both to be understood together. They manifest the knowledge of the distinct natures

of the self and the not-self.

Latenoy (pralaya) means the end of the day of Brahma. In this stale, the

whole world except the Satyaloka becomes latent. The Mahapralaya., the Great

Latency, is that in whioh the Satyaloka and Brahma himself come to an end. Then
the Purusas in evolution go tack their causes and hence are subject to the pain of

death. The word Kalpa is only suggestive here. The meaning is that the Lord's

determination to help the Purusas refers to the other Purusas also, who by virtue of

the fruition of their action have to undergo births and deaths, and who become free

from pain on reaohing the state of absolute independence. This is the meaning.

This theory that the compassionate Lord teaches knowledge and virtue is also

common to the teaphing of Kapila:—So has it been said by Pancha Sikha. The first

wise man, &c. This is a quotation from Panchasikh&charya. The first wise man
means the teacher who was the first emancipated being of his school. It does not

mean the Highest Teacher who is ever free. The reference is Kapila who was the

founder of the school, and who was the first of those emancipated ones who had gone

before among the followers of the school. The tradition is that Kapila got the know-
ledge by the graoe of Maneswara just as he was born, and he is known as such as a

particular kind of Vhiiu's incarnations. Svayambhft is Hiranyagarabha. It is^ learnt

from the Veda that lie too got the knowledge of the Slnkhya Yoga. The same Iswara

^the splf-existent Visnu, was the first Wise man, Kapila. The meaning is that he is the

j,swara of those who prooeeded from Svayambhu and others.—25.

Sixlm 26.

m Salfc, that, Be, to E?a^, thitf, here, |S*n?{ PArvesam, of the ancients. ^srRr

Api, too. »p|i Guruh, the teacher. mr?W Kalena, by time, inmuj1^ Anavachr

q^e^t, Q^i#g to the nptt-limUa^Qp, not b$iijg limited by.
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26. He is the Teacher of the Ancients too, not being

limited by time.

VYASA.

The ancient teachers were conditioned by time. Wherever timd

does not exist as condition, that is Iswara, the teacher of the ancient teachers

too. As the knowledge of His supreme power as existing in the beginning of

the creation is obtained, so also is it obtained about His existence as such in

other creations and other times.

VACHASPATTS GLOSS.

Now he shows the distinction of the.Lord from Brahma, <fco. 'He, ' t. the one

desoribed formerly, * is (the real aphorism begins here) the teaoher of the ancients

too.

'

He explains—'The ancients, <kc. ' Time means a century, &o.

• Does not exist as a condition ' means time does not approach as a condition*

The supremacy of power means the manifestation thereof^ Its knowledge is to

be obtained from the Veda. By this arrangement the Lord Iswara is desoribed.-26.

Sutra 27.

a** swe: urn: \\y w

rTs* Tasya, Him. *V*m Vachakah, connoting. JTJFfi Pranavafc, the Sacred

word— Om.

27. Tho Sacred word connotes Him.

^PRT&r tffor: II ^ II

vyAsa.

The sacred word connotes ' Him. ' He is denominated by the sacred

word, the Pranava (A U M). Is the relation of the sign and the thing

signified between these conventional, or inherent as between flame and light ?

His relation with the sign is inherent and thus ever present*. Farther, the

convention of God shows only an object which exists (that which id inherent);

As the relation already existing between father and son, is only expressed by

conventiop, this is the father, this the son. In other creation too the same

donvention is adopted on account of the dependence upon the oonnolatiYe

power of the sigu and the thing signified.
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VACHASPATI'S GLOSS.

Now he speaks of His sign (indicator, Vaohaka) in order to explain the mean-
ing of his devotion. 'The sacred word connotes Him ' Explain* :—He is denoted by
Pranava, <fec. Introduces the opposite theory by putting a question. Is the rela*

tion, <fco. Signifying is laying down, expressing. .

Others, of course, hold that if the relation of word and meaning is inherent, and

that it is manifested by a convention that such and such a meaning is to be denoted

by such and such a word, then in the absence of any relation between word and mean-

ing, the meaning would not be conveyed even by a hundred conventions. If no jar

exists which may be shown by a lamp, even a hundred lamps would not reveal one.

It is, however, observed that the word * elephant' will signify a camel if a convention

is made that this word will be used to signify an animal of that class. Hence the

power to signify is conventional.

Having thus stated their position, he explains his own teaching:—'Its relation

is inherent. ' This is the meaning. All words have the capability of meaning objicts

of all forms. Their ^relation with objects of all forms must, therefore, be inherent.

And the convention of Iswara is the determining factor and the shower thereof.^ The
division of the sign signifying and not-signifying something is also made by I.swara's

convention or non-convention. This is what he says: 'Further the convention of God,

&c.
9 He gives an illustration:—"already existing between, &c. "

#

The question arises. Sound is a manifestation of the Prakriti. At the time of

the Great Latency it passes back into the state of the Prakriti. Its power also there-

by disappears. 'Then a particular verbal sign is born again through the successive

states of Mahat, <fco. But then the power of signification having disappeared, its

manifestation does not remain possible. For this reason, he says:—'In other crea-

tions also, <fec.

'

Although a word does become one with the Prakriti along with the power, it

comes back into manifestation along with the power. As earth-born creatures becom
ing one with the earth on the cessation of the rains, come back to life on being wetted
by showers of rain water. Thus God makes a convention similar to the convention
which indicated the former relation. Hence on account of the eternity of the succes-

sion of similar usage, due to simultaneous knowledge, the relation of word and mean-
ing is eternal. Independent eternity is not meant. So says the Agamis. Without
the authority of Agama (the Veda) it is not possible to ascertain that in other crea-
tions also the convention is the same. This is the meaning.—27.

Siltra 28.

W$ Tad, its. <JTO Japah, repetition, fr^ Tad, its. Wff Artha, meaning.

HWTtt Bh&vanam, the understanding of.

28. Its repetition and the understanding of its meaning.

tfsr%rf% fawn faw: sj^nr *pptci ^wh i Iim : gfosrraft fan id-
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VYASA.

The Vedic teachers hold that bhe re'ation of word and meaning is eternal,

inasmuch as one co-exists with the other. The Yogi who has come to know

well the relation between word and meaning must constantly repeat it, and

habituate the mind to .the manifestation therein of ita meaning. The con-

stant repetition is to be of the Pranava (A U M) and the .habitual mental

manifestation is to be of what it signifies, Iswara. The mind of the Yogi who

constantly repeats the Pranava and habituates the mind to the constant mani-

festation of the idea it carries, becomes one-pointed. And so it has been said:—

"Let the Yoga be practised through study, and let study be effected

through Yoga. By Yoga and study together the Highest Self shines'—28.

VACrlASPATI'S GLOSS.

Having described the sign, he now describes the devotion, pranidb&na, thp

means of feeling the presence of the Lord everywhere, in all circumstances and
phenomena :

—
' Its constant repetition and the repeated understanding of its meaning.

'

Explains:—'The constant repetition of the Pranava, <fco.

'

Repeated understanding (Bhavanft) means making it enter the mind over and
over again until it becomes the verysub&tance of the mental existence.

What attainment does he acquire thereby] Says:—The mind of ttie Yogi who
constantly repeats the Pranava <fec. ' The mind feels bliss in the One Lord alone.

Quotes a verse of Vyasa in this connection:—And so it has been* said :—The Lord then
becomes graoious to him up to his attaining the faculty of trance (Sam&dhi) and ita

fruit.—28.

Sfttra 29.

rF-T: 37rq^%^^T^TT^^qr^xqTm^^ II ^ II

fTfr: Tat ah, thence. jtc*T3j Pratyak, the individual. %rTrT Chetana, Soul.

^irlvrrPTJ Adhigamah, understanding, ^srftr Api, also, too. HlrrRm Antaraya, of

obstacles, srms: Abh&vah, absence. ^ Oha, and.

29. Thence the understanding of the individual self and thd
*

. absence of obstacles too.

wis a.

And what else comes to him? "The understanding of the individual
self and the absence of obstacles. " Whatever obstacles there may be—
diseases, &c.— cease to be by feeling the omnipresence of the Lord;^ and
the true nature of himself is also seen. It is known that just as Iswara
is a Purusa, pure, calm, free and without appendants, such is this Purusa
also, the self underlying the individual manifestation of the Will-tp-be,
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VACHASPATFS GLOSS.

What more than this ? ' Thence the understanding of the individual self, and

the absence of obstacles. ' The individual self is the Pratyakchetana, the conscious

principle whose cognitions are contradictory of the real, that is to say, the ignorant

Purusa. In the case of the wise this turns back on account of the possession of the

eternal divine essenoe. He gets the understanding of the individual self as it really is.

The obstacle will be described and their absence too.

' Whatever obstacles there may be :

' These words contemplate their description.

The nature of a thing is its own self. By speaking of the nature of the self, the

oha?aoteristios fastened on to the^self by Nescience (avidy&) are denied.

The question arises. Since Iswara is the object of devotion, how is it that the

Individual unit of consciousness will be known by feeling His omnipresence? It is

evidently going beyond the mark. In reply to this, he says:—'As is Iswara, bo.
9

Pure :—free from rise and fall on account of oonstant eternity.

Calm:— undisturbed by affliotions.

Free :—he from whom virtue and vice keep aloof. For this very reason He is

without appendants. The appendants are life-state, life-period, and life-experience.

'

A similarity must necessarily mean some distinction. Therefore now he distin-

guishes the Individual self from Iswara. The 'self underlying the individual manifes-

tation of the will-to-be.' This explains why the word 'Individual* has been added.

When there are two contradictory objects, the understanding of the one does

nqt* conduce to the understanding of the other. The understanding of the similars,

however, oonduoes to the understanding' of the other objects possessed of similar quali-

ties. This happens in. the same way as the understanding of one science contributes to

the better understanding of an allied science. The effect of the analogy is in the

•understanding of one's own self, not of the Highest self. Thus all is plain.— 29.

Sutras .SO.

wrfvr Vy&dhi, disease. SRTR Sty&na, langour. ^hu*r Samsaya, indecision.

IfUT^ Pram&da, carelessness, wmwv Alasya, sloth, irfireffr Avirati, sensuality,

want of non-attachment, differ Bhranti, mistaken notion. ^^qsrw-^foiRc*

Darsana-alabdha-bhumikatva, missing the point, not being able to see a place

which is just seen HMeifcdHrti Anavasthitatva, instability, famfa^jnn: Chitta-

'

viksephA, causing distractions, or divsrtion of the mind, ft To, these are,

WHWIJ Antr&y&h, the obstacles.

30. Disease, langour, indecision, carelessness, sloth, sensua-

lity, mistaken notion, missing the point, instability,—these causing

distractions are the obstacles.
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^TraFTHiwrra^ i srrsrctf *?nrer farerc* ^ru^K^f^ : i ^rf^rf^Rr^

cf^rftsrcf ^rrf^f^T i
s& f^r^rf^n 'wft^ww sfaTwfomy nrt' i i

ffsrfirsfci^ II
?o II

vyAsa.

Now what are the obstacles that distract the mind ? How many are

they and what is their nature? 1 Disease, &c.' There are nine obstacles

causing distraction to the mind. These exist with mental modifications. In

their absence they do not exist. The mental modifications have besn descri-

bed before.

Disease is the disturbance of the equilibrium of the humours, chyle and

the organs of the body.

Langour is the indisposition of the mind to work.

Indecision is the notion touching both sides of a question: It might

be thus or thus.

Carelessness is want of resort to the means of trance.

Sloth is the inertia of mind and body consequent upon heaviness.

Sensuality is the desire consequent upon objects of sense having taken

possession of the mind.

Mistaken notion is False knowledge.

Missing the point, is the non-attainment of the state of trance.

Instability is the incapacity of the mind to keep in any state that has

been attained, because it becomes stable only when the state of trance has

been reached.

These distractions of the mind are designated the enemies and the

obstacles of Yoga.

VACHASPATI'S GLOSS.

He puts a question :
—

' Now what are the obstacles V The answer consists of th*
words, "distraotions of the mind." Again he asks for the specific enumeration

*

'How many, &o.' The answer is 'Disease, &o.,' the whole aphorism. The nine obsta*

cles are mental manifestations whioh stand in the way of Yoga. They are contrary to
Yoga and disturb the mind. They are oalled obstaoles, beoause they turn the aspirant

away from the direct path of Yoga,

He gives the cause of their being the antagonists of Yoga :
—'They manifest with

mental modifications.' Indecision and False knowledge are antagonistic to the inhibi-

tion mind, because they are mental modifications. The others, however, which are

not mental modifications such as disease, &c, likewise antagonistic, because mental
modifications manifest themselves along with them.

tie explains the meaning of the words :

—

1 Disease, &o.' x .... ;„»
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The humours are bile, mucus and gas, oalled Dhdtus
y beoause they keep up the

body. Chyle (rasa) is a particular modification of foods and drinks. The organs of

the body are the organs of sensation and action. Disturbance of equilibrium means
one of these becoming more and the other less than what is necessary. The indisposi-

tion of the mind to work means incapacity to work. Indecision or doubt is knowledge

touching both sides of a question. Although the basis of doubt is the knowing of a

thing to be what it is not and therefore doubt and False knowledge do not differ from

each other, yet doubt is separately mentioned here, because it is especially intended to

bring out here, the special characteristic of doubt, the touching and giving up of both

sides of a question, which makes sub-head of False knowing.

'Want of resort, to the means of trance* means the absence of these means, the

want of effort. The heaviness of the body is caused by phlegm, &c. The heaviness of

the mind is caused by inertia, tamas. Desire means thirst for an object. The states of

trance are Madhuinati, &o. If one has reached a particular state of progress in trance

and is satisfied with it, then he will not reach the higher state and will lose the one

already attained. Therefore, when a state of trance has been reached, effort must
always be made to retain it.—30.

Sutra 31.

£TO Duhkha, pain. ^TTFtT Daurmanasy a, despair, dejection, mftfl^qrq

Angamejayatva, shakiness. WTST Sva-a, in>pi;aiiou. JTTOTSTi Prasv&sah,

expiration. ftfaMT Viksepa, of distraction. W^TJ »Saha-bhuvah, companions.

31. Pain, despair, shakinoss, inspiration and expiration

are the companions of these distractions.

VYASA.

Pain is either from one's self, or from external terrestrial objects, or

from the powers of nature. Pain is that affected by which people try to do

away with it.

Despair is the condition of the mind consequent upon the non-fulfilment

of some desire.

Shakiness is that which causes the organs to shake.

Inspiration is the action of the life-force drinking in external air.

Expiration is that which throws out the internal gas.
These are the companions of the distractions of the mind. They appear

in him whose mind is distracted. They do not exist in him whose mind ia
tranced.
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VACHASPATI'S GLOSS,

Now he says that it is not only the nine obstacles, but that pain, <fcc, too, appearing
as their companions, act similarly :—Tain, <kc

>

Pain is that which is cognized as being contrary to the mind for the time. It is

from one's self, when it is either bodily such as caused by disease, or, mental, such as

caused by desire, <fcc. It is from external causes when it is caused by a tiger, &c. It

comes from the powers of nature when it is caused by such things as the planetary

influences. All this pain is cognized by every living creature as contrary to one's

being.. It is, therefore, to be removed. This is what he says :
—'Affected by which

<fco
; When physical life drinks in i e., takes in external air contrary to one's wish,

the act of in breathing becomes contrary to the branches of Yoga known as the

llechaka. the conscious out-breathing. When physical life expels the internal air

against wish, the act of out-breathing is contrary to the branch of Yoga known as

Pdraka, the (conscious in-breathing.).—31.

Sutra. 32

fT^J Tat, their, jrfrr^vr Pritisedha, preventions. Artham, for. ^qj Eka,

of one HrQ Tattva, truth or subject, srwmr: Abhyasah habituation.

32 For their prevention, habituation to one Truth.

^JTfN>f«k^«Rr ferTTfa% 1 ftn&fcfnfciCT: ^smnrfwr; sew

VYASA:

Now these distractions, the antagonists of trance, are to be checked by

the same practice and desirelessness. It is to finish the subject of practice
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that he says :—* For the prevention thereof, habituation to ONE TRUTH.'
For the prevention of distractions, let the mind take to ONE TRUTH
and make itself habitually familiar with ic.

To him who believes in a mind separate and distinct for every cognized

object, in fact a bundle of notions only, and but momentary (in existence)

all minds are one-pointed (ek&gra) only. There is no distracted mind.

If, however, the mind is concentrated on one object, only when, having

been drawn away from all other objects, it turns away to one object, then

it is not separate and distinct for every cognized object.

He who believes the mind to be one-pointed if it flows along similar

notions, might opine that one-pointedness is a characteristic of the flowing

mind. If so, then the flowing would not be one, because it is said to be

momentary.

If, however, it is the characteristic of a notion which is only a portion

of the entire stream (of flowing mental phenomena), then it is always one

pointed, whether it flows along similar or dissimilar notions; because in this

case it is separate and distinct for every objeco. Thus we would fall upon

the non-existence of a distracted mind. Hence the mind is ono, has many

objects, and is not momentary, but stable.

Further, if it be thought that the notions are born, each separate from

the other in nature, and are not linked (by the common basis of) one single

mind, then how would any one mind remember a notion cognized by another.

And how would any one enjoy the vehicle of action brought into being by

the notions of another?

Howsoever the matter is examined, it illustrates the story of the milk

ami the cowdung.

Further, if the mind be separate and distinct for every cognized object,

then the notion of the identity of the self is destroyed. How can such

notions as, 'I touch what I saw/ and 'I see what I touch previously/ point

to a common knowdr, when all the notions are separate and distinct?

The notion of the 'I am 1

is always identical with itself and points out

to but one cognise r. But there can be no single cognizer as a common basis,

if it manifest itself in entirely distinct minds every moment. The option

of 'I am* as one undifferentiated oontinuous self is cognized by internal

perception; and the authority of perception is not to be defeated by any

other means oi knowledge. Other means of knowledge work only by thfc

power of perception. Henoe the mind is one and has many objects and it

changes not every moment*
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VlCHASPATI'S GLOSS.

Introduces the aphorism whioh finishes the subjeot under disoussion:—'Now
these distractions, <fec.

'

Now it is on account of the context that this aphorism is spoken of as finishing

only half the subjeot under discussion. These distractions are spoken of as antagonists

of the tranoe to explain the objeot with whioh they are to be cheoked.

Although in the aphorism, 'By feeling the omnipresence of the Lord' the pro-

cess of mental habituation only is described, yet desirelessness also is to be understood,
because it is a help to habituation. With this in mind, he says :

—
* They are to be

checked by the same practice and desirelessness.
*

'This is said to finish the subject of practice' :—This sentence is spoken because
the subject of practioe immediately precedes. The ONE TRUTH is God, beoause that
is the context.

To the Vain&sikas all minds are one-pointed only ; there is no distracted mind.
Hence their teachings and the acts they inouloate, are all useless. With this objeot

he says:—"To him who believes, &o. " The theory is that the mind is separate and
distinot for every object whether it be a single one in itself, or one out of many.
It remains in being only so long as the objeot shines in consciousness and then disap-

pears at once, not going to another object.

Why does not the mind take in another objeot after having taken in one before

that? Beoause it is said to be momentary. This means that existence before and after,

cannot bo posited of a mind, which cannot be spoken of as remaining the same in more
than one successive moment of time.

Aooording to our teaching the mind is not momentary in existence, and remains

constant, whether the objects of thought be one or manifold. It is not confined to one

single objeot seeing that it takes in and gives up objects every moment and can so fa£

be called distracted, and also that it can cultivate one-pointedness when the modifica-

tion of distractedness has been removed. This teaching and the aots recommended on
its strength are not useless. With this objeot, he says :

—
' And if it beoomes concen-

trated <feo. • Concludes :
—

* Thus it is not distinot and separate for every objeot.
9

Again he introduces the Vain&sika :
—

* He who believes the mind to be one-poin-

ted if it flows along similar notions, <fec. ' His meaning is stated to be as follows :

—

N

' Let it be granted that the cultivation of one-pointedness is not possible in a mind
confined to one moment only and that therefore it is useless to put forth effort with

that objeot. The continuous succession oflminds, however, is un-ending and not momen-
tary in its nature; it is possible in the succession that distraction may be removed and
one pointedness cultivated.

*

He shows the defects of the theory in the case of either of the two statements

thereof. If in the philosophy of the'Vain&sika on* pointedness is a characteristic of

the flowing mind, i. of the un-ending succession of minde, then, there being succes-

sive mental births for succeeding mental impressions, there does not exist one flowing

mind oommon to all the successive impressions. But why should it not be sof Be-

cause in your philosophy, whatever exists for as long a time as it may be, must be
momentary; there is nothing that is not momentary. %

Takes the other form of the theory:— ' If however it is, <feo. ' If in the successive

flow o! mental phenomena a notion having the Highest Good appewra at a &\ng\e pohxt|

one-pointedness with refereuoe to this particular notion may he scoured hy effort.

Shows the defects of this theory. The whole of this successive flow of mental
phenomena may be a flow of either similar or dissimilar notions. It is, therefore*

separate and distinot for every distinct objeot, and as such takes the'form of the High-
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est Good simply for the expression of it, and therefore it is destroyed on the disappear-

ance of the mind. Such a mind is always one-pointed. There can, therefore, be no

distraoted mind. '

It cannot, therefore, be that one-pointedness raaj be cultivated by

and after the removal of distraotedness. Conoludes :
—

* Henoe the mind is, &o.

'

Further says, that for another reason too the mind is one having many objeots,

and is oonstant not momentary:—'And if it be so, <fco. ' As the Teaohing studied by

Maitra is not remembered by Chaitra, and as the fruit of the vehiole of action grown

by Maitra is not enjoyed by Chaitra, in the shape of virtue and vioe, inasmuoh as

Chaitra is not related to it, so one notion oannot remember the objeot of another no-

tion; nor can one notion enjoy the fruit of the vehiole of action grown by another

notion.

But, says the questioner, this line of reasoning will not be violated, if the rela-

tion of cause^and effect exists; and it is ou account of the existence of that differentia,

that ii\ the Srddha and Vaisvlnara sacrifice, <ko., the fruit is seen reaching father,

mother, and son, who are not the performers thereof ; and also because the sweetness

of the mango, seeds, <kc, always appears in due course in the fruits thereof.

For this reason, says :
—

' However is the matter examined, &c.
7 This is the

meaning. What is the difference between notions falling into ono succession and those

falling into another, so that a notion falling into one succession may remember and
enjoy the notions, experience and the vehicle of action grown by the notions of the

same succession but not by the notions of another succession 1 Succession is not an in-

dependently existing substance, so that one succession may be differentiated from an-

other succession. And it is not proper that a fanciful differentia may be fastened upon
an aotion. No one can cook if he only fancies the existence of fire anywhere. Fur-

ther, the relation of cause and effeot also is not real. Tn the case of simultaneous exis-

tence there can be no such relation, as for example, between the right and left horns.

In the case of objects which do not exist simultaneously, no relation of cause and effect

weoessarily exists; because it may be that none of them can be predicated of a phenome-
non appearing in the immediate present. The past and the future cannot exist toge-

ther as being related to a phenomenon appearing independently in the present.

Therefore being independent real objects as they are, they do not'differ from each other
whether they fall in their dwn or in independent successions The reason is that "they
do not come into contact with each other, not being related to each other by either

natural causation or by succession. This logic is like that of the milk and cow-dung
cakes.

"All that is produced from the oow is milk.

Cow-dung cakes are produced from the cow.

Therefore cow dung cakes are milk.
"

This illustrates the story, which means that it surpasses in fallacy even the logic

of the milk and the cow-dung.

Furthermore, the destruction of that which has been done, and the appearance
of that which has not been done, should not be mentioned here as an argument. Be-
cause the mind alone is the doer of actions, and the mind alone is associated with the
pleasures and pains born' out of them. It is because the mind enjoys pleasure and
pain on aooount of the presenoe therein of the reflection of consciousness, and beoause
the consciousness and the mind in which it is present are taken to be one that they
are attributed to the Puru?a. The notions born in the mind, when the notion of its

being the self has already come in there, are of such a nature that they alone remember
and enjoy their own fruits, not others. And it is not reasonable to say that the nature
of a thing may be separated from it, and then joined to it again. It cannot be said of
the aature of a thing that it might or might not be so, or why is it not so 1
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He speaks to those who are satisfied with the above :
—

* Further, if the mind be

separate and distinct for every object, <fec, mental impressions and their memories

have the characteristics of manifestation and latency. They are many and yet the

mind in whioh they live i.e., the notion of the *I am,' is one and not different for each.

This one notion of the 'I am' unites all those separate notions into one. How can

this one hold all the extremely different notions into itself ? Inasmuch as there is

difference in the causes of the phenomena of cognition and memory and also on account

of the presence in them of the contradictory qualities of manifestation and latenoy,

there can be no single notion of reflex condition by virtue of which the mind, in which

all the different and contradictory notions are generated, may be considered to be a

single entity.

For this reason, he says :
—

'It is cognised by internal perception.'

But it may be said that the difference of causes and the possession of contradictory

qualities refute the truth of this perception. In answer to this objection, he says »

4
and the authority of perception, &c.'

It is on the basis of perception alone that the unity of material and the contradic-

tory nature of the characteristics of latency and manifestation have been established

in the Nyayakanika ; and the action of objections in a permanent mind is established

in the Nyayakanika and the Brahmatattva sami'ksa * Thus all is plain.—32.

S ft bra.

Maitri, friendliness. WJCffT Kaiuna, compassion, mercy. gf^HT Muditfc,

gladness, complacency. s*NrT Upeksa, indifference of all the^se. Sukha, happi*

ness. jj.^ Duhkha, misery. g*sr Punya, virtue. *jrgw Apunya, vice. fowraTFg

Visayanam, regarding the subjects, towards the subjects, (respectively). Hftftfffn

Bhavanatah. by cultivating habits, by constant thinking. f%rf Chilto, of the

mind. JT€T<^q Prasadanam, purification. ~

33. By cultivating habits of friendliness, compassion, compla-

cency and indifference towards happiness, misery, virtue and vice

(respectively) the mind becomes pure.

VYASA.
How is the embellishment of the permanent mind taught by this science,

secured ? ' The mind becomes pure by cultivating habits of friendliness, coin-

passion, complacency and indifference towards happiness, misery, virtue and

vice.' Let him cultivate in his mind the habit of friendliness towards alUthose

* "Both these books are in Vachaspatimisra's own list of his works whioh he given
at the close of the Bhamati vyakya ; the first is a gloss on Vidhi-Viveka, the second
is a gloss on "BrahmaSiddhi."

(Prof. Wood's translation of Patafijali's Yoga Sfttrae, published in Harvard Oriental
Series p; 70.)
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who are found in the enjoyment of pleasure
;
compassion towards those who

are suffering from pain
;
complacency towards those who are virtuous; indiffe-

rence towards the vicious. By thus habituating the mind to these notions, the

tohite characteristic makes appearance. Thence the mind becomes pure.

Having become pure, it becomes one-pointed and attains the state of steadi-

ness.—33

VACH ASPATI'S GLOSS.

Now the author begins to lay down the means of purifying the mind, which are

contrary to such vices as jealousy, because trance and the means of its achievement
cannot appear in a mind, uuembellished and full of jealousy, <fec :

—
* How is the

embellishment, &&'

Whoever shows friendliness, i. e., a heart ready to help, towards the happy, the

dirt of envy leaves him. When the mind shows compassion, i.e., the wish to remove
the miseries of others as if they were his own, towards those who are suffering, the dirt

of the desire to do evil by others is removed. Whoever shows complacency, i.e., plea-

sure towards virtuously inclined beings, the dirt of envy is removed from his mind.
Whoever shows indifference, i. e.

y
the taking of the middle path and not taking sides,

towards the viciously inclined, the dirt of impatience is removed from his mind.

By this removal of the characteristics of the qualities of disturbing energy
(rajas) and inertia (tamas), the white characteristic of essential purity (sattva) mani-
fests itself. Ho becomes possessed of a very high manifestation of essential purity.

His mind becomes inclined to the side of the restraiut of mental modifications, because
this enlightenment is natural to that state. When the mind becomes pure, it attains
the state of steadiness and becomes one- pointed by the means to be described. If friend-

liness, &c, are not cultivated, the means cannot lead to steadiness.—33.

Stitra 34.

jtorjt Prachchhardana, by the expulsion. firVKW-qifl Vidh&ran&bhyam,

and by the retentions, tfr V&, optionally. JTTOFFET Pranasya, of breath.

34. Optionally, by the expulsion and retention of breath.

VYASA.
Expulsion is the throwing out of the air in the lungs through the nostrils

by special effort. Retention is the Pran&y&ma, the lengthening of the duration

of the stay of the air outside the lungs. Lot mental steadiness be optionally

cultivated by these. —34.

VACHASPATPS GLOSS.

Now then he describes the means of steadiness :— « Optionally by the expulsion
and retention of breath. ' The word optionally refers to the succeeding means. The
option is not given with reference to the cultivation of friendliness, &o., because they
must be present along with all (the means). * j

Now he explains expulsion :—'The throwing out of the air in the lungs, Ac/ "By
special efforts" means such an effort as is laid down in the science of Yoga, by which
the air is thrown out of the lungs slowly.
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Now he describes retention :—Retention is Pr&g&y&ma. It means the keeping

out of the air which has been expired, lengthening the duration of its stay outside,

not drawing in all at once. By thus expiring and inspiring air the body becomes light,

and the mind thence attains the state of steadiness. The words 1
let it be cultivated

'

have been taken from the sense of the word?* causes mental steadiness, (sthitiniband-

hini) in the next aphorism.—34,

Sutra 85.

fipwfflpft Visayavati, of fche sense, of the objects of senses, bringing sense

perceptions. *T V& or. JT^fo: Pravfittih, higher activity. SWOT Utpannft,

appearing. JTTO: Manasah, of the mind, mental. Rr^IrT Sthiti, steadiness.

f^r^fN^ Nibandhinl, causing.

35. Or, Higher sense-activity appearing, causes mental

steadiness.'

tot famtfer i sreifa %

^^TT ^l^l^rgq^TcTRf Olrf *TTtT*T cT^TT^T ffiqqffe

vyAsa.
The power to cognize superphysical (divya) smell, which one gets by

Concentrating upon the fore-part of the nose (the olfactory organ) is the high-

fet olfactory sense-activity. By concentration upon the fore-part of the tonguti,

the power to cognize taste; over the palate, cognition of colour; in the middle

of the tongue, cognition of touch; in the root of the tongue, cognition of the

sound.

The Higher sense-activities appearing cause the steadiness of mind,

destroy doubt and become the entrance to that state of cognitive power which

is called trance (Sam&dhi).

By this the Higher sense-activity, which is caused by concentrating up*

on the moon, the sun, the planets, jewels, the lamp and precious stones, <fec.
f
ia

also to be understood to have that name.
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Although whatever of the nature of an object is known by any science,

"by inference, or by the instruction of a teacher, is of course true, because they

are capable of establishing the truth by teaching, yet, as long as even a portion

is not known by one's own senses, everything remains as it were unknown.

The knowledge of such subtle matters as the state of absolute freedom does not

obtain firm ground in the mind. Therefore even if it were for the purpose of

giving fuller light to what has been learnt from any science, by inference, or

by the instruction of a teacher, it is necessury that some particular object be

perceived by one's self. When one portion of what has been* taught is perceiv-

ed, the subtlest remaining portions are easily believed. It is for this very

reason that mental embellishment is taught; so that when consciousness of

power.over the unrestrained mental modifications shows itself, the Yogi be-

comes capable of perceiving the objects of all such modifications. And when

this happens, he gets faith, energy, memory and trance without any obstacle.

VAOHASPATI'S GLOSS.

The author now mentions another means of steadiness:— * Or, Higher sense-

activity appearing, causes mental steadiness. ' Explains:—'By concentration upon the

fore-part of the nose, Ao.,' The power is acquired by the performance of concentration,

contemplation and trance. The cognition of superphysical smell means that the smell

lies revealed to his sense. In the other Higher sense-activities, also it should be under-

stood in the same way. This is to be believed on authority, not by contact with one's

self.

Let it be so. But what is the use of these Higher sense activities? They do not
help in the attainment of the state of absolute freedom. For this reason, he says :

—

These mental modifications appearing, in but a short time, incline the mind to steadi-

ness either with reference to God, or with reference to discriminative knowledge.

But the question is, how can a mental modification having one object, become
steady with reference to other objects also? For this reason, he says:—They destroy,

t. they remove, doubts and for this very reason become the entrance to trance con-

sciousness.

TeaoheB that other modifications also which are taught by the Veda consist in

Higher sense-activity :

—

4By this* &c }

Then the question arises, wherefore should there be doubt with reference to ob-
jects known by authority, &c. ? For this reason, he says:—'Although whatever
of course, <feo. ' The root of Yoga is of course in faith. Arising from that, it reaches
up to contemplation, <fco. , without obstacles. This is the meaning.—35.

Sfttra 36.

fWtaT cfT 3$tf^tf> II U II

ftftffaft Visok&i the painless state, the concentration on the painless. *T

V&, or. vififtiuftfl Jyotismati, the bright, -effulgent state, the state of lucidity,

the concentration- oh luminous objects.

36. Or, the state of painless lucidity.
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finch*?r ^tt s*ftfaw<ft i Jnjfo^scwr inrar: ft^ifa(N G-y*^**?f^ i s?-

#rcsirc!T|;f%: ^r^^^fisi srarewwi^j fe^s^ i ?TOTf%rorroT ^nrnra" feret

VYASA.

'Or, the slate of painless lucidity* appearing as a Higher Activity,

causes the steadiness of the mind. These words (italicised) are to be taken

from the previous aphorism. This is the consciousness of thought forms,

which comes to him who concentrates upon the lotus of the heart. The

essence of the Will-to-know is shining in substance. It acts like the Ak&sa

(space, giving room to, or transforming easily into any form.) By diligent

perseverance in that, the Higher Activity appears, taking optionally the

shapes of the lights of the sun, moon, planets and precious stones. Similarly

the mind concentrating itself upon the notion of the * I am' becomes like a

waveless ocean calm, infinite, pure egoism. The following has been said in

this connection :
—

"Knowing that self, small as an atom, his consciousness manifests as

'I am' only."

This two-fold Higher Activity, the painless sensuous an»d the Purely

Egoistic, is called the lucidity. By this the Yogi's mind reaches the state

of steadiness.

VACHASPATFS GLOSS.

'Or, state of the painless lucidity. ' Painless lucidity means that which is

devoid of pain. The state of lucidity is the light shining in the lotus of the

heart. Let the mind be concentrated upon the lotus which is located between the

chest and the abdomen. It has eight petals and is placed with its face downwards.
Its faoe has first to be turned upwards by the process of the expirative control of

breath. In the middle thereof is the sphere of the sun, the place of waking conscious-

ness, and is called A. Above that is the sphere of the moon, the place of dreaming
consciousness, the U. Above that is the sphere of the fire, the place of dreamless
sleep, the M Above that is the Higher space, the Sound of Brahma Itself, the fourth
state of ultra- consciousness, which the knowers of Brahma call the half-measure (the
ardha matr&). In the stalk thereof is the Artery of Brahma (the Brahmauadi), with
its face upwards. This passes through the spheres of the sun, &o. Beginning above
that, is the channel known as Susumnd. That runs through the external spheres of

the sun, &c, too. That is the place of the mind. Performing concentration upon
that, the Yogi obtains consciousness of thought-forms.

He now shows the form of the mental essence with the reason thereof :—' T)ie

essenoe of the Will- to-be, &o.' By saying that it acts like the Ak&ra, it ia intended
to be shown that it pervades all forms. The lights of the sun, &c, appear aft different

forms ; apd they putting on different forms optionally, appear aa such (fornis), ^flhe
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text understands here by the word Will-to-be, the mind and not the Mahattattva ; and it

is intended to state here that the mind is of the shape of light appearing as suoh from
its position in the Su-mmna channel, inasmuoh as it takes its birth from the Vaikarika

(the essential s&ttvio) form of the principle of Individuality (Ahank£ra), and is there-

fore full of the essenoe thereof. Its possession of the quality of pervasion too is establi-

shed by its aotion upon various objects.

Having spoken of concentration upon the mind, which is evolved out of the

prinoiple of Individuality ( Asmitfi, the basis of the * I am'), now he describes the na-

ture of the concentration upon the principle of lndividuality or egoism:—Similary, <fcq.

'Calm* means that whioh is free from the waves of disturbing energy (rajas)

and inertia (tamas).

Infinite means all-pervading.

Pure Egoism' signifies that whioh does not show more colours than one.

Se supports his theory by another's authority :—The following has been said in

this

'That self,' which is the basis of the principle of Individuality.

'Knowing* means having pondered upon it and having come to know only this

muoh, 'I am.'

Well then the lucidity might appear as various forms of light ; but how can it be

pure egoism only ? In answer to this, he says:—'This two-fold, &o.' The meaning is

that the principle of Individuality remains essential light itself when the dirt of dis-

turbing energy (rajas) and inertia (tamas) has been washed away.

He desoribes the result of both forms of lucidity :
—'By this, &c.'—36.

Sutra 37.

tfrTCPlSnW *T ftrlH II p II

tftar-tRT Vita-r&ga, one who is desireless. fatTO Visaya, an object. qlrUH rfa^jj

Vitar&gavisayara, having the de3irelessness for its object. *T V& or. f^FFTsj

Chittam, the mind.

37. Or, the mind having the desirelessness, for its object.

VYASA.

The mind of the Yogi tinged by the colour of the mind of the desireless,

which it takes up for study, reaches the position of steadiness.

VACHASPATI'S GLOSS.

The desireless are suoh personages as Dvaip&yana and others, their minds be-

oome the objects of oonoentration, and the oolour thereof is imparted to the mind of

the Yogi.—37.

Sutra 58.

^TTR^l^l^^H 3fT II ^ II

WPf Svapna, of dream. fSrjT NidrA, of deep sleep, sleeps. VRf JftAfia, the

knowledge, study. WfTftPTQ Alambanam, taking for its object*, resorting to,

meditating on. 9T V&, or.

38. Or, having the knowledge of dream and sleep as its

pbject of study.
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VYASA.

By making the knowledge of dreams and the knowledge of fctaej* an ob-

ject of study, the mind of the Yogi determines towards the shape,and ^t^ains

the position of steadiness.

VACHASPATFS GLOSS.
When the time comes that this Yogi, in his dream state, worships the Lord

Mahewara's form, enrapturing the mind by its beauty, placed in a secluded spot of
some lonely forest, appearing as if arising out of the sphere of the light of the moon,
the limbs large and small of the shape appearing as soft as the stalks of the lotus, the
form seen as if made of shining moon-stones, enciroled with garlands of sweet-smelling
Malati and Mallika; then on awakening he is full of elation, and then remembering
the same form which was the object of dream consciousness, his mind determines to-

wards the unity of that one form and attains the position of steadiness.

The sleep to be understood here is the one in which the light of the quality of

essentiality appears. (This is the sattvio sleep). It is the same, on awakening from
which the remembrance is, *I have slept pleasurably. ' This explains that the mind in

that state beoomee one pointed. It is this that the knowers of Brahma define to be of

the nature of Brahma (Brahmarupa).

In the dream state it is not possible to bring mere knowledge without an object,

within the range; therefore, the object also is brought within the range.—38.

Sutra 39,

trcn-firRrr Yabha abhimata, according to ones own choice, or >ybat appeals

we according to one's predilection. Dhyan&t, by meditating on. Jin

Vfi,, or.

33. Or, by meditating according to one's predilection.

VYASA.

Let him meditate upon whatever he wishes. Becoming steady in that

instance, it reaches the position of steadiness in other matters also.

VACHASPATFS GLOSS.

Wtot morel Whatever is desired by one, the same has the form of bis deity.-*39.

Stttra 40.

tJWI^TC^^ MS^fFT^: H Jfc> II

:TOttg Earm&nu, the minutest atom. HOT Parana, grs&|ft9t. mpmi

Mafcfcttvfr, infinity, m Antafe, end. w«qpuW9*4Wf: Rowkteg <*QW£ to #,e

uuaUtie&b, rand up to the largest, Asya, of this Yogi. > Ya&)#r4|]?,

power.
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40. His power reaches down to the minutest, and up to the

largest

VYASA.
Entering into the subtle it attains the position of steadiness upon the

.Smallest of the small, down to an atom. Entering into the large, the position

of mental steadiness reaches up to the largest of the large. Hh great power

consists in not being turned back by any check while running along both these

lines. The mind of the Yogi, full of this power, does not again stand in need

of the mental embellishment due to habitual practice.

VACHASPATPS GLOSS.

He shows how the nature of the self is to be reached as a point of steady con-
centration:— * His power reaches down to the minutest aud up to the largest. ' Expla-
ins :
—

' Entering into the subtle, <fcc,

'

Summarizing what has already been said, he describes the connotation of the
word 'power. '

' While running along, &c. ' Now describes a subsidiary result of the
power. 'Full of this power, &o '

Thus the means of obtaining mental steadiness have been described. The power
too obtained by the steady mind has been shown.—40.

Sutra 41.

l|h& Ksina, disappearing, powerless. 3% Vritti, modification of the mind
^IhkjtT: Kstna Vyitteh, of that (mind* whose modifications have become power-
leas, have disappeared. ^^rms* Abhij&tasya, of a transparent. Iva, like.

Maneh, of a crystal. Grahitri, the knower. Grahana, knowing.

miT Gr&hya, the knowable all these three. ffrW Tat-stha, remaining in ic what
is presented to it. nsgpm Tad anjanatd, taking the tinge of that object,

being coloured by that object, the power of appearing in the shape of any
object, wmfal Samapattih, the power of thought— transformation, con-
centration and oneness.

41. Becoming like a transparent crystal on the modifica-

tions disappearing (the mind acquires) the power of thoughMrans-
formation (Sam&patti), the power of appearing in the shape of

whatever object is presented to it* be it the knower^ knowable or

the act of knowing.
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^^Tnrrcr «T^r i to f^refta*^%^^to^t fa^sffwref *r?rf* i

TO tfS^Ntftfi^Tfa l&sqx^ i qrcptftatf tT%qTO<wi WCTETOT-

Twr&j favrfa^ i to g^upqi^^g^b* 3*^«wmmr g^Rj^^W"

**$t II tt* II

VYASA.
Now what is the nature of the power of thought-transformation which

the mind acquires, when it has thus obtained rest? This is described:—'Be-

coming like a transparent crystal on the modifications disappearing, the mind

acquires the power of thought-transformation,— the power of appearing in the

shape cf whatever is presented to it, be it the knower, the knowable, or the

act of knowing '

'On the modifications disappearing':—When the notions are at rest,

(not in active work).

* Like a transparent crystal' :— This is the statement of an analogy. As

the crystal becomes coloured by the colour of the object placed beside it, and

then shines according to the form of the object, so the mind is coloured by the

colour of the object presented to it and then appears in the form of the object.

Coloured by subtle elements placed in* contact, it becomes of the nature

of the subtle elements and shines out in the shape of the subtle elements.

Similarly, coloured by the distinctions of the world coming into contact

with it, it becomes c f the nature of those distinctions, and shines out in the

form of the world.

Similarly, is this to be understood in the case of the acts of knowing,

i. the powers of sensation. Coloured by the acts of knowing taken as

objects of thought, it becomes of the nature of the acts of knowing, and shines

out in forms which shows the nature of the acts of knowing.



-SftffiUriy, eolotired by the enjoying Ptftftfsav t&feen as the object of

bboufjfhb, i# ptrt»on- the natwe of the enjoying Piirus*, and steines out in thr

form which shows bte nature of the enjoying Purusa.

•
. Similarly, coloured by the released Purusa taken as object of thought*

it become of the- nature of the released Purusa, and shines out in the form

wiii<ih shows' the nature .of the released Purusa.

TluV thenis?amftpatti, thought-transformation,—the mirtd showing itself .

like
4

a* tfmrigipaltettb crystal, in the form of the object it comes in contact with,

be ft? tire knower, Che knotfrfble, or the acts of knowledge.

vACffASPATI'S GLOSS.

NOW tfae question is what is the nature and what are the objects of the Cognitive

tr&raey when the mind las thutf obtained rest? The Commentator introduces tlie>

next ajph'drism:—"This is described, &o.
if Reads the aphorism:— * Becoming like

a tjratftfpareiit crystal, Ac. ' Explairis it :—The words, * when the notions are at rest,

'

desoribe the mind as existing in the state, in which that class of mental modifications

which have their origin in the qualities of disturbing energy and inertia (rajas and
tamas) have been destroyed by habitual practice and desirelessness. By this it is

m&tnt to be explained that Mental Essence (sattva) being by nature pure, is not over-

powered at the time, by disturbing energy (rajas) and inertia (tamas).

He explains the analogy:—'As the crystal, <feo.
*

* The object placed beside it' is the tipadhi, the attributive substance such as-

the Jap& flower, &c.

'Coloured by proximity, ' taking up the light thereof.

The form of the object placed beside, ' is the red, blue or other colour of its

own. '
#

'Shines out,' means, 'shows the qualities of that form/

He applies the analogy :

—'Similarly, coloured by the object, (fee.
1

The object of knowledge (grahya) is the same to which the mind is at the time

turned (&ltmbana). It is coloured thereby when the object passes ; into it. Thus is

the knowable distinguished from the knower and the act of knowing.

'Becomes of the nature of the object,* means 'as if it his put on the quality of

knowability having thus covered up its own mental form. For this reason bhines out

in the form of the knowable object itself/

^he subtle and the gross are colouis from the objective world only. The oom^
mentator divides them therefore into two :

—'Coloured by the subtle, <fcc.' The dis-

tinctions of the world consist in its being self-conscious and not self conscious, and of

the differences of objeots, such as the animals, cows, etc., and the mineral substances,

such as the jar, etc. By this the two trances which are accompanied by philosophical

curiosity and meditation are shown.

,

' Similar is the case with acts, the means of knowledge, the powers of sensation

(indriyas). They are so called because knowledge is obtained through their instru-

mentality.

The odmmentator renders the same plainer :—'Coloured by the acts of knowledge,

&o.' Being an act of knowledge, but taken as an object of knowledge, it is here men-
tioned as h&vibg both these qualities at the same time.

'Coloured by that,' i e., pierced through and through by that, and having,

oovered up its own mental form it appears as if it were the means, the external instru-

ment of knowledge.
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By this has been described the Cognitive trance which is accompanied by elation.

The one which is accompanied by egoism is now alluded to. 'Coloured by the

Enjoying Purusa, &o.' The Puru^a means, ho in whom the notion of the 'I am'

resides.

, Because the quality of being a Purusa is common to the released Purusa such

as Suka and Prahlada too, they too have to be taken here as objects of trance. For

this reason, the commentator says:
—'Similarly coloured by the released Purusa, &o.

}

Coming to the end, he explains the words 4 tastha tadanjanatat, ' appearing in

the form of the object it comes into contact with.

The thought-transformation called the Cognitive Trance oonsists in the assump-

tion by the Mental Essence of the forms of the knower, the knowable and the act of

knowledge, and the consequent showing of itself in the shape of the phenomenon which

has entered therein, when the dirt of the rajas and the tamas has been removed by the

increased power of contemplation, and when it is directed towards, i. e. fixed upon,

these objects of knowledge.

Here the order of the reading of the words, ' the knower, the- act of knowledge

and the knowable/ in the aphorism is not to be regarded, because it is contrary to the

natural succession of the objects of knowledge. Similarly in the Commentary too the

mentioning of the subtle elements first in order, is not to be regarded. All is thus

beautiful.—41.

Sutia 42.

fnr Tatra, there. Sabda, of words. Artha, of meaning. Jft&na,

of idea, firoprh Vikalpaih, with options. 9$Ffarf, Sanldrna, mixed up.

Havitarka, indistinct. ^gml rT: Sam&pattih, the though t-transfotmation.

42. There, the thought-transformation in which the options

of word, meaning and idea are mixed up, is called Indistinct

(verbal.)

j&s^rar? sF^ssfcw? w§ fkm^wtf f*wfc i srs wnww-

,VYASA. !

And that as follows :—The cow as a word, the qow as an pbjept an<} fh*
J

cow as an idea, although different fiora one another, are eogmzsd fts jttdfetitiffei*

Being analyzed, the characteristics of the word nae different* and pkg^&r#tics

ofm idea are different ; aji4 th* characteristics $f an ebject too aire* diCwtfatr
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Thus their lines of existences are distinct 'There/ among the various descrip-

tions of thought-transformrition, if an object such as a cow, is present in the

trance-consciousness of the Yogi
t

who has reached this state of thought-trans-

formation, being pierced through by the indeterminate notions of word,

meaning and idea, then the thought transformation is mixed up and ia caiied

Indistinct.

When, however, the mind becomes free from the memories of verbal

convention, and trance-consciousness is devoid of the options of inferential and

verbal cognitions, the object makes its appearance in the mind it) its ow i dis-

tinct nature (unmixed up with word and meaning), the thought-transformation

is called Distinct (nirvitarka) This is Higher Perception. This further

becomes the seed of verbal and inferential knowledge. Verbal and inferential

knowledge are born therefrom. It does not go along with verbal and infer-

ential knowledge, Hence the knowledge obtained by a Yogi through the stage

of trance, called Distinct thought-transformation, in not confused by any other

cognition.

VACUASPATPS GLOSS.

Thought-transformation in general has been described. By subsidiary classifica-

tion it is fourfold. Thus: Indistinct or verbal, Distinct or wordless, Meditative and
Ultra-meditative. Out of these the description of the Indistinct thought-transforma-

tion is given There, ic* Out of these thought transformations the Indistinot

thought-transformation is to be known. How? The notion of word, meaning and
idea consists in this. The faoulty of imagination (vikalpa) raises distinctions in the

same thing and shows sameness in different things. Thus the word, meaning and idea

are oonfused together, although in reality they are different from one another. Therefore
is this thought-transformation confused, i. 6., mixed up with the notions of word,
meaning and idea :

—'And that as follows. The word cow, <fco.
, The first phrase, 'the

word cow ' shows the unreal cognition of the word being fancied as confused with
meaning and idea.

The second phrase, « the meaning cow/ shows the notion of in distinctness from
the meaning, when word and idea are taken in.

The third phrase, 'the cow as an idea* shows the notion of indistinctness from
the idea when word and meaning are taken in. It is in this way that the world is seen
taking in these three without making any distinction among them, although in reality

they are all distinot from one another.

Well, but if they are taken in as not distinct from one another, whence does the
distinction come in? For this reason, the commentator says:—"Analyzed, (fee"

Being examined by philosophers in accordance with the canons of agreement and
difference, the characteristics of a word are found to be, that it is a modification of

sound only, and that it possesses the qualifications of intensity, <feo. The charac-
teristics of the objeot are different, being absence of intelligence and form, <feo. The
characteristics of an idea are different, such as illumination and the absence of

fixity in form, <ko Therefore their lines of existence are different, the lines, that is

to say, along which their natural distinctions shows themselves.

When the Yogi isin the state of thought-transformation withreference to 'thiscow,

dgo., taken in optionally, Ac' fhi$ describes the Yogi's lower perception (the ordinary
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perception). The rest is easy. To oonneot this with the next aphorism he first

describes the Dwtinot Thought transformation :
—

• When however, &a*

Freedom from memories, <fec, means their absence. Verbal and inferential cog-

nitions beoome possible only when preceded by the memory of verbal conventions.

Convention consists in the mutual super-imposition of word, meaning and idea, in the

phrase, 'This is a cow.' By these become possible the real and imaginative cognitions,

traditional teaohing and inference. For this reason the trance consciousness preceded
by these is Indistinct.

When, however, the mind is full of the objeot only and favouring the object only,

constantly habituates itself to the cognition of the object alone, the memory of the
convention does no longer interfere and is therefore given up. Further the options
of verbal and inferential cognitions too, in which it has origin, are also given up.

Then in the trance-consciousness, void of these descriptions of knowledge, the object

takes its place in its own distinct nature, and the mind is confiued to the manifesta-

tion of the nature of the object alone. It does not show any of the mixed up precepts
of the word and the idea. This is the Distinct Thought transformation. That is the
Higher Perception of the Yogis, because there is not in this, even a trace of untrue
knowledge, the unreal fastening thereupon of other notions.

Well let this be. The Yogis lay down and teach the truths which they have
learnt by Higher Perception. And how do they do that, but by promulgating and
teaching the truths by means of the processes of verbal and inferential knowledge
resorted to for the sake of others. Hence verbal and inferential knowledge have the
Higher Perceptive knowledge for their object. And verbal and inferential knowledge
are subject to the interference of imagination (vikalpa). For this reason the Higher
Perception also is but a modification of imagination.

Therefore he says:— * That is the seed of verbal and inferential knowledge.' If

Higher Perception went along with verbal and inferential knowledge in the same way
as is the case with Indistinct thought- transformation, i e , if the perception were con-
fused on account of the percepts being mixed up, then it would be a modification of

imagination only. This however, is their seed. Verbal and inferential knowledge are
born therefrom ; and it is not possible that the cause of a thing may also be the shpere
of its manifestation and be co extensive with it. It is not that the fire lives in smoke,
because the knowledge of the existence of smoke becomes the cause of the knowledge
of the existenoe of fire. Therefore, the Yogis take in objects by non-fictitious (real

and distinct) perception, and only teach it and promulgate it by means subject to
fiotion (mixing up, confusion.)

Summarizes:—'For this reason, <fco.
}—42.

43. Distinctive (wordless) thought-transformation is that in

which the mind shines out as the object alone on the cessation of

memory, and it were devoid of its own nature.

Stitra 43.

ing. fSrfif?raf Nirvitarka, distinctive^ {Wordless).
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faf$refm: gnrrc&sm? qfvimq $&tit i ^prft^^Tgp»-

VYASA.

The description of this Distinctive Thought-transformation is given by

the aphorism :— "It is Distinctive, when on the cessation of memory, the mind

shines out as the object alone and is, as it were, devoid of its own nature " The

.thought-transformation becomes Distinctive at the time when the memory of

the^fi&tions of verbal convention, verbal and inferential knowledge, ceases ; when

the mind is coloured by the nature of the object ; when it, as it were, gives up

its. own nature of conscious cognition ; and when, therefore, it only shows out

-the nature of the object, and has, as it were, transformed into the shape of the

object itself. And so it has been explained.

The object itself is but a ainglt output of the effort of that (thought-

transformation of the mind).

The visible world, the cow, &c, or the jar, &c, consists each in its own
nature, of different collections of atoms. Each of these collections is a particu-

lar arrangement of the subtle, elements. It is a generic.quality and constitutes

the very nature of the object. It is inferred by its visible effect. It has the

form of its cause. It shows itself and exists. When other characteristics, such

as those of the half-jar, &c, arise, it disappears. This characteristic is called

the substratum (the independent Whole, the avayavl). It is this substratum

which is spoken of as being one, or large, or small, or tangible, or possessing

the quality .of action or transitory.

To him, howover, whodoesnot believe this particular collection to be an

independent -reality-and for-whom the aitbtle oausc does not admit of pereeption,

there is of course no subatraturn ;and therefore nearly, all knowledge is false,
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knowledge is false, being untrue knowledge and not possessing the form of

the real. And then whafc would Real Cognition be, when there was no real

object? Hence there is a substratum (independent of the constituent parts)

which being spoken of as being large, &c, is the object of Pistinctive
Thought-transformation.

VACHASPATI'S GLOSS.
Connects the aphorism to be explained The description of this Distinctive

Thought-transformation, &c.

'

'It is Distinct, &c. — this is the aphorism. Imagination affects the knowledge of word*

convention, verbal and inferential cognitious only. Cessation of the memory born therefrom*

is spoken of heie.

Here, the cessation of the memory of the convention is the causa. The cessation

of the memory of the verbal and inferential cognitions is ciused thereby. The words

'inferential cognition,' denote heie the thing to be inferred by means of the process of in-

duction. The words * as it were' used in the text after * own nature' are to be taken as

qualifying the words 'given up.
'

He rufutes the contrary theories about the object of (this thought-transformation):—
u The object itself is but a single, &c." ' A single output of the mind, 1

consists in what

puts out the mental act but singly. This means that the atoms which go to make up an

object being naturally many are not the objects of the Distinctive Thought-transformation.

The reason is that although the atom may othei wise well be the object of this thought*

transformation, it cannot be so on account of its extreme subtlety, and because many of

them being joined together to make a single whole large object* each cannot singly shine

out in the mind and make as such a single notion.

If so, why then it may be supposed that really existing atoms possess the character*

istic of shining out in the mind by virtue of existing as derivative qualities of the single

whole, i. e, by showing out (what might be called a) derivative grossness. For this

reason, he says : 'The object itself (t. e., not the constituent parts)., The meaning is that

the grossness of an object being provable by perception, is impossible to couceal in the

absence of any defect.

To those who say that the objects cow, &c, and Jar, &,c. are formed by the successive

foimations of diatoms, &c. , he says that these objects 'consist* each in its own nature, of
t

different collections of atoms.

A collection of atoms is a modification showing a gross form, and it differs from an-

other such modification. Each particular modification of collectivity is of the very naeure

of the object, its own form. The description applies equally whether it be an object such

as a cow which is capable of enjoying, or, an object such as a jar which is capable of being

eujoyed. Both these classes of objects fall within the connotation of the word *world 9

(lokafc that which is visible).

Now the question arises : Is this collection appearing as a gross form different from

the subtle atoms, or, is it the same with them ? If different, bow could they live in it m
such and how could it have that form? A jar is different from a cloth. A jar cannot there*

fore take the'form of a cloth ; nor can the qualities which go to make a jar, live in a cloth*

If, on the other hand, the whole in its collective form were the same with the parti

(the atoms), it would likewise be subtle and independent (asadh&rana).

For this reason, he says :
— 'Each of these collections is a particular arrangement, &e.

This is the meaning. A jar and other such objects are not entirely different from atoms;

i>or are they entirely of the same nature; In the case of their beio^ like the bom and
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the cow, the existence of the relation of the characteristic and the characterized could

not be predicated. If, however, they were not different they would be of the nature of the

characterized object itself, and this is not proper. Hence the substratum (the characterized

object, the whole) should be considered to be in some respects different and in others

similar to its constituent parts the subtle atoms. In this way everything becomes proper.

By placing the words 'subtle elements' in the genetive case, he shows partial differ-

ence; and the words, ' constitutes the very nature of the object/ &c, show the absence of

difference.

4 It' is inferred by its visible effect':— 'Visible effect' means its perception as such

and its being dealt with as such.
-
It has the foim of its cause': -This is intended to show that in so far as it is not

different from its cause, it is in the nature of things that it should possess the form of the

cause.

Is this characteristic which is of the nature of the characterized object itself, per-
manent? The commentator answers in the negative:-" when other characteristics

such as those of the half-jar appear, &c.

"

Now he shows that the foim of the characterized object, the whole as such, is differ-

ent frora the atoms :
—

' This characteristic is called the substratum, &c. ' The meaning is

that its function is the possession of qualities like the sweetness of water, &c, which are

quite different from the functions to be performed by atoms.

It is not only by inference that the independent existence of a substratum (the

avayavt, the Whole as such) is established ; but by the fact as well of the whole world

treating it as such, inasmuch as the bnsiuess of the world depends upon that. For this

reason, he says:— 4 By this, &c.'

Well, but the mental conception of the percept as an individual existence indepen-

dent of its parts, may only avail if there is no contradiction. There is, however, contra-

diction. Thus, whatever exists has no parts, such as consciousness (vijitona); and the

cow and the jar, &c., do exist. This is a reason taken from the very nature of the things.

Existence is qualified by the absence of the touch of such characteristics as are contra*

dictory thereof. It is contradicted by the touch of contradictory qualities.

The touch of contiadictory qualities being found in an object possesbed of parts

, contradicts the pervading quality (excludes the middle term). It, therefore, disprove

even the existence of the object.

In the substratum there exists the touch of contradictory characteristics, such as

occupying the same space or not occupying the same space, not being covered or un*

covered, redness and notredness, ruovability and immovability, &c.

For this reason, he says:-To him however, &c. ' This is the meaning. The proof

of the existence by perception is given as the reason. But the pole perceived as a limb
of a bedstead may also become the pole of a plough, or something else different from "what
it haa been proved to be by perception. As to its becoming something else, that is no
reason, because the something else is not so proved. As to the existence of the jar, &c ,

being proved by perception, why this existence consists of the capacity of performing
certain functions; and that capacity is not different from grossuess (sthuTattva). The
ireasoning which does away with grossness, does away with the nature of the thing itself.

But the objection may still arise that the grossnesis of a thing is not its existence
itself. Existeuce is the absence of uon-existence. Grossness is the absence of non-
grossness. The absences differ ou account of the difference of the object whose absences
are contemplated Therefore existence is not destroyed, even though grossness may
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be absent, because the two are different Or, it might be said that there is difference

in the objeots to be determined on account of the difference of their absences. If

with a view to determine the nature of the objeot of perception, which being true
cognition and free from the taint of imagination, precedes the determination of the
nature of the object as such, you say that it is made up of the visible atoms, being
incessantly born without there being any interval between them, and without their

having put on the nature of extreme subtlety
;
then, it is to be noted that the atoms

of odour, taste and touoh fall" into the intervals of the visual atoms and that they do
not exist without them.

Besides, the notion of a grove, as a single whole, comes into the mind, because
the intervals among the trees thereof is not perceived, (although it does exist). The
theory, therefore, which speaks of the atoms as being visible and gross in themselves
and as having no intervals, is false. How can the fancies based upon such a theory
have anything to do with the realities of things, even on the strength of the conception

of a causal chain (p&ramparya) 1 How oan it be acoepted as establishing the nature
of the existence to the effect that they do not exist as parts but are wholes themselves.

Therefore he who believes in the authority of perception free from the taint of
fanoy, must grant that grossness itself, being as it is the objeot of suoh perception,
does exist as such. This is determined for certain without the taint of fancy, and
must be admitted even by one who has no desire left for such things. And further, if

existence as suoh were to contradict and thus exolude grossness, why, it would exclude
itself too as a necessary consequence.

The very highly subtle atoms have, therefore, their intervals filled up withatoma
of another class, and the theory of their being the objects of perception is shorn of

admissibility. This is meant by saying, 'To him, however, who does not believe this

particular collection to b9 an independent reality, &c* But the particular collection

although independently existing is still the objeot of certain (nirvikalpa) perception.

Well then the subtle atoms may be the objeots of certain perception. For this

reason, he says:
—'And the subtle object does not admit of perception.' Perception

here means that whioh is free from the taint of imagination, is oertain.

'To him who has such a chief,' there is of course no substratum and for this rea-

son, all knowledge is false, being defined as it is "to be untrue knowledge, not posses-

sing the form thereof." The knowledge, that is to say, which has grossness for its

object, and that again on which this rests, the knowledge of existence, is all false to

him.

Well, even so, the knowledge of self would not be untrue, inasmuch as the self

does not exist as a whole consisting of parts. How then should it be said that all know-

ledge would beoome false 1 For this reason, he says:—"Nearly all knowledge."

The question now arises, 'What even if it were sol' In answer he says:—'And then

what would Right Cognition be, Ac' If the knowledge of existence (sattva), <fec., be

false then the knowledge of things which have their orgin in Sattva, &c, such as the

knowledge of there being no substratum, independent of parts, must also be false. For

what is the objeot of this knowledge but the grossness which is the objeot of oertain

perception ? And inasmuoh as this grossness does not exist, its knowledge would oer-

tainly be false. But how is it that the objeot itself does not as suoh exist 1 For this

reason, he says:—"Whatever is perceived, <fco."

Ae to contradiction (virodha) that is to be explained in accordance with the afore-

said method of knowledge, by means of the variety of modifications, and bjr differenoia-

tioft and non-differei*piataon. Thus a]} is beaut/ifu}.—43.
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Sfttra 41

«m Efcayft, by this, vn, Eva, also. gfewro Savich&rft, this meditative.

fJrfiT^TTT Nirvich&ra, the ultraraeditative. sj, Cha, and. MWjftimi Sftksma-

visayft, having the subtle for their or its objects. WTWTfTT Vyftkhy&ta, are

described,

44. By. this the meditative and the ultra-meditative, having

the subtle for their objects, are also described.

SF^ufcnn ^rftr <r^r firf^i^F^ i <re firwi *rflr?w?

fq»^g.iPt^?^T^% n aa n

VYASA.

Of these the thought-transformation into subtle element is called Medita-

tive, when their characteristics are in manifestation and when the limitations

of consciousness in space, time and operative cause are present. In this state

too the subtle element comes into the trance-consciousness as qualified only

by the present characteristics ; and is taken in only by a single effort of cons-

ciousness ; and it is this much alone of an object that comes into contact with

the faculty of Meditative Thought-transformation.

That, however, is the ultra-meditative, that transformation, which operates

with reference to subtle objects unlimited in all ways, all round by the past, the

present and the unpredicable characteristics, but running after all the charac-

teristics possessing as they do in facta r.ature common to all of them. This in

fowit is the nature of the subtle element. It presents itself to the trance-

Consciousness as such and colours it sirailary by contact. As to the cognition it

is called ultra-meditative, when it becomes the object itself, and thus as it were,

becomes void of its own nature.

Of these the Indistinctive and Distinctive thought-transformations have
to operate upon things extended in time and space ; the Meditative and the
TJltra-meditative operate upon the subtle elements. It is thus that the absence of
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uncertainty in both these is described by the description of the Indistinc-

tive alone,

VACHASPATI'S GLOSS.

Those that have manifested the oharaoteristios of the jar, <fco., are said to 'have

their oharaoteristios in manifestation. ' It means those that have already taken up the

characteristics of the jar, &o.'

Space is indicated by above, below and the directions, <fco. Time here is the pre-

sent. * Operative cause The earthly atom is born from the five classes of ultimate

atoms (tanmatras), with a prevalence of the odoriferous minima. Similarly the liquid

atom (apas tattva) is born from the four classes of ultimate atoms except the odoriferous

minima with the prevalence of the gustiferous minima. Similarly, the fiery atom Is

made of the three minima besides the odoriferous and the gustiferous minima, with a

prevalence of the luminiferous minima. Similarly, the gaseous atom is born from the

tangiferous and soniferous minima without an admixture of the other three classes of

minima, with a prevalence of the tangiferous minima. Similarly, the birtli of Ak&sa
from the one class of soniferous minima alone. This is the operative oause of the

subtle elements.

The subtle elements in this state are qualified by the limitations of space, time
and their causes such as those specified. It means that, being limited by the cons-

ciousness of time, space and oau&es as they are, the cognition of these qualified objeots

is not independent of the cognition of their qualities.

The question is, what is the similarity of the Indistinctive to the Meditative

Thought-transformation 1 For this reason, he says :
—•Further in that state, <fco.' The

earthy atom reoeives its individuality from the five classes of ultimate atoms (tanmft-

tras) grouping together and is taken in by a single effort of consciousness as a single

whole. Similarly are the liquid atoms, <fco. ' to be understood as coming into cons-

ciousness as single substances, receiving as they do their individuality by groupings
of three, two and one class of ultimate atoms (tanmatras) respectively.

The present characteristic is that which is at present rising. By saying that
'it is qualified only by the present characteristics,

1

it is indicated that in this state of
consciousness are present along with the object the optional operations of the memory
of convention and of verbal and inferential cognitions. Perception, while it cognizes
the gross state, does not reveal the atoms. They are revealed by verbal and inferen-
tial cognitions. Hence it is proper that it (the Meditative Thought-transformation)
Bhould be mixed up with the operations of verbal and inferential oognitions.

Now explains the Ultra-meditative :
—'That however, etc.*

•In all ways' means in all modes of manifestation, as blue, yellow, <fco. All round
means by the consciousness of all the conditions of time, space, and causation. By
describing them thus, it is shown that the atoms are not limited by time. Further,
he says that they are neither limited by the characteristics which are brought into
operation by time :

—'Unlimited by the past characteristic, i.e., those which have had
their operation

,
by rising characteristics, i.e., those that are to be found in the pre-

sent
;
by the unpredicable oharaoteristios, i.e., the future ones.

The question arises that if the atoms are not conditioned by any of these oharao-
teristios, are they then quite fortuitous ? For this reason he says :

—
'but running

after all the characteristics. ' By what connection then do the atoms run after the
characteristics ? For this reason, he says :

—
* Possessing as they do in fact a nature

oommon to all the oharaoteristios.' The meaning is that oharaoteristios differ in Sam?
respects from, and are idontioal in others to, the atoms.,
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Now he says why this thought-transformation has this nature of the atoms as its

object :—This in faot is the nature of the subtle element ! The power which gives the «

knowledge of reality does not operate upon the unreal.

Having described the objeot of that state of consciousness, now he describes its

mature:

—

1 As to the cognition, Ac..'

Summarising he makes a statement which shows the differences of their natures—
4 Of these, Ac.' Finishes :— 4 It is thus, &c.'

4In both these* :—in itself and the ultra-meditative.—44.

Sutra 45.

£W Sftksoia, of the subtle. fifTOr**j, Visayatvam, province; both mean the

quality of having the subtle for its object. ^ Cha and. m A, up to. ftrff Linga, -

the noumenal. trq-ggrotr Paryavas&nam, ending extremity. MllRi^M^^MH^
Reaching upto the noumenal.

45. And the province of the subtle reaches up to the

noumenal.

r% i srwq; i *ror %wrc«Kflr%f^T * s^ft \ fag ?W-

vyAsa.
The odoriferous ether (gat,dha tanm&tr&) is the subtle object in relation

to the atoms of the earthly class (prithvl); the gustiferious (rasa tammfUrfi.)

to the liquid (&pas) atom; the luminiferous ether (rftpa tan m&trd) gaseous

of the fiery (taijas) atom; the tangiferous ether (sparsa tanm&tr&) of the

(v&yu) atom ; the soniferous ether (sabda tanm&tra of the Ak&sic atom.) Of
these the principle of individuality (ahank&ra) is the subtler cause. Subtler

than this boo is the purely Phenomenal Objective Existence. The principal

subtler than this too is the Noumenal (Alinga). There is nothing subtler

than the Noumenal.

But it might be said that there is the Purusa who is also subtle. True.

As however is the subtlety of the noumenal in comparison with the purely

phenomenal, such is not the subtlety of the Purusa. On the other land, the

]?urusa is not the material cause of the Purely Phenomenal. It la only the

instrumental cause. For this reason the subtlety of the MWaprakjlti. 19
described as not liable to be exceeded.
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VACHASPATPS GLOSS.

Does the range of thought-transformation with reference to objective appearances
extend up to the subtle elements only 1 No. 'And the province of subtle reaches us

to the noumenal.'

The characteristic of the odoriferous ultimate atom (gandha tanm&tr&) is in

relation to the atom of the earthy class (Prithvi) the subtle object of the faculty of

thought-transformation. In other places it should be construed in the same way.

The purely Phenomenal it» the Great Principle (Mah&ttattva), because it is that

which immediately passes into latency (linga) into the Mulaprakriti. The noumenal
is the Mulaprakriti, because it does not pass into latency (alinga), into any other state.

He describes the reaching up to the noumenal :—There is nothing subtler, <frc.'

States an objection 'But it may be, Ac.' Replies :
—'True, &o.' The meaning is

that as a material cause subtlety exists in the noumenal only, nowhere else.

But the Mahat and the prinoiple of individuality exist for fulfilling the objects of

the Purusa The Purufla also is, therefore, a cause of the noumenal. Why should
it be said that subtlety exists only in the noumenal? For this reason, he says :—It

is oertainly a cause but not the material cause. As Mulaprakriti evolves into the
phenomenon of Mahat and onwards, not so the Puru?a.

Finishes:—'For this reason the subtlety of the Mulaprakriti is described as not
capable of being exceeded.—45.

Sutra 46.

m; T&h, they, it* Eva, only. OTtai'Sabijah, seeded, *3rmfa:
;
Samadbilj,

trance.

46. They are the seeded trance only.

srifa: i a* srfocPi?: i faf&w?: efNrrct frf^rrc:

VYASA.

These four descriptions of thought-transformations have their origin

(seed) in external objects. Therefore is the trance too 'seeded.' In the case

of the gross objects ic is the Indistinctive and the Distinctive. In the subtle

objects it is the Meditative and the Ultra-meditative. Thus is trance described

to be four-fold.

VACHASPATPS GLOSS.

Says that the four states of thought-transformation have the objeotive for their
sphere of operation, constitute the cognitive trance :

—'They are the seeded trance
only.' The word 'only* is to be taken as qualifying the word 'seeded.' By this the four
descriptions of thought-transformation, having the objective state of existence as their
sphere, are limited by being qualified as seeded.

The quality of being seeded, however, is not restricted to these. It applies to the
thought-transformations which have the subjective and the instrumental modifications
also for their sphere of operation, in both its descriptions of Uncertain (savikalpa) and
Certain (nirvikalpa). For this reaaoa there are said to be iour description* ot titougJhV
to&n&iormationmti&e e&aeol tiie objective end tiiemBtiumeixtaVpbeixomeua. Dn.ua tiiexe

we eight descriptions in all. The meaning of the commentary has been explained.***^.
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Stitra 47.

f^rf^^K Nirvich&ra, of the ultrameditative. t^ITCSr Vais&radye, when

there is the undisturbed, pure flow. SJTWTFIT Adhy&tma, subjective, spiritual.

Jtm%l Pras&dah, luminosity, the fixedness of the mind.

48. The undisturbed flow of the ultra -meditative causes

Subjective Luminosity.

swrac. \ ^fasrfSnr daw? ^^T^s3<iWfa n w n

vyAsa.

•Undisturbed flow* is the pure and constant flow, nob overpowered by

disturbing energy (rajas) and inertia (tamas), of the essence (sattva) of the

Wiil-to-know, the very self of light, with the veil of impurity covering it

removed. When this undisturbed flow is secured for the Ultra-meditative

trance, the Yogi attains Subjective Luminosity. His intellectual vision

becomes clear with regard to objects as chey exist, irrespective of all sequence.

And so it has been said :
—'Having reached the stage of intellectual luminosity,

the wise man is no longer an object of compassion ; he looks upon and com-

passionates others, as one upon a height looks down upon those in the plains/

VACHASPATTS GLOSS.

Now he describes the beauty of the ultra-meditative among the four descriptions

of thought-transformation, which • have the objeotive as their sphere of operation ;

—

The andisturbed flow of the ultra-meditative causes Subjective Luminosity.' Describes

the meaning of the words, 'undisturbed flow' :
—'The pure, <fcc.' 'Impurity.' is the adhe-

sion of disturbing energy (rajas) and inertia (tamas). The same is a sort of dirthaving

the quality of a veil. When the veil is removed from the essence of the Will-to-know,

it shines out as the very self of light, and is therefore said to be not overpowered by
them.

But then, if the sphere of thought transformation is the objective modification

of exiatenoe, how can it secure Subjeotive Luminosity ? For this reason, he says -

•With regard to objects as they exist.' The subjeotive is not its object. It is only

that in which the subjeotive self lives, that becomes its object as such.

'Without regard to all sequence' means simultaneously.

Quotes on this subjeot the G&th& of the Great Seer :
—'And so it ban been said.

1

Finding himself above all, on having reached the highest point of the vision of know-
ledge, he is sorry to see the men of the world suffering from the three descriptions of

g»in.—47,
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Stitra 48.

^rfWT Ritambhara, fnll of truth, full of essence, essential cognition,

niy Tatra, there in. hut prajnft the facutly of cognition.

48. Therein the faculty of Essential Cognition.

zwtt *ft*Tg*wfofa ii ac n

VYASA.
The cognitive faculty which shows itself in that state in the mind of the

wise, bears the name of Essential Cognition (Ritambh

a

vk). The term itself

expresses the definition. It always cognizes the essence, the truth. There is

not even a trace of false knowledge.

And so it has been said:—'Cultivating the mind in the three ways of

verbal and inferential cognitions and the practice of contemplation with

tastefulness, one gets the highest Yoga.' —48.

VACHASPATPS GLOSS.

Expresses the concurrence of the Yogis by mentioning a technical term well-

known among them and defining its own meaning:— * Therein, the faculty of essential

cognition/ The Commentary is easy. 'Cultivation by verbal cognition ' means the
hearing of the Vedas.

* Cultivation by inferential cognition ' means thinking.

Contemplation means keeping in mind. Practice means over and over again.

Contemplation with tastefulness means welcome contemplation.—48.

Sfttra 49.

^mg^m^fT»^m^^fsR^T fijdqrarSrTrT \\ II

OTT Sruta, heard, verbal. ST^m^T Anura&na inferential. Jnnvmq Prajfia>

bhy&m, from those of cognition. Anya, different, fom Visaya, object,

^srfwrr Anya visay&, having objects different from. fSr^tanTFarT^ Visesa-artha*

tv&t, because it refers to particulars (ferlta)

49. It has different objects from those of verbal and inferen-

tial cognition, as it refers to particulars.
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nfB osrsr i ^cT^TT^rt *n ^nmt w xsRT^m&mzm-

vrAsA.

And thaf, moreover, 'lias different objects from those of verbal and

inferential cognitions, as it refers to particulars/

Verbal cognition refers lo knowledge received from another. It has the

generals for its objects. It is not possible to describe the particulars by words.

Why? Because there is no conventional denotation of the particular in

words.

Similarly, inferential cognition has the generals for its objects. Wher-

ever there is approach there is motion ; wherever there is no approach there

is no motion in existence. This has been said. Further inference arrives at

conclusions by means of the generic qualities. Therefore there is no particular

which can be made the object of induction and verbal cognition.

Ordinary perception does not cognize the subtle, the distant and the

intercept. Nor can it be said that this particular does not exist for want

of authority. This particular can only be cognized by the trance cognition,

whether it be present in the subtle elements or in the JPurusa, Hence this

cognition has different objects from those of inferential and verbal cognitions,

because it has the particulars for its objects.

VACHASPATI'S GLOSS.

Very well, the ultra-meditative has for its sphere of action the objects cogniz-

able by verbal and inferential cognition and is the culmination of these faculties. It

can therefore operate upon the objects of verbal and inferential cognitions only.

Because it is not certainly possible that a mental potency born out of practice with refe-

rence to one object of thought, should be capable of causing the knowledge of another

objeot. This would mean going beyond the proper limits. Therefore if the essential

cognition is the same as the ultra-meditative, its objects must be the same as those of

verbal and inferential cognitions. For this reason, he says: — *It has different objects.'

Mental Essence is' luminous by nature, and has the power of knowing all objects,

When veiled by inertia (tamasa) it cognizes only upon the veil being removed by
energy (rajas). When, however, upon the impurities of iuertia disturbing energy
being removed by practice and desirelessness, the pure light shines forth, then, light

passes beyond the limits of all measures and all finite objects, and becomes infinite;

what then is there that does not fall within the sphere of its aotion 1

Explains Verbal cognition is the knowledge received from another.' Its

sphere of aotion consists of the univorsal. Why? Words cannot connote particulars.

Why f Because of their not being limited and because of overlapping (vyabhioh&ra.)

'There is no conventional denotation of the particular in words,' because the
relation of the sign and the thing signified is not found existing between a word and
the particular. Nor is such a particular possible of being expressed by the meaning
of a sentence.
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The same is the case with inference, whose operation depends upon the relation

existing between the sign and the thing signified (the linga and the lingi):—'Similar-

ly, has induction, <fcc.' The words 'wherever' and 'there' denote the pervader and the

pervaded, by a ohange of places. For this reason the conclusion is arrived at here by
virtue of the common property. Conclude?—'therefore there is, &c*

Well, then, let it be the. ordinary perception which does not depend for itisLopera-

tion upon the knowledge of any" relationship. For this reason, he says:—'Nor can it

be said, &&' Ordinary perception may not depend for its operation upon the recogni-

tion of relationship. It does certainly depend upon the senses, and the senses are not
in their shpere here (i.e., in the essential cognition). This is* the meaning.

Well, but, if the particulars are not such objects as can be known by verbal,

inferential and perceptive cognitions, then, there is no authority for their existence.

For this reason, he says :
—'Nor can it be said that the particular does not exist for

want of authority.' The meaning is that a means of knowledge (prani&na) is neither

co-existent with nor the cause of the thing known. It is not therefore necessary that

the reality to be known should cease to exist, because there is no means or power of

knowing it. Those who rely upon the ordinary means of knowledge, do not doubt the

existence of a deer-like mark in the moon at a time when only certain phases of hers

are visible. For this reason it is said that it is capable of being known by the trance

cognition alone.

Here the atoms and the Purusas which are the subjects of discussion, are each of

the nature of independent pirticularities, because, being substance, they are all separate

from each other. All those that are separate from one another, being substances, are

of the nature of independent particularities, as, say, sugar and a hair-shorn mendicant.

Thus by this inference and by authority the special province of the essential cognition, •

is defined, because otherwise there would remain a doubt as to its real nature, brought
about by ordinary reasoning. Still, the attempt to define it is not complete, and its

existence is brought within the sphere of consciousness with difficulty, on account of

its being far removed from ordinary objects, by inference and authority. The know»
ledge although thus brought about with difficulty is not so plain and well-defined as the
knowledge of collectivity, &c., obtained by words denoting them along with the proper
accessories of enumeration of signs (signifying the particular object). Thus it is that
its object is different from the objects of verbal and inferential cognitions.—49,

Sfttra 50.

T&W Tajjah, born therefrom, ^rtc: Samsk&rah, residual potencies, im-

pression. *5F*T Anya, other, tfenrc Samsk&ra, residual potencies, impres-

sions. jrfrWFvft pratibandbi, impeding.

50. Residual potoncies born therefrom impede other residual

potencies.

CTnftWN«#V$ *ftf*R: 9Wr$tf: «T«ft 19t OTOE* [

sg^wf^reifiw^RRsw^rr: scorer * *r«rfer sOTrfttft Hirtf^ifirgfr i

mi srttrfasrr s»r *rer: asrrsw: tf^rti xfa «rsft «nr* d^KUtf*il m*tk i
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VYASA.

When the trance cognition has been reached, the Yogi acquires by the

exercise of that cognition, newer and newer residual potencies. ' The residual

potencies born therefrom impede other residual potencies/ The potency born

of trance impedes the outgoing;>ehicle of potencies. By overpowering the

outgoing tendencies, notions due to them cease to exist. On the suppression

of these notions the trance faculty gains in power. Then again the activity of

trance cognition. Then again residual caused by the act of cognition. In this

way the vehicle of potencies is being constantly renewed.

Well the act of cognition is caused by the potency and the potency is

caused by .the act. How is it then possible that the mind may not be given

by this vehicle of potencies an object in itself ? The potencies born out of the

trance cognition do not give the mind a duty to perform with reference to'

themselves, because they are the cause of the removal of the afflictions. They
bring ahout the finishing of the duty which the mind has to perform. It is only

up to the attainment of discriminative knowledge that the activity of the mind
has to last.

VACHASPATPS GLOSS

Let that be. The cognitive trance has the reality of an object for its sphere of
operation. Practice and the other means of restraint as described, are however out-
going potencies. The trance cognition is known to be firmly bound up with them.
They must therefore be obstacles to the full realization of that stato of* consciousness
shine as it would like atomio twinkles of light in the midst of a hurricane. To remove
this doubt the commentator introduces the aphorism :—

' When the trance cognition
has been reached, &o.' Reads the aphorism:— 'Residual potencies born therefrom impede
other residual potencies.

. ^
The word, 'there' in 'therefrom' signifies the ultra-meditative thought transfor-

mation. 'Other' means the outgoing. Inclination towards the realities of objects is of
the very nature of the mind. It is unsteady and wanders only so long as it does not
reach the reality. When that is reaohed it takes up a steady position, and turns round
and in the way of the wheel of potency, bent upon purification (i.e., upon acquiring that
potency). Doing this it must certainly impede the mutual succession of the power
and act of the cognition of unrealities, although the succession has had no beginning.
The outsiders also say the same { Unreal cognitions do not contradict the nature of
the objects as they do exist in reality, free from defects, even though the unrealities
have existed from eternity

; because the mind is uaturally inolined towards the realities.

'

Very well, grant that the outgoing potencies are restrained by the operations of
the trance cognition. But the first manifestation of the trance cognition has for its
final object the ever-increasing unchecked manifestation of the potency of trance cogni-
tion. Thus it is plain that the mind even in that state has the same old quality of
having still a funotion to perform. (The attainment of the trance cognition too does
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not take it any nearer to the fulfilment of its object. This is the question

raised 'How is it then that the mind, &o. ' Hefutes :— ' The potencies born out of &o.'

There are but two objects of the mind, the enjoyment of sound, &c. , and the attain-

ment of Discriminative knowledge. Of these the enjoyment of sound, Ac, comes into

operation with the existence of the vehicles of affliction and action. When however,

the power which spring from the manifestation of trance oognition, entirely roots out

the vehicles of action and affliction and the mind for that reason exists in the state

of having mostly fulfilled its objects, the only objects, that then remain* for it to

achieve, is the attainment of Discriminative knowledge. Therefore the potencies of

the mind due to the practice of the trance cognition cannot generate the habits of

returning to the duties of enjoyment. They must check their forward march. They

bring about the end of its duty of enjoyment, i, render it impotent to enjoy

them. How 1 The action of the mind lasts only up to tho attainment of discrimina-

tive knowledge. The mind only works for enjoyment as long as it does not experi-

ence discriminative knowledge. When, however, discriminative knowledge isborn, the

affliotions are removed, and the duty of causing enjoyment is over. This is the

meaning.—50.

Sutra 51.

?rer Tusya, of that nrfir Api, too. fSrcfa Nirodhe, by the suppression. *nr

Sarva, of all. fk<tor?jNirodhiU, owing to the suppression. fsrfNr: Nirbijah, seed-

less. Wfnlvr.
- Samadhih, trance.

51. All being suppressed, by the suppression of that too

comes the seedless trance.

starflrfsrrf sTf><rrsRf^«irrrei af^^r^ i cT^rr^ ^rcrfkreRSTrfw-

vyasa.

And that more comes to the mind? 'All being suppressed by the
suppression of that too comes the seedless trance.' This opposes not only the

trance cognition, but checks also the operation of the potencies generated by
that cognition. Why ? The potency of the habit of suppression that is acquired,

removes the potencies of the habit of trance cognition. That tb.ere exists the-
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potency of trhe habib of suppression, generated by the nebs of mental control, is

to be inferred by the mental experience of the succession in time of the act of

suppression and the consequent rest. The mind disappears into its own

inactive cause, along with the potencies which operate to lead to absolute

freedom, and which are born of the trance cognition operative to suppress

the outgoing potencies. These potencies, therefore, being opposed to the con-

tinuance of the duty of the mind, do not become the reason of its further

existence as such. And it is for this reason that the mind which has achieved

its purpose, and along with it the potencies which operate to lead to absolute

freedom, ceased to act further. When the mind ceases to act further, the

Purusa remains in its own true self, and is therefore pure, absolutely free, and

released (mitkta) as he is called.

This finishes the first chapter, on tranoe, of the S&ftkhyapravaohana Commentary
of the Yogas&stra of Patanjali, by Vy&sa.

VACHASPATI'S GLOSS.

It has been said that the cessation of the function of enjoyment is the reason for

acquiring the potencies of the trance cognition. Now he puts a question : 'And what
more comes to the mind*!' The meaning is that inasmuch as the mind possessing the
potencies of the trance cognition, generates the flow of these potencies (into. activity)

the mind has still a duty to perform as before ; because something else is necessary to

remove the necessity of the performance of this function too. The answer is given by
the aphorism :

—
* All being suppressed, by the suppression of that too comes the seedless

tranoe.' The meaning of the word 'too' is that not only the trance cognition, but the

potencies generated by the cognition are also suppressed by means of generating side by
side with these the potency of higher desirelessness, defined to be the light of knowledge
alone. The stream of the potency and the act of cognition which are being constantly

generated one from the other, having been checked, the effect is not born without the

cause and this is the seedless trance. Explains:— 'That seedlegs trance, being brought
about; by the higher desirelessness, which opposes the trance cognition, does by means
of its cause, not only become the opposer of the trance cognitipn, but at the same time
obstructs the flow of the potencies generated by that cognition also.

Well, the knowledge born of desirelessness may very well destroy the cognition

alone, because it exists as a cause. How can it destroy the potency, which in fact is

no knowledge 1 Memory is seen operating even in a waking man with reference to

objects seen in dreams. With this object he puts the question :
• Why 1

' The answer
is:

{ The potency of the habit of suppression, <fcc., 'Suppression' is that by wbioh
the cognition is suppressed, that is the Higher desirelessness. It is from that, that

the potency of the habit of suppression is born. The meaning is that it is not by the

cognition but by the potency born of higher desirelessness, long, uninterruptedly and
devotedly practised, that the potency of the cognition is destroyed. Well let that be.

But what authority is there for the existence of the potency of the halit of suppression)

It can either be known by perception, or inferred by its effect, the memory thereof.

But the Yogi can have no perception when all the mental modifications have been
suppressed Nor can he have memory, because the act of suppression operating upon
the act of modification as suoh can leave no memory behind. For this reason, he
sajs;—'The existence of the potency is to be infetred, ifec.' The 'rest' in suppression
mean* ito atate of tupptesuon.

The succession in time of that State means &muhtirta
}
anhour and a half, day and

x*$Xs te. The experience \a to t* of feitmownta. Ibte'^ta TuWttH^ xstmfa}
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of suppression is in acoordanoe with the intensity of desirelessness and praotioe ; and
this intensity is taken note of by its extension over the periods of time known as
rnuhtirta, an hour-and-a-half, &c, by the Yogi. And inasmuch as the moments of
desirelessness do not exist together on aooount of a fixed order in the appearance, and
on aooount of their extending over their own special periods of time, they cannot be
adequate to bring about the intensity of suppression; it is therefore the store of the
potential energy thereof, born of the collective effect of the moments of desirelessness,

indulged now and again, that is desired to be understood here.

Well the potencies of cognition may be destroyed. But how can the potencies
of suppression be destroyed] For if they be not destroyed, the mind has still a duty
left to perform. For this reason, he says :

—"The mind disappears, <fcc.

'

The trance cognition which suppresses the outgoing tendencies is the cogni-
tive trance. It is the potencies born from that, that are here spoken of. The poten-
cies which operate to lead to absolute freedom are the potencies born from the acts of
suppression. Because the potencies of the outgoing acts of cognition have become
embedded in the mind, it is said to be the possessor of the potenoy of outgoing cogni-
tion. The potency of suppression, however, is but newly born in the mind. The
mind has therefore no duty to perform, even though the potency of suppression exists.

The mind which has the duty of achieving the purposes of the Purusa, is said to have
the duty of achieving those objects. The purposes it has to achieve are the enjoy-
ments of sound, &c, and the attainment of discriminative knowledge.

When however the potenoy of suppression only remains, the Purusa is no longer
the substratum of the reflex consciousness of the Will-to-be (buddhi). Hence the
potency of suppression cannot be an object of the Purusa to be fulfilled by the mind.
The minds of the Videhas and the Prakritilayas do not consist of a balance of suppres-
sive potencies alone; they have therefore still a duty to perform. Also because they
are possessed of the aroma of afflictions.

With this in mind, says the commentator :

—

1 And it is for this reason, Ac. 9

The rest ie easy.—51.

The object and explanation of Yoga, the meaning of the modifications for the
purpose of the performance thereof, the means of Yoga and its kinds are described in
this chapter.

Here ends the first chapter of Vachaspati's Gloss, the Vachaspatya, on the com-
mentary of Vyasa on the Aphorisms of Patafijali.



CHAPTER THE SECOND

ON THE PRACTICE OF YOGA.

Sfttra 1.

?TO Tapah, purificatory action. ^STTWHT Svadhyaya, study. ^W<-JTfWT^

Iavarapraiiidh&na, worship of God, making God the motive of action, fifan

Kriyft, of action, tfhr: Yognh, the Yoga.

1. Purificatory action, study and making God the motive

of action, IS the Yoga, of action.*— 52.

MiWa^H^^ I ffc4i«tfeqKft SfT II K II

VYASA.

The Yoga for him whose mind is already inclined towards trance cogni-

tion, has been described. How may one with an out-going mind become also

possessed of Yoga, is now considered. 'The Yoga of action is purificatory

action, study and the devotion to God and making Him the motive of action.'

Yoga is not attained by one not given to purificatory action. Im-

purity is variegated by the eternal in-dwelling of the aroma of action

and affliction, and is ever in contact with the net work of enjoyables. It

cannot be dispersed without purificatory action (tapas^. For this reason

* The word 1 tapas ' has been translated as purificatory aotion, beoause ' tapas '

means that whioh^ burns up impurities.

The word 'Iswarpranidh^na* has been translated as the devotion to God being

the motive of action. The same word in the first chapter (1. 23) has been translated

as feeling the omnipresence of the Lord. The root meaning of the word 'pranidh&na

'

is the placing of anything under another to the fullest extent (pra*= fullness, Ni= under
and dh&na« placing). In the chapter on trance the word can only/ mean the con*

templation of Him as the substratum of all phenomena. Hence * Iswarapranidh&na

'

as a means of achieving trance can only mean the habituating of the mind to feel

the omnipresence of the divine principle. In a chapter on the Yoga of aotion

however the word cannot be interpreted as carrying the same meaning. As a branch
of the Yoga of aotion 'pranidh&na' must have special referenoe to aotion which would
be out of place in contemplation. It has, therefore, been translated here as above.

The root meaning, it is easy to see, runs through both these meanings.
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purificatory action has been taken up (as a factor of the Yoga of action). This

is considered an action worthy of performance, as it; purifies the mind when
not impeded.-

Study is the repeated utterance of purifying words, like the A U M and

others; or, the reading of the teachings about absolute spiritual freedom

(Moksa).

'The devotion to God 'and making Him the motive of all actions' means

the dedicating of all actions to the Highest Teacher, or the renunciation of its

fruit.

VACHASPATI'S GLOSS.

The question is that the fruit of Yoga and the means thereof, having been describ-

ed in the first chapter along with their sub-heads, what is the necessity of writing a

second chapter 1 The answer is given :— The Yoga for him, &o.

'

It is only practice and desirelossuess that have been mentioned in the first chap-

ter to be the means of Yoga. They are, however, not possible for the out-going mind
also at once. The means, therefore, to be taught in the second chapter are necessary

in order to achieve the required purity of mental essence. It is only thereafter that

the essence of the Will-to-know, becoming strong enough to preserve itself in that

state, daily shows forth the powers of practice and desirelessncss.

* Already inclined towards the trance cognition' means not only occasionally

steady. The meaning is how may the out going mind also become possessed of Yoga
by the practioi of the means to be taught ]

The author of the aphorisms first takes up some of these means as of first rate

importance and usefulness, and describes them as the Yoga of aotion 'Purificatory

action, &c.
'

It is the action itself that is the Yoga in the Yoga of action. It is for this

reason that in the Visnupurana in the dialogue between Kesidhwaja and Kh&ndikya
it is said :

—

i When the Yogi first comes into contact with the Yoga, he is called the

Yunjamana, the Neophyte, the Beginner. ' And beginning with this are mentioned
purificatory action and study, &c.

Now the comment shows by the canon of difference that purificatory aotion

must be a means of Yoga :
—

' Yoga is not attained by one who is not given to puri-

ficatory action. '

He shows a subsidiary result of the purificatory action, justifying its nature as

a means of Yoga:— * Impurity, <kc.' The impurity which is variegated by the aroma
of eternal action and affliction, and which is for this very reason in contact with L e.

t

approached by the network of enjoyables, consists in the intensity of disturbing

energy (rajas) and inertia (tamas), and cannot come to dispersion without puri*

fioatory aotion. Dispersion means the entire separation of objeats in thick cohesion.

But the question is what purifioatory action may be inimical to Yoga, inasmuch

as being taken up as a means of Yoga, it may become the cause of the disturbance

of the physiological equilibrium of the forces of the body. How then can it be a

means of Yoga] For this reason the commentator says:— * This is considered an
aotion, <feo. ' The meaning is that so much of a purifioatory aotion only is to be

performed as does not cause the disturbance of the equilibrium of physiological

foroes.

The words AUM, &o , inolude suoh portions of the Veda as the Purusa Sukta,

the Rudra Man Jala and the Br&hmanas, &o. , as also „the portions of the Pur&nas

BUoh as the Brahmap&rayana, &o. The Highest Teacher is Iswara. To him are aotions
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to be dedicated. It is On this subjeot that the following has been said :
—

' Whatever
I am doing, beautiful or ugly, with desire or without desire, I renounce all that On
thy account; I do all things with submission to thee.

'

The renunciation of fruit means the doing of an action without thinking in

connection with it of the fruit to be obtained thereby. The following has been said

in this connection :—It is in the doing of action alone that thy duty lies, never

in its fruits. Never make the fruit of action its motive; never beoome attached to

inaction.—52.

Sutra 2.

^Jiiwrf; ^9Jtt^wt4^ ii ^ ii

OTTTfvr Samadhi, trance. WTH Bh&vana, bringing abouc. unJ: Arthah, for the

purpose of. JJ^T Klesa, afflictions. H^iTOTO: Tanu karan&rthah, for the purpose

of attenuating. ^ Cha, and.

2. Tor the purpose of bringing about trance and for the

purpose of attenuating afflictions.—53.

^wr??^^^^^: ^fc*r<fr% a^prcqics*: ^kroq® ^rpm^-
ernn* ^^rrf?r: m\ ^wiHTfw^T^s^srFi ^5<rfa**ra 11 h ii

VYASA.

The Yoga of action is certainly to be performed, 'for the purpose of

bringing about trance and for the pnrpo.se of attenuating the afflictions.' It

is that which being performed, brings about trance and attenuates the afflic-

tions. The afflictions thus attenuated become characterized by unproductive-

ness. When their seed power has, as it were, been singed by the fire of High

Intellection; and for this reason the mind after their attenuation, is never

again touched by the affliction; and having by subtle cognition come up to

the discrimination of the distinct natures of the Purusa and Objective Essence,

has the whole of its duty fulfilled and can only resolve into its cause.

VACHASPATPS GLOSS.

Theaphorism defining its object is introduced :

—

4 The Yoga of action is certain-

ly, &c ' The aphorism is :
—

' For the purpose of bringing about trance and for the pur-
pose of attenuating the afflictions.

'

The question arises that if the Yoga of action alone be competent to attenuate
the afflictions, there remains no use at all in High Intellection. _ For this reason the
oommentator says:

—"The afflictions thus attenuated become^ etc. " The action of

the Yoga of action operates only in attenuating them ; it does not render the afflic-

tions barren. High Intellection, however, operates to render them barren.

Let that be granted. But if High Intellection alone is competent to render the
affliotions non-productive, what is the use of attenuating them? For this reason
he says:

—'On acoount of their attenuation, <fco. ' If the affliotions are not attenuat-

ed, the discrimination of the distinct natures of the Purusa and Objective Essence,
remaining overpowered by a powerful enemy, does not even show the energy to

%
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rise and render them barren, from the very first. When, however, the affliotiops have
been dispersed and rendered woak, even then, though inimical to them, only arisen

by praotioe and disirelessness. When it has been thus born, it is not again touched by
them, it is not overpowered so long as it is not touched by them. The discrimina-

tion of the distinct natures of the Puru*a and Objective Essence is a subtle faculty,

because its object is subtle.

"Can only resolve into its cause" means can only disappear.—53.

Sutra 3.

*jrfirtn Avidy&, nescience. Miteum AsmitA,, egoism, rm R&ga, attachment,

jfv Dvesa, aversion. ^fSrf^ST Abhinivesa, love of life, all these. gf^TTJ Kles&h,

afflictions.

3. The afflictions are Nescience, Egoism, Attachment, Aver-

sion and Love of Life.

3R Wife ^fsTO*7T I ^ ^q^lTRT g^Tftwrt5[S^T mR<U1WWIJIU«

VYASA.
What then are the afflictions and how many? 'The afflictions aj*e

Nescience, Egoism, Attachment, Aversion and love of Life.'

The afflictions' are the five forms of Unreal Cognition. When quick

with life, they render the rule of the "qualities" firm, establish change, send,

out the stream of cause and effect, bring about the fructification of action by
coming to depend upon one another for mutual support.

VACHASPATI'S GLOSS.

How is its duty fulfilled? It can only be so said to have fulfilled its duty,
when it has caused the cessation of the aotion of the "qualities;" inasmuch as the
duty is nothing else but the bringing about of an effeot by the "qualities. 99 For
this reason the commentator puts the question, * What are the afflictions, <feo. * And
he answers by the aphorism :

—" Nescience, <fco. " Nescience and the others are the
afflictions. He explains:—'The five forms of Unreal Cognition, <fcc.

'

Nesoience is Unreal Cognition itself. Egoism and the others also carry nesoi-

ence with them and oannot exist without it. They too are therefore unreal cogni-
tions. The meaning is that for this reason, they are destroyed with the destruction
of Nesoience.

He says now that the reason for their destruotibility exists in their being the
cause of repeated births:— 'When quick with life/ % e.

9
when they are in operation,

they render the rule of the qualities firm, L e.
t
strong. For this very reason they

establish change. They send out, i. e.
t
show forth the stream of cause and effect in the

shape of the Uomanifested, the Mahattattva (the great principle) and the principle
of individuality.

Now he shows the object for which all this is done by them:—'Bring about*
4o„

f .for Bautual support. ' The fructification ot action Qonsists in Uie-&tate, lite-
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period and life-experience. This is the object of the Purusa. It is these that the

afflictions bring about. Does eaoh of them do this by itself % No he says :
—'By

mutual support V The actions are supported by the afflictions and the affliotions by

the actions.—54

Sutra 4.

wfiran Avidya, nescience. Ksetram, field. ^fl^T^Uttarea&m, for the

others. JTfP Prasupba, dormant ?rg Tanu, tenuous. fqf%5F5T Vichchhinna, alter-

nated. g^TTRn^ Udaranam, or fully operative, for all these.

4. Nescience is the field for the others, whether dormant,

tenuous, alternated or fully operative.— 55.

^tarter srf^nrafagHi 4fcrorvtaror: i <r^r swte 9rrcre& ^g^toro:

^freri ^ v^tof^ ^fig fircsfc Grig a^r g

«n jfar vgafc m&tm i teg f^OTRriH&tf f^svrf^rii i *i&r

vyAsa.
Of these, Nescience is the field, the breeding ground for the others that

follow, the Egoism, &c, having a four-fold possible mode of theii existence,

as the dormant, the tenuous, the alternated and the fully operative.

What is dormancy ? Ibis bhe existence in the mind as power alone

in the germinal state. It is awake when it turns its face towards its objects.

In the case of him who possesses discriminative knowledge, the germs of the

afflictions are singed, and therefore even on the object coming in front, they

do not come into operation. How can the burned up seed sprout? Hence,

tbe wise man whose afflictions are gone, is sard to have had his birth. It, is
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said to have had his last birth. It is in him alone that the afflictions pass

into the fifth state, that of the seed being burnt up; inasmuch as the

afflictions do exist in that state, although their seed-power has been burnt

up. It is for this reason that they do not awaken even when an object

oome3 in front of them. This is the dormancy of those whose seed-power has

been burnt up.

Tenuity is now described. The afflictions becom.e tenuous on being cub

down by habituation to contraries.

And they are alternated, inasmuch as they disappear and appear

over and over again in the same condition. Anger is not observed to be

in operation at the time of attachment. Anger does not arise when attach-

ment has its play. Nor does it happen that attachment, while manifesting

with reference to one object, has ceased to exist altogether with reference

to another object. Because Chaitra is attached to one woman, it does nob

follow that he is averse to others. The fact is that in the one his attachment

has manifested itself, while in others it can be active in the future. It is this

that becomes either dormant, tenuous or alternated.

The fully operative is that which has found manifestation in the

object.

All these do not pass beyond the sphere of affliction. What is it

then that is called an affliction, whether it be the dormant, the alternated

or the fully operative? This is true. But they become either alternated

or any one else, only when they appear as so qualified. As all are removed

by habituation to contraries, all are manifested by the operation of competent

causes.

All these afflictions aie the modifications of Nescience only. How ?

It is Nescience alone that is the quickness of their life. The afflictions

appear only in the form which is put upon an object by Nescience. They
are found existing simultaneously with the cognition of the unreal ; and
they disappear when Nescience disappears.— 55.

VACHASPATI'S GLOSS.

The commentator shows that the afflictions whioh are to be overcome as being
painful have their root in Nescience. " Nescienoe is the fiold for the others, whether
dormant, tenuous, alternated or fully operative."

What of these is dormancy 1 The meaning of the questioner is that there is no
authority for the existence of the afflictions at a time when they are not in operation
with reference to objects. The answer is:

—'In the mind, <fcc.' The afflictions of the
Yidehas and the Prakyitilayas do not operate with referenoe to their proper objeots *

they have gone to the germinal state, and as such do exist only in posse, as curds exist
in milk. There is no other means of making them barren besides discriminative know*
ledge. It ia for this reason that the Yidehas and the Prakritilajas are understood ao
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not possessed of discriminative knowledge. Their affliotions are dormant so long as

they do not reaoh the limit of their time. When they do reach the limit, the afflictions

oome round again into manifestation and turn towards their various objects. They
hav« existed in the potential state alone. This potenoy means the power of manifest-

ing. Tha approaoh to the germinal state indioates the power of producing the effeot.

How is it that the affliotions of him who is possessed of discriminative knowledge

are not also dormant ? To show this the commentator says :
—

* To him who is posses-

sed of discriminative knowledge.'

'Last birth' means that he will not be born in another body. There will bfr no
birth after the present one.

'No where else* means in the disembodied (the Videhas), <fco. But inasmuoh as

that whioh is, cannot be entirely destroyed, there is no use in the power of Yoga ; the

affliotions arise when their objects come in front. For this reason the commentator
says:

—'The afflictions do exist, &q.' The meaning is that although the affliotions exist,

yet their seed-power is burnt up.

The contraries of the afflictions are the practices of the Yoga action. The
afflictions become tenuom wb.3n they are put down by the Yoga of aotion. Or, Right

knowledge is the contrary of Nesoienoe: the recognition of the distinction is the

oontrary of egoism : justice is the contrary of attachment and aversion; the removal

of the idea of dependence upon the body, i. e.
f

that the body is the necessary

adjunct of the soul, is the opposite of the love of life.

Now he describes alternation :
—

'Similarly, <feo.* The afflictions are overpowered

by another affliction being in operation for the time ; or they arise and manifest them-

selves after alternate cessations on account of excessive enjoyment. Its difference from

the dormant is plained by its being dependent for manifestation upon the seed-power

and the organs of enjoyment ; or by its repeated manifestation and cessation on account

of the weakness of other manifestations which tend to overpower it ; or by reiterated

manifestations. Farther attachment in esse may overpower anger, which belongs to a

different olass of affliotions. Or, an affliction of the same olass, such as attachment to

one objeot may overpower attachment to a different object. For this reason he says :
—

*Attachment, <fec.'

Now he says that the affliction whioh is to manifest in the future must be

understood to possess a three-fold line of aotion, whichever it may be at any time :—

•

It is at that time, <fco.' The word 'that' points only to the affliction which is to mani-

fest in the future, not to the attachment of Chaitra, because that is of one of the three

olasses, t. 0., the alternated.

Now he describes the one in full operation :
—'That which is, &o ' The question

isthat it is the one in full operation alone that afflicts, and it is therefore proper to

call it an affliction ; but how is it proper to call the others afflictions 1 They
do not affliot, not being in operation. For this reason he says:—'AH these afflictions,

(bo.
1 The meaning is that they do not pass beyond the sphere of afflictions, and may

well be oalled by that name, because they tend to operation, and for this very reason

are to be removed.
*

Well inasmuch as they are all affliotions, they are one only. Why then are they
described as being more than one 1 The answei is:

—
' It is true, &o.*

The question now arises that although it may be that the affliotions take their

rise in Nescience, yet why should it be that they should oease to exist when Nesoience

Is destroyed 1 The cloth is not destroyed with the destruction of the weaver. For this

reason he says*.
—" All these are the forms, &o." All these are the modifications.

This means that they are different modifications only in appearance, not in reality;

because they do not exist as separate from it. Why 1 The answer is:
—'In a}l these
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nesoienoe, <fco. ' He explains the same. ' Whenever, <feo. ' The rest is easy. The
following is a brief statement. In those that are merged in some principle, the afflic-

tions are dormant. In the Yogis they are tenuous. In those svho are given to enjoy-

ment (the ordinary mortals), they are alternate and operative.—55.

Sfttra 5.

fatfsRIT II $ M
^fffjlFT Anifcya, the non-eternal. *nirf% Asuchi, the impure. Duhkha,

the painful. HMIrH<5(, Anatman, Lhe not self, all these. fsrPT Nitya, the eter-

nal. '5f%s Snchih, the pure, ^ar Sul<ha, the pleasurable, urir*^ Atman, soul.

^yilrlJ Khyfttih, supposing, taking to be. mRUll Avidy&, nescience.

5. Nescience is the taking of the non-eternal, the impure,

the painful and the not-self to be the eternal, the pure, the

pleasurable and the self.—56.

VYASA.
Out of these the nature of Nescience is described :

—
" Nescience is the

taking of the non-eternal, the impure, the painful, and the not-self to be the

eternal, the pure, the pleasurable and the self.

"

The taking of the non-eternal to be eternal is the possession of such

notions as that the earth is permanent, the firmanent with the moon an&

the stars is permanent, the gods are immortal, &c.
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Similar is the seeing of purity in the body, which is impure and highly

disgusting. And it has been said:
—'The wise know the body to be impure

on account of its position, its origin, its process of up-keep, its perspiration and

destruction and also on account of the necessity of keeping it constantly clean.'

Thus is purity seen in the impure. 'The girl is attractive like the new

moon. Her limbs are, as it were, made of honey and nectar. She looks, as

it were, she has emerged from the moon. Her eyes are large like the leaves

of a blue lotus. With playful flashes of her eyes she imparts life to the world

of men.' Now what is in this connected to what? This unreal cognition,

however, of the pure in the impure is daily seen. By this is described the

cognition of the sacred in the profane, the cognition of purposeless. As here

so will the cognition of pleasure in pain be later described.

>

" All is pain to the discriminating because of the end, the remorse, the

residual potency, and the mutual contrariety of the manifestations of the

' qualities.

'

» (Yoga Sfttras 11—15 )

The cognition of pleasure under these circumstances is Nescience.

Similar is the cognition of the self in the not-self. The external

accessories, whether sentient or not sentient, the body which is the vehicle

for enjoyments, the mind which is only a vehicle for the Purusa, are all

manifestations of the not-self. The notion that any one of these is the self

is Nescience. On this subject the following has been said :

—

'Those who believing the sentient or insentient objective essence to be

the self, rejoice in their increase believing it the prosperity of the eelf, and

are anxious when they decrease, believing it to be the adversity of the self

have not awakened. 1

This nescience is thus possessed of four locations. It is the root ot

all this overgrowth of afflictions, the vehicle of action together with the vehiclo

of fruition. This nescience should be understood as being a leal substance,

like the word Amitra (a, not, and mitra, friend, the compound meaning an

enemy) and the word Agospada (a, not, and gospada, cow's foot, the compound

meaning a particular place). As the word Amitra does not mean the absence

of a friend nor a particular friend, but something opposite to a friend, an

enemy ; and as the word Agospada does not mean the absence of a Gospada,

nor a particular Gospada, but a particular place distinct from both, another

substance; so is nescience neither Real Cognition nor the absence of Real

Cognition. On the contrary, Nescience is another form of cognitiob, which

is contrary to real knowledge (the cognition of the real).— 56.
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VACHASPAtPS GLOSS.

Nescience is non- eternal and impure. It is, that is to Say, an effect which is ever
qualified by the presence of non-eternity. There are some, it is well-known, who believe
the elements to be eternal, and meditate upon them devotedly with the object of
assimilating their natures. Similarly do others meditate with devotion upon the
heavens, the sun, mcon, and stars as stages of the path of Smoke (the Pitriyana,) with
the object of reaching them in the belief of their eternity. Similarly do people drink
the Soma juice for attaining the state of the denizens of heaven, the gods, believing
them to be eternal and immortal, inasmuch as the Veda says:—'Drink we the Soma so
that we may become immortal.' Rig, Veda VIII. 48.3 This is the Nescience which is

described as the cognition of the eternal in the non-eternal.

Similarly with reference to the impure and highly disgusting body. Having said

this much, he stops in the middle to quote a verse of Vyasa, describing the disgusting
nature of the body.

'The wise, &c 1

The 'position of the body' in the mothefs womb close to urine, kc. The
'origin' is the germ and sperm cells of parents. 'The process of the upkeep of the

body* is the transformation of the foods and drinks into chyle, <fcc. It is by this that

the body is supported. Perspiration means sweating. Destruction Or death renders

the body of even a man learned in the Veda, impure, inasmuch as a bath is ordained
after it has been touched.

The question is that if the body is by nature impure, what then is the use of

washing it with earths and water'? For this reason he says: 'On account of the

necessity, <fcc.' This means that although by nature impure, the body admits of being

purified by external application; as, for example, take the bodies of women by means
of sweet smelling applications*

He finishes the sentence:—The body which is impure is cognised to be pure in

the way now described. . 'Like the new moon, <&c.'

"Playful flashes denote the frolicsomeness of love."

'Now what is here connected with what?' The first 'what' stands for the body
of a woman which is by nature so impure and therefore disgusting. By what poor
similitude is the body related to the new moon 1

?

By this illustration of the cognition of the pure hi the impure body of a woman,
is also described the cognition of virtue in the vices of causiug pain to others under
the impression of their being released from the words.

Similarly are described the notions of usefulness in wealth, <kc, which on account
of the troubles incident upon collection and preservation, &c, are really things which
contradict the real purpose of life. They are all impure on account of their being
causes of disgust.

Similar is the case of the cognition of pleasure in pain. This is easy.

' Similar is the cognition of self, &c.' This also is easy.

Similarly has it been said on this subject by Paftcha ukh&. (Aphorism- IV. S. B.

H., XI. p; fr.)

'The sentient* are the intelligent objects of enjoyment, such as wife, <fcc., and

animals.

'The insentient' are the non-intelligent objects, such as seats and couches, <fco.

All suoh have not awakened, means they are forgetful.

This nescience is said to possess four locations, t. places where it manifests.

Upon: this- the question atisea that nescience being really in an* infinity of places,

such for example, as the forgetfulness of directions and the appearance of a complete

circle in the case of a rapidl/ rotating point of light, <fec., wty should it be described
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as being located in four places only? For this reason he says:—'It is the root, &o/
There may be other forms of nescience; that however, which is the root of repeated

births is only four fold.

Now another question:—The word 'nescience 1

is a compound of 'ne' (iff= not)

and science (farcon= Science). Now is the prohibitive NE (a), the effective word of the

compound, thus signifying the mere absence of the thing signified by the second word,

in the word Amaksika, one meaning of which is the absence of bees. Or, is the second

word of the compound the effective portion thereof, in which case it would mean a

particular form of knowledge, as in the case of the word Arajapurusa, Not-publio

servant. Or, it is that the word denotes something which is neither the meaning of

the first word nor of the second, but something different from both] Such a word would
be the word Amaksika, beeless/place. This meaning is different from the meaning of both

the factors of the compound.
»

Now the meaning of the word Nescience would be the absence of knowledge already

existing, if the first word of the compound were the effective one. This, however, cannot
be the cause of the afflictions. If the second word of the compound be the effective one,

then the meaning of the compound would be a science qualified by the absence of some-
thing (particular) the science of the negation, (A, of something). Science, however, can
only be the opposite of the afflictions, &c, not their seed. It is not proper that the
destroyer of thing should be a quality thereof.

If it be considered that it means something different from both, then it can only
mean the Will to-know (buddhi) with the knowledge absent therefrom, i. <?., some-
thing in which there is no knowledge. Now the Will-to-know can never be the cause
of afflictions, &c, even though knowledge be absent therefrom. Whatever thus be the
meaning given to Nesoience, it can never bo the root of afflictions, &c.

For this reason he says:—'It is to be considered, <Sro.' It is possessed of substan-
tiality. This means cannot be the absence of something existing as such. Neither is

Nesoience a particular form of science; nor is it the Will-to-know devoid of knowledge.
It is, as has been said, a cognition contrary to the Real Cognition; it is the cognition
of the unreal (or briefly, unreal cognition.)

The relation of word and meaning depends upon how the world begins- to under-
stand it. In the world it is often seen that in words compounded with deprivative
prefixes, the deprivative prefix, while denying the existence of the last word of the
compound, signifies something which is the contrary thereof. Similar is the meaning
here. He gives analogies :— ' As the word Amitra.' It does not mean the absence of a
friend; nor does it mean a particular friend (a friend oalled A.) On the contrary, it

means the opposite of a friend, an enemy.

Similarly, the word Agospada does not mean the absence of a cow-shed
(gospada); nor does it mean a particular cow-shed (styled A). On the other hand, it

means a particular country where kine are not found. It is a substance different from
both. He applies the analogy to the thing illustrated : ' In the way, (fee*—56.

Sfttra 6.

f^^^^^lr^%^f%RHT \\ \ \\

£JT Drig, the subjective, power of consciousness, spf* Dardana, the

instrumental power of^ seeing. irmH: Saktyoh of (both these) powers, ttrnim
Ek&tmat&, identity, m Tva, appearance. *rform Asmitft,, egoism.
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6. Egoism is the appearance of identity in the natures of

the subjective power of consciousness and the instrumental power

of seeing.—57.

^>gsfa^TWflrf^r stcstt ^rt^nr: \ ^to%*tpt 3 cnft: ^res^r

VYASA.

The Puruaa is tho subjective power of consciousness, and the Will-

to-know is the instrumental power of seeing. The appearance of these two

powers as if they were identically the affliction known as Egoism. Enjoy-

ment is rendered possible when the power of enjoyment in the enjoyer and

the capacity of being enjoyed in the Objective Existence, which are quite

distinct and different from each other, are looked upon as it were, iden-

tical, When, however, their natures have been understood they become iso-

lated; and how then can there bo enjoyment? And so it has been said:

—

' Not knowing the Purusa beyond the Will-to-know to be different therefrom

in nature, character and knowledge, &c/ a man has by forgetfulness the

notion of self therein/ (Panchasikha, Aphorism 5, S. B. H., XL p: 8.)

VACHASPATFS GLOSS,

Having described Nescience, now he describes Egoism, which is quite as dear to

the heart of man as attachment and the others :

—

c Egoism is the appearance of identi-

ty in the natures of the subjective power of consciousness and the objective power of

seeing.

'

Consciousness and seeing are two distinct powers. They are. respectively, the

self and the not-self. The particular Nescience which is responsible for the cognition

of this not-self as the self, and which is only a delusion and not a reality is Egoism.

Although it was sufficient only to say " consciousness " and "seeing" the word power
is added to bring out thoir mutual relation of fitness as the enjoyer and the enjoyed.

He explains the aphorism :—'The Purusa, &o.

'

The question arises, why should they be not in fact considered as one when in

faot they are taken in as such? How is it that their unity afflicts tho Purusa? For this

reason he says :
—

' Enjoyment, <feo. ' The capaoity of being enjoyed means the Will-

to-be. The power of enjoyment in the enjoyer means Purusa. They are quite dis-

tinct from each other. Why ? The reason is given to be that they are seen to be quite

distinct from each other. The Purusa possesses the characteristics of unohangeability,

<fcc., the will-to-know has the characteristics of changeability, <feo. They are, therefore,

quite distinot from each other. It is meant to be said by this that although they
appear to be identical they are not in reality the same. 'Are looked upon, as it were,

to be one with each other.
1 This explains that this notion is an affliction. This

employs the canon of agreement.

The oanon of difference is now agplied :—
' When, however, their natures are

understood, <fco. ' Understood means when the consciousness of discrimination has
been attained.
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Now he shows that this w conceded by others also :
—

' And so it has been said

'

by PaiiohasikhfL ' Knowing the Purusa beyond the Will-to-know, &o. ' Its nature

i« constant purity, its, charaoter is indifference, its knowledge means intelligence.

The Will-to-know is impure, not indifferent and non-intelligent. The notion of self

therein is Egoism and it is Nescience. Forgetfulness is the potency generated by for-

mer nescience. Or it may be the darkness of inertia (tamas), because Nescience is born

of the quality of inertia (tamas).—57.

Sutra 7.

3^ Sukha, pleasure. vigtytH Anusayl, the sequential attraction to. wit

Rftgah, attachment.

7. Attachment is the sequential attraction to pleasure— 58.

*<T*!JT Km sfa it \$ n

VYASA.

The desire to possess, the thirst for and the hankering after pleasure or

the means thereof, preceded by a remembrance of thu pleasure in one who

has enjoyed it, is attachment.

—

VACHASPATI'S GLOSS.

On the attainment of discriminative knowledge, attachment, etc., are removed,
Kgoism, brought about by nescience, is the root of attachment, etc. For this reason
he describes attachment, &o., after egoism. Attachment is the sequential attraction

to pleasure.

Memory is not possible to one who has not cognized. Hence it is said:— * In
one who has enjoyod. ' When pleasing is remombered, attachment is preceded by the
remembrauoe of the pleasure in oonsequenee of the enjoyment thereof. When
pleasure is being enjoyed there is no necessity of the remembrance. The attachment,
however, to the means thereof, whether remembered err actually present, is also

preceded by the remembrance of the pleasure. As a matter of course when a means of

pleasure is perceived, it is remembered as a cause of the pleasuro of the same class.

Or it is inferred that it will o una a pleasure similar to what has been before caused by
an object of the same class. The means of pleasure is, therefore, desired.

Hedesoribes the meaning of the word attraction 4 The desire to possess
Ac '—58.

Sutra 8.

5?wigwTr tq: n c »

5;^ Duhkhft, pain, ^Tjppft Auusayi, the sequential r. pulsion. 5*: Dvesah,

aversion.

8. Aversion is the sequential repulsion from pain.— 59.

iT^M^r uto: * ii * ii

VYASA.

The repulsion, the anxiety, the wish for removal and the anger at

pain and the means thereof, which stick in the mind in consequence of
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the feeling of pain, in the case of him who has felt the pain, preceded by a

remembrance of the pain, is aversion.

VACHA3PATPS GLOSS.
' Aversion is the sequential repulsion from pain.' "One who has felt pain, &o."

This is to. be explained as before. Describes the meaning of the words sequential

repulsion from pain :
—'The repulsion, (fee/ Repulsion is the force which repels.

Amplifies the same by stating synonyms :
—'The anxiety, <fcc.'—59.

Sfttra 9

W-W Sva-rasa, by its own potency, amft Vahl, flowing. fry*: Vidusah, in

the wise. *irfa Api, even. fTiTT Tatha, all the same, ttl Rudhah, established.

*fffvrf5rSh(n Abhinivesah, love of life.

9. Flowing, on by its own potency, established all the same

oven in the wise, is Love of Life — 60.

vyAsa.
In all living boings exists the self-benediction, 'would that I were never

to cease. May I live on. ' And this self-benediction cannot exist in him who
has not experienced the nature of death. And by this the experience of a

former life is inferred. This is the affliction of Love of Life, which flows by its

own potency.

That even a worm just born should know the fear of death, which is the

same as the knowledge of annihilation, and that this fear cannot be explained

by perceptive, verbal and inferential knowledge, leads to the inference that

the paiu of death ha* been experienced in a former life. And as this affliction

is found existing in the extremely ignorant, so also is it established even in the

wise, who have come to know both the starting and finishing ends of life.

Why ? The residual potency having been brought about by an experience

of the pain of death, is necessarily common to both of them, the knowing and

the ignorant.

VACHASPATI'S GLOSS.

Explains the meaning of the words, Love of Life (abbinive.'a). *In all living
beings, <feo.* This self-beqediotion, thii desire with reference to one'a telf is constant.
*Would that I were never to cease to be ' t.*.> May I never becomeextinct 'May I live on
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May I retain life.' And this self-benediotion, this love of life, this fear of death ia

not possible in a living being who has not experienced his liabilities to die. The un-

believer denies the fact of a previous life. The author, therefore, takes the o pportunity

to refute him :
—'And by this the experience of a former life, &c.' The experience of a

former life is inferred, because the present, body is being maintained. Birth means

the coming into relationship with the experiences of a body, senses and mind which are

new and which are specialized by a new coming together. Its experience means

coming into contact therewith. That is inferred, How ? Explains :
—'This the love of

life, (fee* Without completing the sentence says that is it an affliction : 'this affliction*.

It is this love of life which through evil deeds, &c, afflicts, i.e., gives pain to living

beings. It is, therefore called, an affliction. Finishes the sentence, 'which flows on, <fco.

The meaning is that it flows on by its own potency brought about by habituation

and is not external. Gives the reason, why it is not external even in the case of a

worm which is just born, is full of pain and is of a very low type of intelligence. That
even a worm just born, (fee.' 'Can not be experienced* means cannot be caused. This

is the meaning; A child just born begins to shake when he sees a death-dealing object; -

The knowledge of death is inferred by his peculiar trembling. It is thereby found

that he is afraid. Fear is seen as being caused by pain or the cause of pain. He has

not experienced death in this life. Neither has inferred or heard about it. The
knowledge of the peculiar pain and of the particular oause thereof which is causing

pain at any moment is therefore a previous possession of his. All other means of the

knowledge being excluded, the only one that remains by the canon of residues, is

memory. And this memory cannot exist without the residual potency of a former

experience. And inasmuch as there is no experience in this birth, the experience of

a former birth only remains as the cause proved to exist by the canon of residues.

For this reason there was certainly contact with a former birth. The word 'even*

necessitates a contact with something. Hence completes the meaning of the sentence

by saying, 'And as, (fee.'

The extremely ignorant are those whose intelligence is very low. Explains wis-

dom:—' Who have come to know both the starting and finishing ends of life.' The end
means the point. The world of experience is the first of tha life of the Purusa. The
final one is absolute freedom (kaivalya). The wise are so called because they have

come to know of this verbal and inferential knowledge.

The fear of death is then established in the worm on the one side and in the wise
man on the other. The question arises that although the fear of death might well

exist in an ignorant man, it is not proper that it should exist in the wise, inasmuoh
as in the latter's case it must have been uprooted by knowledge. And if it be said that

it is not uprooted in this case, then the highest manifestation of the quality of essen-

tiality (sattva) must be absent from him. With this object puts the question, 'WhyV
Gives the answer. 'This residual potency, <fec...is common, (fee*

The meaning is that the wise man is not he who has reached the state of the Cog-
nitive trance, but only he who can distcriminate by inference and verbal know-

ledge.—60.

Sutra 10.

ft Te, these. afH-XTCrar Prati-prasava, along with the passing out of

activity. fcirr: Hey&h, that are destroyed. Suksm&h, (when bufc> poten-

tial.

10. These when but potential, are destroyed along with the

passing out of activity,—61.
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VYASA
These five afflictions, when their seed-power has, as it were, been burnt

up, disappear of themselves along with that Yogis mind, when having fulfilled

the purpose of its existence; it becomes latent.

VACHASPATPS GLOSS.

The afflictions have been defined and they have been shown to be possessed of

four states—the dormant, the tenuous the alternated and the fully operative—all of

which are to be destroyed. How is it that the author of the aphorism has not men-
tioned the fifth state of the afflictions, the potential, in which the power is, as it were,

burnt up 1 For this reason says :
—'They when but potential are destroyed along with

the passing out of activity/ That which falls within the sphere of man's effort is of

course taught. The destruction of the potential state is not with the sphere of man's
effort. It is, on the contrary, to be destroyed by the passing out of activity ; that is,

by the mind passing back into its cause, the principle of egoism.

Explains:—'These five, &o.' This is easy.—61.

Sutra 11.

wtr Dhyana, by meditation. $itt: Hey&h, that are destroyed, cfljj Tad,

their. ^rTOJ Vrittyah, modifications.

11. Their modifications are destroyed by meditation.— 62.

v^wfcwqi srfcr II \\ II

vyAsa.

When, however, they exist as retaining their seed-power, their modi-

fications are destroyed by meditation. The modifications of the afflictions

which are essential are attenuated by the Yoga of action; and having been

so attenuated, are destroyed by the high intellection of meditation, so that

they are rendered potential, i. e., their seed-power is, as it were, burnt up. As
the gross dirt of clothes is at first shaken off, and then the fine dirt is washed

off, by effort and appliance, so the gross essential modifications need but small

antagonistic efforts, whereas the potential ones need very powerful

antagonists.
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VACHASPATIS GLOSS.

Well then, when the afflictions have been attenuated by the Yoga of action, to

what sphere should the effort of the Puru«a be directed, in order that they may bo

destroyed? For this reason says:— * When, however, they exist as retaining their

seed-power, <fcc.

•

Differentiates them from the barren ones and reads the aphorism:—'Their modi-

fications are destroyed by meditation. * Explains:
—'The modifications of the

afflictions, &o. ' They are called essential, because even though attenuated by the

Yoga of action, they are further capable of destruction by being rendered incapable

of producing effects and losing their very nature by means of the mind resolving back

into its cause.

Mentions the limit of the effort of the Purusa in the sphere of intellection:—' So

that they are rendered potential.

'

Explains potentiality :—' Their seed-power has, as it were, been burnt up. ' Gives

an illustration of the same:—'As the gross dirt of the clothes &c.

'

Effort means washing, <fec. Appliance means the use of washing ingredients

The illustrated are analogous only so far as they possess grosser and finer dirt, and not

in their removability by effort, because it is impossible in the potential ufflictions,

which disappear along with the mind resolving back into its cause.

Those that require but little effort for their removal are said to need small an-

tagonistic ingredients. Those that require the agency of very powerful causes for

removal, are said to need very powerful antagonists. High intellection is described as

small, because it is lower in comparison with the resolving of the mind into its own

cause.—62.

Sdtra 12.

KWa, afflictions. «VT Mftla, origin, jfJPpw Klcsamftlah, Having its

origin in afflictions. *m Karma, of actions. ^jrPCRT: Asyah, the vehicle. $g Drisfca,

visible. STjgg Adrisfca, invisible. ^JT Jamna, in births. St^fta: Vedaniyah, to

be experienced.

12. The vehicle of actions has it* origin in afflictions, and is

experienced in visible and invisible births.— t>3.

*rdg tfcrgwrifrg en infers skt: s*; spwnnc: *m*Mhw *ra

CRT qfapHR} I SWT H«^fr*K: ^WRt W^qf*3JTtf fi^T ^Tc^T qft^JcT; I

q*ffoi fCTfapr II II

VYA SA

The vehicle of aotions has its origin in afflictions, and is experienced in visible

and invisible births.

Here the vehicle of good
1

and bad actions is born of lust, avarice,

forgetfulness and anger. Its operation is left in the visible as well as

in the invisible birth. Of these, the vehicle of good actions, wh>ck is
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supplemented by intense energy in the shape of purificatory action, trance

and repetition of mantras, or, which is accompanied by devotion to the

Lord, the devas, the great seers and other possessors of great power, ripens

into fruit at once This happens in the same way in which, in the event of

repeated evil done to men who are suffering the extreme misery of fear,

disease and helplessness, or to those who pkce confidence in the evil-doer,

or to tho30 who are high-minded and perform tapas, the vehicle of evil-ac-

tions also ripens into fruits at once. As for example, the youth Nandiswara

passed out of the human form and was transformed into a god. As also

Nahusa, the ruler of the god*, passed out of his own form and was trans-

formed into an animal. Of the vehicles of action, that which culminates

into the life of hell, is said to be experienced in the invisible birth.

As to those whose afflictions have been destroyed, the vehicle of actions

is not experienced in the invisible births.

VACHASPATFS GLOSS.

Very well, what afflicts the Purusa by causing life-time, life-state and life-

experience may be called an affliction But it is the vehiole of actions that brings these
about, not Nescience and the others. Why then are Nescience, <feo., called amotions 1

For this reason says :
—'The vehicle of actions has its origin in afflictions, and is ex-

perienced in visible and invisible births 1

It is so called because the afflictions are the
roots out of whioh it is born and whioh bring out its operation. The meaning is that
inasmuoh as the vehiole of action has its origin in Nescience, &c, and is for that rea-

son the oause of life-state, life-time, life-experience, they are called afflictions. Explains:—'The vehiole of good and bad actions, (fee' That in which something lives is its vehi-

ole. Here the Purusas in evolution are to be understood as living in the vehiole of

aotions (whioh is for the reason oalled a vehiole). Virtue and vice are the vehicles of
actions. Virtue becomes the cause of the enjoyment of heaven, <fcc , when desirable ac-

tions are performed with desire. Similarly, vice manifests when such aotions as the taking
away of other people's property are performed through avarice. The vice for whioh for-

getfulness is responsible is suoh as the taking of the life
1

of others in the belief that it is

a virtue,

The question arises that there is suoh a thing as virtue caused by forgetfulnesa

and virtue oaused by anger. An illustration may be taken from the faot of Dhruva
having been given the highest position in the starry world on account of the pure
vehiole of action, brought about by the desire to conquer his father, due to anger born

of his ill-treatment. As to vioe oaused by anger, why that is well known, as it becomes

the oause of people dealing death to Brahmanas and others
«

Says that it is of two descriptions :

—

1

It is experienced either in the visible, &0

'

Desoribes that whioh is experienced in the visible life:—'That which is brought about
by, <fco ' Gives illustrations, respectively :— ' As the youth Nandiswara, &o.'

•Of the vehiole of aotion which culminates in the life of hell:' The makers of

the vehiole of aotion whioh takes to the hells known as Kumbh'pdka, <fco., are spoken of

as 'leading to the life of hell' The vehicle of aotion formed thereby is not experienced

in the visible life. It is not possible that by means of the human body which is the

consequent form thereof, residua like that should be lived out, even by the constant

suffering of thousands of years. The rest is easy*—63,
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Sfttra 13.

*f?f Sati, if existing. 5% Mftle.be bhe root. fT| Tad, its. fom<*: Vipakah,

ripening, wrft Jati, life-state, *njj: Ayuh, life-time. *rW Bhogah, life-expe-

rience, all these three.

13. It ripens into life-state, life- experience and life-time, if

the root exists.—64.

yulH^ srfmf^ftfa 1 fs?fcn fa^ron fa*** wrfN? ^mr fM^rfa

smwrcft ^rt^^T $rcra>: i ^ drifts *f?n 1 *-*r«i: viw^ 1

g<r<wr *r«r?frf?r !Rfr4}!r ^rre^ 1 ?r«ir ^f^t^T^rw: 1 srcmssFJrsmr-

fa«r« qwrog <fc*r tK<$ srerrer tf^a i3>d* 3p*t <ra 3T?rr^ta

sr&ft whir* wf^firft^
'WdRr^rT sttcrt: 1

*

sftwr «»rf% gf^rf^r irg'ftrt^ wi urit 1 wwwF^wnm-
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VYASA.

The vehicle of acbions begins to ripen into fruit when the afflictions

exist; not when the afllictions have been rooted out. As the rice in the

paddy has the power to grow only so along as the chaff remains attached

thereto and their seed-power is nob burnt up, nob when the chaff has beetf

removed; so also does the vehicle of actions grow inbo ripeness, when the*

afflictions are abtached bo ib, and when ibs seed-power has nob been burnt up

by inbellecbion ; nob when the atfiictions have been removed.

The fruibion u of three descriptions, life-state, life-time and life*

experience. The following has to be considered in this connection. Is

one action the cause of one life ? Or, does h bring about more lives than

one? The second question is this. Dj more actions than one bring abous

more lives than one; or do they bring about one life only?

Ib is not that one action only is the cause of one life only. Why?
Because in that case there would be no regularity of succession in the frui-

tion of present actions and those that are- being heaped up eternally and

some of which still remain unconsumed ; and thin the world would lose alt

patience. This, however, is not the desired end.

Nor is one action the cause of more live3 than one. Why? There

being more actions than one, ib would necessarily follow that one action

requiring more lives than one for fruition, there would remain no. time for

the fruition of the remainder. That also is not a desirable end.

Nor again are more actions than one, the cause of more lives than

one. Why? Ib is impossible bhab all of them should exist ab once, and it

must, therefore, be said bhab if such a bhing be possible ib can only be in

succession that so many lives can manifest. And in this latter case the

defect already stated is apparent.

For this reason, the vehicle of the entire collection of good and Jbad

actions done in the interval between birth and death, stands in all its variety

with every action attached to one ruling factor of one life. This is brought

into manifestation by death, is joined together by one link which at the

time brings about death and thus causes bufc one life.

The period of this life is limited by this very actiog. Dttririg fche> life-*

period all experience is also caused by thitfi very action alone* This Vehicle of
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actions is said bo possess a three-fold fruition, causing as it does the manifesta-

tion of life-state, life-period and life-experience.

For this reason the vehicle of actions is termed uni-genital (EkabhA-

vika), causing one birth only.

That, however, which is experienced in the visible life only, may bring

about but a single fruition, as causing life-experience
;
or, double fruition as

causing life-experience and life-period; or, a triple fruition as causing life-

experience, life-period and life-state. It may be like Nandiswara or like

Nahuga.

This mind, however, is as it were, variously coloured, all through on

account of its becoming pervaded from eternity by the residua of the experi-

ences of afflictions, actions and fruitions ; and as such looks like a fishing net

pervaded all over with knots. These, therefore, must have been brought

about by more (previous) lives than one.

It is this vehicle of action which has been termed uni-genital (Eka

bh&vika), causing one birth only ; aud the pobo&ciej which as residua cau&e

memory, exist from eternity.

Further the wnigenital (Ekabhavika) vehicle of actions is either of

appointed or of unappointed fruition. The rule applies to that portion only

which has to be experienced in the visible life and whose fruition has been

appointed. It does not apply to that which has to be experienced in an in-

visible life and whose fruition has not been appointed. Why? Because,

that which has to be experienced in an invisible life and whose fruition has

not been appointed, has a three-fold end. It may be destroyed without frui-

tion. It may become merged in the ruling action. It may live on for a long

time overpowered by the ruling action whose fruition has been appointed.

|
Of these, the destruction of an action done takes place without fruition

lin this way that the black actions are destroyed by the rise of the white actions,

The following has been said on this subjeot :

—

'Two and two the actions, know,

1 Of him that evil does

One ht*ap of virtue kills
;

# To do good aotions therefore tend
;

The wise such aotions tell.'

As to mergence in the ruling action, the following has been said on the

subject:— 4 A little mixture of evil may be easily removed or borne; it cannot

do away with the good. ' Why ? « There is much of the good for me, mixed
wherewithit may. cause some insignificant diminution even in heaven/
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And now how may it live on for a long time, overpowered by the ruling

acbion whose fruition has been appointed ? Death is said to be the cause of the

simultaneous appearance of the actions whose fruition has been appointed and

which are to be experienced in the invisible birth, not that of the actions which

although to be experienced in the invisible birth, yet whose fruition has not

been appointed. The actions whose fruition has not been determined Upon,

may either be destroyed or get mixed up, or stand unfructified for along time,

overpowered so long as similar actions competent to bring the cause of mani-

festation into play, do not incline it towards fruition. It is because the time,

the place and the cause of manifestation are not determined that the working

of karma is variegated and difficult to know. Inasmuch as the rule is not

abolished by the exception, the vehicle of actions is recognized as causing one

birth only,

VACHASPATI'S GLOSS.

Let it be so, seeing that the vehicle of actions has its origin in Nescience. Let it
also be granted that on the destruction of Nescience being brought about by the birth
of knowledge there should not come into existence another vehicle of actions. But
the old vehicles of which have been laid by in an eternal succession of innumerable
lives, and the times of whose fruition have not been appointed, are impossible to finish
off by experience and thus the chain of repeated births becomes interminable. For
this reason he says:—

' It ripens into life state, life-experience and life-period if the
root exists.' The meaning is this. The vehicle of actions fruotifies into pleasure and
pain only. Life-state and life-period also are meant to fulfil that object and not to
put in an obstacle thereto. Pleasure and pain follow in the wake of attachment and
aversion, never exist in separation from them and cannot exist without them. And it
is not possible that if any one is attached or averse to anything, he will not feel plea-
sure and pain respectively in contact with that thing. For this reason the mental
plane becomes a field for the production of the fruit of actions only when it is watered
by the stream of the afflictions. Hence the afflictions help the vehicle of actions in
the production of their fruits also. It is for this reason that when the afflictions are
destroyed, the power which helps to bring about the manifestation also disappears

;

and on that account, the vehicle of actions although existing, being innumerable and
having no time for its fruition appointed, does not possess the power of producing fruit,
because its seed-power has been destroyed by high intellection.

The Commentary makes the same subject clear :—' The vehicle of aotions begins
to ripen when the afflictions exist.' Illustrates the same:— ' As the rice in the paddy,
&0.,' even though covered by the chaff, their seed power should not have been burnt
up by heat, <fcc, before they oan sprout. Applies the illustration to the illustrated :—
•So also, <fco.'

The question arises that the afflictions oan never be destroyed, because nothing
that exists can be destroyed. ' For this reason says :

—
' And not when the seed-power

has been burnt up by intellection.'

Mentions three descriptions of fruition:—'This fruition is,- '<feo.' Fruit is that
into which the actions ripen.

The first discussion relates to the unity or multiplicity of lives as the result of a
tingle action taken as the starting point. The second disousaion refers to the unity or
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multiplicity of lives caused by more actions than one taken as the starting point.

Thus there are four options. Refutes the first of these options :
—

• One action is pot

the cause of one life.' Question :
—'Why V The answer is this. Actions have been

laid by from eternity in each life. They are for this very reason innumerable. If a

single life exhausts one action only, many a one remains unexhausted. To this are to

be added the actions of the present life. There will thus be no rule for the successive

fruition of actions. As a necessary result there will be no comfort for the world, and

this is not desirable. The meaning is that when the actions that are exhausted are

only isolated ones, and those that are being born are many, the vehicles of action will

run into each other in confusion They will keep being constantly born in uninter-

rupted succession, but there being no law for their fruition, there will be no comfort

for men* It will be impossible for intelligent people to determine the order of their

fruition, and thus there will be no satisfaction in the performance of virtuous actions*

He refutes the second alternative:—'Nor is one the cause of more lives than one.
1

Question:- 'Why V The answer is this:—If one action out of those that have been
laid by in many lives, becomes the cause of bringing about many lives, then the actions

that remain unexhausted will be many more, and the result will be that there will be

no time available for their fruition. That also is useless, because the performance of

actions having thus become useless, no one will attend to them. When on account of

there being no rule for the succession of fruition, satisfaction disappears in case of one
action only being considered exhaustible in one life, what mention is to be made of the

option io which one action is considered as exhaustible in more live3 than one. In

this case there will be no opportunity and no time available for the fruition of . any
present aotions that may be done.

He refutes the third alternative:—'Nor again are more actions than one the cause

of more lives than one.' He gives the reason thereof. These many lives cannot be
lived all at once in the case of one who is not a Yogi. It must, therefore, be said that
such a thing is possible only in succession, if at all. It is only if a thousand lives were
simultaneously caused by a thousand actions, that the thousand actions becoming thus
exhausted, time would become available for the fruition of the remaining ones, and a law
for succession of fruition becomes possible. But more lives than one cannot be possi-

ble all at once. The same defect, therefore, that was found in the first alternative

becomes apparent there also.

Three alternatives having thus been refuted, the only one that remains available

by the canon of residues, is the last:
—'More aotions than one are the cause of one life.*

For this reason he says:—'The vehicle, &0. 1

' The interval between birth and death' is the period of life which falls between
the two events, birth and death on either side.

'In all its variety' means variegated by the presentations of the fruits of aotions

in the shape of pleasure and pain.

The ruling factor of life is that which is in evidence above all and which fruetL*

fies in immediate succession.

'The action merged into' is that whioh fructifies sometime along with it. Death
means passing beyond the present life. It is by that, that the vehicle of actions is

brought into manifestation. This means that it is inclined towards the bringing about
of its effects.

'Is joined together by one link':—Is brought into the state of one active force,

working towards the bringing about of its effects in the shape of birth* Ac. It thus

causes one birth only, not more than one. This birth ia a* man, <feo. The period of

each such life is determined by that very karma. Each life has its appointed limit, with

difference in time. During that life-period ttae*njoymentof pleasure and pain is brought

ftbqa^ by that very karma, being as it is related thereto. For (This reason the vehicle ot
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aotions is said to cause three fruitions, causing as it does life-state, life-period and life-

experience. The author summarizes the general rule :
—

' For this reason the vehicle of

aotions is termed uni-natal ' or unigenital (ekabh&vika). The meaning is that its mani-

festation is limited to one birth only

Haying thus desoribed the three-fold fruition of the one-birth vehicle as being

the general rule, he now differentiates the three fold fruition of the present karma,

the one that is experienced in the visible life:
—'That, however, which is experienced

in the visible life only, &c > In the case of Nandtswara, whose human life was broken

off at the age of eight, the special virtue which on account of high energy and intense

application, became the cause thereof, resulted in the double fruition of life-state and
life-experience. In the case of Nahusa, however, the period of life being already

determined by the karma, which determined his attainment of the position of Indra,

his antagonistic action of kicking Agastya, resulted only in his experience of the

result of the vice.

The question arises, Have the residua of afflictions and the residua brought

about by the experiences of the fruitions of actions oausing similar enjoyments, their

fruition in one life only, just as the one-birth vehicle of aotions has? For if it be so,

a man passing into the animal state of life would not have the experiences which are

suited to that state of life alone. For this reason he says:—'The mind, however, is as

it were variously coloured, <fcc.

'

'Pervaded from eternity' means unified into a single manifestation of energy.

Now ho describes the nature of residua in order to differentiate virtue from vice,

'And the potencies which as residua, <kc.

'

The author introduces now the discussion of occasional exceptions to the general

rule of the vehicle of aotions oausing one-birth ouly. 'The vehicle of actions, how-

ever, &o. ' The word 'however ' differentiates it from the residual potencies. The
rule of oausing one birth applies only to the vehicle whoso fruition is to be experienc-

ed in the visible life only, and whose fruition has been appointed It does not apply

to that which has to be experienced in an invisiblo life, and whose fruition has not

yet been appointed. He asks the reason therefore :

—

'Why 1

? And mentions the reason :
—'Because that which has to be experienced,

&o.'

The author mentions now one of the three ends:—'It may be destroyed with-

out fruition.' Mentions the second:— 'It may be merged in, &c J Mentions the

third:
—

'It may Jive on for a very long time, &c."

Of these, he divides the first:
—'Of these thd destruction of an action done with-

out fruition, &o.'

There are only three kinds of aotions, the white, the black and the white-blaok,

besides the actions of a Satinyasl, which are neither white nor blaok. Now here the
white vehicle of actions brought about by purificatory action and study* <fco., becomes,

us soon as it arises, the destroyer of the blaok one, whioh has not begun to fructify.

It should also be understood that it destroys the white black one too, there ber

ing similarity on account of the presence of the black one in that. His reverence
quotes the Veda on this very subject:—'The following has been said, &o ' 'Two and
two the actions, <fco.' 1

The two and two actions are the white and the white-black. This is related to
the verb 'kills.' The word 'two* is used twice to indicate mauifolduess. Of whom
are these two-fold actions'! Of the man who does the evil. What is that which kills 1

The answer ii:
—'The heap of the good actions of him who does good deeds.' He

speaks of a heap because a heap can be managed bv a heap only. This makes out the
white vehicle of actions to be the third one. The meaning is that the white vehicle
lof actions which is brought into being by the performance of such actions aa avoid
{causing pain to others, is of suoh a nature that although one

9
it destroys the contrary
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vehicles of black and white-black aotions, although they may be many. For this

reason they tend, i. e , incline towards good actions, suoh as the wise men teach.

Here it is a very high class virtue, this rise of white actions, that destroys others.
;

It is not by the pain consequent upon study, <fec., that they are destroyed. It

is not pain qua pain that is contrary to vice. It is oontrary to that pain only which
is brought about by vice itself. The pain which accompanies study, <fec , is not

brought about by vice. If it were so, the ordinances of study, <feo , would be useless,

beoause in that case vice would be born out of the very strength of the study, <fea,

ordained. Further the pain which accompanies study, <fcc. is not caused by them.

If it were caused by them, the recommendation of study, <fcc., would become useless,

beoause the more intense the application to study, &c , the more would thus be the

pain oaused thereby. If no pain be caused by the application to study, &o., thus

reoommended, why then the hellish states of Kumbhipaka, <feo., may also be recom-

mended as desirable, because in that case it would appear to be only on account of

their not being recommended as desirable that pain would not be produced. Every-

thing, therefore, runs into all four oorners (*. e,, nothing is well established in its own
right plaoe and is therefore absurd).

The author divides now the second end (of aotions) :—In the ruling action such
as, the sacrifice of Jyotisfcorna, &c, its minor actions such as the killing of animals
<fcc., are merged as parts in the whole.

The killing oi animals, <fec, has two effects. The first is that being ordain-
ed as part of the principal action, it helps in its fulfilment. The second is that the
causing of pain to all living beings being forbidden, it results in undesirable consequen-
ces. Of these when it is perfomed only as subsidiary to the principal action, then,

for that very reason, it does not manifest its result all at once independently of the
principal action. On the oontrary it keeps its position of an accessory only and mani-
fests only wheu the fruition of the principal ruling action begins. It is said to be
tacked on to the ruling action, when, while helping the ruling action, it exists only
as the seed of its own proper effect. Pafiohasikhfi has said the following on the sub-
ject:— * A little mixture. ' (See S. B. H., XT. Aphorism 6. p. 9).

When the ruling factor of the present karma born from the sacrifice of Jyotisjoma,
<fec, is mixed up with the present cause of evil, it may be easily removed. It is pos-
sible of removal by a small expiatory saorifioe. Even if an expiatory sacrifice be not
performed by oarelessness, the subsidiary aotion would ripen at the time of the ripen-
ing of the prinoiple only, and in that case the evil generated thereby would be easy to
bear. The wise who are taking their "baths in the great lake of the nectar of pleasure
brought about by a collection of good actions, put up easily with a small piece of the
fire of pain produced by a small evil. It is not therefore capable of diminishing i.e.,

appreciably lessening the effects, of the good, t. a. of his large virtues.

He puts the question :
—'Why 1 The answer is put into the mouth of the virtuous

man :
—'There is much other good for me,' which stands apart as a consequenoe of the

fruition of the principal faotor of action beginning with the taking of the vow of
saorifice and ending with the distribution of charities With that there will be a
little of the admixture of evil. Even in heaven which is considered as free from all

pain, the enjoyment is the result of virtue mixed up with a little of vice and there will
therefore, be a somewhat inappreciable diminution of enjoyment only.

He divides the third alternative:—'How may it optionally live on, &o. The
ruling action here means the most powerful one, not the whole consisting of many
parts. 'The most powerful* is that whose fruition has been appointed with regard to
time, beoause there remains no other opportunity for its fruition. That whose frui-
tion has not been appointed is considered weak, inasmuch as there is opportunity for
its fruition at other times. 'Living on for a very long time* is in the seed state only,
not as helper of the prinoipal action, that being independent.
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The question arises. It has been said that the vehicle of actions manifests at

once at the time of death. It is now said that it lives on for a very long time over-

powered. How is it that the former is not oontrary to the latter ? With this object

he puts the question :
—'How may it, (fee* The answer is:—~ Death is said to be the

cause of the simultaneous appearance, <fco.' The singular denotes the dads.

Now he lays down that what has been said applies to the other as well.
f Not

that of the aotion, &o.' The rest is easy.—64.

Sfttra 14.

ft Te, they. jfT^ Hl&da, pleasure. mRhim Parit&pa, pain, tjsttj PhalAfy,

fruits. jT^tfftm^-WTT: Hl&daparit&paphal&h, Having pleasure and pain as fruits,

ijW Punya, virtue, wgw Apunya, vice, $g Hetu, reason. ywigwfegNHCJ

Puny&punyahetutv&t, Because virtue and vice are their causes.

14. They have pleasure or pain as the fruit, by reason of

virtue or vice.—165,

f:HW?c^ M^Wtm; *Ttf*Fr: II II

VYASA.

They, i.e., life-state, life-preiod and life-experience, have pleasure for their

fruit, when caused by virtue, and have pain for their fruit when caused by vice.

As pain consists in what is contrary to the prevalent mental tendencies

at a time, there must be pain to the Yogis mind even at the time of the enjoy*

ment of pleasurable objects.

vACHASPATPS GLOSS.

It has been said that karma has its origin in afflictions. It has also been said

that the fruitions have their origin in actions (karma). Now the question is of what
are the fruitions the origin, so that they, too have to be given up ? For this reason be
says:—'They have pleasure or pain as their fruit, by reason of virtue and vioe.WJhey

Jt

t',0., life-state, &o.'

Although life-state and life-period only have pleasure and pain as their fruit,

inasmuch as those come before these, and not so life-experience, inasmuch as that comes
after pleasure and pain have arisen, and inasmuch as it oonsists in the very experience

thereof, yet that too is spoken of as the fruit of enjoyment, because being perceivable

and enjoyable, it is an object of the act of enjoyment.

The question arises that although the life-state, life experience and life-period

caused by vice and causing pain may well be regarded as removable, being found to

be contrary, why should those be given up whioh have been caused by virtue and cause
pleasure \ They are seen to be moving along the proper line. It is impossible that even
a thousand inferences and so-called authoritative statements should do away with the

*
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faot of their moving along the line of every individual mind. Nor are pleasure

and pain possible of existence the one without the other, inasmuch as when pleasure M
t*ken up, pain too is there as not to be given up, as they have different oauses and

different appearances. For this reason he says:—'And as this pain, &o,
9—65.

Sfitra. 15.

vfimm Parinftma, of change, nn Tapa, anxiety. itefiK Samskftra, habi-

tuation. sAl Duhkhaih, by reason of the pains. *p& Guna, of the qualities.

af%: Vrittih, of the functioning^ fiftrsrr^ Virodhat, by reason of the contrariety.

* Cha, and. Duhkham, pain. *«r Eva, indeed. Sarvarn, all. fa^fafflJ

Vivekinah, to the discriminating.

15, By reason of the pains of change, anxiety and habitua-

tion and by reason of the contrariety of the functionyigs of the 'qua-

lities,' all indeed is pain to the discriminating.— 66.

^sr *T5 fawr^ifcRrr *5t%5:^*% faff** 1 qfajras^r

gTOiuHTT^r w mfcmwi *n^r ^rrcr *z sat qr^qgng-
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?t a^nr fagqforwft i j^TifWfd (^MMfrmfa fcmg«>*< 1 s«nflr

3PTTswfawyg qreqfo firesqgfrqw iwii ft ggrfW^ 1 creftfr

^Hft ^ ^i^d<i<l^ shs^rfirfe 1 n^fa^rfa sore*' ^rgprgfer 1 5ram

VYASA.

How is that possible? 'By reason of the pains, &c.' The feeling of pleasure

depending upon the enjoyment of intelligent and non-intelligent objects, is in

the case of every one followed by attachment. Here the vehicle of actions

is born out of attachment. Further inasmuch as there is aversion to the

causes of pain and also delusion, there exists also the vehicle of action brought

about by aversion and delusion. And so it has been said :
—'Enjoyment is

not possible without giving pain to beings/ There is also the physical

vehicle of actions caused by giving pain to others.

It has been said that the pleasure of enjoyment is Nescienoe. The

calming down of the powers of action, sensation and thought, which comes

in consequence of the satisfaction derived from enjoyment of their objects, is

pleasure. The activity in consequence of want of satisfaction is pain.
m

Further, it is nob possible to make the powers of action, &c, free from

desire by the frequent repetition of enjoyments, because attachment increases

in consequence of the repetition of enjoyments and so also does the dexterity

of the powers. The repetition of enjoyment is, therefore, no cause of pleasure.

Whoever desiring pleasure enjoys certain objects and thus becomes addicted

to them, in consequence, and having become addicted thus becomes entangled

in the morass of pain, is like one who being afraid of the bice of a scorpion^

is bitten by a serpent.

This is the pain of change. In the state of pleasure even, it produces

« contrary, effect and thus afflicts a Yogi alone,
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Well, what is the painfulness of anxiety? The feeling of pain in

depending upon intelligent and non-intelligent objects is in the case of every

one followed by aversion. Here the vehicle of action is born out of aversion.

Whoever desire3 object of pleasure, acta with his mind, body and speech and

thereby favours some and disfavours others. He thus lays by virtue and vice

by favours nnd disfavours shown to others. This is a vehicle of actions brought

about by avarice and delusion. This is termed the painfulness of consequent

suffering (t&pa).

What again is the painfulness of habituation? By the enjoyment of

pleasure comes into being the vehicle of the potency of pleasure. By the

feeling of pain comes the vehicle of the potency of pain. By thus experiencing

the fruition of actions in the shape of pleasures and pains, the vehicle of

actions grows.

This is the eternal stream of painfulness which thus flowing on

frightens the Yogi alone. Why the Yogi alone? Because the wise have

in this case a similarity to the eye-ball. As a thread of wool thrown into

the eye pains by mere touch, but not so by coming into contact with any

other organ, so do these pains afflict the Yogi tender as the eye-ball, but not

anyone else whom they reach.

As to others, however, who give up the pain they have again and again

taken up as the consequence of their own karma, and who again take it up
after having repeatedly given it up; who are all round as it were pierced

through by Nescience, possessed as they are of a mind full of afflictions,

variegated by eternal residua ; who follow in the wake of the ' I ' and the
'mine,' in relation to things that should be left apart,— the three-fold pain

caused by both external and internal means, run after them as they are

repeatedly born. The Yogi then seeing himself and the world of living be-
ings thus surrounded by the eternal flow of pain, turns for refuge to right
knowledge, the cause of the destruction of all pains.

Further, by reason of the contrariety of the functionings of the
qualities, 'all is indeed pain to the discriminating.' The qualities of the
Will-to-know being of the nature of essentiality, activity and inactivity, become
dependent upon mutual help, and set the formation of either a quiescent, a
disturbed or a delusive notion possessed of the three qualities themselves.*

• And the functioning of the qualities being changeful, the mind is said to

'

possess the nature of changing quickly. The intensities of their natures
and the intensities of their functionings are contradictory to one another.
The ordinary, however, function together with the intense. Thus do
these qualities bring about the notions ot pleasure, pain and
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delusion by each subserving the others, and all thus enter into the forma-

tions of the others. It is by the quality which is the leading factor, that

the difference is introduced. It is for this reason that all is pain to the

discriminating.

The seed out of which this large heap of pains grows is Nescience,

and of that the means of destruction is right knowledge,

As the Science of Medicine has four Departments, Disease, the Cause

of Disease, the Absence of Disease, and Medicine or the Means of Removal,

so also this Science has four Departments. It is thus divided: the

Universe in Evolution, the Cause of the Universe in Evolution, Liberation,

the Means of Liberation. Of these, the Universe in Evolution being full of

troubles is the pain to be avoided; the conjunction of the Purusa (the

conscious principle) and the Prakriti is the cause of pain., the final

cessation of the conjunction is the removal of pain. Right knowledge is the

cause of the removal of the pain. Here the individuality of the remover is

not to be considered the pain to be avoided ; nor is to be considered

as an object of desire to be aimed at. In the case of avoidability, the theory of

their destructibility would come in. In the case of its being considered an

object of desire to be aimed at, the theory of its being the effect of some

preceding cause would come in. When both these positions have been given

up, the theory of eternal immutability only remains. This is the Right

knowledge.

Thus is the Science said to possess four Departments.

vlCHASPATPS GLOSS,

The author introduces the aphorism by putting a question with the object of ex-

plaining in the sequence, that although ordinary people do not at the time of feeling

pleasure, have the S9nse of its contrariety to the mind, and do not, therefore, feel the
pain thereof, the Yogi has the sense of pain therein:—'How is that possibleV By
means, &o.' This is the aphorism. The oonseqential change, the suffering (tapa) and
the habituation are themselves pains. It is by means of these, <feo.

He desoribes the painfulness of an object on acount of the painfulness of sequen-
tial change:—'This feeling of pleasure » in the case of every one, <fco.' It is plain
that pleasure is not possible without the consequent bond of attachment. Where
there is no co-existence there is no pleasure. It is in that that the feeling of pleasure
consists. Attachment causes activity. Aotivity is responsible for the heaping up of
virtues and vioes, Of these consists the vehicle of aotions born out of attachments,
beoause nothing that does not exist cannot be born. He who enjoys pleasure and is at
the time even devoted to it, goes on at the same time hating the causes of pain, by
means of the mental modifications of aversion which exists distinct and independent.
When one becomes incapable of removing the causes of pain, he becomes deluded for-
getting as he does the true nature of things. Thus a vehicle of aotions is, brought ii-
to being by aveyion also, and like aversion by delusion also. This .is but another
name of Unreal Cognition. There is, therefore, nothing contradictory in ity bring the
cause of the vehicle of action ooming into existence.
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The question arise : How can one who is attached, be at the same time averse
and deluded ? Aversion and delusion are not seen at the time of attachment. For
this reason he says :—

' And so it has been said by us when speaking of the charact-
eristic of alternation in the afflictions. The virtue and vice which have their Origin
in the activity of speech and mind have both been described by what has been said so
far, because the incident of their being born out of attachment, <fec, is common to both,
inasmuch as there is no difference in this matter between a mental and verbal expres-
sion of desire. As they say;—'The mental modification of desire differs not from its

verbal expression. 1

Now he shows that there is a physical vehicle of actions also: —'Enjoyment is

not possible without giving pain to others.' It is for this reason that the writers of

the Dharmas&stras speak of the five sins of householders.

It may be so. But it is not proper that the pleasure derived from an object of

enjoyment should be denied on account of this contrariety to the feeling of Yogis. For

this reason he says :—
' It has been said that the pleasure of enjoyment is Nescience/

when describing Nescience as consisting of the four-fold unreality of cognition. The
elders do not look with favour upon mere consequential conditions. There is, of course,

no feeling of pleasure caused to anyone by the enjoyment of honey mixed up with

poison, even though he may use it. On the contrary, there is a feeling of pain in the

sequence. So also has it been said by the Lord:—'The pleasure which is felt by the

oontaot of the senses with their objects, that which is like nectar in the beginning and
like poison in the end, is Rdjatic pleasure.'~(Glt& VIII. 38.)

He introduces this :—'The calming down, <fec.' We do not hold that pleasure

oonsiste in the enjoyment of an object. On the contrary, the greatest pain of man con-

sists in the desire for objects, of men, who being satisfied by objects are pained by the

wish to possess them. This does not calm down without the enjoyment of the object.

Further, its calming down does not come about, being followed as it is by attachment,

&o. Why then should it not be considered as the pain of oonsequence ? This is the

meaning. Satisfaction is caused by the oessation of the thirst for an object. The
calming down thus caused consists in the oessation of the powers from their work.

The author shows this very meaning by means of the canon of difference :—
' The restless-

ness in oonsequence of absenoe of satisfaction is pain.'

He refutes:—'Further it is not possible. <fec.' It is true that the oessation of

desire is the faultless pleasure. It is not the repetition of enjoyments, however, that
brings this about. The repetition of enjoyment, on the contrary, brings about the

manifestation of desire, which is the opposite of the cessation thereof. As they have
said :—-/The desire for enjoyments is not calmed down by their enjoyment. It gathers

strength like fire by oblations.'—(Manu II. 94.) The rest is not difficult.

Now he questions about the pain of anxiety:—'Well, what is the painfulness of

anxiety V He gives the answer :—'The feeling of pain, <fec, The full description of its

nature has not been undertaken, because it is well known to all men. It is similar to

the pain of consequence or sequential ohange. The details of this are the same as

those oi the other.

He now questions about the painfulness of habituation:—'What again, Ao.'

Answers:—* By the enjoyment of pleasure, &c.' The feeling of pleasure nourishes its

Waidual potenoy. That bring* about the memory of pleasure. That again causes

attachment. From this follow the movements of mind, body and speech. These cause

virtu* and vice. Thence comes the enjoyment of their fruition. Thence again is the

mind habituated to it. This is the intoning of eternity, absence of beginning. And her*

Again memory oomeft in bt thfe intensity of the potencies of pleasure and pain. Tfoer©-

i>y ftine attachment and avftAkm. Thttfte 6ome actions. From actions proceeds

fruition. Thus should this be un&tttood. ¥(AfcwragIhus thia utrtfcm of pafe ****
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bles the Yogi alone, not any one else. For this reason he says:— ' This is the eternal

stream, &o.' As to others the three-fold pain runs after them... .this is the construc-

tion. The pains caused by other beings and the powers of nature are desoribed by one
common characteristic, the external. The modifications variegated by the eternal resi-

dua are described as the Nesoience. It is the Nescience which causes modifications in

the mind
;
they are, in fact, Nescience itself. It is by this that the feelings of 'This

is myself ' and •This is mine' are generated in the Will-to-be the senses and the body,

&c, and in wife and children, &c. These are the lines along which the ordinary Puru-
sa moves.
•

Under these oiroumstances there is no resoue at all except in right knowledge.

For this reason he says :—'The Yogt then, <fca

'

Having thus shown the painfulness of pleasurable enjoyments, on account of the
surrounding oircumstances of sequential change, habituation and anxiety, he now
shows the painfulness due to the very nature of their being:—'Further by reason of

the contrariety of the functionings of the qualities, &C.' He explains:—'The qualiti-

es of Essence (Sattva), disturbing energy (Rajas) and inertia (Tamas) evolved as

essentiality, activity and inactivity in their transformation as the Will-to-be, being
dependent for support upon each other, bring about every notion, even though it be
the notion of pleasurable enjoyments, as necessarily possessed of the three qualities,

being as it is as such, either quiescent, that is pleasurable, disturbed, *. &, painful or
inert, u e. 9 seedy (a feeling which is neither of aotive pleasure nor yet of pain). And
even suoh a modification in the form of a notion of this Will-to-be is not permanent.
So says he :—'And the functioning of the qualities being changeful, Ac.' The mind
has been said to be of a quickly changing nature.

But how can one notion become possessed of the opposite qualities of quiescency,

disturbance and seediness at one time? For this reason he says:—'The intensities of

their nature and the intensities of their functionings are contradictory to one an-

other. 1

Natures differ from natures, that is, the eight modes of mental being characteri-

zation, &c. Their functionings are pleasure and pain. Thus characteristic (i. e.
t

virtue) differs when ripening into fruit, from Vice (that which is non-characteristic),

when that ripens into fruit. Similarly, knowledge, desirelessness and power as also

pleasure, <kc, differ from contradictory characteristics of the same classes. The ordinary
iuanifestations, i. when their natures are not intensified, do not contradict their in-

tense manifestations, i. e.
f
when they are in the height of their manifestation. They,

therefore, do manifest along with them.

Well, we understand this. But how oan the enjoyment of pleasurable objects be
painful by nature 1 For this reason he says:— ' Thus do these, (fee.' The meaning is

that they are both the same inasmuch as there is no difference in their material causes
and the meterial cause and the effect thereof are the same in nature.

What, is it then a case of absolute identity of nature? If so, there would be no
difference among mental conceptions as they do exist. For this reason he says: 'It
is by the quality which is the leading factor, <fco.' The presence of the qualities is in
their ordinary nature. The leading factor is that which is intense. For tbit} reason
all is but pain to the discriminating, by nature as well as on account of surrounding
oircumstancea And pain has to be removed by the wise. And pain cannot he remov-
ed unless its root is removed. Further, the root cannot be removed unless it is
known. For this reason shows the root thereof:—'The seed out of whioh grows, $o.'
T}ie meaning is that the Beed is that out of whioh the heap of pains grows, ». *.» from
which it takes its birth.

He mentions the means of its eradication:—'And of that the means of destruc-
tion, (fee'

Now he explains that this science, whioh is taught for the welfare of all* fa

tunilar to another science of the same class ;*<-»' As the science of medicine, <W That
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science which has four branohes of discussion, is said to be a soience of four depart-

ments* The question now arises that inasmuch as pain was ere now described as the

thing which has to be removed and the universe in evolution is now described as the

thing to be removed, is there not an evident contradiction in this? For this reason

he says:

—

4 The universe in evolution being full of pain, &o. '

'

Now he desoribes the minor operation of Nesoienoe, whereby the evolution of

the universe is set in:
—'The oonjunotion of the Prakriti and Purusa, &o.'

He describes the means of liberation:—'Right knowledge is the means, <feo.'

Some are of opinion that liberation oonsists in the destruction of the very being

of him who does away with pain. As they say:—'The salvation of the mind is like

the extingusihment of a lamp.* Others say that liberation oonsists in the appearance

of pure knowledge by the destruction of the afflictions together with their potencies.

He says to them:—'Here the individuality of the remover is not to be considered the

pain, &o.'

He points out the defeot in the theory of removal:—'In the oase of avoidability,

Ac.' Now wise man ever works for self-destruction. It is, however, seen that men
who carry a body full of intense pain, do attempt to destroy themselves. True. But

it is only a few who do so.

Further, if this were so, there would remain no objeot of existence for the

Purusa, inasmuch as there are spirits in evolution who enjoy different kinds of

pleasure as gods, &c, and they too reaoh the state of liberation. Hence, liberation is

hot to be considered to be the annihilation of the very being of him who removes

the pain.

Well, then, let us suppose that the mind in the state of liberation takes up an-

other nature. For this reason he says:—'In the case of it being supposed that an-

other nature is put on, the theory of there being another oause for it, &o,' It means

that if it is something which comes into existence, it is an effect and is, therefore, imper-

manent. Being impermanent it cannot be considered liberation (Moksa). Moksa
oonsists in immortality. The expression of pure knowledge is not immortal. It is

not possible that expression (santana) should exist as separate, from the thing express-

ed, and as an independent existence. The things that are expressed, are of oourse, imperma-

nent. For this reason we should try to find out a theory which would make it possible

that Moksa should be permanent. It is only thus that it would be possible to make Moksa

an object for the Purusa to achieve. For this reason he says :—\When both these posi-

tions, &o.' Hence Mok?a is only the establishment of the self in its own nature.

This alone is Right Knowledge. Thus is this soience said to possess four Depart*

ments.—66.

Sfttra 16.

$*r$j Heyam, the avoidable. Duhkham, pain. *lMHlfly An&gafcam,

not-yeb-come.

16. Pain not-yet-come is the avoidable.—67.

VYiSA.
The pain which ha9 passed away has been spent up by experience.

It cannot, therefore, fall within the sphere of the avoidable, And that
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which is present, is being experienced at the time of its existence ; it cannot,

therefore, be considered as the avoidable with reference to the future moment
of time. Hence that pain alone which has not yet been experienced, troubles

the Yogi who is sensitive as the eye-ball ; it does not trouble any other

knower. Hence that alone is the avoidable pain. It is the cause of this

avoidable pain only that is to be discussed

VACHASPATPS GLOSS.

By the use of the words ( not yet come,' the past and the present have been taken

out of the purview. He shows the propriety thereof:—'The pain that has passed

away, Ac.'

But why should pain whioh is present, i e , in the process of being suffered, be not

considered as falling within the sphere of the avoidable, seeing that it has not been

spent up by suffering ? For this reason he says :
—'And that which is present , (fee.*

The rest is easy.—67.

Sfttra 17

5*5 Drastfi, of the knower. pprafc Drisyftyoh, and of the knowable. isWrrJ

Samyognh, conjanclion, $n Heya, of the avoidable paiu. |<js Hetuh, the cause.

17. The Conjunction of the knower and the knowable is the

cause of the avoidable pain.—68.

<ns3rT: surf: i *r^f^iro^F8»rfi!]*>s<T' ^fw^wrsftwr^ 7H^«f

*c?fti?r(%«f$sr: mt^ft fc*%s'ns&t *rc:<!ffa*T«f: i s«rr i astfcfor-

a«m ffa 11 11

VYASA.

The knower is the Purusa (the conscious principle) who cognizes the

reflection from the Will-to-know by conjunction. The knowable consists of all

the characteristics present in the essence of the Will-to know. Thue then, the

knowable behaves like a magnet. It is useful only when placed here* On
account of its capacity of knowability, it becomes the possession of the lor<t»

the Puru$a, who is of the nature of the power of knowing. It becomes the

object of the aot of enjoyment, inasmuch as although by nature independent,
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it becomes dependent upon another, existing as it does for fulfilling the object

of that other. It is different in nature from the power of knowing (conscious-

ness), but puts on that nature by taking it up from another. The eternal

conjunction of the power of knowing and the capacity of being known, brought

about by the purpose of existence, is the cause of the avoidable pain. And so

it has been said 'The conjunction therewith is the cause
;
by giving that up

is secured the complete remedy of pain, inasmuch as that is found to be the

cause of the removal of the real thing, the cause of pain.' As for example, the

soles of the feet possess the capacity of being pierced, and the thorn possesses

the power of piercing. The remedy consists in not putting the foot on the

thorn, or putting it with a shoe on. Whoever in the world knows these three

things, secures the remedy and doe^ not suffer the pain caused by the prick.

By what means ? By the power of the three-fold knowledge.

And here, too, it is the quality of the disturbing motion (r&jas^ that

brings about the pain ; and it is the quality of the Essence (sattva) which is

pained. Why ? Because the act of pain must live in an object, and it can,

therefore, live in the Objective Essence alone. Ib cannot live in the unchanging

actionle^s knower of the field. Because consciousness (Purusa) has the Object-

ive Essence for its field it follows along the lines of the phenomena of the

Essence, and when the Objective Essence is pained, the Purusa also is pained

by reflex action.

VACHASPATPS GLOSS.

The avoidable pain has been described. Its cause is now discussed. 'The con-

junction of the knower and the knowable is the cause of the avoidable pain.'

Now he describes the nature of the knower:—'The knower, &o.' The oognition

by conjunction of the reflection from the Will-to-know (Buddhi) is the same as the

reflection of consciousness into the Will to-know. This is present even in the Purujas

who are indifferent (Udasina).

Well, but if this is all, it is the Will-to-know alone that can thus be visible to

him, not sound, <fco., which are not thus in contact with him (the Purusa). For this

reason he says :
—

* The knowable consists of all the characteristics of the Will-to^be.'

By means of the passage of the senses the Will-to-be transforms as sound, <fcc.
" Sound,

&o., thus become the characteristics of the knowable. This is the meaning. Well,

but it is the Will-to-be that transforms a3 so\md, &o , and thereby puts on these

appearances. As to the Purusa however, the change takes place in him when his rela-

tion with the Will-to-be is perceived. If this relation is not recognized, Kow can

sound, &o., be perceived even though they have entered the essence of the Will to-be?

The knowable oannot be cognized without being in contact with the power of conscious-

ness. For this reason he says:—'Thus then, the knowable behaves like, &o.
, We have

discussed in the first chapter that the essence of the Will-to-be, being touched by cons-

ciousness, takes in the reflection of consciousness on account of its extreme purity, and

being thus as it were transformed into consciousness oognizes sound, <feo., in sequence.

And it is for this reason, that the seer enjoying sound, <fec, presented to it by the essence
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of the Will-to-be having transformed into the sound, <fco., beoomes the master, and the

essence of the Will-to-be standing to it in that relation beoomes its possession. This

is the essence of the Will-to-be, whioh possessed of forms behaves as a magnet and
becomes a possession of the Purusa, who is the lord, as the power of consciousness*

Why 1 Because it becomes the object of the aot of cognition in sequence. The cogni-

tion in sequence is the experience of the Purusa. This means the action of the

Purusa with the object in view. Becoming the object thereof means beooming enjoy-

able.
T

It is spoken of as his possession, because it becomes enjoyable by him.

The question again arises that the essence of the Will-to-be being sell-illuminat-

ed, how can it be the object of cognition] For this reason he says:— 'It is different

in nature from, <fco.' The essence of the Will-to-be can be self-illuminating only, if it

is reality of the nature of consciousness. Its nature, however, is different from that

of consciousness, being as it is of the nature of the non-intelligent. It takes up the

nature of consciousness by borrowing it from the other. It is for this reason an object

of cognition.

The question now is that inasmuch as anything is said to be dependent upbtr

another when something constituting it rests in that other, the Will-to be cannot be

dependent upon the Purusa, because nothing that belongs to the Will-to-be rests upon/,

the Purusa, who is by nature indifferent. -It further follows from this that the

Purusa can have no action of his own. For this reason the author says:—'Although
independent by nature, it becomes dependent upon another, <fco. The purpose of its

exfstence being the fulfilment of the object of another, *. of the Purusa, it becomes
dependent upon that other, u e., the Purusa.

Well then this relation of the power of the seeing and the oapaoity of being

seen oan either be innate or accidental. If it be innate, then both the related objeots

must always remain as such. The relation cannot cease to exist, because both of them
are indestruotible. The relation being thus impossible of cessation, there oan never

be an end of births and deaths. If it be incidental (naimittika), then beoause the

afflictions, the actions and their potencies are the modifications of the internal organ,

they oan exist only when' the internal organ exists. And the internal organ is

brought into existence by means of them. Thus each comes to depend for its existence

upon the existence of the other. Inasmuch as there cannot be this eternity of succes-

sion in the beginning of creation, the very setting in of evolution thus becomes impos-

sible, and in fact non-existtont. And so it has been said :

—

u Action is brought about

by the 'qualities' even according to those who believe that the Purusa is not the actor.

But how can that be brought about? Karma does not exist then? Now is there

untrue knowledge, nor attachment, nor aversion, <feo. Nor is the mind born then,

nor can any mental modification exist at all in the case of any one.
,, To remove this

doubt the author says :
—'The eternal conjunction of the power of knowing and the

capacity of being known brought about by the purpose of existence, (fee.*
* *

True, the relation is not innate ; it is incidental. And although it is thus inci-

dental, it has no beginning, because its existence has been oausfed by an eternal cause.

And this succession of afflictions, actions and potencies is eternal. In eaoh creation

they become merged into the Prakriti together with the internal organ, and manifest
<

again in the beginning of another creation in the same state in which they were before.

The illustration has been mentioned more than onoe before of how certain creatures

of the earth are reduced to earth on the cessation of the rains, but come back to life

again when the rains return.

Nesoienct is the cause of the conjunction by antecedenoe. The fulfilment of the
object of the Purusa te the oause of keeping it on. It is by virtue of that that thq

conjunction lasts. For this reason is it said to have been caused by the purpose of

the Purusa. "And so it has been said" by Paftchasikhft (Aphorism VII. S. B* H.*

XI. p. 10) '.—'Conjunction with that' means* the conjunction with the Will-to-be
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(buddhi). It Is this conjunction which is the cause of pain. By the cessation of that

is secured the absolute remedy of pain. It is implied that pain lives on as long as

the conjunction does not cease. The author repeats a well known illustration of the

same:—'As the soles of the feet, <fcc.'

Well let that be so. But when it is said that the conjunction with the 'quali-

ties' is the cause of pain, it becomes admitted that the 'qualities* are the pain-gibers.

Further the action of the verb ' to him ' does not terminate in the actor alone, like

that of the verb • Is
1 and others of the same olass. There must be another objeot in

its case which is pained. The PurUfa cannot be the object in which this pain may
reside, because the Purusa being immutable it cannot possess the nature of being

affected by the fruit of action. Therefore, it being neoessary for pain that there

should be something pained, we infer its non-existence when no objeot of pain exists,

just as we see that no smoke exists when there is no fire. For this reason the author

says:—"And here too the quality of essentiality is pained, <fco. " It is the qualities

•

whioh are either the pain-givers or the pained. Of these tire Sattva being delicate

like the soles of feetr is pained; the Rajas being sharp is the pain-giver.

The author now puts a question :—" Why is it the Sattva alone that is pained 1

and not the Purusa. " The answer :
—"On account of the action of pain, &o.

"

Well, then, does not the Purusa get pain 1 And further if it is only the non
intelligent Sattva that is pained, what loss is thereby caused to us? For this reason

he says:—'The Purusa is pained by reflex action/—68.

Sfttra 18.

Jrarro Prak&sa, of illumination, farm Kriyft, of activity. ftn(?i Sthiti, inertia.

tfttf Sllam, nature. R*rrofw*nf|trffo*^ Prak&sakriy&sthitisilam, Having the

nature of illumination, activity and inertia, igtt Bhtita, the elements. fffefFT

Indriya, the powers of sensation. Atmakam, consisting of. vffrr Bhoga>

experience, wi Apavaiga, emancipation. TOTJJ A rtham, object. Drisyam,

Jwowable.

18. The knowable is of the nature of illumination, activity

and inertia ; it consists of the elements and the powers of sensa-

tion, action and thought ; its objects are emancipation and exped-

ience.— 69.
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VYASA.
The nature of tho knowable is now described :

—
' The knowable is

of the nature of, &c. ' The quality of essentiality (Sattva)' is of the nature

of illumination. Energy (Rajas) is of the nature of activity. Inertia is of

the nature of inactivity. These 'qualities* are capable of being coloured

more or less by proximity to one another. They are ever evolving. They

have the characteristic." of conjunction and separation. They manifest

forms by each lending support to tho others by proximity. Nonfc of these

loses its distinct power into those of tho others, even though each may
exist as the principal factor of a phenomenon, with the others as subsidiary

thereto. Tney lake to the lines of different manifestations of power in

objects of the same or of different classes. When anyone of them is the

principal factor of any phenomenon, the others show their presence in closs

contact. Their existence as subsidiary energies of the principal factor is

inferred by their distinct and independent functioning, even though it be

as subsidiary qualities. Their powers come into manifestation by virtue

of the objects of the Purusa having to be fulfilled. They bring about, the

fulfilment by mere proximity, acting in the same way as loadstone. They

follow along the line of the manifestation of one of them independently of

any disposing C'luse. They are called by the name of Pradh&na (primordial

matter). This is styled the knowable. This it is. that consists of the elements

and the powers of action, sensation and thought. It evolve as the elements,

tl)e subtle and the gross Prithvt &c. Similarly does it evolve as the

powers of sensation, action and thought, the subtle and gross auditory and other

powers. And this evolution is not purposeless, beginning as it does with

a set puiposo before it. The object of the " knowable is of course the

fulfilment of the objects of the Purusa, experience and emancipation. Of Chest,

experience consists in obtaining the knowledge of the nature of the desirable
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and undesirable phenomena of the qualities ; which knowledge, however,

does not. recognize them as only the modifications of the qualities. Emanci-

pation is the ascertainment of the nature of the enjoyer, the Purusa. Beyond

the knowledge of these two there is no wisdom. And so it has been said

(by Pafichasikhft, Aphorism VIII, S. B. H., XL. p. 11.) :-— " And this one,

however, having come to know the three 'qualities' to be the actors and

the fourth Purusa to be the actionles:* knower of their action, and knowing

also the outputs of the qualities, not yet known, that* are being presented

to the Purusa, who is of Jihe same and not yet of the same class with them,

no longer suspects the existence of any other wisdom.
"

Well, but how can either experience or emancipation, which being both

of them the works of the Will-to-be live in the Will-to-be alone, be predicated of

the* Purusa? As victory and defeat existing in the soldiers are predicated

of their master, because it is he who enjoys the fruit thereof, so are bondage and

freedom existing in the Will- to-be alone predicated of the Purusa, because he is

the.enjoyer of tfieir fruit. It is of the Will-to-be alone that the bondage exists

until the object of the Purusa is fulfilled and it is fulfilment of the object that is

emancipation (Moksa). Similarly have perception, retention, judgment, rejection

knowledge of realities and the distinction of unrealities their existence fasten-

ed on to the Purusa although they have their existence in the Will-to-be, be»

cause he is the enjoyer of their fruit.

VACHASPATFS GLOSS.

The presentation of objectivity in the case of pain, and that has been described

before. The author now describes the knowable :
—'The knowable is of the nature of

illumination, &o.' It is a quantum of essenoe (sattva) as luminosity that is oojoured

by a quantum of inertia (tamas) as weakness and by a quantum of disturbing energy

(Kajas) as pain. Similarly may this be illustrated in the case of existences in whioh

Rajas, &c, prevail. It is this that is intended to be said by,

'These qualities are capable of being coloured more or less by proximity to one

another.'

They have the oharaoteristicsof conjunction and separation 'with and from the

Purusa.' As it is said in the Veda:—'One unborn is there who is red, white and -

black ; she goes on giving birth to many similar children. One unborn Purusa follows

her enjoying ; auother unborn (Purusa) gives her up, having enjoyed all her enjoy

-

ables.— (Svet&svatara Up. iv. 5.)

It is said of them that they manifest forms, by lending support to one another,

inasmuch as it is thus that the prithivl and other tattvas are evolved. Grant that.

But inasmuoh as Disturbing Energy (rfijas) and Inertia (t&mas) subserve tha qualify

of Essentiality (sattva), when the latter brings about the production of the quiescent

notion (S&ntapratyaya), they too are the oauses of the production and muefc as such

possess the virtues (thai bring about the production). Suoh being the oase* the same
quiescent notion must be manifest even when the rajas and thet&mas are the principal

Hotora as is manifested fn the case of the equality of Essentiality being the principal

factor, ana not the disturbed an4 forgetful notions. For this reason the author
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says:— 1 None of these loses its distinct power into those of the others even
though eaoh may ,'exist as the prinoipal factor of a phenomenon, with others as

subservient thereto.' tt may be that Rajas and t&mas exist as subservient faotors when
the quiescent notion has to be manifested, but their energies are not merged into that
of the other. The fact that the energies are not merged is to be inferred from the fact of

the effects thereof not disappearing into each other. Inasmuch as the quiescent, disturbed

and forgetful effects are found along with the intensified manifestation of the several

'qualities', not being merged into the others, it is proved that the separate qualities of

their energies are not destroyed *by conjunction.

Let that be granted. But if these energies are separate from one another and
cannot be merged into the others, that it cannot be said of the 'qualities' that they
can come together with the object of bringing about a single effect. Different energies
are never found coming together to bring about a single effect. It never happens that
thread, earth and straw should come together to produce a jar and such other things.

To this he says in answer :
—'They take to the lines of different manifestations of power

in objects of the same and of different classes.
1 Although the 'power of forming the

material cause exists with reference to objects of the same class only and not with res-

pect to others, the power of helping the cause to manifest as a particular effeot does
certainly exist in objects of different classes also. As to a cloth, straw does not poss-

ess the power of even helping the material cause in the manifestation thereof. It, there-

fore, cannot come together with thread to bring about a cloth. They are spoken of

as taking to the lines of different energies in objects of the same and different olasses,

because it is their nature to do so.

4 At the time of their being the prinoipal factors':—When a divine body has to be
generated, the quality of essentiality becomes the principal factor, and the qualities of
disturbing energy (r&jas) and inertia (t&mas) are subservient. It is for this reason
that these qualities show their antecedent closeness at the time of their not being the
prinoipal factors, i.e., their modifications tend towards the immediate manifestation of
the intended effects.

The words /principal factors' are intended chiefly to signify the state of being.
As in the aphorism of P&nini I. 4. 22. 'The dual and the singular in case of two and one,

'

the meaning is that in case of duality and unity, the dual and singular are to be used ;

for were it not so, the words used would be 'twos' and 'ones' (in the plural number). *

Well, but the question arises, that in the case of their being the prinoipal faotors

of any phenomenon it is possible to posit their existence because they are then in

manifestation ; not so however when they are not in manifestation. What reason

is then there to suppose that they do exist, when they are not in manifestation 1 For

this reason he says :
— 'Their existenoe as subservient energies, &o.' Even though they

are not in manifestation, yet their existenoe as substances subserving the principal

faotors by helping it to bring about a particular effeot is* inferred by their functioning

alone, inasmuch as they do not po&sess the power of discriminating intelligently, the

one from the -other, and have the oapaoity of
#
oausing effeot by ooming together.

They are, therefore thus described.

Well but granting that the qualities have the power of bringing about the mani-

festation of effects by coming together, how is it that they do bring about the effeots.

It is not necessary that whoever has the ppwer must use it also. To show that this

power does not stop in its action of causing the manifestation of effects, he says:—
'Thuir powers come into manifestation, by virtue, <fco.' The meaning is that the

Qualities' oease to act only when all the objects of the Puruja have been fulfilled. It
is only then that they do not produoe effeots, ^

-
*
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The question arises that inasmuch as the qualities do not confer any benefit upon

the Purusa how can it be said that the fulfilment of the objects of the Purusa sets

them into action. For this reason he says :—'They bring about the fulfilment by

mere proximity.'

But the question arises that virtue and vice being the evident disposing causes

of the action of the 'qualities' why is it said that their powers come into manifestation

by virtue of the objects of .the Purusa having to be fufilled 1 In answer to this he

says :
—'They follow in tlie line of the manifestation of one of them, &o.

7 Whichever

of the three, whether the Sattva, R&jas or the T&mas functions as the principal faotor

to manifest its effects the others follow along its line without the existenoe of a disposing

cause in the shape of virtue and vice. The same will be said (in III. 28):

—

"No disposing oause sets the Pr&kritis in motion ; it removes the obstacles only,

like the husbandman/'

"These qualities" are called by the name of Pradhftna—this is the construction.

They are called by the name of Pradhana, derived as the word is from the tJDHh, 'to

maintain,' meaning those by which the whole world is maintained. This is called 'the

knowable.'

Having thus described the nature of the qualities, now the author describes

their effects t-^'This it is that consists, (fee* When it is proved that the effects exist

ill reality, it is apparent that every thing evolves according to its own nature. Now he
explains how it is of the nature of the elements and the powers of sensation, (fee. 'It

evolves as the elements, &o.' Now he introduces the portion of the aphorism. Its

objects are experience and emancipation. And this evolution is not purposeless, inas-

much as it sets in with a fixed purpose before it.

The author explains experience (bhoga):—'Of these, experience, &&' Pleasure and
pain are the phenomena of the Will-to-be which is of the nature of the three qualities.

It is the Will-to-be that modifies as these. Experience, however, does not consist in

determining their nature as qualities. For this reason he says :
—

*Which knowledge,
however, does not recognize them as only modifications of the qualities.

9 This has
often been disoussed.

The author explains emancipation* 'The ascertainment of the nature of the

enjoyer.' The radical meaning is that by which it is separated from something (Apa
vrij, varga).

Now he explains the non-existence of any other purpose :
—

' Beyond the knowledge
of these two there is no other wisdom. And so it has been said by Pafichasikh&:—'And
this one however, oW

The question now arises that experience and emancipation being both the modi-

fications of the Will-to-be and as such having their being in the Will-to-be, how is it

that they are predicated of the Purusa, who is not their oause and in whom they do
not live? For this reasons he says ;

—"Well but how can either, &o." It has been

said that the Purusa is the enjoyer, and the subjeot will be disoussed further besides.

In reality, however, it id by the Will-to-be alone that the object of the Purusa is

fulfilled. It is by this description of the nature of the relationship of the Purusa to

experience and emancipation, that the nature of the relationship of the Purusa to

perception, &o», should also be known. But of these perception is the knowledge of

an object suoh as it Is. The memory thereof is retention. Judgment consists in dis-

covering the particular differential of the precepts. Rejection means the removal by
reasoning of the untrue facts that have entered the mind. The knowledge of realities

consists in coming to a conclusion by judgment and rejection. The knowledge of the

realities is the distinguishing of the unrealities.^—69i
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Su.tra 19.

Visesa, specialised. mft^T Avisesa, unspecialised. Rqprw Liiiga-

matra, undifferentiated phenomenal, wtfwjtfn Aliugani, and the noumenal.

Tpt Guna, of the qualities, traffic Parvani, stages.

19. The Specialized, tlie Unspecialized, the Undifferentiated

phenomenal and the noumenal are the stages of the qiialN

ties."—70.

**rre' ^RH'Tf^' ^TcTfirnr' ^cfjtr' T^ra^rr^' %ftr i luhfiiftragvrci-

<WWM> T?rT: T^^^TftcUOTTJ I *^c<T?^d$«ft fstfm*' ***** ?T%T-

aftnw* sraws n<Lciii«nvii«i«ura
>

srenfsn^rrcret fat^^fftroaqwRRi

a* fkfawSt «CTTR%f^: i s«n ^rfashT iwrr* tf^erf¥ro^

vyasa.
This is composed for the purpose of ascertaining the differences of nature

shown bjr 'the qualities' which constitute the 'knowable.' The jSp&iaiiiecl, the

Un^peeialized, the Undifferentiated Phenomenal aud the Nouinenai are (&•

stages of ' the qualities;'

fiere the elements known tb Ak&ia (eth6r), Va^U (Invisible gas), Tfcjitf

(Steamer visible ga3); ' Apa<i (liquid) and Ptlthvt (solidi ate ibe Bptciall&tJ
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modifications of the unspecialized soniferous, tangiferous, lumniferous, gusti-

ferous and odoriferous measuies thereof vthe tanm&tras, the subtle elements).

*

Similarly are the powers ofsensation (hearing, touch, sight, taste and smell),

the powers of action (speech, grasp, position, execution and generation), the

eleventh Manas/ which has all these as its sphere, the specialized modification

of the unspecialized modification of the principle of egoism. Thus sixteen-fold

i3 the specialized modifications of the qualities. Six are the unspecialized

modifications and these are soniferous, the tangiferous, the lumniferous, the

gustiferous and the odoriferous 'ultimates' the tanm&tras. These five unspeci-

alized modifications, the soniferous and the others, possess respectively one, two,

three, four and five of the qualities of sound, &c. The sixth unspecialized

modification is the Pure Egoism.

m

These six are the unspecialized modifications of Pure Be-nes?, the Great

Principle, the Mah& ktmk This Great Reality is the Undifferentiated

Phenomenal .Stage beyond the Unspecialized. In the Great Principle of Pure

Be*ness do these live and grow up to their highest capacity. On involution

bey pftgg back into that state of Pure Be-neas, the great principle ; and thence

they pass into the state which neither IS, nor yet IS NOT, that in which it

exists and yet doe3 not ; that which is Real, the Unmanifested, the background

of all. This is their undifferentiated phenomenal modification ; and that which

neither IS nor yet IS NOT, is the noumenal modification. The objects of the

Purusa are no cause of the noumenal state. That is to say, the fulfilment of

the, objects of the Purusa does not act as the cause of manifestation with refe-

rence to the noumenal state, in the beginning. The fulfilment of the objects

of the Purusa is not, therefore, the reason of the existence of the cause. For

the reason that it is not brought into existence by the Purusa's objects it is

said to be eternal. As to the three specialized states, the fulfilment of the

objects of the Purusa becomes the cause of their manifestation in the beginning.

And because the objects of the Purusa become the cause of their manifestation

they are said to be non-eternal. The 'qualities/ however, follow up all these

characteristics. They are, therefore, neither born nor disappear at each stage,

Tbey only appear as it were possessed of the characteristics of birth and death,

because their individual phenomena in which they of course are present, are

possessed of the characteristics of dissolution and birth with reference to their

past and present, &c. As (when we say) "Devadatta has become poor," Why ?

Became all his oattle are dead. The deaths of bis cattle has caused. his
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poverty and nob the denru^bion of his own sub3bance. This is an analogous

conception.

The Undifferenbiabed phenomenal (Linga is the next after the Noumenal

(Alingav It exists therein as the same substance, and is distinguished from

that, because tire law of bhe order of appearance is invisible.

Similarly, bhe six uqspecialised modifications have their being in the

undifferentiated phenomenal and are distinguished from that by the older of

evolution being inviolable.

Similarly are the elements and power of sensation having their being in

these unspecialized modifications, distinguished from them. And it has been

said before bhab there is no other battva appearing in succession after bhe

specialized modifications. Their modifications consist of bhe characteristic

(dharma), the secondary qualiby (laksana), and condition (a vasthfi,, accident).

They will be described (in III. 13)

VACHASPATl'S GLOSS.

It is for assertaining the different modifications of the 'qualities' that go to make
up the knowable that this (Sutra) is composed:

—

" The specialized, the unspeoializod, the undifferentiated phenomenal and the nou-
menal are the stages of qualities."

"The specialized :—The unspecialized modifications are those that are free from
the specialities which may be described as the quiscent, the disturbed and the forget-

ful. The specialized modifications are their outcomes only. They do not evolve fur-

ther tatvas.

He describes them:—"Hero the elements found, &o." They are enumerated-
here in the order of their manifestation.

The powers of sensation and thought are the specialized modifications of the un-
specialized principle of egoism, with the quality of essentiality (sattva) as the princi-

pal factor. The powers of action are the modifications of the R&jasio form of that

principle. The Manas is of tho nature of both and should be considered as possessing

both of these as the principal faotors. Here the five tanmatr&s are the effeots of the
Will-to-be (buddhi), because they are the unspeoialized modifications, just like the
principle of egoism. Non-specialization consists in being the cause qf further modi-
fications.

Having enumerated the tanm&tras and the prinoiple of egoism as the unspeoia-

lized modifications, now he enumerates the specialized:—'This is the sixteenfold, Ac; 1

Then he enumerates the unspecialized:
—"Six, etc " Next he illustrates by putting

them together:—"And these are, <fco." The latter is in each case qualified by the,

former. The • smell vibration' has by nature five secondary qualities. The taste Tib-

ration has by nature four ; the lumniferous three, the tangiferous two, and the s6ni:

ferous has but one secondary quality, namely, the sound.

Well of what are these six modifications or effects 1 He says :
—'They are the

modifications of PURE BE-NESS.' That which is papable of fulfilling the objects of

the Purusa IS. Its state is signified by BE-NESS. Pure means limited by that alone.

This is the Great Principle, the Mahattattva. The meaning is thajb whatever of

work is there for fulfilling the objeots of the Puru?a, whether it appears in the shape
of the enjoyablesof sound, <fcc, or in the shape of the discrimination of the distinction
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between the Purusa and Sattva (consciousness and the Essence of Objective matter),

all has its end in the shape of the discrimination of the distinction between the Purusa

and Sattva (consciousness and the Essence of Objective matter), all has its end in the

Great Principle of the Will-to-be. This is described as the Atma, with the object of

denying its smallness by showing*that it constitutes the very nature, the very being

of all modifications. This is the first modification of the Prakriti. It is a real modifica-

tion, not a mere unfoldment thereof.

"Beyond the undifferentiated" means divided off from it in time with reference

to the other objects which are nearer to it in time, i. e.
y
the unspecialized This is the

Maha^tattva, the Great Principle of the undifferentiated Phenomenal. In that Great

Principle of Pure Be-ness lives the determining energy of all further phenomenal modi-

fications, that is the unspeoialized phenomena, because it is proved that they possess

tl^A capacity of effecting tho fulfilment of the objects of the Purusa, possessed as they

are or real existence. There they grow to their highest capacity of growth, t'
f
e., reach

that state. As to the modifications in succession of the specialized modifications of

tbfl luiapeoialized ones, these further modifications are characteristic secondary quality

a^nd condition. This is the end of their growth, i% e.
y
of their further modifications.

Having thus described the order of evolution, now he describes the order of in-

YOlution. Involution means passing into latency into the antecedent modification, the

determining cause of its existence, its Atma (self). The Unspeoialized modifications in-

to which the Specialized ones have already become latent, pass back in their turn into

the Pure Beness, the Great Mahattattva. Thence the Unspeoialized modifications along

With their Mahat modification pass back into the Unmauifested. It is called Alinga,

the Nou-menal, beoause beyond this do the phenomena pass into latency* This is the

final state of latency of the phenomenal world, "That which neither IS nor yet IS

NOT 1

is a description of this state, Its existence consists in its possessing the capacity

of effecting the fulfilment of the objects of the Purusa. Non-existence means want of

capacity to be taken into account, to force itself upon attention. It is so described, as,

being beyond both those statos of existence. This is the meaning. The state of the equi-

poise of the three qualities of Essence, Inertia, and Energy is nowhere of use in fulfil-

ling the objects of the Purum. It, therefore, does not exist as such. On the other

hand, it does not admit of being rejeoted as non-existent, like the lotus of the sky.

It ia, therefore, not non- existent.

Grant that. But the principles of Mahat, &o , exist as such in the state of the

unmanifested also, because nothing that exists can be destroyed ; and if it is destroyed

it cannot be born again, because nothing that does not exist oan be born. It follows,

therefore, that the principles of Mahat, &o., existing in the state of the unmanifested,
that state also oan effect the fulfilment of the objects of the Purusa. How then can it

be said that the unmanifested is not possessed of existence ? For this reason he says:—
'That in whioh it exists and yet does not exist/ This means that the cause exists in

that state but not the effect as such. Although the effect exists in the cause inposse,

jret, it is incapable of performing its function of fulfilling the object of the purusa.
It is/ therefore, said to be non existent as such,

Further he says that this cause is not of the nature of a hare's horn :~<4 That
whioh is real (not asat, non-existent).

|}
It is beyond the state of non-existence, that

is, of the existence of the effeot only as suoh. If it were like that, then it would- be
like the lotus of the sky and no effeot would follow from that.

Having described what takes place in the case of every manifestation, now he
summarises:—' This is. their undifferentiated, «fec. 'This 1

refers to what has gone im-

mediately, before. The states of existence from the undifferentiated Phenomenal down-
wards are impermanent, beoause they have been brought into manifestation by virtue
of the objects of the Purusa having to be fulfilled. The noumenon, however, is per-

manent, beoause it has not been brought into being by the objeots of the Purusa* The
author detorfbes the cause :—'The objeots of the Purum are no cause, &o.'
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How is it, however, that the objects of the Purusa are no cause 1 He say$

•That is to say, &c\ By using the words, 'does not aot as the cause/ he indicates, the

knowledge of the nature of the prinoiple under discussion. This is the, meaning. TImj

fulfilment of the objects of the Purusa may be understood to be the cause with
reference to the noumenal state, if that state bring about the enjoyment of sound, <fco.,

or manifest the discrimination of the distinction between consciousness and Objective

Existence. If, however, it did that there would be no equipoise. For this reason the,

objects of the Purusa aro not understood to be the cause of the noumenal state.

Henoe the fulfilment of the objects of the Purusa is not the cause of the noumenal
state. This he summarizes :

—'For the reason that it is not brought into existence, 4cq.'

The word 1TI in the text means, 'for the reason that.' He describes non-eternity:

—

"As the three states, i.e., undifferentiated phenomenal, the uncpecialized and the,

specialized."

Having described the nature of the stages, now he describes the nature of the

qualities-':
—'The qualities, however, &o.' Then he gives an illustration :

—'As for

example, Devadatta becomes poor,'

The meaning is that when the entirely different phenomena of the rise, increase

and decrease of his bovine wealth cause the rise and fall of Devadatta to be inferred,

what need then be said of the appearance and disappearance of individual phenomena
which although different from the "qualified" themselves, are yet of their very nature

and not altogether different from them.

The question now is whether the order of manifestation is alterable. The
answer is,

cIt is not.
7 'The undifferentiated phenomenal is the next after, &o.' The

seeds of Nyagrodha are not certainly capable of putting forth at once the full-grown,

thickly-set tree of Nyagrodha capable of protecting from the fierce heat of the sun
with the thick setting of its leaves, twigs, branches and body. The tree comes out,

only gradually in the ordered appearance of shoots, leaves, body and branches' brought
about by contact with earth, water and heat. Hero too must, therefore, be established

an order of appearance proved to exist both by reason and authority.

flow have the elements and the powers of sensation and action their origin in

the unspeoialized modifications 1 It has been said before in the Commentary to this

very aphorism.

Now he says why the further modification of the specialized modifications into

other principles has not been spoken of. 'Thero is no other appearance in succession;

after, &o.' Are the specialized modifications then quite unchangeable ? If so, they
must be permanent. For this reason he says :

—'Their modifications consist of the
characteristic, <fco.'—70.

SCitra. 20.

JRJT Dras^fi,, the seer, jfioTTHT: Drisi-m&brah, consciousness only, Tjg*

Suddhafr, pure. '^rftr. Api, even though. jf*T*T Pratyaya, by imitation. K^rnra:

Anijpasyah, cognizing ideas.

20. The seer is consciousness only ; even though pure, he^

cognizes ideas by imitation.—71.

fat* aftwfe^ *re?rt 5«hr( fa? ffa \ h awrennt \
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*rcwwft[s%^r ?rw jwfaroF* FTT^hrr ^tor ftraf gws* ^r-

VYASA.

The knowable has been described. Discussion is now begun with the

object of describing and ascertaining the nature of the seer (knower). 'The

Beer is consciousness only : even though pure, he cognizes ideas by imitation.'

'Consciousness only' : This means that he is nothing other than the power

of becoming conscious ; that is to say, he is not touched by the qualities. This

Purusa cognizes the Will-to-be by reflex action. He is neither quite similar

nor quite dissimilar to the Will-to-be (buddhi), 'He is not quite similar.'

Why ? The Will-to-be having for its sphere of action objects known, and not

yet known, is of course changeful. The changefulness is shown by its objects,

such as the cow and the jar, &c, being both known and unknown. The fact,

however, that the sphere of consciousness is always the Known, renders it

plain that consciousness is not changeful. Huw 1 It never happens that

the Will-to-know becomes the sphere of consciousness both when it takes in

some notion and when it does not. Hence it is proved that the Known is

always the sphere of the Purusa. Thence the unchangeability of the Purusa

is shown. Further the Will-to-be exists to fulfil another h object, bringing as

it does more than one phenomenon together into itself, for the purpose of

presenting them to the Purusa. The Purusa, however, has his own object

before it.

Besides the Will-to-be is the underlying determinative energy of all

objective phenomena, and is as such of the nature of the qualities. It is there-

fore, non-intelligent. The Purusa, however, is the seer of the qualities by

proximity. For these reasons he is not similar.

Well then' let him be dissimilar. To meet this he says :
—'He is not

quite dissimilar.' Why ? Even though pure, he sees the ideas after they

have come into the mind.' Inasmuch as the Purusa cognizes the ideas as the

"Will-to-be seized of consciousness is ttansformed into them, he appears by
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the act of cognition to be us ib were the very self of the Will-to-be, although

in reality he is nob so. As it has been said:—'The power of the enjoyer ia

certainly unchangeable, and ib'does nob run after every object. In connection

with a changeful objecb ib looks as it were being transferred to every object,

and imitates its modifications.' (Paftchastkha, Aphorism IX, S. B. H.,

XT. p: 12).

And when that modification of the Will-to-be assumes the form of cons-

ciousness by which ib is coloured, ib imitates it and looks as if ib were a mani-

festation of consciousness unqualified by the modifications of the Will-to-be.

It is accordingly so spoken of.

VACHASPATPS GLOSS.

The knowable has been described ; the discussion for the ascertainment of the

nature of the seer is now begun:—'The seer is consciousness alone; even though pure,

he cognizes ideas by imitation. 1 He explains it:
— 'Consciousness alone, not touched

by modifying characteristics.
1 By this the object of using the word only or alone is

shown.

Well, if it be so, if the power of the seer be free from all the attributes of sound,

<fco., they would not be known. Nothing that is not touched by the aot of seeing, can
be knowable. For thi3 reason he saya:—'That Purusa, <feo.' The passing of the

reflection of the Puru;a into the mirror of the Will-to be is the knowing of the Will-

to-be by the Purira by reflex action. It is thus that so^und and touch, &c., are kr?own

by the Will-to-be which has received into itself the reflection of the Purusa. And it

is thus that they become the knowable.

Well, if this be so, why should not consciousness and the Will-to-be be consider-

ed to be really one in nature 1 What is the use of this reflection of the Purusa into

the Will-to-be? For this reason he says :
—

' He is not similar to the Will- to-be.' In-

asmuch as in the case of dissimilarity it would be difficult to account for reflection,

it is further taid :
—'Nor is he quite dissimilar.' Of these he denies similarity : — ' He

is not quite similar, etc.* Then he asks the question 1Why ?
' He gives the answer

with grounds:—'The Will to be having for the sphere of its action, <ko.' Inasmuch
as the Will-to-be is changeful it is dissimilar. When it assumes the shapes of sound,
<fcc, then its sphere becomes instinot with sound, <feo., and thus becomes known. If it

has not taken up the forms of sound, &o.' then they remain unknown. Hence the
Will-to be which takes up the forms of sounds, <kc, only sometimes is ohangeful. And
the statement is so made:—'The Will to-be is changeful because it is the sphere of
both the known and the yet unknown, like the sense of hearing, <tc.'

As to the dissimilarity of the Puru*a with the Will-to-be, it is proved by the op-
posite reasoning:—'The faot, however, that the sphere of consciousness is always the
known, &o.'

Well, but if the known is always the sphere of the Purusa, then he can never be
absolutely free (kevail.) With this in view he puts the question:—'How?' The
answer is:

—'It never happens that the Will-to-be become, &c.'

Inasmuoh as it is possible that in the state of the restraint of mental faoulties
the Will-to-be and the absence of aotual cognition might-co-exist it is said with the
object of indicating contrariety :

—
' because the sphere of consciousness both when

Ac.'
*

The first oopulative signifies that the Will-to-be must be the sphere and the
other shows the contrary state. The statement of the reasoning will stand thus:—
the Purina never changes, because he is the constant factor in the phenomena of
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knowledge, in the outgoing mental state &nd the Btate of th6 Cognitive trance. That

which is changeful cannot be the constant factor in the phenomena of knowledge! as

the power of hearing, <fco. This inference is by the cannon of difference.

He mentions toother contrary characteristic also :
—'The Will-to-be fulfilling as

it does the objects of the Purusa by means of the residua of the afflictions and actions

And the objects and powers of sensation, <fco., coming together into it, exists for the

purpose of another.' The statement of the reasonipg is thus:—The Will-to-be exists

fpr the purpose of another, beoause its work is fulfilled by bringing together into it-

self various objects such as beds, seats and toilet powders, <feo.

He says that the Purusa is not like that:—'The Purusa, however, has its own
object before it.' All is made for the Purusa. The Purusa is not designed for any
other. This is the meaning.

He states another contrary characteristic:—'Because the Will-to-be is the under-

lying characteristic, <ko.' The Will-to-be determines the nature of all objects, as it is

being transformed into their respective forms. Further, all these are the modifica-

tions of the three qualities of Essence, Energy and Inertia. For this reason the Will-

td-be ib proved to possess the three qualities by nature. He says that ' the Purusa is

not such.' The Purusa, however, is the seer, &o.* The meaning is that he sees by

reflection into it, not by being transformed into the forms of the objects (like the Will-

tb-be). He summarizes:—'For these reasons, (fee* The result of the reasoning being

tlbat hd must be dissimilar, it is added that he is not altogether dissimilar. Whyl
Because (having been reflected into the mind) he sees the ideas by imitating the

modiAoations of the Will-to-be. The way in which this happens, has been described

in the aphorism: "Identification with modifications elsewhere."—I. 4.

So also has it been said by Paficha^ikha :
—'The power of

A
the knower is certain-

ly Unchangeable.' The power of the knower means the self (Atm&.) And although

for this very reason it does not in reality change with the modifications of the Will- to-

be* it as it were follows the modifications of the Will-te4j0$ resting as it does in each

object that comes into the changeful mind.

The question arises, How is it that it looks as it were running after every ^object,

although it, as a matter of faot, does not do so. Further how does it follow the modi-

fications of the mind, when it does not modify itself 1 For this reason he says:—'In-

aUmuoh as the Purusa cognizes, <fco.

'

"Seized of consciousness" :—This means having been coloured by contiguity.

Whatever form the Will-to-be is transformed into, is as such coloured by conscious-

ness. The Will-to-be is said to be 'seized of consciousness ' when each transformation

of it is as suoh coloured by consciousness. This is the meaning. Although the moon
is not as a matter of fact transferred into pure water, yet inasmuch as its reflection

passess into water, it is as it were transferred into it. So also, the power of conscious-

ness, although not actually transferred into the Buddhi, yet it is, as it were, trans-

ferred into it, because it is reflected into it. By that fact consciousness becomes, as it

rftire, of the very nature of the Will to-be. It accordingly follows the modifications

of the Will-to-be. This explains the words ' by imitation \ It is said it cognizes by
imitation as it cognizes by following the modifications of the Will-to-be.—71.

Sfttra 21.
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21. For his purpose only is the being of the 'know-

able.'—72.

vyAsa.
4

The knowable comes out as the object of the Purusa appearing as an act

of consciousness. For his purpose only, therefore, is the being of the knowable.

The meaning is that it possesses the nature it do-^s, for that purpose. Its

nature, however, depending as it does upon another for its existence as such,

is not cognized by the Puru.sa when the object of achieving the purposes of

enjoyment and emancipation are over. This wjnld seem to imply that it is

destroyed, because whauc0n.ni1.ute3 its vory being is thus done away with.

But it is not destroyed. -
-*

VACHASPATIS GLOSS.

HaviDg described the nature of the knovver aud the knowable, now he says that

the knowable exists for the knower, showing as this does in part the relationship

existing between the two, the relation, that is to say, of the lord to hie possessions. I

'For this purpose only is the being of the knowable.' He explains it :
—'The knowable

comes out as the object of, u e., being enjoyable by the enjoyer, the Puru a, appearing

as an act of consciousness. ' For this reason the existence of the knowable is. for his

purpose only, i.e., for the purpose of the knower alone, and not for the purpose of the .

knowable. '

(The word translated here as the being is in the original Atm&, the self.

Hence arises the question, How can the self exist for the self 1) For this reason he
says :—Possesses the nature it does for that purpose. This is the meaning :—The
knowable being of the very nature of pleasure and pain, is the enjoyable. Pleasure^
and pain which consist in being of the same class with the then prevailing mental
habit, are in reality put up as such for his purpose only. The objects also such as
sound, &c., cause pleasure and pain only because they also are of the nature of the
knowable. Aud it is not themselves that are to be pleased or pained, because in that
case these modifications would act as oontrary to themselves. By the canon of residues,

therefore, the power of consciousness only can be opposed or favoured. Therefore the
being of the knowable is for the purpose of the Puru 5a only and not for the purpose
of the knowable itself.

It is because the being of the knowable is for the purpose of the Puru3a and not
for the purpose of the knowable itself, that its nature acts to that purpose until that
purpose of the Purusa is achieved ; and ceases to a<jt when that purpose has been
achieved. For this reason he says :

—
'Its nature, however, &o.' In itself the know-

able is unintelligent. It is ensouled by another, by consciousness which is the nature
of the self. "Ensouled by consciousness" means that its nature as suoh is informed
thereby. When enjoyment and emancipation have been aohieved, it is no longer seen
by the Puru^a. Enjoyment is the experience of sound, <fec, as pleasure and pain, &o.
Emancipation is the direct knowledge of the distinotion between the «Purusa and
Objective Existence (Sattva). The Will-to be is unintelligent and by itself does not
kftow either. It is only by the reflection, of the Purusa into itself that it does so.

,
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Tha enjoyment and the direct knowledge o! the distinct nature of the Purusa and

Objective Existence, belong therefore to the Pururn Himself. Thus when the enjoy-

ment and emancipation of the Purusa have been achieved, the purpose of the existence

of the knowable no longer remains. The enjoyment and emancipation have no longer

to be achieved. Henoe it has been said :
—'When the objeot oi achieving enjoyment

and emancipation has been achieved, &c.'

In this connection he raises a doubt :—'It would follow, &o.' and refutes it i—
But it is not destroyed.'—72.

Sutra 22.

|rcTnhl Kfita-artham, whose objects have been achieved. jrfcT Prafci, to

him. Nagjam, destroyed. vfir Api, although. *iwgi( Anasjiam, not

destroyed. Tad, from that. w*x Anya, to others. ^rr*TTC<ilc4U<J S&dh&ranabv&t,

being common, owing to commonness.

22. Although destroyed in relation to him whose objects

have been achieved, it is not destroyed, being common to

others.

vyAsa.

Why is it nob destroyed? "Although destroyed in relation to him

whose objects have been achieved, ib is nob destroyed, being common to

others'
1

than him. Even though destroyed, i. e.
t passed into annihilation, in

relation to one Purusa, whose objects have been achieved, it is not destroyed

inTeality, because it is common bo other Purusa^ beside him. Although it is

dqatroyad to the Purusa who has attained wisdom, it is not destroyed in rel*-

tmi to Ptuiijia* who have not attained wisdom, a3 it has not done its duty by

them yet. Ib is, therefore, still related to them, as an object of the act of con-

scSottaaesS, and is -as such of course, ensouled by them into form.

This further explains the eternal conjunction of the in destructible

ettetgtefc of the knower and bhe knowable. As has been said:—The charac-

terised being eternally conjoined, there is eternal conjunction of mere oh&fftfr-

terarttestis*

VACHASPATFS QLOS&

But becoming altogether unperoeivable as it does, how is it that It is not $e$«
trt#ed 1 Forestalling this objection, he a&s the question, *Why is it not destroyfeef

9
?
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and answers by the aphorism :—Although destroyed in relation to him whose objeots
have been achieved, &o.' The Punna whose objeots have been achieved, is so spoken
of here. Even though destroyed in relation to him, it, the knowable, is not really

destroyed, because it is common to all the other Purusas, whether they be the wise
ones or the unwise ones. He explains :

—'Even though destroyed, in relation. Ac/
Destruction means disappearance. The knowable, however, is not destroyed, being

common to all the other Purusas. Consciousness is the nature of the self whiob ifl

beyond the knowable. It is by that, that the knowable is ensouled. That is known

in the Sruti, Smriti, Pur&na*and Itih&sa as the Unman ifested, One without parts, no
dependent upon anything else, pervading, eternal, possessing the energy of all the
effects in the world. It does not become the objeot of knowledge to the wise man the
aot being contrary to his nature. It is, however, seen by the unwise, and is not
therefore non-existent. Colour is not seen by the blind man ; it does not, therefore,

cease to exist, being visible to a man with eyes. Further, there is not one Puru§a
only like the Prakriti. That there are more Purusas than one is proved by difference^

of life, death, pleasure and pain' and evolution and emancipation. As to the Veditf-

texts whioh speak of the unity of the Purusas, they are contrary to other authorita*
tive knowledge ;

they also can somehow be reconciled by the absence of difference of
time and place and by devotion. Further, the Vedio texts themselves lay down dearly
that the Prarkiti is one and that the Purusas are Vnany. Thus the text "One
unborn is there who is red, black and white ; she goes one giving birth to many
children. One unborn Purusa follows her enjoying ; another unborn Purusas gives
her up, having enjoyables."—(Svet&svatra Upanisad IV. C). The aphorism wwiw?
discussion explains only the meaning of this text.

Inasmuch as the knowable, although destroyed in relation to one exists in rato*

tion to another Purusa, the powers of seeing (consciousness) and being seen (the know-
able) are permanent, and the eternity of their conjunction is hereby explained. The
author states the concurrence of the Agamis with this position :

—'As it has been
said.

1 The 'characterized/ i e , the qualities are in eternal conjunction with the selves

(the AtmSs). Hence their conjunction with the characteristics, *. the phenomenal
state of Mahat, &c, is also eternal. Although the conjunction of the Mahat, <fco , with
each one of the Purusas has an end, notwithstanding its having had no beginning, yet,

the conjunction of all of them with the Mahat, <fcc., has no end, as these are common
to all. It is for this reason that the words used are 'characteristics only.' The
author shows the generio qualities pervading all the phenomena of that class by using
the word "only." It is for this reason that although the conjunction of on$ Puruftyt

with one manifestation of the prinoiple of Mahat has ceased to exist, the conjunction
of another Purusa with another manifestation of the Mahat has not become a thing of

the past. It has, therefore, been spoken of as ever-present (Nitya).—73. <

Sfttra 23.

W-Sva,of being owned, wtfit Sv&mi of owning. Jjwrh 8aktyo^, of the

powers of both. ^re^Svaru-pa, of the natures, snrof&r Upalabdhi, tho recogni-

tion, fcg: Hebulj, that brings about, wftrri Samyogah, conjunction.

23. Conjunction is that which brings about the recognition

of the natures of the power of owning and the capacity of being

owned—74
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>FK^m^nE^^ *R&r *#rstf ^^Tf>n:qg^i *rw

ft? gtjjr^RfosR: srrtrferf s^st^r ssrrftRt ^fcrRRsrei sRRferwRT-

Wffl«f fe^T^c^T^TOR *RI^ | ^T^T ffrT: SRRSJRCrt 5^
5TF*RT \ «BR?3JRr^Rr 5?f3T*faite *RR^-*4: I ^fcn&fth^l K*UH facil 4i

Tfofa %f%#r^T% 1 % ^sim^i feasor; 1 <r fe^T^fr^ch#3-
*WWlt 3*!JRT ¥f^l^ ^TRTC<5I fiTTO^ II II

L VYA^A.

This aphorism was composed for the purple of the explaining (lie nature

of conjunction. 'Conjunction is that wlrch brings about the recognition of

t
the natures of tho power of owning and the capacity of being owned/ The
Purusa is the owner. * Tho knowable ' is whatever is owned. The former is

conjoined to the latter for the purpose of knowing. The cognition of the

knowable which follows from the conjunction is enjoyment. The knowledge,

however, of the nature of tho knower is emancipation. Conjunction, there-

fore, ends .when it has caused knowledge. Knowledge is, therefore, called

the cause of separation. Knowledge is the contradictory of ignorance.

Therefore, ignorance is said to be the reason for conjunction. Here knowledge
is not the cause of freedom (Moksa); because the absence of Ignorance itself,

meanings it does the absence of bondage, is freedom (Moksa). When know-
ledge comes into existence, ignorance which is cause of bondage disappears,

and with it the bondage which is caused thereby. It is for this reason that

knowlelge, the seeing of the nature of things, is said to be the cau?e of Eaivalya

(abs'-lute independence, standing alone.)

And now what is this Ignorance (adarsan), this absence of knowledge?
Is it a function of the qualities? Or is it the non-reproduction of the miiid

which after having shown all the objects to the Purusa has become latent?
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That there should be absence of knowledge notwithstanding the presence of the

knowable or the thing owned, is also unreasonable. Is it again the purposeful*

ness of the qualities? Or, is it Nescience which has passed into the state of

latency with its own appropriate mental state, and has become the seed which

produces the mind appropriate to ifcs own manifestation ? Is it again the

manifestation of the potency of motion, on the potency of rest having expend-

ed itself, It has been sai'r on this subject, that the Pradh&na, the material

cause of all manifestation, would become what it is not, if it tended only to

rest, because in that case there would not be any manifestation into

phenomena; nor would it be what it is, if io were to remain in constant

motion, because in that case, the phenomena would become eternal and never

disappear. It is only when ic tends to both these states, that it can be called

the Pradhana (the cause of manifestation) nob otherwise. The same considera-

tions apply to any other causes that might be imagined.

Some say that Ignorance (adarsana) is nothing but the power which

manifests as knowing (darasana). As the text payn, 'The activity of the

Pradh&na is for the sake of showing herself.'

Others says that Ignorance (adarsana) is the characteristic of both the

knower (Purusa) and the knowable, because the Purusa possesses only the

power of knowing all that may be known, but does not know, before the

setting in of manifestation; and the knowable possess only the capacity of

causing all effects, but is not known at the time. Here this knowledge,

though of the very nature of the knowable, stands in need of the incoming

of the Purusa for its achievement, and is therefore a characteristic of the

knowable. Again although it is not of the nature of the Purusa, yet depend-,

ing as it does for its completion upon the illumination of the knowable

Ignorance looks as if it were a characteristic of the Purusa.
;

Some again say that Ignorance is seeing or knowing (darsana) only. .

These are alternative conceptions of the teaching only. This mant
foldness of alternative conceptions is the common ground for the conjunction

of the qualities with all the Purusas. .
-

J

VACHASPATFS GLOSS. -

Thus then having described the cause of conjunction to be the achievement of

the objects of the Puru j?a and having further described the concomitant eternity of the
Pradhana as well as the cause of the conjunction common to all the Puru«a^ -tWs
aphorism was composed to explain the nature"of the conjunction whioh is not common
to all the Purusas but pertains only to the individual:

—

1 Conjunction is the cause of
the recognition of the nature of the power of owning and the oapaoity of being owned.'
Inasmuch as the knowledge is for his sake, the Purusa enjoying the benefits conferred

by it, becomes its ownerr and the knowable beoomea its Qwn (possession). This corre^
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ltttion of theirs being determined as it is by the nature of the powers themselves* be*
• comes the cause of the recognition of their natures. It is this that is illuminated by
the Commentary:—"The Purusa is the owner/' On account of fitness only as such,

he is conjoined with the knowable as its own by virtue of its fitness again, The reet

ft easy*

Very well. The recognition of the nature of the seer is oalled emancipation
(Apavarga) because by the instrumentality thereof one is drawn away from the oon-

junotion. Perfeot freedom (Moksa), however, is not a thing which can be brought
about by means of anything. It would, therefore, certainly fall short of perfect free-

dom. For this reason he says:—Conjunction, therefore, ends when it has caused
knowledge; the conjunction, that is to say, of the individual Puru a with the indivi-

dual Will-to-be. Therefore, kuowledge is called the cause of separation.

But then how is it that the conjunction ceases with the attainment of knowledge.
He says that :— ' Knowledge is the contradictory of ignorance, <fcc.' What then? For
this reason he says :

—'Ignorance, i.e., Nesoience is said to be the reason for conjunc-
tion. ' Further he illuminates the same meaning :—" Here knowledge is not the cause
of freedom (Mokra), <fco.

'

Well, but knowledge may remove ignorance being contradictory thereto; how can

'bondage be removed,? For this reason he says :
—

* When knowledge comes into existenoe

&0.' The meaning is that perfect freedom (Moka?) igkthe establishment of the self in

its own nature, quite independent as he is of the Will- to be; and that the means
whereby it is brought about is not knowledge, but the removal of ignorance.

In order to establish the particular ignorance which is the cause of the conjunc-

tion to all the Purusas, he now sets out the alternative forms of ignorance as such:—
1 And now what is, (fee.' He suggests a theory :

—

4
Is it a function of the qualities, &o,'

The function of the qualities is their power of bringing about effects. It is by virtue

of that that conjunction becomes the cause of creation (Samsara).

Taking up the form of denying what seems to be implied he states the seoond

alternative:
—'Or is it, ifec.' The meaning is that the mind by whom the objeots, such

as sound, (fee , and the mental manifestation of the distinction between the Purusa and

the Objective Existence are shown, is not born along with these states. He explains

the same:—' In its own knowability, that is, sound, &o., and the manifestation in the

mind of the distinctive natures of the Puru ;a and the essence of matter, the Pradhana
is aotive only so long as the two-fold knowledge has not been brought about. When
the two-fold knowledge has been brought about it oeases to act/ This is another

suggestion thrown out.

Now he mentions the third alternative :

—

1
Is it again the purposefulness of the

qualities.' The meaning is that inasmuch as the effeot always exists, enjoyment and
emancipation which have to manifest in the future, exist though not predicable in

the present.

He suggests the fourth alternative in the same form of suggestive interroga-

tion Or is it Nescience, (fee* The suggestion is that it may be Nesoience whioh
the time of every oreation goes into the state of latency of the Pradh&na having been
drawn in along with ics own mind and then beoomes the seed for the production of

the same mind by its own potentiality.* For this reason it is the residual potency of
Nescience which is different from knowledge that is oalled Ignorance.

He states the fifth alternative in the same form of a suggestive question :— 1
Is it

jbhftt the potenoy of motion of the Pradh&na, the potency, that is to say, whioh is

responsible for inclining the Pradh&na towards the manifestation of effects, it

t&mitialized on the potentiality of rest whioh lives in the Pradh&n* and whioh oon*
tftte In the continued successive manifestation of the modification of equipoise, oomjng
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to an end? He states the teaching of another school in support of the existence of \>otk

these potencies :—
' Jt has been said on this subject,' by those who deny the existence of

the one only. The Pradhdna is that by whioh the world of modifications is created.

If that Pradhdna always tend towards rest and never towards motion, then it

cannot create any modification and must, therefore, become the contradiction of itself*

If again it go on always moving and never tend to rest, then he says :
—

'If it were

to remain in constant motion, &o.'

In some places the reading of both the words 'sthiti' and 'gati,' is in the dative

case. In that case the dative case and the word 'eva' are to be read as meaning the
same thing. If it did not go into the state of rest, then no modification would
disappear ; and if a thing whioh exists does not disappear, it can never also re-appear j

and thus there would be no modification. In this view nothing would ever W
created, and thus there would be no Pradhana. It is by motion and rest,

both alternating, that this cause becomes Pradh&na, not otherwise. If only one of

these alternative states were admitted then not only in the case of Pradhana, but in

the case of other First Causes, such as Parabrahma, May&, atoms, <fcc., also the same
h discussion would be relevent. These causes too would be no causes, if they were to

remain in constant rest, because in that case they would not produce effects. They
would similarly be no causes, if they were to remain in constant motion, because in

that case, the modifications themselves becoming eternal, no necessity would remain
for a cause.

He states the sixth alternative again as a suggestive interrogation. "Some say

that ignorance is nothing but the power which manifests as knowing (dar ana). It is.

said in the case of the Prajapati vow,(Manu IV. 37.) 'Do not see the rising sun. ; This

signifies the mental mood which co-exists with and is responsible for the act of seeing

not. So also in the case of ignorance too the denial of knowledge means that co-existent

with the absence of knowledge, there is a power which takes its origin therein and
which with the object of bringing about the knowledge termed enjoyment, <fec, joins

the knower to the knowable.

He cites a Vedic text in support of the same subject :
—'The activity of the

Pradhdna is &c.' Grant that the Pradhana becomes aotive for the purpose of showing
herself as the Vedic text says ; but it is not the power of knowing the nature of the

self that becomes aotive. For this reason he says :
—'The Purusa possessing the

power of knowing all that may be known, &o.' It is not the object of showing her*

self that only sets the Pradhana into activity, because before the setting in of activity,

it could not be said whether it possessed the power of being seen. Hence it is the

capacity of being seen that sets in activity. This the Vedio text says by implication.

This is the sixth alternative, that the power of seeing (knowing) depends upon
the Pradh&na. Now he states the seventh alternative, which takes up the position
that the power of knowing depends upon both, 'Ignorance depends upon both, &o.'

Ignorance, i.e , the power of seeing is the characteristic of both the Purusa and tftie

knowable. Such is the position of some (fchkikars).

This may be allowed with regard to the kaow&ble, because all the powers feave ft
as their substratum. We oanaot, however, allow it with regard to the Purasa. Tha
power of knowing has not the Pururn for its substratum, because knowledgedoea not
enter into the Purusa to make a part of him. If it did, the Purusa would become
changeable. (He would not remain the constant faotor whioh he is always found to
be in all mental phenomena). For this reason h« says :

—'Here this knowledge, <kc/

Let it then be of the nature of the 'knowable/ In that case knowledge, being *
modification of the constituent energy of the 'knowable' must also be unintelligent
by nature. It could not, therefore, perform the funotion of the knowing as a charac-
teristic of the knowable. The non- intelligent is not self-illuminating. For this

1

reason knowledge becomes a characteristic of the "knowable,' only with itfevenoe to
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the incoming of the knower, the self, the reflection of oonaoiouaneaa therein. This is

known by the act indicating the actor.

Well but this too makes knowledge to be a characteristic of the knowable, not

at the same time a characteristic of the PurtHa too. For this reason he says :
—'Again

although it is not of the nature of the Puru m, &o.' The essence of matter is certainly

not of the nature of the Puru ;a. Still the incoming of the Purusa, t.e , the reflection

of consciousness on which the act of knowing the knowable essence of the Will-to-be

depends, makes it possible that the act of knowing be spoken of as it were to be an

aot of the Purusa, although not really so. This is the meaning. The characteristics,

of the Will-to-be shine forth as the characteristics of consciousness, because conscious-

ness and the Will-to be appear to be one, on account of the Will-to-be always carrying

the reflection of consciousness along with itself.

He now mentions the eighth alternative :
—'Some say that the seeing, •'. e.

t the

knowing of sound, <fec, is itself ignoranoe, not that of the distinction between the

Purusa and the Objective Essence. This is the same as that the power of seeing,

although an authority for the perception of colour, is no authority for the perception

of taste, <feo. This is the meaning. The cognitions of sound, <feo , as pleasurable

appearances, &c, point to the conjunction of the knower and the knowable, because

it is necessary for their achievement.

All the alternative theories have been described. In order to accept the fourth

alternative, he rejects all the others, because all the other alternative conceptions of

the teaching of the Sankhya, being common to all the Purusas lead to the absence of

variety of experience :
—"These are the alternative conceptions of the teaching, (fee."

—74.

Sutra 24,

?TW Tasya, its. ^g: Hetuh, effective case, srfsnm Avidya, nescience.

24. Nescience is its effective cause.— 75.

fin faro* *>ft«icft% Sc^unf i <r*wtf^ft?ft *fan T3 ificfrff%**

The effective cause, however, of the conjunction of the individual conscioud-

ness with its own Will-to-be ia Nescience, which means the poteucy of the

habit of unreal cognition. The Will-to-know, possessed as it is of the aroma

of the habits of unreal cognition, does not culminate into the knowledge of the

self, which is the end of its work, and thus having Still a duty to perform
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comes back. When, however, it reaches the culmination of its work, which

is the attainment of the Purusa, its work is achieved, ignorance is gone,

the cause of bondage no longer remains, and it does no longer come back.

Someone ridicules this position by the story of the impotent husband.

A foolish wife thus addressed her husband :
—" My dear, my sister has got

children. Wherefore have I none?" He said to her:—"I shall beget children

unto thee when I am dead. " Similarly, this knowledge while in existence,

does not cause the mind to cease from action ; what hope is there that it will

cause cessation when suppressed ? Says on this subject a teacher very nearly

perfect:
—"Is not Moksa (freedom) the cessation of the Will-to-be itself and

nothing else ? The Will-to-be ceases to act when the cause of ignorance no

longer remains, The Ignorance which is the cause of bondage is removed by

knowledge. Moksa (perfect freedom) then is only the cessation of the mind

from its work. Wherefore then this mental confusion out of place ?"

VACHASPATI'S GLOSS.

In order to establish the fourth alternative he introduces the aphorism:—'The
effective cause,

.
however, of the conjunction, &o.*

1 Individual consciousness 1
:—The

word Pratyak-ohetana in the text means consciousness whioh cognizes by reflex action,

and as the conjunction which makes it possible is not common to all the Purujas, and
is the oonjunotion of one Pnruja with his own independent* Will-to-be, variety of
experience is effected. (Hence the translation Individual Consciousness).

He reads the aphorism:—'Nesoienoe is its effective cause.' But Nescience is*

Unreal Cognition. It is due to the conjunction of consciousness with the indivi-

dualized Will-to-be just as other experiences and emancipation are due to it. If the
Will-to be is not conjoined to consciousness, there can be no existence for unreal
oognition. How is it then that Nescience is the cause of any kind of cognition ? For
this reason he says:— * Which means the residual potency of Unreal cognition.' The
Nescience of other creations drawn in with the mind in which it manifested, lives in

the L'radhana in the shape of potential energy. The Pradhana, possessed as it is of

the aroma of this potential energy, evolves out of itself, the Will-to-be of a particular

Purusa, just as it was before. Similarly in the regular order of each creation preceding
another. The order of oreation being eternal no defect arises in the theory. It is for

this reason that the Purusa is not free at the time of each creation. For this reason
he says:— The Will-to-be possessed as it is, <fco.'

When, however, the knowledge of the Purum reaches its end, then the cause of

bondage in the shape of the residue of unreal oognition no longer exists, and it does
not oome baok. Fox this reason he says :— When, however, it reaches its culmina-

tion, ko.*

Here some nihilists ridicule this state of absolute independence (Kaivalya) fey

relating the story of the impotent husband. The author tells the story of the imv

potent husband s—" A foolish wife, Ac," •* Wherefore" in the translation stands for

"with what object" in the original. Object here stands for reason. Theobjeotrf
an act is the reason of the aotion.

The author shows the similarity with the story of the impotent:-—'Similarly,

Ac.' This existing knowledge of the distinction between consciousness and the 'qualV
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ties' does not cause mental cessation; what reason is there that higher desirelessness.

-

the light of knowledge alone will make the mind to disappear after haying restrained.

along with its residual potency ? The effect of something exists only so. long as the
1

cause itself exists. It does not remain in existence when the cause ceases to' extet/. f

He refutes this by quoting the reasoning of a teacher who agrees on this point:—'Says
op tfris subject a teacher, &oi*

^
A teacher very nearly perfect though not altogether, is called Achdryadesai As

io a perfect teacher Vayu (V&yu Purana, LXIX..2) has described his qualities thus:r-7

•fene is called an Aoh&rya because he understands the meaning of the. teaching (Sastra)
well, establishes one in right conduct also, and also himself keeps the right line of

action;' , . s
,
Moksa^solute freedom) is only the cessation of the Will-to-be after it has,

achieved experience and the discrimination of the,distinction between the Purusa and
Objective Existence. It is not that the Will-to-be itself ceases to exist, Tfhe ceasing'

Qf„tlj.e .Will-to know from its work' of causing experience and emancipation; although^
the Will-to know, itself Jives on, follows immediately upon its establishment in the,
state of the Cloud of Virtue (Dharma Megha) which is the culmination of discririii-

riativ* knowledge, He illuminates the same :
—

' The Will-to-know ceases to act when
ignorance, which is the cause of bondage, is removed by knowledge. The removal of-

knowledge (the cessation of the act of knowing) is brought about by higher desireless-'

ness. The meaning is that perfect freedom (Moksa) exists even though the Will-to-know
itself lives on.' Having described the opinion of the teacher, he now gives his own:

—

•JMoksa.then is only the cessation of the mind from its work.' "
But it has been said that when the act of knowing ceases the mind itself very *

soon ceases to exist. How is it then this brought about by knowledge ? For thifij

reason he says :— c Wherefore then this mental confusion quite out of place?' ' The!
construction is as follows:—We may be taunted thus if we believe that knowledge is

the dlreot cause of the cessation of the mind. We, however, lay down "that discrimi-
native knowledge becomes useful in establishing the Purusa in its own nature, when
having reached the highest point, by the successive appearances of the higher and
higher stages of the inhibitive trance, it comes to co-exist with the state of mental
cession. How then have we laid ourselves out for a taunt 1—75.

Su tra 25. '

'

i.
cT^ Tad, its. 3T*iiqifi Abh&vtU, on account of disappearance. ^WfrTWTCT*

Samyog&bb&vah, the disappearance. ismT*: Abhdvah, of conjunction. .fafrftT).

$1*3 H&nam, removal. n% I'ad, that. Dylseh, of the knower. fcai-

ralyam, absqlute freedom.

25. Removal is the disappearance of conjunction on account 1

of its disappearance that is the absolute freedom of the knower.
—76.

m»rmre snc^rf?^ srs*R>TOr \ *sxstf ^reurftraft.

vyAsa. -
- • .

•

oilad
Tii£ i™ t^ tobe rT0Ved has been Ascribed, as alio.' what iscalled conjunction, the cause of the pain Do be removed, together with the
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reason of its existence. Removal has to be" discussed henceforward. 'Removal:

is the disappearance of conjunction brought about by its disappearance; that

is, the absolute freedom of the knower. The meaning is that on the disappear-

ance of the conjunction of the Purusa and the Will-to-be being brought about

by the disappearance of ignorance, bondage is for ever removed, This is

removal. This is the freedom of the seer (Purusa), It means his not getting

mixed up again, i. e> not bfeing conjoined again with the 'qualities.

'

. VACHASPATI'S GLOSS.

Having thus described two departments of the science, now he introduces the,

aphorism for describing the third :
—'The pain that has been removed is the future

pain. Removal is the disappearance, &o.' Explains :—-'The meaning is &c ' Because,

there is disappearance of conjunction even in the state of the Great Latency (Mah%
pralya), the words '-for ever ' have been used. The removal is the cessation of pairju

This shows that the objeot of the removal is the fulfilment of the objects of the Purusa;

The rest is easy —76. '

\

Sutra. 26.

i

J

finNi Viveka, of discrimination, i^mfri: Khyatih, knowledge. *fffii$rtfr

Aviplav&, undisturbed. fFCH&na, of the removal. OTTOi Up&yah, the means.

26. The means of the removal is discriminative knowledge
» »

undisturbed.—77.

srcr# ?r^r fir^p ^sr^r: *rcsrc*r ^ th&rcsf q^ri sgfarnsfrrai

*$Fm tfa ii 11

VYiSA. " '

r *

Pain is removed on the removal of the cause of pain. In the removal

x>{ pafn cop. sists the establishment of the Purusa in its own nature. What
them is the means of attaining the state of this removal of pain? 'Dis-

criminative knowledge undisturbed is the means of the removal.'

Discriminative knowledge is the recognition of the distinct natures of

Jjjhe Purusa and the Essence of matter jSatfcva). This, however, remains shaky

^a.long aa false knowledge has not been removed. When false knQw\ed^e

has its seed burnt up and thus becomes incapable of fruition, then the dirt

of disturbing energy (Rajas) being removed, mental essence is in trie state of

,J>he highest purity and possesses the consciousness of the highest power;" apfd
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in that state 6ows on the stream of the notion of discrimination, free from-

impurity. It is this discriminative knowledge undisturbed, that is the means

of the removal. By this it is clear that the means of removal, the path of

Moksa (absolute freedom), is the burning of the seed of false knowledge, so

that it may not sprout again.

viCHASPATPS GLOSS.

The author introduces the aphorism, in order to describe the means of thej

removal, the fourth branch of the science:—-'What then, <feo.' "Discriminative know-
ledge, undisturbed is the means of removal.'' Discriminative knowledge comes into

existence by verbal and inferential cognition also. The knowledge so obtained does

Hot remove the aotual or potential outgoing energies of the mind. In the case of such
discriminative knowledge they always return to action. It is with the object of

exoludyig the discriminative knowledge thus acquired, that the word * Undisturbed

'

is used. Undisturbed means * free from false knowledge.' Disturbance is false

knowledge. This is the meaning. Discriminative knowledge should be obtained by the

teaching which consists of verbal knowledge. It should then be established in the

mind by reasoning. It should be carried to its highest limit of illumination by
devoted attention for a long time without inturruption and with reverenoe. Then
does discriminative knowledge become direct. False knowledge is removed together

with its residua. It becomes undisturbed. This is the means of removal. The vest

of the Commentary is easy.—77.

Sfttra 27.

Hsn Tasya, his. Hflvrr Saptadha, is seven-fold. jrFff-$f*r: Pr&nta-bhutnih,

final at each stage. jfiJT PrajflA, discrimination.

27. His discrimination becoming final at each stage, seven-

fold. -78.

faSfasft *r«rf?r i aqsir Tft*T?f Sparer 3*: qftv'tnrfar 1 ?*r^r«ft *r

f%*TC*T $STCT g<!jrcfaR*Tfs[% II *}$ II

, VYASA.
" His" in whom discrimination has come up into consciousness, consider**

tion of attainments is sevenfold. '* Sevenfold," i,e, of seven descriptions only

is the conscious discrimination of the thinker when at each stage the mental

notion ii rob further produced, on account of the removal from the mind of

the dirt which constitutes the veil of impurity. This is as follows:—il) This
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pain to bo removed is known. Nothing further remains to be known of it,

(2) The causes of pain to be removed have been done away with. (3) Removal

has become a fact of direot cognition by means of inhibibive trance. (4) The

means of knowledge in the shape of discriminative knowledge has been

understood.

This is the four-fold freedom of conscious discrimination from external

phenomena. The freedom from the mind itself is three-fold. The Will-to-be has

done its duty. The Qualities' tending to become latent into their cause, disap*

pear along with it, finding no support as they do, like stones rolled down from

the edge of a hill-top. Nor once passed into latency, do they come back to life

again, there being no object for it. In this state the Purusa, having passed

beyond the limits of the relation with the 'qualities/ remains only the light of

his own pure nature and is free,

The Purusa who has seen successively these seven stages of discrimination

is called ' adept" (kusala). He remains free and wise even when the mind is

resolved into its cause, because he has passed beyond the sphere of the 'quali-

ties.'

VACHASPATI'S GLOSS,

The author desoribes by the aphorism the nature of the finality of the perfection

of discriminative knowledge :-— His discrimination becoming final at each stage fa

sevenfold.' Explains ;
—

' His, <fco.'

He in whom the discrimination has just up into consciousness, is the Yogi,
whom the mental phenomenon is present at the time.

His 'consideration of attainments,' means the sending back of his thought over
the whole ground that has already been passed over.

The veil of impurity of the mental essence is the same as dirt. When that fa

removed, and when consequently, * the mental notion is not further produced,'

the outgoing energy of the notions due to the qualities of disturbance (rajas) and
ipertia (tamas) is no longer aotive, he reaches the final point in a stage of undisturbed
discriminative knowledge, This consciousness of discrimination of his is seven-fold,

i.e. % of seven descriptions only, The difference of descriptions of consciousness fa due
to the difference of its objects.

The stages, t. the states are spoken of as each becoming final, because each as
such readies its ultimate and highest point. The ultimate and highest point fa th*t
beyond which there is no point of its culmination, The stages of consciousness *n
of discriminative knowledge, eaob of whiQh reaches its culmination, are spoken of as
becoming final at each stage.

Now he describes these seven stages, eaoh reaching its own culmination ;
—

'That
as follows, Ac,'

Out of the four stages which are brought about by the effort of man, he illustrate*
the first ;«p-The pain to be removed has been known/ Whatever has its origin in the
JVadh&na is oertainly pain, by reason of the pains of consequence, anxiety and habits
tlon, and by reason of the contrariety of the modifications of the qualities,' It has
therefore, to be removed. It is that which has been known* He shows its finality;-^
'nothing further remains to bt known of it.' •

'
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. He xpentionfci tfte sdoond stage:—' The causes have been done away with.'

He speaks of the finality 'Nothing more of them, &o/

He mentions the third :-~'The removal whioh is brought about by inhibitrye

tranoe, has been made by me a faot of direot cognition, ascertained by internal per-

ception, while- 1 am in- the state of Cognitive tranoe otoly. It is to be understood that

nothing further of it remains to be ascertained." .'•:<;

He mentions the fourth :—"The means of removal in the shape of discriminative

knowledge has been understood, a., has been brought into existence. It is to be

liiiderstood that there is nothing more of it to be brought into being. This is th6

four-fold freedom of consciousness from external phenomena. Freedom means then;

ending. The faot of their being the objects of human effort has been shown by their

being external phenomena."
»

Now he speaks of the freedom from the mind, whioh is brought about after the

states brought about by human effort and which does not depend upon effort:— • The
freedom from the mind is, however, three-fold*' He mentions the first:—'The Will-to-

be has done its duty.' The meaning is that it has achieved experience and emancipa-
tion. He mentions the second:—'The qualities, &c > He shows their finality :—
«*Nor once passed-into latency, Ao.' /

He mentions the third :
—'In this state, <fco. In this state the Puru?a eteri while

-la-life, is called free and wise; because this is his last birth. He says this:—'The", ,Eu-

rusa who has seen in succession these, &o.' He says that this state is not dependent
upon the mind:—'He remains free and wise even when the mind is resolved into its

eause, because he has passed beyond the sphere of the qualities/—78.

Sfttra 28. V

'
Jftrr Yoga, of yoga, Wtf Anga, of the accessories. 3T«jgMi^ Auusth&nfi4,

by the sustained practice. unj% Asuddhi, of impurity, wS" Ksayei on the

destruction, larrc Jft&na, of wisdom, ^fp: Dlptih, the light. A, reaching

up to. faSt* Viveka, of discrimination, Khy&teh, the knowledge,

,

28. On the destruction of impurity by the sustained practic^

of theiaecessories of Yoga, the light of wisdom reaches up to diseri*

jofafttive knowledge.—79,

TO if: HISTO qJTC^ I «fif?T ^IT^R *nsf jjt$i$-

<s*R*. \ \ fa5TO«rantTO

TOraq?f»rffr \ to mm fafiNkqfim*
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art* ^ l^fn^^n^l^cnf^ * ij<wi^ir^ to wt-

•, * VYASA. :

Discrirainitive knowledge becomes the means of removal, when achieved.

There.can be no achievement without the adoption of the means thereof. This,

therefore, is taken up. "By the sustained practice of the accessories of Yoga is

is impurity destroyed and then the light of wisdom shines up to discriminative

knowledge:
1

:

*C The accessories of Yoga are eight, to be further named. By their sus*^

tained practice is destroyed the five-fold unreal cognition, which is of 1 the nature

of impurity. Destruction means disappearance. When'that is destroyed, real

knowledge is manifested. As the means of achievement' are being practised

more and more, so is the impurity being attenuated more and more. And as*

more and moie of it is being destroyed, so also goes on increasing mord and^

more, the light of wisdom following in the. wake of destruction. This increase:

reaches its culmination iu discriminative knowledge: This nieana that its"

highest culmination is in the knowledge of the nature of consciousness and

the 'qualities/

The practice of the accessories of the Yoga is the pause of the separation

of impiuity, as the arte is the cause of the separation of the piece of wood cut.

off thereby. It is, however, the cause of the attainment of discriminativaT

knowledge, as virtue is the cause of happiness. It is not a cause otherwise.

Well, how many of the&e causes are there in the Teaching ? They have

been said to be nine only as follows * A cause is said to operate in nino'

ways:—As the cause of birih, of preservation, of manifestation, of modification^

of sequential cognition, of attainment, of separation,. of dififerentiation, of up-

holding.' -

Qf these the cause of birth : the mind is of knowledge. - ^

[ . The sustaining cause : the achievement of 'the objects of the. Puruja is of
the mind, as. food is of the bpdy. . ,

.
" ,

c>

. *

The cause of manifestation is as light is. th* cause of the manifestation of

$okwr ; as also the knowledge of colour, . . / • / .{ r
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The cause of change or modification is, as for example, a different object

of the miud. Or fire of the food that is cooked.

The cause of sequential cognition is as the knowledge of smoke is of the

knowledge of fire.

The cause of attainment is as the practice of the accessories of Yoga of

the attainment of discriminative knowledge.

The cause of separation is as the same of impurities.

The cause of differentiation is as the goldsmioh is of gold. Similarly, as

in the case of the one notion of the same woman, Nescience causes forgetfulness;

anger makes it painful ; desire makes it pleasurable ; the knowledge of realities

liiakes it indifferent, neither pleasurable nor painful.

The cause upholding is as the body is, of the organs of sensation and

action aud vice versa ; the elements of the bodies and each of these mutually

of all the others. So also the animals, men and gods each of the others. Thus

there are nine descriptions of causal operations. The^e are to be applied to

other objects also as may be. A* to the practice of the accessories of Yoga they

operate as causes in two ways only.

VACHASPATPS GLOSS.

Now then having desoribed the four departments of the science, and seeing that

the discriminative knowledge which as the means of removal falls within these depart*

ments, has not been achieved like cow's milk, <kc., (which although existing in the

udders, is not obtained until it is drawn out) and further seeing that this cannot be
achieved without employing some means, he goes on to describe the means;—'Discrimi-

native knowledge becomes the means, &c.'

Here shows by the aphorism in what way does the means of knowledge operate

as a cause of discriminative knowledge. 'On the destruction of impurity, &o.' The
accessories of Yoga destroy impurity by operating as may be along visible and invisible

lines* It should be understood that the five branches of Untrue cognition are spoken

of here as indicative of virtue and vice also, because they too are of the nature of

impurities, being as they are the causes of life-state, life-experience and life-period*

The rest is easy.

A cause is seen operating in more ways than one. In what does the practioe of

Yoga operate as the cause? For this reason he says :—

'The practice of the accessories of Yoga,' &o.' The cause of impurity being re-

moved, means that it separates impurity from the essence of the Will-to-be. He gives

an illustration:
—'As the axe, Ac' The hatchet separates the tree to be out from the

root.

Further, having separated the essence of the Will-to-be from impurity, it leads

it to the attainment of discriminative knowledge, as obedience to law is the means of

the attainment of happiness. Similarly is the practice of Yoga accessories the means,
of the attainment of discriminative knowledge. There is no other way in which the

oause operates. He saysr—'It is the cause of attainment. Ac.' Inasmuch as it is

Baid that there is no other way in whioh it operates, he puts the question, How many
are the ways of operation altogether? He answers: 'They are nine only/ He
enumerates them by a verse:—' Birth, preservation, &c.' Now he illustrates themt

•Tne cause of birth, &o.' The mind operates to bring knowledge from the state of

being unpredtcable into the state of present existence; it is, therefore, the eauee of the
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bjgth of knowledge The fulfilroent of the purpose of the Furusa is> the eause of the

preservation oJ the mind, Born of the priaeiple a! egoism, the mind k preserved aa

long as it has not fulfilled both the objects of the Furusa. When, however* both the

objects of the Furusa have bee* fulfilled* it, is no longer preserved aa such. For this

reason the non-achievement of the objects of the Purusa i* the oause of the preeervar

tion of the mind, after it. has bean born out of its oause. He gives an illustration :

—

As food of the body. *

Manifestation means the placing of an object under certain conditio** so that

thQft may help in the act of perception either by means ei the setsea or by the act of

the mind itself; aa light ia the cause of the manifestation of colour.

The. cause of change or modification of the mind ia an object other thai* thai
which \m> possession of the mind at the times So goes the story. Mrika^du was
sitting with his, mind entranced. He heard the fifth note of the musical scale emitted

by a creeper that was ripening. He at ooge? opened hi* eyes, and what did he see*

The fair and youthful nymph Framlooha. The sight, of her beauty drew away hie

mind fyom, the object of his then mental application, and his mind became attached to
her. Ha gives an illustration of this :

—
' As fire is of the things eooked. ' Whe^ raw,',

the; particles, of rice, <fce., are so close aa to, make them hard to be separated. By «K&r
iug a change is introduced. The particles become loose, ire operates as the qauee
of change^ that is, of the introduction of softness instead of hardness*

It is only the knowledge of an existing object that is brought about by sequen*

tial cognition. The knowledge of smoke is the cause of the knowledge of fire. Know*
ledge is that which is known. The knowledge of fire here means the knowledge which
is the same as. fire, the mental idea of fire. This is the meaning. It is by sequential

cognition that it operates as the cause of the knowledge of fire existing in the present

as* the thing to be known.

It is natural with causes, to pass into effects; but for some reason, they some-
times, do not pass into that state. Take, for example, water. It ia the nature of

water to flow downwarda when poured on a, higher level. But an embankment may be

made to check its downward flow. The same is the case here. The essence, of the

WiW-to-ba is by nature pleasing and luminous. It is natural for it to reach the state

oi happiness and discriminative knowledge. It, however, does not reach that state

somehow by reason of being checked in its operations by vice (edharma) or by inertia

(tamaa). That check is removed by virtue or by the practice of the accessories, of

Yoga* Its operations thus become unhampered; it reaches that state* being its natural
producer. As will be said:

—

( There is no operative cause to set the Prakfitis into

action ; but it pierces through the impedimenta like the husbandman* iv. 3* It m
thus, that tha practice of. the accessories of Yoga is said to operate aa the cause of the
aJttoinment of discriminative knowledge. With reference, haweverr to another effect

Wq* down, it is, described as the cause of separation, Thus, he says The pause of

a^garation. is as,, &0>
9

JJow he desoribes the oause of differentiation :
—

' The cause of differentiation is as

the goldsmith of the gold. ' Gold is both different and not different from wristlets, ear-

ring*.a#d armlets. It is, different when it. is necessary to, point out the difference ; not
different when it is not desired to point out the difference. Thus it is different from
the ear-rings. The goldsmith, howeverf who makes wristlets, makes them from gold
which is not other than the; gold of the ear-tiugK He*, therefore, becomes the cause of

introduoting another differential altogether into the otherwise quite identical gokL
Heie^ therefore, the cause o# differentiatie*.

•

Similarly is fire the cause of the differentiation of things that are eooked. It 6l
hoffiftw,, described abeoe aa the oausei of modificajliork What is intended to bm said
there is that the diffej;enm between cooked a»d *aw riee^as the ehacaeterisljiWi of the
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same qualified thing, is not intended to be oonveyed ; and therefore even though the

two characteristics are born and disappear respectively, the thing qualified remains the

same in both conditions. It is not possible to say that the thing qualified has beoome

quite another thing. It is for these considerations that fire is only spoken of as the

Cause of modification. Thore is no overlapping.

The meaning is not to be understood to be that different arrangement is the

cause of differentiation, because in that case the goldsmith in the text will be quite

Out of place.

Having in the beginning described the cause of differentiation in the outside

world, now he describes the operation of the same with reference to the mind :

—

Similarly as in the case of a single notion about one woman, <fe*c Nescience consists

in the cognition of lovability, <fec, in a damsel. When this nescience is ooupled with

forgetfulness (moha) one becomes stupid, that is full of stupid imaginings. 'Maitra is

a very fortunate man to possess such a jewel of a wife. I am unfortunate not to

possess her. In the same way the notion of the same woman in the mind of a co-wife

causes aversion and consequent pain. Similarly, the notion of the same woman in

the mind of the husband Maitra causes attachment and consequent pleasure. The
knowledge of the realities thereof consists in the recognition of tho fact that the body

of the woman is after all nothing but skin, muscle, fat, bone and mucus ; and that it is

naturally impure on account of the place t>f its fecundation and the seed which

grows into it. This knowledge in the mind of the wise becomes the cause of the idea

that it is neither pleasurable nor painful ; and thus it becomes tho cause of desireless-

tiess.

The cause of upholding :—Tho body is the upholder of the power of sensation

and action. These powers again are the upholders of the body. The five forces of

Pr&na, <fec, are the manifestations of the common energy of these powers. The body
dies in their absence. Similarly, muscle and the other portions of the body support

each other in life. Similarly, are tho elements of Pi ithvi, <fec, the supporters of the

bodies of men, of Varuna, Sun, V&yu and those that live in the Chandraloka

The elements further support each other in life. The Prithvi having the five quali-

ties of odour, taste, colour, touch and sound, all the five elements are present therein

supporting and supported by each other ; as also four in the Apas, three in the Tejas,

in the Vayu. Tho animals, men and gods also exists supporting each other in life.

But how can they be the supporters of each other, seeing that they are not related to

eaoh other as the container and the contained. For this reason he says:—'They live

for eaoh other, &c > The body of man is sustained by the materials supplied by the

bodies of beasts, bird, deer, snakes and vegetables. Similarly, the bodies of tigers and
others of the same class are supported by the bodies of men, beasts, and deer, Ac.

Similarly, the bodies of beasts and deer, <fec, are supported by vegetables, &c. Simi-

larly, the bodies of gods are supported by the sacrifices of goats, deer, clarified butter

and Purod&sa, <fcc., offered by men as also by means of the accessories of sacrifice,

branches and stones, &c. Similarly, the gods also support men by giving them the

objects of their desires and by causing rain, &c. Therefore do they live for each
other. The rest is easy.—79.

Sutra 29.
*

*TO Yama, restraint, f^nrrr Niyama, observance. *um«i Asana, posture,

JINUWW Pr&n&yama, regulation of breath. JTRTRnr Praby&h&ra, abstraction. WOT
Dh&ranl, concentration, vsrfar Dhy&na, meditation. wrfvr Sam&d hi, trance,

(All these). Asj;au, eight. Miff ifa Ang&ni, the apcessories.
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29. Restraint, Observance, Posture, Regulation of breath

(Pranayama), Abstraction, Concentration, Meditation and Trance

are the eight accessories of Yoga,—80.

VYASA.
The accessories of Yoga are now'determined. "Restraint, &c." We

shall now describe their nature and practice in order.

VlCHASPATI'S GLOSS.

Now the author determines the accessories of Yoga with the objecb of determin-

ing their number more or less. * The accessories of Yoga, (fee.*

'Restraint, tfco.' Practice, dosirelessness, faith, energy, (fee, are by their very
nature to be understood &s falling under these wherever they may properly fall, not aa

independent means.—80.

Sfttra 30.

^Tff^?qT^^^^^f^^T *WT: U ^ It

Tatra, there, ^rf^^rt Ahimsa, Abstinence from injury. *r*1 Satya,

veracity. HHrrlu Asteya, abstinence from theft. ar^T^J Brahmaoharya, conti-

nence. 4UmR'J# Aparigraha, Abstinence from avariciousness, all these, Tfmt

Ymah, are the restraints.

30. Of these the restraints are: Abstinence from injury

(Ahimsa); Veracity; Abstinence from theft; Continence; Absti*

nence from avariciousness.— 81.

*tot toi cRrrf^r *gf?r ^iP^ <r*n ?wt s*P?s??Mt fifaifa*fiwft for-

^srajcf arm qi^wd^fo tot w^fawi^T^ *n *tf% * ^%?rr

VYASA.
Of these, abstinence from injury is the not causing of pain to any

living creature in any way at any time. The restraints and observances that

follow have their origin in it. They are meant to achieve it. They are
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thought with the object of teaching it. They are taken up with the object

of rendering the light of its appearance purer. And so it has been said:—

•

As the Br&hmana goes on undertaking many a vow of restrain! and obser-

vance, he goes on turning away from the sins committed on account of for-

getfulness, and having their origin in injury caused to others (HimsA); and by

so doing he goes on rendering the Ahimsft itself purer and purer.

Veracity consists in word and thought being in accord with facts.

Spieech and mind corresponds to what has been seen, heard and inferred

as such. Speech is uttered for Jbhe purpose of transferring one'e knowledge

to another. It can only be said to have been employed for the good of others

and not for their injury, if it is not deceptive, confused or barren in know-

ledge. If, however, it proves to be injurious to living beings even though
uttered as sueh, it is not truth; it is a sin only. By th'is outward appearance,

this is a facsimile of virtue, and one gets into painful darkness. There-

fore, let every one examine well and then litter truth for the benefit of all

living beings.

Theft is making one's own unlawfully of things belonging to others

Abstinence from thefti consists in the absence of the desire thereof.

Continence is the restraint of the hidden power, the poweT of

generation.

Absence of avariciousness is the non-appropriation of things not
one's own. consequent upon seeing the defects of attachment and of the
injury caused by the collection, preservation and destruction of goods. These
are the restraints.

VACHASPATI'S GLOSS.

Having enumerated the accessaries of Yoga as the restraints and observances,
&a, now he enumerates the restraints by introducing the aphorism : -'Of these abstin-
ence from injury, Ac. 1 The restraints are abstinence from injury, <feo. Now describes
abatinenoe from injury as an accessory of Yoga < Not oausing of pain, Ac, Qualifies
such AhimsA: The restraints and observances that follow; <fcc.'

4 Have their origin in it the other restraints and observances when performed
without observing the vow of causing no pain are, as it were, not performed : because
in that case they are quite useless. The praotioe is resorted to only for the purpose of
achieving Ahirnsft. r

If Ahimsft is the root pf all those that follow, how is it that they are meant for
achieving it? For this reason he says:-«They are taught with the object of teaching
It.' The meaning is that achievement here refers to kupwledge, not to birth,

Let that be. But if the following raatraints and observances are for the purpose
of giving a knowledge of Ahimsfc, then they are of no use ; because that knowledseis
obtained from the other sources. For this reason he says:—' For the purpose of
rendering the light of its appearance purer/ The meaning is that if the following
ones are not practised, AhimsA would remain impure on aooouut of the existence of
untruth, <fco.
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He mention* the concurrence of the Agamlfc ^ith this : - 'And so it has been

said.'

Now he desoribes the nature of truth :
—'Word and thought being in aooord

with faots.
1 Next he describes the nature of the ffcfcts -*What has been heard, seen

and inferred as suoh.'
.

Otherwise it would not be truth. He desoribes this with reasoning. Speech is

uttered with the object of -transferring one's thoughts to another ; that is, for the

purpose of -creating in the other minds a knowledge similar to the knowledge existing

in the mind of the speaker. For this reason, if it is not deceptive, <feo. For example,

Yudhisfchira was questioned by Dronachftrya with reference to the death of his son.

" My dear, your wealth is truth, is Aswatth&m& dead ,r
l His answer was, "It is true

that Aswatth&m& is dead" but he thought at the time of the death of Aswatth&mfl,

the elephant, and not the sou of Drona. This was merely a reply in the terms of the

question. It did not transfer to the mind of Drona what was in the mind of Yudhis*

fchira. The knowledge in Yudhis^hira's mind was that the elephant was dead, and

this he had obtained by the sense of his sight. The knowledge however, that was

transferred to the mind of Drona was that his son was dead. This is deceptive

knowledge.

'Confused speeches' is that which is born from confusion. The confusion may
exist at the time of speaking, or, at the time of 'ascertaining the object of knowledge.

Barren in knowledge is that which carries no information. As for example,

the knowledge of barbarians carries no impression of the objects of knowledge to the

mind. It also means the speech which may be objectless* Suoh speech is not desir-

able to utter. In this case, even though the knowledge of the speaker is transferred

to the mind of the hearer, yet it is not as it were transferred, because it is useleee*

Such speech also must be uttered for the good of others. If not so uttered,
It is only the semblance of truth, not truth. For this reason he says; 4—'It can only
be said to be employed, <fco.'

'
'If, however, it proves injurious to living beings, Ac.' Take, for example, the

case of a man who has taken the vow of truth, being asked by a gang of robbers if

the caravan they be in pursuit of had passed that way. He has seen it passing that
way and says so. This utterance* of his even though technically truth, is not so in

reality, as it tends to the injury of others. The rest is easy.

He now describes theft, because the abstinence from any act depends upon the
understanding of the nature of the aot.

4Theft is the making of things, &o.' The
object is to indicate the general by the particular.

Inasmuch as the functioning of speech and body depends upon the mind, the
mental modification is mentioned here as the prinoipal factor :—'Absence of the desire
thereof/.

Next he desoribes the nature of continenceness :
—'The restraint of the hidden

power: 1 The words " hidden powers, " are used to signify that the mere non-use of
the organ is not continence. The desire of seeing and speaking to women and
embraoing them as the seats o! Cupid is also incontinence. The meaning is that the
other sensations tending towards that are also to be cheoked.

He desoribes the nature of abstinence from avaricious 'Absence of aVaVioiottB-
ness, &o.' Here the defeots of attachment has been; deeoribed. Attachment increases
in consequence of the repetition of enjoyment, as also the deftness of' the powers,
in their functioning.

The defeot of injury aUo ha,s beett described, No enjoyment is possible wifcfcoufc
causing injury to others. . • „•
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Absence of avarioiousness is the not making one's own of objects, inasmuoh as

their possession originates in undesirable means if they are not sanctioned by the

J&stras and are obtainable without effort even ; and because there is evil done even in

the preservation of possessions, that are obtained even in aooordance with the Sastras.

—81.

Sutra 81.

srrfFT J &ti, life-state. %v Desa, space. q?m K&la, time. larcro Samaya,

circumstance. ^Tarf^spsrT:, Anavachchhinn&h, not limited by. isvfvfcui S&rva-

bhaumah, universal. JTSfff^ST Mahftvr.ibim, the greab vow.

31. They are the Great Vow, universal, and not-limited

by life-state, space, time, and circumstance. (Samaya).—82.

fir &r «icn<fR««T * ^$fou * %&s*fa gfowniftfo i &r f*fim<am

fire^yfr it $\ ii

VYASA,

And ihese are ' the greab vow, universal, not-limited by life-state, space,

time and circumstance. ' „

Of these, abstinence from injury is fimited to life-state, as for example,

the injury inflicted by a fisherman is limited to' fish alone, and to none else.

The same is limited to space, as for example, in the case of a man who says to

himself, "I shall not injure ab a sacred place. " The same is limited to time,

as for example, in the case of a man who says to himself, " I shall nob cause

injury on the sacrod day of the Chaburdasi, (the fourteenth) of the lunar fort-

night."

The same in the case of a man who has given up the three injuries,

is limited by circumstance, as for example, when a man soys to himself, "I
shall cause injury only for the sake of gods and Br&hmans and nob in any
other way." Or, ds for example, injury is caused by soldiers in battle alone

and nowhere else. The restraints of Ahims& and the others always practised

without being limited by life-state, time, space and circumstance. Universal

is that which pervades all conditions of life, everywhere, always ; and is no*

where out of place. They are called the Great Vow.
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VACHASPATrS GLOSS.

They have been desoribed in general. Now he introduces the aphorism in order
to describe how they are to be observed by the Yogis. 'And these, Ac' They are
oalled Universal, because they are known in all states, described as life-state. <feo.' Inas-
much as it is said that the restraint of Ahims& and the others are to be practised, the
same limitations are to be considered as applicable in the case of other restraints

also.—82.

Sfttra 32.

S^TOl^'WI^TOfa^Tfa ftTOT: \\ \? H

*fte, Saucha, cleanliness SFrfta Santosa, contentment^ <to Tapah, puri-

ficatory action Svadhy&ya, study. i^eKMRlvn^nf^, Isvara-pranidbAnani,

the making of God, the motive of all action. fif^mT: Niynm&t, the obser-

vances.

32. The observances are Cleanliness, Contentment, Purifica-

tory action, study and the making of the Lord the motive of all

action.—83.

VYASA,
Cleanliness, Contentment, Purificatory Action, Study and the making of

lsvara the motive of all actions, are the observances.

Of these, Cleanliness is external when brought about by earths and water,

&c, and consists in the eating of pure things, &c. It is internal when it con-

sists in the washing away of impurities of the mind.

Contentment is the absence of desire to secure more of the necessaries of

life frhan one already possesses.

Purificatory action consists in the endurance of the pairs of opposites.

Th# pairs of opposites are such as the desire to eat and the desire to drink ;

heat and cold
;
standing and sitting ; the absence of speech (K&s^ha Mauna)

and the absence of facial indications (Ak&ra Mauna). It also includes such

vows as the fasts of Ch&ndr&yana and Santapana, &c , so far as necessary.

Study is the reading of the sciences of liberation (Moksa), or the repeti-

tion of the Pranava, ^the syllable Aum,

The making of lsvara the motive of all actions, means the doing of all

actions to fulfil the purpose of that Great Teacher, It is with reference 10
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this state that the following has been said 5- Lying down on a bed or

seated or wandering along a road, ever given to Yoga, with the network of the

sins to be restrained, re moved* conscious of the destruction of the seed of repeat-

ed births^ he shares the joys of immortality.

"

Then is the understanding of &he individual self and tbo absence of obs-

tacles.

ViCHASPATI'S GLOSS.

He describes the observances of Cleanliness, <feo.

"Cleanliness, Contentment, Purificatory Action, Study and the making of God
the motive of all actions are the observances " He explains these :—"Cleanliness
is, &o." The first 'et cetera' means such things as cowdung piaster and other similar

things. Pure things are such as the urine of the cow* and barley, <fec, which purify
the body by removing impurities. The word 'et cetera* in connection with the eating
of purifying things means the limitation of mouthfuls in size and number, <fcc.' Instead
of speaking of the purity oaused by eating, &c, of purifying things, the words used
here are only eating, &o., things. It is to be understood that the effect is meant by
the mention of the cause.

Mental impurities are pride,, jealousy, vanity, <fcq. Mental purity oonsists in

their removal.

Contentment is the absence of desire to possess more than is necessary for the
preservation of life* It should be added that this is because the appropriation of things
not one's own has already been given up.

The absenoe of faoial indications which let into the secret of one's mind, is the
opntrol of one's self, so as not to transfer the thought at random. Absenqe of speech
is. the ordinary holding of the tongue.

The sins to be restrained are the causing of injury to others, lying, &c, which
will be described later. They also include doubt and Untrue cognition. Next ip des-
cribed the sequence, on becoming purified by this much.

Further these restraints and observances are described in the Visnu Pur&na
(VI. 7 36 37) :—" Let the Yogi practise continence, harmlessness, truthfulness, absti-

*nd non-covetousness without desire of fruit; and let him make his mind gradually fit

nenoe from theft for progress. He should also apply himself to study, cleanliness,

and purifioatory actions and contentment ; and let his mind rest upon the Parabrahma.
These are the restraints and observances five each. When practised with desire they
secure special fruit. To those who have no desire for fruit, they secure libera-
tion. "—83.

Sutra 33.

fiRT5fore% Sfa^mSR^F II ^ II

fanw Vi tarka,
(
of the thoughts of sin. Badhane, on the troubling o£

nftmi.Prabip&ksA, to the contrary. WPTJJ Bhavanatn, habituation.

391 Upon, thought* of sin troubling* habituation to the con-

trary,—84

fadqj «i i*K«itftm ff^g»rw>rfwrgairft wife %&iw*tm qeftfftwnfr

twmwfl qfewnfa qfcrgs*m mvfk nfamuli ft i qsgamf mr-
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WWd*1* * ^tflfd m^r^i *t«tt 5pn sn^rareteft <wt c^ppt <^hk<k

VYASA.

When during the practice of the restraints and observances sinful

thoughts give trouble, the mind is to be habituated to the contrary ideas.

When thoughts of the sins of causing injury to others and other sins appear

in the mind of this devotee of wisdom, such as, 'I shall kill the evil-doer/

rI shall tell lies/ 'I shall appropriate this man's wealth/ 'I shall spoil this

man's wife/ 'Why should I not possess the things which this man possesses/

when he ia touched by the high fever of these sins, which tend to push him

along the wrong path, he should habituate himself to think upon the contraries

of such sins. He should entertain such ideas as these:—Being burnt up as I am
in the fires of the world, I have taken refuge in the practice of Yoga, giving as

it does protection to all living beings. Were I to take up the sins, having once

given them up, I should certainly bo a dog in my conduct. As the dog licks up

his own vomit, so should I be acting, if 1 were to take up agaiu what 1 have

once given up/ This should be applied to other aphorisms also.

VACHASPATPS GLOSS.

There are many obstaoles in the way to good things Thus obstruction being
possible, the aphorism teaching the remedy thereof is introduced :—When these res-

traints and observances, &o/ The aphorism is, 'Upon thoughts of sin troubling, habi*
tuation to the contrary/ In the Commentary explaining the sins there is nothing diffi-

cult to understand.—84.

S&tra 34.

forest: Vitork&h, the thoughts of sin (are), ffm^l Himsadayah, the causing

of injury to others and rest. |S?t Kyita, done. *|R« K&rita, caused to be done.

*gyftf%WTt Anumodit&h, and permitted to be done, sfh? Lobha, desire, nifar

Krodha, anger. *fif Moha, ignorance. 5**iT P&rvak&h, preceded by. ijj Mridu,

slight. ITOT Madhya, middling. *jrfvrmir: Adhimatr&h, and intense. Jjflsr Duhikha,

pain. Ajft&na, unwisdom. HW*rt Ananta, infinite. Phala, result, fruit.

yU!U8Ml«WlMWl t Resulting in an infinity of pain and unwisdom. fffcr Iti, thus,

flftraw Pratipakfa, to the contrary. Bh&vanam, thinking.

34. The sins are the causing of injury to others and the

rest. They are done, caused to be done and permitted to be done;
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they are preceded by desire, anger and ignorance
;
they are slight,

middling and intense ; their result is an infinity of pain and unwis-

dom ; thus comes the habit-of-thinking to the contrary.—85.

fore? fjfoT5*T; *Whl ftdl^ R<llfft^M*l )^^far ^gJT«TTfvrm*T

*nrfa ii ?a ii

vyAsa.

Of these the causing of injury to others—It is of three descriptions

that which is done, that which is caused to be done and that which is per-
mitted to be done. Each agaiu is three-fold Prompted by desire of gain,
as in the case of one who desires to obtain flesh and skin

; prompted by anger
aa in the case of a man who has received some injury ; done through ignorance
of the real nature of an act, under the impression thac the act proposed is a
Virtue.

'Desire,-anger and ignorance are again three-fold, slight, middling ttod
intense. Thus there are twenty-seven modifications of injury Caused to
others.

Mild, middling and intense are again three-fold each; Mild-mild Mid-
dling-mild, and Mild-intense. Also Middling-mild, Middliug-middling; and
Middhng-in tense. Also Intense-mild, Intense-middling, and Intense-intense
Thus injury is of eighty-one descriptions.

s
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This again becomes infinite on account of rule (niyama), option (vikalpa),

and conjunction (samuchchaya). Similarly should this be applied to untrofch^

fulness, &c.

The contrary tendency consists in the notion that thess immoral ten-

dencies cause an infinity of pain and untrue cognition. This means that

pain and unwisdom are the unending fruits of these immoralities, and that) in

this idea lies the power which causes the habit of the contrary trend of

thought.

Further more the injurer first overpowers the strength of the victim;

then gives him pain by blows from weapons; then takes his life even.

Now as a consequence of overpowering strength, his intelligent and non-

intelligent means of enjoyment lose the power of causing enjoyment. By

causing pain he suffers pain among animals, earth-bound disembodied spirits,

&c, and in hell. By taking life he lives every moment in a state of waning

life. Be is so much troubled that he prefers and longs for death ; and yet,

inasmuch as the effects of pain must run their course, he somehow lives on.

And if somehow these acts of injury be mixed up with virtue, he is full of

enjoyment but short-lived.

These observations may also be applied to untruthfulness, &c, as far as

may be. Thus making himself familiar with undesirable consequences of

these sins, he no longer allows his mind to rest over evil acts. The habitua-

tion to the contrary tendencies becomes the cause ,of removing the sins.

When these become characterised by non-productivity, then power caused by

them becomes, to the Yogi, the indication of his success.

VACHASPATI'S GLOSS.

These sins having different natures, modes, characteristios and fruits, and each of
these being an object of habituation to the oontrary tendenoy, he now desoribes then)

by the aphorism, with the object of describing the nature of the contrary tendenoy :

—

'The sins are the oausing of injury to others, (fee* Explains:—'Now as the injury,

<fco.' Rule (niyama) and untrue cognition and their combinations co-exist with the
sins of injury, <fec, on account of the infinity of differentiation among living beings.

Then, vioe oausing the intensification of inertia, arises unwisdom also, which is noth-

ing more than the four classes of untrue cognition. For this reason they fruotify as

unwisdom also. Thus the thought of their fruition as an immensity of pain and unwis-

dom is also an habituation to the contrary tendenoy. The author renders the same
oontrary tendenoy dearer. 'First overpowers the strength, i.e., his activity, the free

motions of the bo4y of the victim, that* is the aniinal, <feo., tp be killepy By binding
to the saorifioial pillar the animal loses the light of his life. The rest is very plain.

The restraints and observances have been described. The removal of their ten-

dencies by means of the habituation to the contrary tendency has also been described.

There being thus no obstacles left, now he describes the indications of the success of
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these praotioes. By knowing these the Yogi having attained what he has undertaken,

tujrti) towards the work which is yet to be done. For this reason he says 1 When
these become characterized, <fec.

'—85,

Sutr* 35.

irfSfcrr Ahimsft, the habib of - nob causing injury. ufHMl^l^ Pratisfh&y&m,

on the confirmation of. pt^ Tab, his. ^rforvft Sannidhau, in presence. Itwft*

Vairaty&galj giving up of hostilibios (?*Tm) (kt).

35. (The habit of) not-ckusing-injury being confirmed,

hostilities are given-up in his presence.—86.

VYASA.
As for example all living beings give up their hostilities in his pre-

sence.

VACHASPATPS GLOSS.

The horse and buffalo, the rat and cat, the snake and mongoose, and others being
natural enemies of eaoh other, give up their animosities, by following the tendencies
of the mind of the revered one, whose habit of not causing injury is confirmed 86.

Sutra 36.

*W Satya,^ of veracity, wlrl^wiy Prabisjh&y&m, in the confirmation of.

fifcqrf Kriyd, of action, xm Phala, of fruition. qrcrcrrer% Asrayatvam, the

dependence of.

36. Veracity being confirmed, action and fruition become
dependents.— 87.

VYASA.
'Be virtuous/ This being said the object of the benediction becomes

virtuous. 'Go to heaven/ he attains the heavenly state. His speech becomes
effective.

VACHASPATPS GLOSS.
Action signifies virtue and vice which are the results thereof and their fruition

consists in heaven and hell. They become dependents upon him : they come to live in
him. They oome-into existence by the speech of the master. He illustrates the
dependence of action :— ' Be virtuous.' Illustrates the dependence of fruition :— ' Go to
heaven.

9 " Effective " means " uncheoked. "—87.

Sutra 37.

Asteya, of nob stealing, afror*^ Pratisfrh&y&m, in the confirmation
of. W Sarva, of all. <w Ratna, jewels/ WS*V*% Upasth&nara, the approach-
ing, himpf,
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37. (The habit of not-stealing being confirmed, all, jewels,

approach him.— 88.

vyAsa.
Jewels approach him fiiom all quarters.

VACHASPATI'S GLOSS.
This is easy.—88.

Sutra 38.

mjf^ror Brahmacharya, of Brahmacharya ; continence. affnOTniJ PratisJhA-

y&m, in the confirmation. ?fhr Virya, vigour, mm L&bhah, gaining; obtaining.

38. Continence "being confirmed, vigour is obtained.—89.

VYASA.
By whose attainment, the Yogi perfects his attainments unchecked, and

having attained the power becomes capable of imparting knowledge to

learners.

VACHASPATI'S GLOSS.

t
Vigour is power by attaining which, being unchecked, i.e., without giving way

to obstacles, the Yogi perfects, that is, lays by the store of AT)im&, <fcc.

Having attained the power :—When he is possessed of the eight attainments

known as Tara, <fcc, and having other names as Uha, <fco.

Learners are the disciples of the Yogi. Knowledge means the Yoga which is an
accessory of the Yoga. He becomes capable of teaching Yoga.—89.

Sutra 39.

vrafrog Aparigraha, of non-covetousness. st?f Stbairye, in the confirmation.

^WT-WrFn Janma-kathamtd, of the how of births, wfctt Sambodhah, the

knowledge.

39. Non-covetousness being confirmed, the knowledge of-
1

tbe-how of births.—90.

vptmi 11 ?a ii

VYASA.
Non-covetousness being confirmed, the knowledge of the how-of-births

comes to him. Who was I? How was I? What is this? How „„ia..

What shall we be? Or, How shall we be? In this shape cornea 'to bunW
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desire of knowing the nature of his own existence in the past, the present

and the future.

These are attainments due to the copfirmation of the restraints. We
shall now speak of those that are caused by observances.

VACHASPATTS GLOSS.

Non-oovetousness being confirmed, the knowledge of the 'how-of-births/ Birth

means coming into relationship with the physical body and the powers of sensation,

&o., together. The how-of-birth means its modality. Its knowledge means its direot

consciousness. It means the perfect knowledge of the past, the present and of all that

is beyond ken, together with their modes.

Questions about the past :
—'Who was IT Question about the different modes

of the birth and preservation of the same :
—

• How was 1
1

' Wishes to know the nature

of the present birth:—'What is this?* Is the physical body the mere collection of

the physioal elements or something different therefrom] Here too the words 'How is

this? ' are to be understood. In some books they actually appear.

Questions about the future:—'What shall we beV Here too the how must be

understood. Thus oomes to him the desire to know of his own exisfcenoe, t.a., the

ooming into relationship with the body, <feo , in the past, the present and the f uture.

From the desire oonces the knowledge, the rule being that one does whatever he

desires.—90.

Sutra 40.

%T^rr^ Sauch&t, by cleanliness. *ZTf[ Sva-anga, to one's own body. ifipm

JugupsA, disinclination, uti Paraih, with others. WQWni Asamsargah, cessa*

tion of contact.

40. By cleanliness, disinclination to-one's-body, and cessa*

tion-of-contact with-otbers.—91.

a*rcr 11 «o 11

VYASA.
One begins to clean himself, being disgusted with the dirt of his body.

Then he sees the defects of the body. He loses his attachment to the body,

and becomes restrained in himself. Furthermore, he ceases to come into oon-

tact with other**. He sees the nature of the body. He wishes to give up his

own body, seeing that it is never pure, even though it is being constantly

washed by water, &c. How should he come into contact with the body of

ofchofs which are all the more impure ?

VACHASPATPS GLOSS.

This shows the external cleanliness to be the indicator of attainments.—91.

Stitra 41.
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m9 Sattva, of the essence. Suddhau, on the purification. tfliWMI

Saumanasya, high-mindedness. v*l»JU Ekagrayn, one-pointedness. ffegtr Indriya,

of the senses. vfRT Jaya, control. W*T Atma, of the self. s^TH Darsana, the

knowledge, iffaiwr Yogyatva, fitness for all these. W Cha, and.

41. And upon-the-essence becoming-pure, come highminded-

ness, one-pointedness, -control of the senses and fitness for the

knowledge of the self.—92.

far* \ SR*^ ^H^F^^^TcR^^nTc^ ^ I W5#f-

vyAsa.

Further, high-mindedness, control of the senses and fitness for self-know-

ledge come upon the essence becoming pure. Jty cleanliness comes the purity

of the essence. Thence high-mindedness, thence one-pointedness, thence con-

trol of the senses and thence fitness for self-knowledge, of the essence of the

mind. This it is that comes to the Yog! by cleanliness being confirmed.

vACHASPATPS GLOSS.

Now he describes the attainments indicated by internal cleanliness :—further,

&o.' By washing of the impurities of the mind the essence of the mind shows itself

in its purity. By the removal of dirt comes high-mindedness which is an indefr of

purity. That which is pure becomes one-pointed. The mind having been thus con-

trolled, the senses too are controlled, being dependent as they are upon the mind.

Thence the essenoeof the mind beoomes fit for self-knowledge.—92.

Sfttfa A2.

frtfftrt^ SantoS&d, by contentment. HQjmii Anutbamah, excellent, extreme.

Stfkha, of happiness, frw: LAbhafa, acquisition.

42. By contentment the acquisition of extreme happiness.-***^.

vyAsa.

And so ib has been sajd:—'Whatever of "pleasure is there in the world

of desires, and whatever of larger happiness is there itrChe'wdrlfl'tif heaven,

they do nob come to sixteenth part of bhe joy due to the suppression of

desires.' (Mah&bh&raia, S&ntiparva, 174, 46).

t&treme meatis that that which there is nothing * higher in existttioe. As was
said by Yay&ti to Furu when he was begging his youth from him ;—'The wise irifcn
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who gives up desire so difficult to give up by the ignorant and never beooming old

with age is full of bliss ' (Visnu P. IV. 10. 12.) Shows this by 'whatever is there.' &o. f

Sutra 43.

K&ya, of the physical body. <Ps<J Indriya, of the senses, firfj: Sidd-

hifc, the attainment;. Ujfg Asuddhi, of impurity. W^TTfJ Ksay&t, owing to the

removal. PHW Tapasah, through purificatory actions.

43. By-purificatory-actions, the removal of impurity and the

attainments of the physical-body and the senses.—94.

VYASA.
Purificatory actions, as they are being done, destroy the dirt of the veil

of impurity. By the destruction of the dirt of this veil, come the attainments

of the physical body. Anim& and others. So also the attainments of the

senses, clairaudience aud thought-reading from a distance, &c.

VACHASPATI'S GLOSS.

Mentions the indications of the attainment of the Purificatory action. By Puri-

ficatory action, <fcc, The veil which is described as impurity consists of vice, <feo., due
to inertia. Anima and others, such as Mahimft, Laghimfi, and Prapti. It is all

easy,—94.

86 tra 44.

CTTWT^H Sv&dhyayat, by study, to ^qfrTT Isfca-devat&, with the desired

deity. HJPTfrtt Samprayogah, communion.

44. By-study comes communion with the desired deity.—95.

VYASA.

The gods, the Bisis and the Siddhas become visible to him who is given

to study, and they do take part in his work.

VACHASPATI'S GLOSS.

Mentions the attainments indicated by the perfeotion of study;—'By study

Qommumon mth the desired deity,' This is easy.—95.

' Sdtra 45.

Wlftr Sam&dhi, of trance. ^ ftQp Siddhih, the attainment. ftt-wfifcT&TlJ

Kvara-prajudh&n&t, by making Isvara the motive of all actions.
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,

•

45. The attainment of trance by making Isvara the-motive-

of-all-actions.—96.

VYASA.

The faculty of trance (sain&dhi) becomes perfect in him who dedicates

all his powers to Isvara. By this he knows all that he desires to know, just

as it is in reality, in another place, in another body or at another time. Then

his intellect knows everything as it is.

VACHASPATI'S GLOSS.

'The attainment of trance by loaking Isvara the motive of all aotions. ' It

should not be said that inasmuch as the Cognitive trance is attained by making Isvara
the motive of all actions, the remaining seven accessories are useless. These accessori-
es are useful^in the attainment of that mental mood which devotes all action to the
purposes of Isvara, by known and unknown subsidiary methods. They are also useful
in the attainment of the Cognitive trance, by a separate combination of accessories.
Thus the same curds serve the purpose of a man and are useful for the purpose of a
sacrifice.

In this case the accessories of concentration, meditation and trance would not be
the internal accessories of the Cognitive trance. The Cognitive trance would thus
become a oause equal in degree with them. Its directness (inter nality) is perceived by
^the other accessories not being directly^turned towards it. The observance of making
Isvara the motive of all action has Isvara only for its direct object. Its direot object

is not the object of Cognitive tranoe. Therefore this is an external, indireot means.
Thus all is plain.

The word Prajan&ti«* knows,' shows the radioal meaning of prajna, intellect.

—96.

Sutra 46.

ft^pWT^ II %\ H

few Sthira, steady, Sukliara, easy. Asanam, posture.

46. Posture is steadily easy.—97.

swt qwratf gfarcr*t ^^ra*f *rtaiwf nrt^fa<rapf

vyAsa.

The restraints and observances have been described- with attainments.

We shall now describe the po3ture, &c. Of these, posture is steadily easy.

Thus, for example, the Padm&sana, the Vir&sana, the Bhadr&sana, the Svastika

the Dand&sana, the Sopasraya, the Paryanka, the Krauflchnis&dana, the Has-

tinis&dana, the Usfcranis&dana, the Samasamsth&na, the Sthirasukha, the

Yath&sukha and such otohera
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VACHASPATI'S GLOSS.

Introduces the next aphorism:—'The restraints and observances, <fco.
1 Of these,

posture is steadily easy. ' Steadiness means absence of motion. The same must be
easy. It must not cause trouble. Suoh should be the posture. This is the meaning
of the aphorism. Posture is the way in whioh one sits. He mentions different

postures:—As for example:—The Padm&sana is well-known. The Virasana is that in

which a sitting man has one foot in contact with the ground, and pieces the other

over the partially inclined other knee.

The Bhadr&sina is thSt in whioh the sitting man plaoes the soles of both feet

joined together below the testioles, and places both hands with the fingers interlaced

over that region.

The Svastika is that in whioh the left foot is placed, a little downward inclined

between the right thigh and shank, and the right foot is placed in a similar position

between the left thigh and shank.

The Dand&sana is praotised by sitting with thighs, shanks and feet stretohed

straight along the ground with the ankles joined together, but the toes kept apart.

The Paryanka is that in whioh the knees are extended and the arms are used to

lie upon.

The Sopa'raya is that in whioh the tiger's skin or the deer skin or some oloth* is

used to sit upon.

The Krauftohanis idana and others of the same class are to be imitated from the

sitting postures of the Krauftcha, the elephant, the oamel.

The Samasa'psthtina is that in whioh the feet are so placed that the heels and
foreparts of both are joined together with the feet a little bent.

Tho Stliira<mkha h whatever posture may secure steadiness and oase. This is

approve J by the writer of the aphorisms. It is also described as Yath&sukha. This

means any position that may seoure ease.—97.

Sfttra 47.

OTcT Prayabna, of effort. trf*rc*T Saithilya, by slackening. ^OR^rT Ananba,

as in th-3 infinite ^rmtrfrnan^r Sam&pattibhy&m, and by thought transforma-

tion.

47. By-slackening of effort and by thought-trans forma-

tion as infinite.—98.

VYASA.

Tne sentence is completed by adding the word, 'is secured/ Posture

becoin js perfect when effort to that end ceases so that there may be no more

m >vement of the body. Or, when the mind is transformed into the infinite,

that is, imkoi t'io idea of infinity its own, ic brings about the perfection of

posture,

VACHASPATI'S GLOSS.
Having described the nature of posture, he describes the means thereof :

—

1 By
slackening of effort and by thought-transforming as infinite. ' The effort whioh is

directed towards the accomplishment of a certain posture helps to keep the body in a
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particular position. It is not the oauae of the posture which as an accessory of Yoga
is meant to be taught here. If that were its cause, the teaching would be useless,

inasmuch as in that case the posture would be achieved by its own operation. There-

fore this natural effort of the body does not bring about the posture that is meant to

be taught. It is in fact its antagonistic. Further this natural effort being the an-

tecedent of the posture that may at any time be desired, does away with the very

object of posture, Therefore, he who practices posture as an observance taught here,

should employ an effort which consists in suppressing the natural efforts of the body.

Otherwise the posture taught here will not be accomplished. It is for this reason that

the slackening of the natural efforts of the body is said to be the means of accomplish-

ing posture.

Or, the mind transformed into the idea of the infinite, the Great Serpent, who
upholds the sphere of the earth by means of his very steady thousand heads, brings

about steadiness.—98.

Sutra 48.

j^jRw^m: ii ii

fm: Talah, then, g'g Dvamdva, from the pairs of opposite. MMfowtf* An-

abhigh&tnh, cessation of disturbance.

48. Thence cessition-of-disturbanee from the-pairs-of-oppo*

sites.— 99.

VYASA
When po.bute has been mastered he is nob disturbed by the pairs of

opposite^ such an heat and cold.

VACHASPATPS GLOSS.

Mentions the indications of the achievement of posture.

"Thence the cessation of disturbance from the pairs of opposites. "

The Comentary has been explained by what has already been said.—99.

Sutra 49.

rTrwcSRT ^rrtootsAtfrawiy xrr<wrm: u 11

dfijfH^ Tasmin, in that (the posture). *rf?r Sati, being, tots Sv&sa, of the

inspiratory breath. jrtarrswt: Prasv&sayoh, of the expiratory breath, nfff Qati,

of the movements. f*«^?: Vichchhedah, stoppage JTTOTFTW Pr&nay&rnah,

Regulation of breath.

49. Regulation-of-breath (Pran&yAma) is the stoppage of the

inspiratory and expiratory movements (of breath) which follows,

when that has-been-secured. —100.

VYASA.
When posture has been achieved the cessation of the movements of both

Inspiration, the drinking in of external air, and expiration, the throwing out

of the internal air, is the regulation af breath (Prfi^fty&ma).
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VACHASPATPS GLOSS.

Posture also has been desoribed in the Vnnu Pur4na(VI. 7. 89. :
—'Having thus

practised the Bhadr&sana, <ko , and being full of their qualities, (fee.
} After posture

desoribes the Pr&nay&ma, at the same time showing that posture must precede it:—
"Pr&n&yama is the cessation of the inspiratory and expiratory movements of breath
whioh follows when that has been seoured. ' The cessation of the movements of expira-
tion and inspiration exists in the Reohaka, Kumbhaka and Puraka branches of the
regulation of breath. This, therefore, is a description of the ordinary PrAnayama. This
means that where in the Puraka the external air having been expelled is retained inside,

the cessation of the movements of inspiration and expiration takes place. Similarly,
where in the Reohaka, the external air having been expelled is restrained outside, the
cessation of the movements of inspiration and expiration takes place. Similary, in
the Kumbhaka too This is what the commentary says :—'When posture has been,

100.

Sutra 50.

^%SFT: II it* M

WW Bahya, external. wi*-q*H< Abhyantara, internal. ?<TOT Stambha, total

restraint ^fn: Vrittih, manifestation, t^r De.sa, place. tRm Kala, time, w&n
Sankhyfl,, number, by these three. tt%g: Paridristnh, regulated. Dlrgha,

long. h*jt: Suksmah, and subtle.

50. Manifestation as oxternal, .internal and total restraint

is regulated by place, time and number ; and thus it becomes long-

induration and subtle.—101.

mq?i?c am 5*ftgVq^T??iwrsr %fa i rote***^ nfiggr fkwt

II ¥o ||

VYASA.

And that manifests as external, internal and total restraints, is regulated
by time, place and number; is of long duration and subtle. The cessation of
the motion of breath which precedes expiration is external. The cessatio
the motion of breath which precedes inspiration is internal. The third

•

feats total restraint where cessation of both these motions takes plaC9
single effort. As water thrown on a heated stone shrivels up from all 8id

&
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so do both cease simultaneously. All these three are regulated by place. So

much of space occupied by it. Also are they regulated by time. The mean-

ing is that they are measured by ascertaining the seconds of their duration.

They are also regulated by number. The first cessation is for so many, the

second for so many, and similarly the third. Similarly it is thus mild, thus

middling and thus intense. Thus it is regulated by number. This verily thus

practised becomes long induration and subtle.

VACHASPATI'S GLOSS.

He introduces the aphorism by describing the three descriptions of Prana*
y&ma:—'And that manifests as external, internal and total restraint; is regulated by
time, plaoe and number ; is of loDg duration and subtle. ' The word Vritti ' manifesta-

tion ' is related to all the three. He describes the Eechaka:—'That which precedes

expiration. ' Describes the Puraka :

—

4 That whioh precedes inspiration. ' Describes the
Kumbhaka:— 'The third, &c. ' Renders the same plainer:—'Where the cessation

of both inspiration and expiration takes place simultaneously by a single effort of

restraint9
not that it stands in need of restraining effort which is the culmination ofs

the effort of inspiration, nor that it stands in need of the restraining effort which i

the culmination of the effort of inspiration, nor that JA, stands in need of the restrain-

ing effort which culminates in the efforts of expiration. On the other hand, as water
thrown on a heated stone shrivels upon all sides as it is being dried up, so also the air

running in or out ceases its aotion by a strong effort of restraint, and stays in the body
reduced to a state of greater than ordinary tenuity. It does not fill in and is not, there-

fore, Puraka. Nor does it go out and is not, therefore, Rechaka.

In the external the limit of space is measured in a plaoe free from wind by the
effeot upon straw or a piece of cotton wool, by a yard or foot-rule or by the hand.
Similarly, in the internal it is measured by the sensation of touch at the soles of feet

or at the forehead, slight like the touch of an ant.

A 1 second ' (ksana) is the fourth part of the period of time taken by the aot of

shutting the eyes. It is measured by ascertaining the seconds of duration.

A ' matra 1 (measure) is the time whioh is taken up by thrice turning up one's

hand over one's knee and then snapping the fingers once.

Measured by thirty-six suoh matra s is the first attempt (udghata) which is

mild. Twice thatris the second, which is middling. Thrice that is the third whioh
is intense. This is the Pr&n&y&ma as measured by number. It is described".—Thus is

it measured by number, &c.

The time taken by the inspiration and expiration of a healthy man is the same
as that which is measured by snapping the fingers, as described, after turning the
hand thrice over the knee.

The first attempt when carried to its completion is said to be oonquered or
mastered. The time is intended to be described by so many inspirations and expira-
tions. They are praotioally the same.

This Pr&n&y&ma becomes of long duration when it takes up greater spaoe and
time, being daily praotised and being inoreased in succession of a fortnignt, a day, <feo.

It is subtle, because it is known by very subtle trance (sam&dhi) not because it be-
comes weak.—101.

Sfttra 51.

^T^^wfN^ II « II

fTHH B&hya, the external. HHPWTC Abhyantara, the internal, firw Viaaya>

region, sphere. VTWtft Aksepi, passing over* going beyond, ngin Chaturthafc,

the fourth.
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51. The fourth is that which follows when the spheres

of the external and internal have-been-passed. —102.

*nsn*^<f^^T$ftft srgsf: i ^wrr^rerj^nfirafsrflrwrnrftirs snf%H:

f% ii « ii

VYASA.
The sphere of the external, having been mastered by the measurements

of time, space and number, is left behind. Similarly is the sphere of the

internal thus measured, left behind. In the case of both, it becomes long

and subtle. The cessation of the movements of both in sequence of the

attainment of that state, by gradual mastery over the different states, is the

fourth. In the third the sphere is not considered; the cessation of motion

takes place with one single effort, and is then measured by space, time and

number ; and thus becomes long and subtle. In the fourth, however, the

spheres of inspiration and expiration are ascertained, the different states are

mastered by and by, and it follows the perfection of both. Thus comes about

the cessation of the movements of both. This is the fourth Pranaydma and

is thus distinguished.

VACHASPATPS GLOSS.

Thus three descriptions of Pranayama have been described Now he describes

the fourth:
—'The fourth is that, <fco/ Explains:—'The sphere of the external, &o.

}

'Left behind':—dethroned from its position, which has been mastered by
praotioe. That also is protracted and subtle.

'In sequence of':—The external and internal Pranfiyfimas preceded by a

calculation of time, space and number. And this fourth one is not, brought about
all at once, by a single effort like the third one.

On the other hand it reaches different states of perfection, as it is being
praotised : and as one state has been mastered it goes on to the higher stage in succes-

sion, and it is thus acquired. This is said:
—'By gradual mastery over the different

states.
9

The question is that the cessation of the motion of both the Pranay&mas takes

plaoe in the third Pranayama also, whieh is described as the total restraint; what
then is the distinction between the third and the fourth. For this reason he says

:

—
' In the third, <fco. ' The third is brought about by a single effort and^ is not

preceded by the thought of measurements. The fourth, however, is preceded by the
knowledge of the*measurements, and is brought about by much effort. This is the
difference. The meaning is that the spheres of the Puraka and the Kechaka are not
considered, but this is measured by time, space and number.—102*

Sfttra 52.

HIT: Tafcah, then, wruft Ksiyafce, is destroyed* jwrto Prak&sa, of light*

tRTOTOQ Avarayam, the cover.
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62. Thence the cover of light is destroyed—103.

rfsfTCT ^fH'-HStfM^fa II <R II

VYASA.
The karma of the Yogi which covers up the discriminative knowledge is

destroyed as he practices the Pr&n&y&ma. This is what they say :
—'By the

magic panorama of desire, the Essence, which is luminous by nature, is covered

up, and the same is directed towards vice.' This karma of the Yogi which

covers up the light and binds him to repeated births, becomes weak by the

practice of Pr&nayama every moment, and is then destroyed. And so it has

been said:— ' Theiv is no purificatory action higher than Pr&n&j&ma ; purity is

secured by that, through the destruction of impurity ; and the light of know-

ledge shines.'

VACHASPATI'S GLOSS.

He describes the object of Pr&n&y&ma :
— 'Thence the oover of light is destroy-

ed. ' The cover is that which covers up the light of Mental Essence. It means the
afflictions and ain. He explains:—'The karma of the Yog} as he practises

lVauayA,raa.
, Knowledge is that by which anything is known. It is the light of the

Mental Essence. Discriminative knowledge is the knowledge of the distinction

(between the Objective Essence and consciousness). That whioh covers up discrimina-

tive knowledge 1

is the karma whioh covers up.' Karma means the vice whioh is

brought about by action so called, and the afflictions caused thereby. He says that
the Agamis agree in this matter :

—'This is what they say.' Desire is spoken of as

the Great Forgetf ulness. By the mention of desire is to be understood Nescience
also which is found inseparably joined to it.

Vice is that which should not be done.

The question arises that if Pranay&ma alone does away with vice what is the
use of purificatory action 1 (Tapas). For this reason he says:—"Beoomes weak 19

and not altogether destroyed by it. Therefore, purificatory aotion is neoessary for its

destruction. In this too the Agamis agree:— ' And so it has been said.

'

Manu (VI. 72.)also says:—'Let the defeots be burnt up by Pr&nay&ma.

'

The Vhi. u Pur&na (VJ. 7. 40-41) speaks of Pr&n&yama asan accessory of Yoga:

—

' He who masters the air known as Prana by praotice, is said to have secured Pr&n&-
yama.' It is either seeded or seedless. When the powers known as Pr&na and Ap&Qa are
mastered one by the other, it is two-fold. The third is that whea both are cheok-
ed. - 103.

SAtra 53.

vrrcqrrg Dh&ran&su, for concentration* * Oha, and. Sftwrcn Yogy**4 the

fitness Manasah, of the mind.

539 And the fitness of the mind for concentration*—104
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VYASA.
Further, the fitness of the mind for concentration. By the practice itself

of Pranayama is this secured. As laid down :

—

" By the expulsion and retention of breath optionally."— (I. 34).

VACHASPATPS GLOSS.

Pranaydma renders the mind fit for concentration, by making it steady.-— 104.

SO tra 54.

SrqnjT*: it y$ II

Sva, their own. fSrTO Visaya, objects. qraJFT^t Asamprayogte, on not

coming into contact with. f%tTCir Chittasya, of the mind. kAHM Svartipa,

the nature. wg^RK: Anukarah, the following of. ^ I va, as it were, ffiymrrg

Indriy&n&m, of the senses, on the part of the senses. MH4lgl< : Praty&h&rah, (is)

abstraction.

51 Abstraction (Praty&h&ra) is that by which the senses

do not-come-into-contact with their objects and follow as-it-were

the nature of the mind.— 105.

TeM«*«*HcMafer fofa^r^f¥%^^T^f^rfq forrffe^ fos^crt^

VYASA.
Now what is Praty&h&ra/ 'Praty&h&ra is that by which the senses do

not come into contact with their objects and, as it were, follow the nature of

the mind/ The meaning is that in the absence of contact with their objects,

they initiate, as it were, the nature of the mind. The senses are restrained,

like the mind, when the mind is restrained. They do not stand in need of

other means like the control of the other organs. Ju3t as the bees fly, as the

queen flies ; and sit as the queen sits down; so the sense becomes restrained,

as the mind is restrained. This is Praty&h&ra.

VACHASPATPS GLOSS.

Thus then having been purified by the restraints, &o. f begins the praotioe of

Praty&h&ra with a view to seoure samyama. The author puts a question to introduce

the aphorism describing it :
- ' Now what, &o.' Pr&tyah&ra is that by whioh the

senses do not come into oontaot with their objeots, and as it were, follow the nature

of the mind. 1 The meaning is that inasmuch as the mind does not oome into oontaot

with objeotive sounds, &o.» aa oause of forgetfulness, attaohment and aversion, the
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senses o! sight <feo , too do not, on aooount of the absenoe of that oontaot, inoline

towards their objects. This is the imitation of the mind by the senses. Inasmuch
however, as the senses do not imitate the mind in the fact of the taking in of the

realities! of the objects, because their field of operation is the external world alone, it

is said that they, as it were, imitate the mind. By using the locative case it is shown
that the ordinary quality of non-contact with their objects is the operative cause of the

senses imitating the mind. ' In the absence of contaot with their, &o.' Explains the

imitation;—'The senses are restrained like the mind, &o.' The similarity is that the

cause of the restraint of both is and the restraint of both is due to, the same effort.

Illustrates the same:—'Just as the bees (fee* Applies the illustration to the objeot to

be illustrated :
—

'So, <fco.'

In this connection also says the Visnu Pur&na (vi. 7 43):—' the Yogi who la

devoted to the practioe of Pratyah&ra should restrain the senses which are attached to

the objects of sound, <fco., and make them imitate the mind.'

Its objeot is shown even there. " Those of undisturbed mind have thereby the
highest possible control of the senses. If the senses are uncontrolled, the Yogi cannot
aohieve Yoga."—54.

Sutra 55.

rtfr: Tatah, thence. *tott parama, the highest, q^ndl VasyatA, control.

^SfOWnj Indriy&nara, of the senses.

55. Thence the senses are under the highest control.—106.

^fajsqwr sq^c^r wsrersfa i ^^%qf%^H^ i ^(Rkm^ tt:

VYASA.

Some say that the conquest of the senses is their non-attachment to

sound, etc. Attachment is a defect which draws them away from the good.

Others say that inasmuch as the enjoyment of unprohibited objects is proper,

it should be said that contact with sound, &c, subject to one's wishes, is the

conquest of the senses. Others again say thnt the conquest of the senses is the

obtaining of knowledge of sound, &c, without their causing pleasure and
pain, in the absence of attachment and aversion. Jaigisavya says that it is

only the want of action of the senses, on account of the one-pointedness of the

mind. For this reason it is then that this control is the very highest, the res-

traint, that is to say. of the senses along . with the restraint of the mind ; and
also for the reason that the Yogis, being thus restrained, do not stand in need
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of employing other means, like those employed in the conquest of other

VACHASPATI'S GLOSS.

Thenoo the senses come under the highest oontrol. ' Are there any oontrols of

the senses which may he said not to be the highest, so that it is said here that the

highest control is secured ? Shows them:—'Some say that the conquest, &o.' Ex.

Stains this :—Attachment is desire. The word in the original is Vy&sana, which is

escribed as meaning that which removes away from the good. The absence of this

attachment which draws one away from the good, is the control. Describes another

control:—The enjoyment of such sound, &c, as is not forbidden by Sruti, <fco., and

the avoidance of those that are forbidden, is proper, that is, iu accordance with

pucprkty.

He desoribes another control :—
* Contact with sound, &c.' The contact of the

senses with sound, &o., depends upon one's wishes. Man is free to enjoy whatever he

Ukes. He is not dependent upon the enjoyment.

He mentions another control also:
—'The knowledge of sound, <fcc., without

pleasure and pain, &o.'

He mentions the oontrol which is preferred by the author of the aphorism, and
with which a great Risi is in accord. Jaigisavya says that it is the non- inclination

of the senses towards their objects, the sounds, &o., along with the mind which has
become one-pointed. Now he says that this is the highest control :•—

' For this reason

is it then, &c.' The word 'then* (TU in the original) differentiates this control from
other oontrols. Tbe other controls do not remove the possibility of contact with the

poison of afflictions, because they are of the nature of the conjunction between the
Berpent and the poison. Even the greatest professor of the science of poisons who
has controlled a serpent, sleeps not with the serpent in his arms, without fear. This
ooifrtrol, however, which is free from contact with all poisons, leaves no fear, and is

therefore, called the Highest.

* Like the control of the other organs '
:—In the state of theYatutma Yogi, when

on* sense has been controlled, the Yogi stands in need of further effort for controlling

tfc* jremawng senses. Not so is there need of other effort to control the external
senses, when the mind is restrained. This is the meaning.—106.

Five objects have been treated in this chapter: The Kriy& Yoga, the Afflictions
Fruitage of aotions, the consequent Pain, and the four branches of the science of
Sorrow.

Here finishes the Gloss of Vaohaspati on the second Chapter of the Commentary
of Vy&sa on P&tanjali's Yoga Philosophy. The chapter describing 'The means of

Yog*,'



CHAPTER THIRD.

OX ATTAINMENTS (Vnmuris oh Sjodhis).

Stitra 1.

^sjsrTOrfs^TTTO tot n \ u
^-Sfvt: (^r), Desah-bandhah, fixi by in one place. Steadfastness; ^9

Chittasya, of bhe mind. vrrcUT Dharaiia, concenbrabion.

1. Concentration is the steadfastness of the mind.— 107.

srr f%q^ %tt^ ffrwnrqj strait 11 * 11

VYASA.

The live external means of attainment have been described. Con-

centration (Dharana) is now discussed. 'Concentration is the steadfastness

of bhe mind/ Concentration means bhe mind becoming iasb in such places

a c

3 bhe sphere of bhe navel, bhe lobus of bhe heart, bhe light in the brain, the

fore- part of bhe nose, the fore-[>arb of bhe tongue, and such like parts of the

body; or by means of bhe modifications only in any obher external object

only.

VACHASPATPS GLOSS.

Tranoe (Samadhi) and the means of its attainment have been described in the

first and. second chapters. In the third chapter are to be described the attainments

which follow in their wake and whioh are the means of generating faith. The attain-

ments are achieved by Samyama, Sa v}yama consists of concentration, meditation

apd trance together. As means for the achievement of attainment, these three

accessories are more intimate than the five external ones, and thus being internal,

they are described here, in order that they may be specifically mastered. Among
these too, concentration, meditation and trance are related to one another aa cause

and effect consecutively, and their order of causation is fixed. The order is respected

here in the enumeration. Therefore concentration is described first. Thus tobe

Bhasyakara says:—'The five external means, etc. ' ' Concentration is the steadfast-

ness of the mind. ' He enumerates the places for concentration in the body :—c T?ke

sphere of the navel, etc* ' Such like parts of the body ' indicate the palate, <fec. He
describes the external objects :

—
' Or any other external object,

1
It is not possible

for the mind to oeme into relationship with the external objects bodily ; hence is it said

:

'By means of the modifications only. ' On this subject also says the Visnu Fur&na
(VI. 7. 45) :—

" Having mastered the breath by means of controlling the processes of breathing,

and having likewise subjected the senses to the mind by the praotice of making their

activity dependent upon the prooess of thought, he should let his mind rest upon some
auspicious object." The external auspicious objects are the Golden Foetus (Hiranya-

garbha), Indra and Prajapati, etc.
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Farther the following is said there (Visnu P. vi. 7. 7. 7—85 ) :

—

" The personified appearance of the Lord leaves no room for the desire to possess

any other object of concentration. The fact of the mind being held fast there is

what is called concentration. And, O king, hear what that personified appearance

of the Lord is that should be meditated upon; there can be no concentration without

something upon which the mind may rest. The face is cheerful and pleasing to the

mind, the eyes are full of freshness and depth like lotus-leaves, the cheeks are beautiful,

the forehead is bright and high, the ears are symmetrical and well-adorned by^ drops,

the neok is long like the shell of a conch; the auspicious sign of fortune, the Srivatsa,

marks his chest; with a deep navel and deep furrows appearing in the abdomen ; with

eight or four arms hanging from his body ;
sitting with thighs and shanks evenly

placed, and feet placed in the form of a Sv<istjla . Such is the appearance of Visnu

olad in olean yellow ^garb, adorned with beautiful head-dress, armlet, bracelet, etc.;

oarrying his bow, the Saranga, discus, his club, his sword, his oonch-shell and his rosary

of Rudraksa. He has become Brahma. With mind merged in Him, let the Yogi
devote himself to meditating upon Him. Let him apply his mind to him so long as

his concentration becomes well established. Practising this concentration or doing

some other work in accordance with his own wishes, so long as the mind learns not to

get away from the object of concentration, the Yogi should in that state consider his

concentration aohieved,"—107.

Slit™ 2.

<T5T TTc^^cTRrTT WW W ^ II

rRT Tatra, there. Br^nr Pratyaya, of the mental effort, WiHRdT Ekatftpata,

continuation. \an»T$J Dhyanam, meditation.

2. The continuation there of the mental-effort (to understand)

is meditation (dhy&na).— 108.

VYASA.
Meditation is the continuance, i. e,, the unchanging flow, of the mental

effort to understand the object of meditation, untouched by any other effort

of the understanding.

VACHASPATI'S GLOSS.

The author describes the meditation which is brought about by concentration: -
'Continuance of the mental effort to understand it is meditation ' Continuance of the
mental effort means one pointeduess The Commentary is easy. Here too says the (Visnu)
Purafia: 1

(vi. 7. 89.) Meditation is the continuance of one-pointedness with reference to

the effort of understanding directed to any object, there being absence of desire to

understand anything else at the time. This is brought about, 0 King, by the foregoing
accessories"—108.

Sutra 3.

?T| Tad, the same, w Eva, the same. ^ Artha, object, the light of the

object. Tjre Matra, alone. fSwfei; Nirbhasam, shining with. ggpCT Svartlpa, itself,

'jTWg Sftnyarn, devoid of. w lva, as it were. ^ttRt: Samadhih, trance*

contemplation.
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3. The same when shining with the light of the object

alone, and devoid, as-it-were, of itself, is trance (or contemplation,

Sam&dhi).- 109.

VYASA.
When on account of the object of contemplation taking entire possession

of the mind, contemplation shows forth only the light of the form of the con-

templated object, and is devoid, as it were, of its nature of self-cognition, then

it is called trance (or contemplation)

VACHASPATI'S GLOSS.

The author describes trance which is brought about by meditation :

—

"The same when it shines by the light of the objeot alone, and is devoid, as it

were of itself, is trance." The Bhasyakara explains:— * When on account of contem-
plation, etc.* ; Shows forth only the form of the object of contemplation :

' Devoid,
etc.* Inasmuch as the question arises that if it is devoid of the nature of self-cogni-

tion, how can it illuminate the object, he adds:—'As it were.' He mentions its cause:--
c On account of the object of contemplation taking entire possession of the mind.'

The(Visnu)Purana (vi.7. 90) has on this too : "Trance is that in which the mind
takes in the nature of the objeot of thought free from ' fancy* (kalpanfi,). It is brought
about by meditation." Fancy (kalpana) consists in the perception of the act and the

objeot of meditation as distinct from each other. The Trance Cognition is free from
this fancy.

Having described the eight accessories of Yoga to Khaiulikya, Kusidhvaja thus
summarized:—'The knower of the field (the Soul) is the employer of the means. The
mAans is knowledge, that is not intelligent. Having aohieved the work of salvation,

it had nothing of its duty left to do, and turns back.' (Visnu P. vi. 7. 92.)

Sutra 4.

sro^sr ^bNr: ii s m
snr^ Trayam, the three. Ekatra, together, ^hm: Samyamah,

Samyama.

4. The three together are Samyama.—110,

VYiSA.

These three together, concentration, meditation and trance are Samyama*

The practice of all the three accessories with reference to one object of

thought is Samyama. This word Samyama is a technical term of the science

meant to denote the three.

viCHASPATI'S GLOSS.

' Inasmuoh as the mention of oonoentration, meditation and trance, all there, each

by its own separate name at every placet whould be very lengthy, this aphorism is
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introduced with the object of laying down a technical term for the sake of brevity:

—

'The three together are Savanna/ The Bhasyakara explains:— 'With reference to

one object, etc.* He removes the possible doubt that the word has the radical mean-
ing of these three :

—" The word is a technical term, etc." (The word Tantra in the

original means the science of Yoga. Henoe 'Tantrika' means a technical term of the

Boienoe.) Theprovinoeof Sanryama is the 'Three changes' and such other places.—106.

Sutra. 5.

Tad, of that. Jayat, by the achievement. jn3T #
Prajna, of the cogni-

tion. Hta: Lokah, the visibility.

5. By the achievement thereof comes the visibility of the

Cognition.— 111.

^W:f^Rq^t Wrfa cTOT cTOT ^nTTf^TST^T fk*JK$ Vf^fo II <i II

VYASA.
By the achievement of this ' Samyama' comes bh6 visibility of the Trance

Cognition. As Samyama becomes firmer and firmer so does the Trance-

Cognition become more and more lucid.,

VACHASPATI'S GLOSS.

The author mentions the fruit of the practice for the achievement of Samyama:

—

•By achievement thereof comes the visibility of the Cognition,' Visibility consists in

the maintenance of its flow free from impurity and unimpeded by any other effort of

oognition. The Commentary is easy.— 5.

Sutra G.
*

FTCT Tasya.its. $fiT$ lihfimisu, to the planes, regions. fafHsftn: Viniyogah,

application.

6. Its application is to the planes.—112.

scrota $^*?rf^RTfoRrteroifin^ ^ TnsR^jfirg 'RfWrwt-

VYASA.
"When one plane has been conquered by Samyama, it is applied to the

next immediately following. No one who has not conquered the lower plane,

can jump over the plane immediately following, and then achieve Samyama
with reference to the plane further off, And if this Samyama cannot beachiev-
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ed, how can the visibility of . tho Cogni tion come? For him, however, who
has conquered the higher planes by making Iswara the motive of all actions

ib is not proper to perform Samyama with reference to the lower planes, such
as thought-reading, &c. Why ? Because the object thereof has already been
achieved by means other than this. As to which is the next immediate plane

after a certain plane, it is .the practice of Yoga alone that will teach this.

How ? It has been so said ( The Yoga is to be known by the Yoga ; the Yoga
becomes manifest by the Yoga

;
whoever is not confused, enjoys the Yogafor

long by the Yoga*
VACHASPATPS GLOSS.

But whereto is this Samyama to be applied in order to achieve this fruit? For
this reason the author says:

—

4

Its application is to be to the planes.' The Com-
mentator specifies the planes. 'When one piano, <feo.' The application is to tho
unoonquered plane immediately following tho piano, that is, the mental state, whioh
has been conquered.

When the Indistinct Trance Cognition, having the gross world for its sphere,
has been aohieved by Samyama, the application of the Samyama is to be the yet
unconquered Distinct Trance. When that has been conquered, the application is to
be to the Meditative Transformation. Similar is the application to the Ultra-medita-
tive.

For this very reason the (Vnmi) PurAna (VI* 7. 86 -88) introduces the trance with
reference to tho subtle objects, after the thought- transformation into gross objects has
been achieved, and all the arms and ornaments have been put off one after the other:
'Then lot the wise man meditate upon the form of the Lord as devoid of the conch, the
club, tho discus and the bow, calm and possessing only the rosary of Iludraksa, When
concentration has become well established hereupon, then let the Yogi meditate upon
HIM as devoid of the ornaments of head-dress, armlet, &c. Then should he devote
himself to HIM as possessed of the limbs alone; and then should he think of him-
self as HIS SELF, 'lam HE.' Then should ho devote himself to the thought of
tho ' I am ' alone.'

But then why is it that one conquers the higher plane only after having
conquered the lower one? Why does ho not conquer in the reverse order? For
this reason the Bhasyakfira says :

—'No one who ^has not conquered the lower plane
&g.' No one who starts to the Ganges from the Silahrada, reaches the Ganges with-
out first reaching the Meghavana.

"For hire who has conquered the higher planes by making Lswara the motive
of all actions, <fcc" Why? Because the object i. <?., the conquest of the higher
planes, has been achieved by another very proximate means, that is, devotion to God.
When an object has been achieved, then tho employment of a means for its achieve-
ment which does not introduce something new in the expeoted result, oversteps the
propriety of the rule of practice.

Well, let that be. But the sub-planes are known by authority. Their order,
however, is not so known. How is that order to be known 1 For this reason he
says :

—'As to which is the next, &o.' When the preceding state of Yoga is conquered
it becomes the cause of the knowledge of the nature and activity of the next. Thia is

to be understood by seeing that the state is intended to be spoken of as being iden-
tical with the object of which the state is named.—112.

Sutra 7.

sptij Trayam, the three. OTTCJpsr Antarangam, forming an internal part)

more than, more intimate. g^wn Purvebhyah, than the preceding.
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7. The three, are more- intimate than- the preceding —113.

ijiMft *mrf^r: ts^t: sTrar^r in* ii

VYASA.

The three, concentration, meditation and trance are more intimate means

of the Cognitive Trance than the preceding five, the restraints, &c.

VACHASPATI'S GLOSS.

How is it that Samyama alone is to be employed in all places here and there,

and not the other five, although both are the accessories of Yoga equally? For this

reason the author says :

—

c The three are more intimate than the preceding ones.' This

three fold means has the object to be achieved as its direct sphere of operation ; it is,

therefore, called intimate. The restraints, &c, are not suoh
)
they are, therefore,

called non-intimate. This is the meaning.— 113,

Sfttra 8.

rr^fa *rit*f fWhre* II * II

^ Tad, that, ^rfir Api, even* qfg<tf*l Bahirangam, the external part, non-

intimate. Pin7vlt4 Nribijasya, to the seedless

8. Even that is non-intimate to the seedless.— 114.

*P*% ^TTtT^PT;^ ¥TRT^% II
c

||

VYASA.
This intimate triad of means too becomes an external accessory of the

seedless trance. Why ? Because it comes into existence upon its cessa-

tion.

VACHASPATI'S GLOSS.

The triad of means is intimate only to the Cognitive Trance, not to the Ultra-
Cognitive. The Ultra-Cognitive Trance being seedless, there is no similarity between
the spheres of their operation and also because the needless trance is born when the
triad of means has long been under restraint, and the Cognitive Trance has reached its

highest culmination, or which is the same thing, when the state of the higher desire-
lessness consisting as it does of the purity of knowledge, is reached. 'The triad of
means, <kc. ' 'Even that is non-intimate to the seedless.'

• Intimacy 9

consists in having a common sphere of operation. Then, however,
does not exist here. There is no immediate sequence here. What it is said that the
non-intimate means of devotion to the Lord brings about that state and that therefore
there is overlapping, it is meant that although the definition of the intimate overlaps,
inoiuding as it does the means of devotion to the Lord, it does not possess the
characteristic of following in immediate sequence and thus differs from the non-
intimate. For this reason, in order to show that in the case of the Ultra-Cognitive
the Samyama is rather a remote oause, it is said that it oomes into existence upon
the oesBation thereof.—114,
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Siitra 9.

Vjnm VyuttMna, of 'outgoing, fsithr Nirodha, of suppressing. *i*4ii<><7fc

Samsk&rayoh, of the potencies, ^irfww AJjhibhava, the disappearance. JTlJ^W^

Pr&durbh&vau, and the appearance, ftrfa Nirodha, of the suppression. Ksa-

na, with the moment, f%rf Chitfca, of the mind. Anvayah, the conjunction.

f?PCfar Nirodha, of the suppression, suppressive. qRmw: Parinftmah, modifi-

cation.

9. The suppressive modification is the conjunction of the mind
with the moment of suppression (nirodha), when the outgoing and

stipptessive potencies disappear and appear respectively.—115.

f^cNf^T<^^!| ^rrt n^rrfirfer faTPifoqwr: isgmT-

dWKiRH*wf * ^ sk*totcTOT xfa xtwfttfa forest f^*tf*RTCT wfa

W^ft^ ftrcta^J f^RW5%f?r cT^^T farHPT «Ql^<ufH< tf«?TCF*Nn«f

VYASA.
Change is of the very nature of the functioning of ' the qualities.' What

sort of change does, therefore, take place ab the time of this functioning in the

moments of mental suppression? 'The suppressive modification is the conjunc-

tion of the mind with the moment of suppression, when the outgoing and

suppressive potencies disappear and appear respectively.'

The outgoing potencies are the characteristics of the mind. It is not that

they are suppressed by the restraints of the acts of cognition, being of the nature
of the acts of cognition, (as they are not of the nature of the acts of coguition).

The potencies of suppression too are characteristics of the mind. The respec*

tive suppression and appearance of these two, when the. characteristics of the

outgoing potenoies are destroyed and the potencies of suppression acquired,

is the moment ofsuppression which the mind appears in conjunction with. This

acquiring of different potencies by the one mind every moment is the suppres-

sive change. In that state the potencies alone are left in the mind. This has

been described as the Suppressive Trance.

vACHASPATI'S GLOSS.
«

The three ohangea are to te utilized in ' By Samyami over the three ohan^eB,
*C (Ill, 1 6),
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It is desirable to explain them. Hence the question in oonneetion with

the seedless trance mentioned in the last aphorism :

9 What sort of a ohange,

Ac' In the states of outgoing mental aotivity and trance (Cognitive), the heaping up

of different evident changes is a matter of direct knowledge. No ohange is, however,

perceived in the Suppressive Trance. It is not, however, that it does not exist because

it is not directly perceived, inasmuch a3 the mind is changeable on aooount of its being

made up of the three qualities, and beoiuseit is impossible that the ' qualities' should

not change even for a moment. This is the meaning of the question. The aphorism

is the answer to the question :
—

' The suppressive ohange is the conjunction of the

mind with the moment of suppression} when the outgoing and suppressive potencies

appear and disappear respectively. ' In relation to the Ultra-Cognitive too is an out-

going. Suppression is that by which this is suppressed,—The illumination of know-

ledge, the higher desirelessness. The disappearance and appearance (mentioned here)

are of these outgoing and suppressive potenoies respectively. This being the oase,

the disappearance of the outgoing and the appearance of the suppressive potency

consists in the conjunction of the mind, the characterized, with the momeut of

suppression. This conjunction in time with the suppression is the conjunction with

both these states. The mind as an individualized phenomenon capable of possessing

characteristics, does not either in the Cognitive or the Ultra-Cognitive states, differ

in nature from the states of the suppression and manifestation of potenoies.

Well, but the afflictions following Nescience, which have their root in Nesoience,

are removed on the removal of Nescience, and'do not after the removal of Nescience

stand in need of any other effort distinct therefrom to remove them. In the same way,

seeing that the potenoies having their origin in the outgoing acts of the mind are re-

moved by the removal of the outgoing activity itself, the potency of suppression should

not be needed further for their removal. For this reason the Bhasyak&ra says:—'The
potencies of the outgoing, dsc' ft is not necessary that the effect should be removed
by the mere removal of the oause. The cloth is not destroyed by the removal of the

weaver. The fact is that the effect which is of the nature of the cause itself, is only

removed upon the removal of that cause.

The affliotions which have been described as following Nescience have been said

to be of the nature of Nescience itself. Tt is, therefore, very proper that they should

be removed on the removal of Nescience. It is not in this way that potenoies are of

the nature of the aots of Cognition ; because it is seen that memory exists even though
the acts of Cognition have been suppressed for a very long time For this reason

although the acts of Cognition may have ceased for a long time, it is necessary that

the storage of potencies of suppression be attended to for the removal of the potencies

originating in the aots. The rest is easy.—115.

Sfttra 10.

WW Tasya, its. JPGTcMnffciTT Prasanta-vahitfl,, undisturbed (JNTP'fT) Flow

(arr%Tr). q'HftHiq Samsk&rat, by potency.

10. By potency comes its undisturbed flow.—116.
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VYASA.

Undisturbed flow comes to mind by the deftness of practice in the

generating of the mental potencies of suppression. Incase the potencies are

weak, the potency characterized by suppression is overpowered by the potency

characterized by outgoing activity.

VACHASPATI'S GLOSS.

Of what sort is the change of the mind brought about by means of the powerful

suppressive tendency, when the potencies of outgoniug activity have been altogether

overpowered 1 In answer to the question the author says :

—

(By potency oomes its

undisturbed flow.'

' Undistured flow " means the flow in uniterrupted succession of suppressive

potencies alone, free from the impurity of the outgoing potencies.

But then why does it stand in need of the deftness in generating potencies ?

Why not potency alone"? For this reason the Bbasyakara says : — *Jn case the
pontenoies are weak, (fee/ The potencies referred to are those of suppression. Those

'

however who read a 'not' before 'overpowered,' explain the potencies to be those of

the outgoing activities.— 116.

Sfttra 11.

^nffTT Sarvarthat&, of all pointedness. 4<hiuffl Ekagratfi,, one pointedness,

of these two. Ksaya, the destruction (of all pointedness). SR^T Udaya, the

rise (of one pointedness) these two respectively of the previous two. fonrar

Chittasya, of the mrnd. UHifaqRiuwi Samadhi-parin&mah, the trance modifi-

cation.

11. The trance modification of the mind is the destruction

and rise of all-pointedness and one-pointedness, respectively.—117.

vhrafcgqra mrrefcRt f%TT^ snrrftrifo^: \\\\\\

VYASA.

All-pointedness is a oharacterisitic of the mind. One-pointedness is also

a characteristic of the mind. The destruction of all-pointedne^s is its disappear-

ance. The rise of one-pointedness is its appearance. The mind puts on both,

these characteristics. This mind then following along both these characteristics

of destruction and manifestation which make its very nature, inolines towards

contemplation. This is the trance modification of the mind.

VACHASPATI'S GLOSS,

Now the author shows the state of the mental ohange towards Cognitive tranoe.
* 'the trance modification of the mind is the disappearance and rise of all-pointedness

and one-pointedness respectively.
*
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All-pointedness means distraotedness. It cannot be destroyed ; hence its des-

truction is only its disappearance. Nothing which exists is destroyed. Rise is

appearance. The disappearance and birth of the characteristics of all-pointedness and

one-pointedness which are of the very nature of the mind, means that the disappear-

ance is to be of all-pointedness, and the appearance is to be of one-pointedness. The

mind following these two becomes inclined towards trance. The meaning is that it

becomes qualified by the tranoe condition which is achieved gradually by the latter

condition becoming the former.— 117.

Sutra 12.

rTrf: Tatah thence, g*: Punah, again. WMi^fVft Santa-uditan the

subsiding and rising, (^n^) (^f^) ^^-Jlr^ft Tulya-pratyau^having similar

(gpw). Cognitive, acts (JTrCRT). f%fT^T Chitfcasya, of the mind, mental. <HiliJdl

Ek&gratfe, of the one-pointedness. trfarnT: Parinamah, modification.

12. Thence again comes the mental modification of one-

pointedness, when the subsiding and rising cognitive acts are

similar.—118. .

•

VYASA.
Of him whose mind is inclined towards the trance modification, the for-

mer cognitive act subsides ; and the latter that rises is similar thereto. The
mind inclined towards trance is common to both. The same happens again

and again up to the end of trance.

This of course is the modification of the one-pointedness of the mind
which exists as an individualized unit independent of the characteristics.

VACHASPATPS GLOSS.
'Thence again comes the mental modification of one-pointedness, when subsiding

and cognitive acts are similar.
7

Again, when trance having been achieved, the later state of trance becomes the
former, the former subsides and the later cognitive trance modification arises. That
is to say, one becomes the past and the other the present. When both these cogni-
tive acts of him who has become inclined towards trance, becomes similar to each
other, it becomes one-pointed. This shows the achievement of trance, and also of one-
pointedness itself. The Bhasyak&ra shows the limit :

—
' Up to the end of trance, '

118.
'

Sutra 13.

qfcr Etena, by this. £?T Bhftta, in the objective phenomena. Indri-

y*|u, and in the instrumental phenomena. *m Dharma, the characteristic cju^t

lity. Laksana, the secondary quality. vnv&X Avasjbhft, condition of *U
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th$se three, iff^im: PariQ&m&h, the changes. wm*nm: Vy&khyaUh, are

described.

13. By this are described the changes of characteristic

(dharma), secondary quality (lak?ana), and condition (avastha) in

the objective and instrumental phenomena.—119.

foam f^n^^S^^rmsr?!^ %?n ^c^^fesjnsrrjRft^i^j

<qwr:

»

ftOfci^H fo&Kftyrci ygresgftsrefer fffar wfcimj tftt i «g*

«TR^I *TOT g^J^TTjpresT fiTc^T^ %*Tm<qgT ¥n^T*Hr# ¥T«rf?r !f

gw^ni^RT; *fte*e*&r Tferefa i sw^tt; i ^m?^ i

?ftidM!d«^i<{|^^ ^«wid1di«rti9i^r<!n«niTfirg?B t% i *tot <^^rt
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^flpc; i *wrn'lw ftf^ciH^i^K ffir t <ni«A»f«muTTO fag 'ferret

WKEimfomft <hU*"iM*nKlv ^f^T5«: 1 wi, 1 snsi^T «ji<j£<!i

tjMftl^ MMl«d&Mfa : ifajJW tfa II W II

VYASA.

It must be understood that by describing as above the changes of cha-

racteristic, secondary quality and condition with reference to the mind, the

change of characteristic, the change of secondary quality and the change 4f

condition with reference to the objective forms of matter and instruments of

action and sensation have also been described.

There, the disappearance and appearance of the characteristics of the

outgoing activity and suppression were the modifications of characteristic (pri-

mary quality) in the characterized ^the object as existing independently of the

quality) ; also the modificauion of secondary quality. Suppression has three .

secondary qualities ; it is connected with three paths of being (adhv&).

Having given up the first path of being which consists of the secondary

quality not yet manifested, it takes it up as a secondary quality existing in the

present, although it has not thereby overstepped its primary quality. It is in

this secondary quality which manifests in the present that its true nature is

manifested. This is its second path of being. It is not devoid of the past and

the yet-unmanifested qualities (laksana).

Similarly is the outgoing activity possessed of three secondary qua-

lities and is connected with three paths of being. Having given up
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the present secondary quality, bub nob having given up its characteristic, it

pubs it on as the second quality of the past. This is its third path of being,

and it is not devoid of the secondary qualities of the future and the present.

Similarly, inclining again to outward activity, it gives up the yet-

unmanifested secondary qudliby ; but not having given up its characteristic of

existence as such, it gets oh to it as the secondary quality of the present,

where manifesting its true nature, ib acts as such This is its second path' of

being. And ib is nob devoid of the past and the fubure secondary qualibies.

Similarly, suppression again and oubgoing acbiviby again.

Similar is bhe modification of condition. During moment of sup-

pression, the suppressive potencies are being strengthened ; and the potencies

of the oubgoing activities are being weakened. This is the modification of the

conditions of the characteristics.

Thiu the objective changes by means of the characteristics ; the cha-

racteristics possessed of three paths of being are changed by means of secon-

dary qualities; the secondary qualities too are modified into conditions.

Thus is ib that? the functioning of the "qualities " is never devoid even

for a moment of the changes of the characteristics, secondary qualities and

conditions; and the functioning of the qualities consists in ceaseless activity.

It has further been said that the cause of the activity of the ' qualities ' is

their very nature.

By this must be understood the three-fold change in the objective and

instrumental phenomena, due to the conception of a distinction between the

characteristic and the characterized. In reality, however, there is but one change,

because the characteristic is the very being itself of the characterized ; and it is

the change of the characterized alone that is detailed by means of the character-

istic. Ib u only the characteristic present in the characterized object that

changes states in the past, bhe present and the future, the substance is nob

changed. Thus when a vessel of gold is broken to be made into something else,

it is only bhe condition that changes, nob the gold.

*

Another says:—The characterized is nothing more than the characteristic,

inasmuch as the reality of bhe former does nob overstep the latter. If it were

something co-exisbenb, it would change as an independent existence only,

simply changing into distinct anterior and posterior conditions.

This is no defecb. Why? Because consbancy is nob found therein.

Thus the threje worlds give, up their individual appearances, because eternity
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has been denied to them. Yet they exist in the cftse of disappearance ateo*

because destruction has been denied to them.

Further its subtlety is due to conjunctive existence; and it is not

perceived on account of its subtlety.

The change of secondary quality is the moving of the characteristic

along the paths of being. The past characteristic joi.ied to the past second-

ary quality, is not devoid of the future and the present secondary quality.

Similarly, the present (characteristic) joined to the present secondary
'

quality is not devoid of the past and the future secondary quality. Similarly,

the future joined to future secondary quality is not. devoid of the present and

past secondary quali lies For example, a man who is attached to one woman,

does not hate all the others.
»

Others find a fault in this change of .secondary qualities. They say that

all the qualities being in simultaneous existence, their paths of being must be

confused, (and thus overlapping one another cannot be considered as distinct

and different).

This is thus men with. That the characteristics do exist a3 such

requires no proof. When there is such a thing as a characteristic, the, differ-

ences of the secondary qualities also must be posited. It is not only in the

present time that the characteristic characterizes. If it were so the mind

would not possess the characteristic of attachment, seeing that attachment is

not in manifestation at the time of anger. Further the three secondary qualities

are not possible of existence in one individual simultaneously. They may

however appear in succession by virtue of the operation of their several causes.

And so it has been said :
—

' The intensities of nature and those of function are

opposed to each other; but the ordinary manifestations co-exist with the in-

tense ones. ' Therefore, there is no confusion. For example, attachment being

in the height of manifestation with reference to some object, it does not for

that reason cease to exist with reference to all other objects. On the contrary

it is then ordinarily in existence with reference to them.

4

Similar is the case with the secondary qualities. It is not the characte-

rized object that is possessed of the three paths of being. It is the characte-

ristics that are possessed of three paths* They may be visible or latent. Of

these the visible ones assume different conditions, and are termed accordingly

differently because the conditions are different and not the substance. This

is in the same way as the figure of I means teh In the place of ten, hundred,

in the place of hundtfcd, and one in thfe place of unity. Or again a wom*rt
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the place of unity. Or again a woman, although one, is called a mother, a

daughter and a sister.

Some make the theory of change of condition defective as rendering

independent existence necessary. How? There being intervals between
the operations of the paths of being a characteristic is the future one when
it does not perform its function ; it is the present one when it does; it has
become the past when it has ceased to operate.

Now the defect that the opponents find is that in this way the

characteristic and the characterized object, as also the secondary quality and
the condition must necessarily be considered as independent existences.

This is no defect. Why ? On account of the variety due to the interaC-

* tion of the 'qualities' even in case of the 'qualified' being permanent.

As the coming together of the indestructible qualities of sound, &c., is only

a characteristic having a beginning and is destuotible, so abo is the undifferen*

tiated phenomenal state of matter with a beginning, and is only a characterise

tic of the indestructible 'qualities' of Essentiality, &c, and is as such

destructible. It is for this reason that it is termed a 'Vik&ra, 'a product.

Here is an illustration in this connection. Clay is an object possessed of

characteristics. Its existence^ in the shape o f
. a sod is a characteristic thereof.

Given up this particular characteristic it takes up another; and thus takes

up another characteristic when it takes up the form of ajar. In the form of

ajar its secondary quality gives up its futurity and comes to possess the second-

ary quality as manifested in the present. It thus changes its secondary

quality. The jar changes, showing comparative oldness and newness every

moment. This is change of condition.

Another characteristic taken up by the characterized substratum is bub

a change of condition. Of the characteristic too another secondary quality

is a change of condition. It is, therefore, the change of one substance only

that is thus shown by differentiation. In this way this may be applied to

other things also. Thus it is that the change of characteristic, secondary

quality and condition do not overstep the being of the characterized substra-

tum, *nd it is for this reason that there is but one change which runs

through all these specializations thereof.

Well what is this change? Change is the manifestation of another

characteristic on the removal of the previous characteristic of a substance

which remains constant.

VACHASPATI'S GLOSS.

The author classifies the ohanges of the objective and instrumental phenomena
of natter, whose use will be ofasoribed later, but whose oooasion has come now :-—* Bf
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$hia the changes of characteristic, secondary quality and condition in the objeotive

and instrumental phenomena have been described.'

The Commentator explains:—'It must be understood, <fec.' The question is that
it is the fact only of mental change that has been mentioned, not its modes in the
shape of characteristic secondary quality and condition. How is it then that they are

spoken of here over and above that
1

? For this reason he says :

—

( There the disappea-

rance and appearance of the characteristics of outgoing and suppression, <feo.' The
brief meaning is that the works of characteristics, secondary quality and condition have
no doubt not been used, but it is not that for that reason the changes themselves of

characteristics, secondary quality and condition have not been described. Thus is the
aphorism:—'suppressive modifications ' «fcc. (III. 9), the change of charaoteristio, is

spoken of.

Further he says that by showing this change of characteristic, the change of

secondary quality also in the characteristic taken as substratum indicated :-—'So also

the change of secondary quality/

Secondary quality stands for c Lak;'ana.' It means that by which something is

indicated. This quality is due to difference in time. It is by time that a thing is

given certain qualities by means of which it is differentiated from certain things
standing in a different relationship to time.

Suppression has three different secondary qualities. It is but another mode of
.saying that it is related to three paths of being. The word 'adhva,' path of being, "

implies time.

" Having given up the first path of being, which consists of the secondary
quality not yet manifested."

The question arises, 'Does this suppression, while giving up the first path of
being, overstep the nature of the characteristic too in the same way as it gives up the
path of being V The Commentator says that it does not:— * Although it has not
overstepped its primary quality too.'

It does not overstep its characteristic, but takes up the secondary quality as
existing in the present. The same suppression which has not manifested yet, has now
come into present existence, not that suppression has become non-suppression.

The meaning of the nature of thing existing in the present is now described:—'It
is in this secondary quality which manifests in the present that its -true nature id

manifested.

'

/True nature' is that which performs the function proper to its existence as
such. *

%

Manifestation means its essentialization as such.

With reference to the yet unmanifested first path of being this is its second path
of being. * *

Well if it be so that it gives up the yet unmanifested path of being and takes up
the present, and that having given up the present state, it will pass on to be past path
of being, then, it necessarily follows that paths of being are subject to birth and
destruction. This however is not proper, because nothing is born that exists not. No*

' is anything that exists destroyed. For this reason the Commentator says:

—

4 And it id

not devoid of the past and the yet unmanifested secondary quality/ whioh go oo
existing in their generio unspecialized state.

Having shown the secondary quality of the present existenoe of the yet unmani-
fested suppression, the Commentator now shows the third path of being, the passing
on to the past of the present outgoing activity :— * *

'

"Similar is the outgoing activity, <kc.
,>

Well then does suppression alone exist in the yet unmanifested state, not out-
going activity] The Commentator says No Similarly inclining again to outward'
activity, &c.
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This repeated manifestation of the outgoing activity . is not the manifestation

of any individual output thereof. It is a manifestation of the same class only* That
Which has passed cannot come baok.

"The manifestation of true nature is the essentialization of the objeot as posses*

sing the capacity of performing its proper function."

It is this change of seoondary quality thus described, which appears with refe-

rence to objects of the same class over and over again. For this reason the Commen-
tator says:—Similarly, suppression again, (fee/

Now he describes the changes of condition which is indicated by the change of

characteristic:
—

* Similar is the modification, &c.
}

The strength and weakness of the characteristics in, their present path of beipg,

are their conditions. The increase or decrease of weakness and strength every moment
is the change of condition.

He summarizes:—'This is the modification of the conditions of the charac-

teristics/

Now he determines the different relation of the different changes :
—'Thus the

object changes, &o.'

Is then this change of the 'qualities' only occasional? He says No:—'Thus it is

that the functioning of the qualities is never, <fcc.'

But then why is this change ever-existent 1 He says:—'The functioning of the
qualities consists in ceaseless activity/ The word 'and' in this sentence means a cause.

Functioning means action. But whence this functioning itself 1 He says:
' It is of their very nature.' 'It has been said ' here in before.

This three-fold ohange of the mir.d is taught by the author of the Aphorisms
to be existing in the objective and instrumental phenomena of matter. He says

»

'By this must be understood, &c.
}

'This* means the distinction between the characteristic and the characterized.

When the distinction between the characteristic and the characterized is kept
in sight, the physical elements of Prithvi, <fec, are the objects characterized, and the

bodies of cow, <fcc, or the jar, &o , are the changes of the characteristic thereof. The
forms which the characteristics put on in the past and the yet unman ifested" and the
present ones constitute the ohange of their secondary quality. When the cow, <fcc.,

have taken up the secondary qualities as existing in the present, their change of condi-

tions consists in their taking up the states of the newly- born calf, a little advanced in

age, youth and old ago. In the case of the jar, &c, too, their newness and oldness

are tbeir ohanges of condition.

Similarly are the instrumental phenomena the characterized objects. The tak-

ing in of this or that blue, &c., is the change of characteristic of the sense of sight.

The change of secondary quality consists in the assumption by the characteristic of

tie qualities due to the existence in the present, &o , as such. The present sensation

of a jewel, <fcc, may be distinot or indistinct. This is its change of condition.

The change of the objective and instrumental phenomena is described, looking

upon the characteristic, the secondary quality and condition as distinot from the

characterized.

Now the oommentator speaks of them when they are looked upon as the same:-—
' In reality, however, there is but one change, (fee.' The word ' however ' turns away
from the other view according to which the characteristic and the characterized are
looked upon as distinct. Its reality is made known here, not that the nature of

ohange is denied to the other. For what reason 1 Because the characteristic is the*

very being of the characterized.'

The question is tjiat if the characteristic is only a modification of the charac-

terized, how is it tb*t people do ppt ponfuse the notions of th$ ohanges? For* thiV
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reason he says:—'And it is the change of the obaraoterized alone that is detailed

through the oharaoteristie. ' By the word "characteristio" here are understood all the

three things, namely, characteristic, secondary quality and condition. All this is the
modification of the characterized alone by means of them. There is, therefore, but
one ohange of the characteristic, <fec, one-not confused with the others, because there

is no real distinction between them, the characterized objeots themselves do not over*

lap one another.

The question arises that inasmuch as the characteristio and the characterized

are not different from eaoh other, and beoause the paths of being of the characteristio

objects are different, the characteristic also must in this case behave as the cha-

racterized object, on account of the characteristic and the characterized object being
the same. For this reason he says :—

' It is only the oharaoteristio present in the
characterized, &c.'

'That changes states':—The word ' state ' here means a different arrangement
of the thing, a different appearance. Thus when vessels of gold are styled differently

as a Ruchaka and Svastika, they differ only so far ; not that the substance gold be-

comes not-gold. The reason is evident. They do not differ entirely. This will be sta«\

ted further on.

The Commentator brings forward the example of the Bauddha, who holds tbat
the characteristic only is what exists:—" Another says:—It is only the characteristics
of the Ruchaka, <fec , that are being thus born, which are the realities. There is no
such thing as gold which might be looked upon as a substance remaining the same
among more changes than one. If there be such a thing as substance which remains
oonstant even though the characteristics are being changed, then that thing would
be immutable like the power of oonsoiousness. It would become an independent
reality; independent, that is to say, of the change which is of the very nature of the
thing appearing to change. As the power of consciousness does not give up its nature
even though the 'qualities' are constantly putting on different appearancos, and is

therefore independently eternal, so also would gold, &c., become independently eternal.
This, however, is nqt desirable. Therefore the characteristic is not different from the
oharaoterized ; the substance is not different from the qualities."

The Commentator refutes this argument :— ' This is no defect. Why 1 Because
constancy is not found therein.'

We might admit this if we found that as a matter of fact the substance was
oonstant in its so-called eternity like unto the power of consciousness. We, however,
do not find this constanoy of eternity. On the other hand the whole of this world,
to say nothing of one substance only, is seen giving up its individual appearances

;

the appearances, that is to say, that are meant to perform certain functions.

How is this? On account of eternity being denied to them by the authority
of reasoning. If a jar of earth did not give up its individuality of appearance, it would
plainly be seen as a jar even when it existed in the condition of a half-jar or in that of
powdered clay, &c. \ and it would go on performing its funotion too all the same as
before. Henoe the three worlds are non-eternal.

Well then let it be non-eternal alone, being practically quite non-existent as it
is like the lotus of the sky, on account of its universality and the non-performance of
any function. For this reason he says:—' It exists in the case of non-appearance also,
beoause destruction has been denied to it.'

The meaning is that it is not so very insignificant as to be altogether non-eternal
and therefore to be classed as non-existent. Whyt Because destruction bas been de-
nied to it by reason.

Thus stands the reasoning v—
That which is non-existent is never visible and does not perform any function,

ae the lotus of the sky.
r * '
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The three worlds, however, sometime have some functions aud are visible.

So are the following oauses proving its existenoe to be mentioned. A thing is

seen being born ; characteristic secondary quality and conditions are ever found

appearing therein. For this reason they are out of the category of such non-existent

things as the lotus of the sky and the horns of a man.

It is not, therefore, constant in its eternity, so that it may be classed with the

independent reality of consciousness. On the oontrary it is only in a way eternal.

This also proves that it is changeful. It is eternal in its ohange.

By this it must be understood that in a piece of clay exist its effects the states of

the jar, etc, which have not yet expressed themselves. Well, let that be. But if it exist

even if removed, how is ft that it is not peroeived as before i For this reason the Com-
mentator says:—'It becomes subtle on account of conjunctive existence, that is, on
account of its mergenoe into the casual state. It beoomes unperceivable on account

of its subtlety and is not, therefore, peroeived/

Having thus explained tho ohange of oharaoteristio the Commentator now ex-

plains the ohange of secondary qualities also as such secondary qualities.

'The ohange of secondary qualities, &0.'

The meaning is that each seoondary quality is followed by others along with
itself. The question is that inasmuch as at the time of conjunction with one secondary
quality, the others are not perceived, how can it be said that the others also are pre-

sent along with it 1 For this reason the Commentator says:—'For example, a man
who is attached to one woman, (fee.' The non-existence of perception does not disprove

the existence of anything, proved to exist by other means of knowledge. The birth

itself of a thing at different places is a reason for its existence. Nothing that exists

not, oan be born. As for example, the horn of a man.

The Commentator states a defect suggested by another : —'Others find a fault in

this ohange of seooudary quality/ If the past and the present, exist at the time when
the present characteristic is in existence in the present, then the three paths of being
must overlap one another. If, however, the paths come into being one after the other,

then it comes to this that the non-existent oomes into existenoe. This is the meaning.

He refutes the argument : —'This is thus met with, <fcc.' The existence of the
characteristics in the present is only proved by perception. It also gives the know-
ledge of its existence in the past and in the future as related to the present. It is

plain that the non- existing does not come into existenoe and the existing is not des-

troyed. He says the same:—'If it were so the mind would not possess, <bc.' The mind
is found possessing the characteristic of attachment after the time of anger has passed
away. If it be that attachment did not exist at the time of anger as capable of mani-
festation in the future, how could it be born 1 And if not born, how could it be
perceived 1

It may be so. Even then, however, how is it proved that paths of being do nob
overlap? He gives the answer :

—'Further the three secondary qualities, <W The
three seoondary qualities are impossible of existenoe simultaneously. Where ? In one
mental modification. In succession, however, one of the qualities does come into
manifestion by virtue of ite manifesting oause. The ascertainment of the secondary
qualities being dependent upon the thing qualified thereby, it is along with the form
of the thing qualified that the mind beoomes possessed of the qualities. He quotes
Panohasikhrt Aoh&rya on this very subject:— ' And so it has been said, &o.' This has
been explained before. He summarizes :

—'Therefore there is, <fco.' On account of
the oontrary characteristics of manifestation and disappearance remaining merged in
the oause, the paths of being do not overlap. He gives an illustration:—'For exam-,
pie, attachment to, <fco.' The knowledge of the existenoe of attachment with anger was
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explained before. Now, however, is explained the existence of relationship existing

between attachment with respeot to one object and attachment with referenoe to

another. He applies the illustration to thesubjeot to be illustrated:—'Similar is

the case with secondary qualities <fco.'

The question is that inasmuoh as identity oan exist even though the identioal

objeot may not be perceived as suoh altogether, it follows that characteristic, secon-

dary quality and condition being distinot phenomena, the characterized objeot which

is not separate from them, should also be considered to be distinct from itself

under eaoh and every one of those varying states. He says that this view is not desir-

able, because it is contradicted by the perception of the identioal substanoe remain-

ing the same under all varying states. ' It is not the characterized objeot that is

possessed of the three paths of being', because the characteristics which are not dis-

tinot from it, are possessed of the three paths of being. The fact of the taking up of

the three paths of being of the characteristics is further eluoidated:—They are either

visible, i. e., essential, present, or latent, that is not xn 6896* These are the past and
the future. Of these, visible ones assume different states of strength and weakness,

&o., and are termed accordingly differently, because the Btates are different, not the

substanoe. By the word state are to be understood here all the three things, namely,

characteristic, secondary quality and condition. This is the meaning. It is only
perception as such that establishes the distinction from, or the identity of the cha-

racterized objeot with the oharacteristio, the secondary quality or the condition. If

there were unqualified identity between the characterized object and the oharacteristio,

<feo , then characteristics, <fec, would no longer be what they are. They would pot
qualify, characterized and condition, as does not the very substance of the characte-

rized objeot itself. Nor would they qualify the characterized object in oase of un-
qualified distinction ; as the horse and the cow oan in no way beoome the characteristic,

secondary quality and condition, each of the other. Perception establishes that the
charaoteristio and the seoondary quality are neither totally distinot nor completely
identioal with the oharaoterized object, and it also shows that the characteristics,

<fco , have all of them the properties of appearance and disappearance, and that during

these changes the objeot remains the same) aud it also shows that the oharacteristios

are not mutually exolusive. This iB so peroeived by every individual self. We follow

this oommon perception. It is not competent to us to leave that aside and establish

some theory of the perception of characteristics whioh may please ourselves.

The commentator gives on this very subject an illustration from the world:—
'This is in the same way as figure of I Ac.'

As the nature of unity remains the same, although with referenoe to its relative

position it is styled as hundred, <fec, so also the nature of the oharaoterized objeot

remains the .same but it is styled differently on aooount of the differences brought
about by the distinctions of distinot characteristics, secondary qualities and condi-

tions. This is the meaning.

He gives another illustration to eluoidate the subjeot to be illustrated :—' Or
again a woman, although one, &o.'

In this oonneotion he introduces the discussion of a defeot considered as existing

in this by others:—'Some make the theory of tho change of conditions, (fee.'

In the change of condition, i. e , the ohange of condition, of charaoteristio and
seoondary quality ail the three, the defeot of the imminenoe, of the independent exis-

tence of the oharaoterized, the charaoteristio, the seoondary quality and the oondition

is pointed out.
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on account of being intercepted thereby, the oharaoteriatio of obanging into ourds

does not operate notwithstanding its presenoe in milk, then it is said to be yet un-

manifested. When it does come into manifestation, it is said to be in present opera-

tion. When having achieved the change, it ceases from the operation of setting in

the formation of curds, <fcc, then it is said to exist in the past. Thus the characteriz-

ed, the characteristic, the secondary quality and condition existing as they do all of

them in all the three times, must be recognized as independent existences. Eternity

is but existence for ever. Further, there being existence for ever, all the four are

never born. And this muoh and no more is the description of independent eternity

(Kujastha nityat&). The meaning is that the independent eternity of the power of

consciousness too has no other speciality. •

He refutes the argument:—'This is no defects Why? On account of the

variety due to the inter-action of the 'qualities' even in the case of the qualified be-

ing permanent. Inter action means the relation overpowering and being overpowered
by each other. The variety is of the inter-action. This is the meaning. Although
the qualified and the qualities, all the four always exist, the eternity does not consist

in being independent of phenomenal changes, because the nature of their change con-

sists in the appearance and disappearance of their modifications, which modifications

although brought about by the variety of the inter-action of the qualities, are of the

very being of the thing modified.

The power of consciousness, however, does not put forth any such modifications

of its own being as periodical appearance and disappearance. Its eternity, therefore,

is independent of phenomenal change. As they say :
—

' He whose nature is not destroy-

ed, the wise call constant in eternity/

Now he shows that the variety of inter-action is the cause of the variety of modi-

fication in the substratum (Prakriti) and the Vikaras, the phenomena thereof. As the

coming together, which may be desoribed as the change into Prithvi, &c , has a begin-

ing and is destructive, that is a disappearing characteristic only of sound, <fcc., i. e., of

the five tanmatras of sound, touch, form, taste and smell, which in relation to their

effects are indestruotible. i.e., do not pass into latenoy.

He shows the same in the case of Prakriti:—'So also the undifferentiated

phenomenal state of matter, <fco.
1 That is termed a product. Not however subject

to such changes is the power of consciousness. This is the substance.

Having illustrated the Prakriti and the product (Vikriti), which are proved by
philosophers, he now takes an illustration from the product itself well known in the

world, in order to show the variety due to the inter-action of the qualities which is

the cause of the changes of the characteristic, the secondary quality and condition:

'Here is an illustration of this connection, <fco.

'

It is not necessary that there should be change of condition in the oase of

seoondary qualities only. The characteristic, the secondary quality and the condition

are all implied here by the word condition (avasthft) in the text All, therefore, is

a change of conditions. For this reason he says :
—'Another characteristic taken up

by an object, <fco.

'

He gives the definition of Change (Parinama), which covers the whole connota-

tion of the word :—'Change is the assumption by an existing objeot, &c. '—119.

' Sutra 14.

UWft S&nta, to the latent, sf^FT Udita, to the rising. TOTqfoq Avyapadesya,

the unpredicable. \nr Dharma, characteristics, m^mflt Anup&ti, common,
closely following. >snff Dharmi, the object characterised.
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14. " The object characterized " is ihat which is common
to the latent, the rising and unpredicable characteristic.—120.

i mreh fid i»*f<4% ipmmf

«

fi t*ft «nff i *fr*ian*(W*u srfrfaj; s&fa$*

d<H4» : ^TFTTO vjfidK^ ^WWtW ^qj^T WRf?W H&fHiWVfoHl

*>faf?r i mNrm swiprt: <ift<!jif*«s <<M iftfrnm?wf

VYASA.

Characteristic is the virtue (pr power) of an object differentiated by

fitness. The existence of this fit and proper virtue of an object is inferred

by the production of specific results thereof, as found to be of one sort in one

and of another sort in another (object). Of these characteristics the present

is that which is showing itself in operation ; and it differentiates between

those that have become latent and those that are in unpredicable yet. When,

however, it coincides with the generic quality common to all these states,

then it becomes of the very nature of the object alone; then what is itr in

itself, and by what does it differ?

Now of the characteristics of an object that are either latent, rising or

unpredicable, the latent are those that have been in operation and ceased.
w

The rising characteristics are those that are operation, They are imme-

diate postcedents of the yet iinmanifested secondary quality. Those that

have passed are the postcedents of the present ones. Why are not the

present ones 'the immediate consequents of 4jhe past? On account of the

absence of the relation of antecedence and postcedenco (between the two)*

As the relation of antecedence and postcedence exists between the present

and the future, not so between it and the past. It is not, therefore, the
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immediate antecedent of the past. For this reason it is only the. yat.on-

manifested that is the antecedent of the present.

What then are the unpredicable ? All are of the nature of all. With

regard to this ib has been said The variety of all forms of juice, &c, due

to the changes of earth and water, is seen in stationary objects. So also

of the stationary in the self-moving and of the »elf-moving in the stationary.

Thus all is of the nature of all without the destruction of species. This is

subject to the limit itions of time, space, form and disposing cause. Their

jiafcirreB certainly do not manifest simultaneously.

'The characterized object ' is that constant nature thereof which remains

common to all these manifested and unmanifested characteristics and which

is the subsratum of both the generic and the specific. In the case of him,

however, to whom this is a characteristic only without a substratum, there

must be absence of experience. How is ib possible to adopt one cognition

as the enjoyer of the action done by auother? Further there would be no

memory thereof, because no one can remember what has been seen by an-

other. Further a subsratum common to changing states does exist, because

objects are called back to memory and recognized as such. It is this constant

substratum that is identified as such even when ib has taken up a different

characteristic. For this reason it is not common to different states.

VACHASPATI'S GLOSS.

The word c characteristics ' is used here to denote characteristic, seoondary

quality and condition, because that is the basic quality. The Commentator desoribes

the characterized object which is subject to this three-fold change, by the aphorism

"The 'characterized object' is that which is common to the latent, the rising and the

unpredicable characteristics." The characterized object is that which is possessed of a

characteristic. It is not possible of being known without the characteristic being

known. He explains the characteristic:—* Differentiated by fitness, &o.' The charac-

teristic is the virtue of a substance, such as day, <feo. That is the power of its produo*

irig a powder, a kneaded lump, a jar, <feo All these exist therein in a state of latency

(non-manifestation).

If the characteristics exist in a state of latency in an object, they have to

manifest themselves. But they do not manifest without the help of such adjuncts

afi water, <fcc. Water, &o , do not however exist in the causal states of the Object?

that are ^reduced. Whence then do they come] For this reason he says;—'Differentiat-

ed by fitness. The power producing javs, &c , is differentiated by the fitness (oafaottgrf)

of being dependent for aotion upon the aotion of water, <fco. Hence jars, <teo. f derWe

the capacity of being helped into manifestation by water, <fco., from theirmmm them-

selves. They are not aooidental. This is the meaning.

Or, it might be that the words, "characterized by fitness " are an answer to the

question. / What k a. ohajawtaristia'T It is the virtue (power) of an objeq*. Th«
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meaning is tjiat it is their fitness alone that is the characteristic. Hence it is proved

that the characterized object is what is possessed of that. He mentions authority

for its existence:—' The existence of this fit and proper virtue of an object is inferred

by the production of specific results thereof, as found to be this or that, that is, the

different appearanoes as powder, kneaded lump, a jar, <fcc. The meaning is that it is

seen to be distinot in different objects by the observation of its effects, and the differ-

ence that is apparent in its effeots. 'Found 9 means observed.

He now describes how a lump of kneaded clay which is perceived as existing in

the present, differs from the state of its existence as powder which has* now become

latent andl the state of its existence as a jar which is yet unpredicable :—
' Of these

characteristics the present is that, &c.' The meaning is that if they did not differ,

the operations of the powder and the jar would also become similar to those of the

kneaded lump, and overlapping be the result.

He now says that the distinction described is not possible in the case of a lump

whioh is yet in the state of latency :
—

' When however it coinoides with the generic

quality, &o.* What is it in itself and by what distinguishing trait should it differ t

*

Having thus described the distinguishing traits of characteristics, he now divides

them:—'Now of these characteristics of an object, (fee.'

The rising characteristics are those that exist in the present.

Now he explains the antecedence and postoedence of the pathways of being:—
'They are the immediate postcedents, <fcc.

7 He asks the reason:—Why are not the

present ones the immediate consequents of the past? He states the reason:—On ao-.

count of the absence of the relation of antecedence and postoedence between the two

He explains the non-perception of a thing by the object in which it exists:—He also

shows the non-perception of the existence by being the opposite of the perception there-

of As the relation of antecedents and postoedence between tho yet-unmanifested

and the present, <ko.' He summarizes:—For this reason the yet-unmanifested is the

only immediate antecedent of the present, because the yet-unmanifested precedes the

present. The past cannot be the antecedent of the present. The present precedes the

past and is therefore its antecedant, not unpredicable of it. Hence is it established

that the past is the least important of the pathways of being.

Well, let that be. It is possible to distinguish the present and the past as being

and having been perceived respectively. The unpredioable characteristics, however,

from the very fact of their being unpredioable, are incapable of being distinguished.

With this in mind he puts the question :
—'What are then the unpredicables? And in

what objects are we to examine them
1

?' He answers the question:— ' All are of the

nature of all.' With regard to this it has been said :—(He establishes the same).

'The variety of all forms of juice, <fcc., due to the changes of earth and water, <feo.' The
liquid is possessed of the soniferous, tangiferous, luminiferous and gustiferous ultimate

atoms. The earth (solid) is possessed of the soniferous, the tangiferous, the luminife-

rous, the gustiferous and the odoriferous ultimate atoms. A modification of all

these is seen in the variety of all the forms of juice, <feo . found in the roots, fruits,

flowers, leaves, <fcc, of tree, creeper and cane-plant, &c. All these ctfnnot be the modi*
fications either of the solids or of the liquids different in nature from themselves. It

has of course been shown that nothing can come out of nothing.

u\ Similarly the modifications of unmoving objeots are seen in moving objects in the,

shape of a variety of chyle, <fcc. It is of course the use of these fruits, Ac., that
brings about the wealth of the variety of forms, <feo.

Similarly is seen the modification of animals into plants. It is well-known that
pomegranates become as big as the fruits of T&la by obtaining a snok of blood.
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He oonoludes:—'Thus all is of the nature of all, ho? Thus all, », liquid and
solid, &o„ is of the nature of all, L e., juioe, <feo. He gives the reason thereof:—'With*
out destruction of species.' The liquidity and solidity (earthiness), the generic qua-
lities of these, are recognized as existing everywhere, and they are not therefore

destroyed*

Well, but if all this is of the nature of all, then everything being present every-

where always and in all possible modes, even those results which do not exist simul-

taneously should manifest at once. For certainly, when all the necessary causes of an
effect are present, it would not delay in its appearance. For this reason he says:

—

This is subject to the limitations of time, space, &o. Although everything can of

oourse beoome the cause of everything, yet the operation of the cause is limited by
space. Thus K&smira (Cashmere) being the country of saffron, it will not grow in the

P&nch&la oountry, even though the other causes of its growth were all present there.

Hence saffron does not grow in the P&ftoh&la and other countries.

Similarly there are no rains in the summer seaEon ; therefore no growth of rice

is possible in that season. Similarly a deer does not give birth to a man ; the form
of man oannot arise out of that of a deer. Similarly, a man who is not virtuous, does

not enjoy the nature of pleasure ; the disposing cause of virtue does not operate in

him. Therefore it is that on account of the limitations of space, time, form and dis-

posing oause, the nature, i, e. t
existing objeots, are not produoed simultaneously.

Having thus divided the characteristics, he now describes the substratum as

being oommon to all these states:
—'The characterized object is that common, (fee.

1

The generio is the nature of the characterized, the substratum ; and the speoifio is the

characteristic. The substratum is of the nature of both these. This is the meaning.

Having shown that the substratum, the characterized objeot, appearing in all the

states thereof, is proved by direct knowledge, he now calls to mind the undesirable oon~

sequences of the theory of the Vainasika philosophers, who say that no independent

substratum exists, and that the mind is but a momentary aot of cognition :—
' In the

case however, &o.'

Further the objeot is called back to memory and recognized as such. Yajfia-

datta does not call back to mind what has been seen by Devadatta. For this reason

whoever has been the seer must be the reoogniser —120.

Stltra 15.

HOT Krama, of succession, ^tfrar* Anyatvam, the distinctness. mR<UW

Parin&ma, of modifications. *JF*r% Anyacve, for the distinctness. Hetufc,

the reason.

15. The distinctness of succession is the reason for the dis-.

tinctness of modifications.—121.

srsri swp^st stt g *re*Kfarc* <rerr$ atfft* mwtt* i ^twi-
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vftzqm tffc i a n&srer uufcrfcf^ afar nfw^row; \ vftsft vuft w-

fopsfN* snfca*ro^R^r sritj s?mR^ i %ttft sir surf: qf^siwr

*

VYASA,

It then coming to this that there can be but one modification for one

substratum, it is said that the distinctness of succession becomes the cause of

the distinctness of modifications. This takes place as follows :—The older of

causation is : the clay as powder, the clay kneaded into a lump, the clay appear-

ing as a jar, the clay appearing as a half-jar, the clay appearing as a potsherd.

Ttee succession of a characteristic is that characteristic, which comes be-

fore it immediately. The kneaded lump of clay disappears and the jar appeals

in close sequence. This is the order of the sequence of the changes of the

characteristic. The order of the change of secondary qualities is the sequential

appearance of the present state of a jar out of its ye t-un manifested state of exis-

tence. Similarly is there a succession for the passing into its past state, of the

present state of the kneaded lump of clay. There is no succession for the past.

Why? Immediato sequence exists only where there is a relation of antece-

dence and postcedence. That does not exist in the case of the past. Hence
succession exists in the case of two secondary qualities only.

Such is also the succession in the case of the change of condition, A new
jikr begins to become old in immediate sequence of its appearance as a new
one. This oldness is found being manifested in succession which follows the

sequence of the moments of time, until it reaches the last stage. And this

third change is distinct from the changes of characteristic and secondary qua-

lity* AU these successions find their being in the conception of there being a

distinction between the characteristic and the characterized object, because

the characteristic also becomes sometimes the characterized, in its relation, to

the nature of another characteristic.

When, however* the oharaofcferized object ia spoken of as being whafcifc*

really is, as not distinct from the characteristic, tHen by virtue of that concep-
tion; the object itself is described as a charaoteristrir; and then the succession

appears to bfe one only*
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The characteristics of the mind are two-fold, the conscious (or patent

Paridrista) and the unconscious (or latent, A-patidriata). Of these the patent

are those that appear in consciousness as notions. The latent are those that

are but the substance itself. They are seven only and it is by inference that

their existei.ce ioeelf has been established. 1 Suppression, characterization,

potentialization, constant change, physical life, movements, power are the cha-

racteristics of the mind, besides consciousness.'

Hereafter is introduced the subject of samyama to be performed by a yogi

with the object of obtaining the knowledge of any desirable* subject, when he

has mastered all the means of obtaining knowledge as described.

VACHASPATI'S GLOSS.

'The distinctness of succession is the reason for distinctness of modifications.

Is one substratum subject only to one change, which may be described as characteris-

tic secondary quality, or condition, as the. case may be 1 Or, are the changes of

oharacterististic, secondary quality and condition more than one 1 What does it come

to then? It comes to this that the change must be one beoause the substratum is one.

A cause which has but one form, oannot produce a variety of effects, because the

variety in that case would be causeless.

This being the suggestion, it is said :—Distinct changes are posited, because the

orders of succession are different.

Observers of the world have plainly observed that an order obtains in the suc-

cession of fch a changes of one clay into dust, kneaded lump, jar, half-jar and sherd.

It is also seen that the sequence between powdered clay and kneaded lump is indepens

dent of the sequence between kneaded clay and jar : the sequence between a jar and a

half-jar is quite another. The sequence between a half-jar and pot-sherds is again

quite different. In each of these One of the elements precedes another. The difference

of order existing in one succession of changes establishes the distinctness of the changes.

Although the substratum of clay is one, it puts on a succession of changes whose order

is established by ailied characteristics appearing in succession to each other in due

order. The appearance is not, therefore, causeless. This is the meaning.
# <

As is the case with the changes of characteristics, so also is the distinctness of

the succession the reason for the distinctness of the changes of secondary qualities and

the changes of condition.

The same is illuminated by the Commentary :

—

( It comes to this that there can

be but one modification for on9 substratum, &a'

'The succession of characteristic, <fec.' :—The word 1 succession ' is used here to

denote that which succeeds, looking upon the one to be nothing distinct from the other*

1 Such is also the succession in the oase of the change of condition/ And so it

happens that the barley grain, even though kept with great care by a oultivator in a>

grain-pit is, on the lapse of a large number of years, reduced to a condition, suoh that
the cohesion of its particles gives way to the mere touoh of hand, £ *. of being reduced
to an atomic condition. This is not possible to take place all at once causelessly in

the case of new grain. It is, therefore, by a succession of different states appearing
one after the other in moments of time as being small, smaller and smallest on the
one side> and.largev larger and largest on the other, that the specific condition appears;
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This distinctness of succession exists only in the case of distinctness being con-

ceived as between the characteristic and the substratum. So he says :*-*' All these

successions find their being, bo.'

The state of the characterized and the oharaoteristic are relative down from the

undifferentiated phenomenal to the produots, and vice versa, inasmuoh as the solids,

clay, eta, are also characteristics in correlation with the ultimate atoms (the tan-,

matras, or divine measures). So he says :
—

' The characteristic also sometimes beoomes
the oharaoterized objeot in relation to the nature of another oharaoteristic'

When, however, the conception of the unity of the substratum and the charac-
teristic is entertained with reference to the real substratum, the noumenal, i.e., when,
'by virtue of that conception,

1
of the substratum being common to all its states, the

oharaoterized objeot itself is considered as the characteristic, then there is but one
ohange, the change, that is to say, of the characterized object alone. Characteristic,

secondary quality and condition enter then into the very being of the characterized.

It is to be considered as having been said by this that the substratum is far re-

moved from the state of constant independent eternity (Kufastha nityatft).

Speaking of the ohange of characteristic, the Commentator takes up in the con-

text, the distinctions of the modality of the characteristics of the mind:—'The cha-

racteristics of the mind, &o.
}

The conscious (patent) characteristics are those that come into our conscious-

ness, of which we are conscious. The latent are those of which we have no direct

knowledge. Those that appear, in consciousness as notions are the real oognitions,

(fee. Suppression, etc., are those that are but the substance itself. This explains that

they are not of the nature of illumination.

Well, but if characteristics are latent, they certainly do not exist at all. For

this reason he says:—'And it is by inference that their existenoe as substance itself

is established/ The knowledge that comes through authority is also spoken of here

as inferenoe by the similarity of their ooming into existenoe after other knowledge. -

He mentions the seven characteristics by a verse:

—

4 Suppression, (fee*

Suppression is the ultra-cognitive state of mental modifications. It is known by

authority as well as by inferenoe to be a state of residual potency.

By the word ' characterization ' the author suggests virtue and vice. The reading

in some places is ' Karma ' (action) instead of 1 Dharma ' (characterization). There

'too virtue and vice caused by aotion are to be understood, Virtuous and vioious tenden-

cies of the mind (or, which is the same thing, good and bad character) are known by

authority or inferred by the existence of 'pleasure and pain.

Potentialization or the power which generates mental potenoies, is inferred by

memory.

Similarly is the constant change of the mind in evolution inferred from the faot

of the mind being made up of the three 'quaMties' and of the function of the qualities

being ohangeful.

Similarly physical life, the speoifio aotion of the mind whioh sustains physical

life, is inferred as a oharaoteristic of the unconscious mind by expiration and inspira-

tion.

Similarly are the movements of the mind, t. the acts whioh set the different

.

organs and parts of the body into motion, inferred by these very movements following

thought in that direction.

Similarly is power the, subtle state of all the effects of thought which manifest

in aotion (It is the idea of all actions). That this is also as a oharacteristio of the mind,

is inferred by seeing the gross appearances due to the mental images thereof.—-1? I.
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Sdtra 16.

trftwT-SRT Parin&raa-traya, the three fold change. *trmc[ Samyam&t, by

Samyama over. *Trft?T Attta, of the past. *mhi« An&gata, of the future.

Jfi&nam, knowledge.

16. By Samyama over the three-fold change, comes the

knowledge of the past and the future.— 122.

VYASA.

By Samyama over the changes of characteristic, secondary quality

and condition, comes to the Yogis the knowledge of the past and the future.

The triad of concentration, meditation and trance together has been termed.

Samyama. When direct knowledge of the three-fold change is obtained by

means of Samyama, knowledge of their past and present is obtained.

VACHASPATPS GLOSS.

Henceforward up to the end of the chapter, the objects of Samyama and the

attainments which indicate mastery over them, are discussed. Of these, the first

object of the Samyama of a Yogi, familiar with all the accessories of Yoga, that is

introduced, is the triad of changes itself, whose modality has already been describ-

ed «By Samyama over the three-fold changes, comes the knowledge of the .past and

the future.'

The question is that inasmuch as direct knowledge is obtained only of the object

with reference to whioh Samyama is performed, how is it that the Samyama on the

triad of changes will become the cause of the direct knowledge of the past and the

futurel For this reason the Commentator says:—When direct knowledge of the three

fold change has been obtained by means of Samyama the knowledge of the past and

the future, having as they do the relation of co-existence with these changes, is also

brought about. The direct knowledge of the triad of ohanges itself, is the direct

knowledge of the past and the present whioh it comprehends. The very essence of the

one being the essence of the other, the object of Samyama and direct knowledge are

not different (in the aphorism). This is the meaning.*— 122.

Stitra 17.

*Wk«4<jk)-MflH^ « \* II

*r«5 Sabda, the word *n? Artha, the meaning, the object. Jfl*nr Pratyaya,

the idea of all these. uri&K Itaretara, of each with the other. snaiTOT^r Adhyfi,-

8&b,, because of the coinciding. HJftf Samkarafc, becoming one, appearing as

one. Tat, their. jrfroTO Pravibhftga, distinctions, stormy Samy&m&fc,

by Samyama over. Sarva, all. £JT Bhftta, of living being. *rT Ruta, of th*

sounds, «n*q Jfi&nam, knowledge.
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17. The word, the object and the idea appear as one, because

each coincides with the other
;
by Samyama over their distinc-

tions comes the knowledge of the sounds of all-living-beings.—123,

?nr wr*q^qwT«fq?ft i srfa* 'sr swfaqrfwwnrfsnTOq; i q^ g^fygtfgre -

*ftffercpr jjjhi fqd*s?rc*irfqcr s&t srqf : q^r^dforteferf #?nq:-

spq ?r^ ^r^ffirvrRjaRu^ftffrr qq>rcN>irfq
,

snraffar: ^rnRTf^rnr^

qwrqqj qW^q^q^s^rft^mfqtf q*:* arafaqr^rain q-qftqrfaisft-

sgtfsrc "crit^ strw *f?r i ^rjfcTfg qyr^T^fcd&Hi siTTCreq; ^??n-

**flfa i wan 'st i^reftfjeB ^q>c^rqwr%q>Hwr^s3q,

T^: vrf v^wf<ut

mqjraqrc'qftr i a* qyiqraffiiMifawd * q^ srfo*Hw smqnr^jfH fe*n-

qraq> m sFJP^srwqf qr i sfstot *rq?mtqtejrTq*T r^^irrf^ srorrenv-

«re?sn5ra«kf qtf fifprmi q»nc% qr sznfe35fo i Start j&s^pto?wri nfq-

«tft: i ?ra«n qrcnq; eft %irof: ^?r: arerwc qrrcqrm: fam-

qrrwrJrr ?r^«fj iuhmw i qrcm^ i ^sqfaqf*mq«sn$qnq>rc «w

vyAsa,

Now the power of speech functions in the manifestation of literal sounds

only. The auditory power is the substratum for the changes of sound alone*

A word, however, is taken in by the will-to-know ^buddhi, understanding) aH
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understanding) all at once, having taken up a unified appearance just as the

last literal sound ceases. Literal sounds, from th^ impossibility of being expre-

ssed simultaneously, have not the nature of giving support to each other.

They appear and disappear showing no connection with the. particular word,

nor bringing it into consciousness. It is, therefore, said that each of them

is nob the word (itself;.

The letter, however, fs singly a constituent of the word ; it has the poten-

tiality of supplying a name for all objects; it is, as it were, of universal

application, inasmuch as it appears in combination with every conjoined

letter, it takes different places in different combinations, sometimes being plac-

ed before and sometime* after another letter. Thu* there a:e many literal

sounds, which being placed in different orders, help in denoting, by convention,

certain different sounds according to the difference in the order of their

positions. For example, die literal sound of g, au, and h, posseted as they are of

the potentiality of giving names to all objects, denote in this particular order

(gauh) the particular object which is possessed of udders, &c, (a cow).

A woid is that single manifestation of consciousness, which appears just

as the succession of literal sounds limited to a particular conventional meaning

ceases-; it is a conventional sign for the thing signified.

Thus a tingle word is perceived as a single manifestation of consciousness

;

it is brought into existence by a single effort ; it has no parts and no order; it

is not a whole of separate and distinct literal sounds. It is a phenomenon of

the will-to-be (buddhi) ; it is brought into consciousness by the operation of

the notion of the last literal sound ; it is understood by the mind of the world,

as having come into existence by conjunction (of letters) on account of the

eternnl habit brought about by its ever having been with the help of literal

sounds, separately named, uttered and heard, that the power of speech has

fuuctioned for the purpose of transferring the complete vrbal thought signs

from one mind to another. (And this being so), the ordinary mind distin-

guishes a word from another by conventional meaning, saying that such and

such a succession of so many letters, so ending, denotes such and such an

object.

* Convention, however, is a manifestation of memory showing the mutual

correlation of word and meaning, in the shape of coincidence. 'This object is

the same as this word, and this word, is the same as this object—such is the

convention showing the one correlated to the other.

Thus do word, meaning and idea run into each other on account of mutual

correlation of coincidence. Take, for example, the word cow the object cow

and the idea cow. Whoever knows their distinction knows all.

27
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And in all words lies the power of a sentence. If you say " A tree," the

word ' is* is understood., inasmuch as the object signified by a word never fails

of existence.

Similarly no action is possible without its means. Thus on pronouncing

the word 'cooka,' all the appliance necessary for the act of cooking are meant

to be understood. It is only for the purpose of specialization that the object,

the subject and the instrument such as Chaitra, fire and rice are expressly

mentioned.

Then is also seen the combination of words in sentences for expressing

meanings by the entire sentences. 'The Vedic student reads the hymns, lives,

bears life.' In a sentence like this the words and the meanings of words are

both exprossed in consciousness. Hence should words be etymotogically divid-

ed as expressing' actions or nominal cases. Otherwise how would it be possi-

ble to construe a word, a noun or a verb, when one cannot be known from the

other on account of external similarity. For example, take the words Bhavati,

Asvah, Ajap&yAh.

The words, the meaning and the idea of the sentence are distinct from

each other, Thus svetate prdsddah (The mansion shines white) means an

action. The words svetah prdsddah (A white mansion), signify a noun.

—

Both forms of speech denote both a noun and an affirmation of an action

and also the meaning and the idea thereof. How ? By the correlation, 'this

is that/ The notion puts on but one appearance, the same as the conventional

sign. As to the white object, it is the support for both the word and the idea.

It changes its state, but goes neither with the word nor with the idea. Such is

a word and such an idea ; none goes with ihe other. Another is a word, another

its meaning and another the idea. By performing Samyama in this way on

their mutual distinction, a Yogi obtains knowledge of the sounds of all living

beings.

VACHASPATI'S GLOSS.

This is another subject for Sarnyama, here discussed : — * The word, the objeo

and the idea appear as one, because each coincides with the other; by Sanyaina ont
their distinctions comes knowledge of the sounds of all living beings.'

Here with the object of explaining the sound (verbal) which denotes a meaning,

the^ commentator first mentions the province of the operation of the power of speech
(VAK). Now the power of speech, Vak, manifests literal sounds in eight places. As
it is said '"There are eight seats of literal sounds, the chest, the throat, and the
head, and also the root of the tongue, the teeth, the nose, the lips and the palate.'

This VAK, the power of speech, is purposed to operate in literal sounds only,
such as they have come into existence by the recognition of the world. It does not
operate to express the sign as such of a thing signified. This is the meaning.
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He ascertains the sphere of the operation of the power of hearing :—The audi-

tory power, again, operates to ohange itself into the particular form of a literal sound,

whioh is a distinot modification of the manifested inartioulate sound striking against

the organs of speeoh. Its operation is limited to that much ; it does not as suoh sig-

nify the thing signified. This is the meaning.

He distinguishes the verbal sign signifying an object as suoh, from literal sounds

as they have oome into existence by the recognition of the world :

—

4 A word, however,

(that is to say, the sign signifying a thing) is taken by the understanding all at once,

having assumed a unified appearanoe, jus*; as the last literal sound disappears.' Each
of the literal sounds is first taken iu according as the sounds are familiar to the world;

and after they have been taken into the mind, they are brought together into a single

manifestation of consciousness, and thus as a sign signifying an objeot it is taken in

by the understanding all at onoe. The single verbal sound* cow* is a word, and is

taken in as such by the understanding. Although each of the preceding sounds of

component letters tends to bring into the field "of consciousness the sound of the whole

verbal sign, yet until the last literal sound is added to the sound image that is being

formed, the whole is not made distinct and clear. When the last literal cognition has,

however, oome into operation, the entire sound-image constituting the word becomes

dear For this reason it is said that 1 a word is taken in by the understanding all at

onoe, having assumed a unified appearance, just as the last literal sound oeases.'

* Literal sounds from the impossibility, &o.' This is said in reply to him who
does not recognize on account of the distinctions obtaining among the different classes

of letters, that words are taken in as entire single concepts all at onoe, but establishes

on the contrary that the letters themselves singly have the power of signifying the

objeot.

It may be in one of two ways that the literal sounds may generate the mental

impression of the signified objeots as each is being pronounced as a part of a complete

word. They may oarry the oapaoity of signifying the object, eaoh of them, either as

pegs whioh give support to a basket hung therefrom; (Thus whenever the peg goes,

the basket would go too) or, they may give support to the meaning as several stones

placed together and made into a platform give support to a stool.

The first theory does not hold. The pronouncement of one letter only does not

carry the objeot to the mind, for if it did, the uttering of the other letters would be

quite useless. When a work has been oompleted, the employment of an effort for its

achievement, suoh as is not calculated to give the oompleted work any extra quality,

would take the effort out of the category of the means of achievement.

If this dpes not hold, the other remains. It is certainly possible in this case, as

was not possible in the case of many pegs plaoed separately, that stones placed toge-

ther to make a single platform should hold a stool, because in this case the capacity

of giving support to the stool is being employed at one and the same time. Letters,

however, oaunot all be proDounoed simultaneously, and for this reason they cannot

carry the meaning to the mind even when brought together, beoause eaoh of them does

not take after the other, and the pronouncement of the one does not suggest the other.

They do not attach to the form of one word only as if they were of its very nature.

They, therefore, do not suggest the word, as each is being pronounced and passing into

latenoy. Eaoh maintains itself in separate and independent existenoe like a rod of

steel. It is, therefore, said that eaoh of them is not of the nature of a word.

Inasmuoh as this defeot would not arise, if the letters forming parts of a word

constituted as suoh the word itself, he says:— 4 Each letter, however, singly is a neoes-

sary constituent of a word : it has the potentiality of supplying a name for all objeots.
9

AU the potentialities of making all • names are present in it. Thus the letter, G, is
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found to exist in the words GAU, GANA, GAURA, NAGA, eto., which signify diffe-

rent objects (a cow and others respectively). It has, therefore, the potency of sup-

plying names for each and all of these objeots. Similarly is the letter, 0, found in the

words, SOMA, SOCHI, eto , which means God and other things, and that too has, there-

fore, the oapaoity of naming all these objeots. Similarly should it be understood every-

where else. Each of these letters G, etc, appears in combination with, i in con-

tact with other conjoined letters, such as, 0, eto. On account of there being suoh con-

tact, it becomes, as it were, of universal application, t. e.
y
each of these letters becomes,

at it were many, and does not remain, as it is, one only. It does not of course, ac-

tually become many. Therefore the words, as it were,' have been added. The letter,

of course, remains the same.

The letter, G, placed before and the letter, 0, placed thereafter distinguish the

consequent sonorous impression from the words GAN"A, etc. Similarly does the letter,

0, placed after G, distinguish it from the words SOCJIIT, eto. A specific sonorous im-

pression is thus established in the mind as the succession of literal sounds appearing

in the word ceases. This specitio mental impression is the single image of the word,

GAU, as manifested in the mind (sphota). It is this sonorous image that denotes the

specific quality of the species COW.

This is the meaning. It is impossible that the notion of an object be caused by
literal sounds on account of there being a fixed order of their succession in a word
because they do not come into existence simultaneously. Nor is it proper to hold that

notwithstanding the order of the succession of literal sounds in a word being fixed they

come together to manifest the notion of an object by the opeiation of their residual

potencies, in the same way as thore is absence of antecedence and postcedence in the

purifioatory potencies brought about by oblations of combustibles, etc. ; or in the tame
way as the heavenly state of existence is brought about. This is so, becai.se opt'on is

inadmissible.

Knowledge of an object is not, therefore, caused by literal sounds. It is neces-

sary that there should be perception of a single word as tho means of calling it forth,

This however, is not tho case with a word. A word is expressed by bounds which
differ frcmcuch other in the effort which is put forth in pronouncing them (prayatna).

These constituent sounds which go to form this and that word, each differing from the
other, are similar to each other in having their pi too of formation iu the mouth and
the effort requisite for their pronouncement, always the same. For this rca ;on they
make up a word similar to the others in some respect, although dissimlar in reality.

The similarities here and there differ from each other by tho difference caused by the
relative positions (.f the letters. It is by this compl icement that words appear as
possessing different parts and composite natures, although in reality they are single

and without puts Tuis happens in the same way as a face possessing a constant
tinge of colour and fhed features and dimensions show more reflections than one eaoh
possessed of different colour, dimensions and features, when placed differently with
respect to a mirroi, a dagger and a jewel. The difference is not real.

A verbal sigu is single end partlcss The letters are taken to be its parts by vir-

tue of tho differouco of tho contiguity of similar letters in different words Tho diffe

renco of words being thus du> to the conception of there being constituted by letters

ponoeived as suoh a single and parties* sonorous imige (sphota). Having no distinc-

tions in itself, it is kept up in tho mind, as it were, distinct and possessed of parts. It

is for this reasju that the spacifio sonorous imige of the word Gau is not determined
by its put G, bjouiso therein it is simihr to the souorous images of suoh other words
as GAURA, etc It, however, determines the whole verbal imige when
qualified by the literal sound 0. Similarly the letter 0 is not competent
to determine the single whole, the sonorous image of the word GAU,
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on aooount of its similarity therein with the worcta SOCHI, etc. It, how-
ever, doe3 so, being qualified by the literal sound G. Although they do not
co exist, yet one can be qualified by the other by means of residual potenoies com-
ing to co-exist. And the two residual potencies have not different spheres of

action, because two percepts of two different parts and potencies born therefrom,

have one word as the sphere of their operation. By the perception of the parts

alone, the wliole word is not manifested ; but it is manifested as the succession

of literal sounds ceases: an<J it should be added that the consciousness of the
cessation of this succession manifests by virtue of the residual potenoies of the
perceptions of the different parts. It is a matter of observation that the past
unmanifested impressions strengthen the present manifested impression by means
of the successive storage of their residual potenoies. Thus the notion of the exis-

tence of a tree at a distanoe is at first dim, but by and by becomes distinot. It is

not, however, possible that this may be the method of the literal sounds bringing about
the perception of the object. Because the rule of dimness and clearness applies only
to peroeptive cognitions; and it is not by perceptions that literal sounds bring about
the consciousness of an object. It cannot, of course, be that each of the constituent

literal sounds of a word shoiild produce an indistinot image of the object which be-

comes distinot only in the end. If the image is raised by the letters it must be quite

distinot. Or, it may be 6aid that it is never born at all. It can never be said it

remains indistinot and dim (asphu^a). The dissimilarity is that in the case of the
sonorous image the distinctness and indistinctness are fancied after the perceptibility

is established. Thus when the notion of the cessation of literal sounds takes its place
in the mind through the auditory sense, along with the residual potencies left therein

by the perception of each litoral cound in succession, the literal sounds come together
into the manifested sonorous image of a single word. This manifestation is brought
about by a specific output of energy. The speciality of this energy depends upon the
fixity of a particular order of the succession changes, the cession of literal sounds.
When, therefore, the order of the succession ohanges, the specific energy which is com-
petent to bring about the particular verbal manifestation no longer exists, and the
particular manifestation is not brought about. Literal sounds are thus limited to

the expression of a particular meaning by their dependence upon the order of their

succession. They, therefore, show the conventional limitation as it appears in the
word, to be the sphere of the operation of a word having more parts than one. So
many as two, three, four, five or six litoral sounds possessing the power of naming
all objects denote the particular objeots which is possessed of udders, «fco., when
they appear as GAU, and the aspirate H.

Well, then, is it the letters alone which by virtue of distinot orders of succes-
sion denote an object 1 Is not a word independent of its constituent letters'? For
this reason he says:—'Thus a single word, <fco.'

' The succession of literal sounds' is the succession brought about by literal

sound.

'The succession of literal sounds limited to particular object ceases':—Suoh
are the letters of a word at the time when the successive pronouncement of the literal

sounds is over.

'Manifestation of oonsoiousness ' means the shining out of the Will to know (the
buddhi) in the shape of a particular image.

'Limited to a particular conventional meaning':—The literal sounds limited
to a particular conventional meaning are, as has been said, the sounds of G, AU and
H in aooordance with the conceptions of superfioal observers. The meaning is that
G, &o. are also taken to be the signifiers of an object, being as they are the parts of
a word and thus its necessary constituents. In reality, however, it is a single mental
phenomenon which, as a word, signifies an object. He renders the same plainer :
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Thus a single word 2s a single manifestation of consciousness, <feo. All this related

to it is understood by the mind of the world, <fco.'

But why single manifestation of consciousness 1 For this reason he says:—* It

ia the object of a single effort of consciousness. ' A cow: This single word is the

object of a single phenomenon of consciousness ; it is, therefore, spoken of as a single

manifestation.

He mentions the cause of its manifestation :
—

'It is ^brought iuto existenoe by
a single effort.

9 The effort which manifests the word RASA is different from the

effort whioh manifests the word SAUA. And it is single, inasmuch as it is possessed

of the quality of the individuality of the word RASA from the biginning, is differen-

tiated by the fruit thereof, and has determinate order of the antecedent and post-

cedent (literal sounds thereof). The different parts of the word whioh are under-

stood to be existing ag suoh by differences is similarity and order of oontiguity, do not

exist os suoh in reality, and a word is, therefore, said to be without parts. For this

reason it has no order, beoause there is no existence in it of parts whioh may exist

either before or after each other.
«

The question arises, that literal sounds appearing in order before and after one
another in a word and being therefore its parts, how is it said under the circumstances

that a word has no order and no parts? For this reason he says :
—

* It is not a whole
made of separate and distinct literal sounds. * Literal sounds are not parts of a word

;

but by means of differences in similarity and order of contiguity, the word puts on of

itself different forms and appears as it is in reality. The faces appearing in a jewel, a

dagger, mirror, &o.
t
are not parts of the real face. 'It is a manifestation of the Will-

to-know (buddhi). This means that the collective appearanoe at the cessation of a
succession is known by the buddhi, is found in the buddhi. The operation of the notion

of the last literal sound means the residual potenoy of the cognition of that sound. This
residual potency when it is thrown in with the residual potencies of the cognitions of

the previous literal sounds, brings the whole word into consciousness, that is, renders

it to the object of cognition. And it is shown below that the residual potencies left

in the mind by the cognitions of sounds, coinoide in spaoe with the sphere of the
word they make up.

Well ; but if a word has no parts, no order and no constituent literal sounds,

why does it never appear as such ? A white crystal may appeaj to be red when
besmeared with molten shellac ; but it is not that it will not appear pure white even
when the colour has been removed. Literal sounds are, therefore, parts of a word.
For this reason he says :

—
' It is understood by the mind of the world, &o.' The

eternal functioning of the power of speech has gone on through the articulation into

words of different literal sounds. This has been carried on with the help of literal

sounds, sep irately named, uttered and heard by the hearers for the purpose of

transferring them from oue to other minds. Eternal habit is scoured by the opera-

tion.

• On aooount of eternal habit* means that the mind which has peroeived thus, is

possessed of the habit thus acquired; the habit, that is to say, of understanding the

whole word as ooloured by separate literal sounds. ( As havin g come into existence 1

(Siddhavat) means ' as it were, having a real and independent existence.
1

By 'conjunction of letters* he means the speech of the older people whioh has

always been so achieved ' Thus is the word known.' The meaning is this. There

is a certain application (upadhi) whioh may either be applied to anything or separat-

ed from it. Take for example lao or something similar. If it is separated from the

crystal it shines out in its white purity. This ia proper. As to the notion of a word,

however, it is never produced exoept by a pirtioular sound which is brought about by a

effort Further a word ia always marred by similarity, and its notion is generated in the
mind only as being made up of literal sounds. How then is it possible that a word may
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also be spoken or known as pure and independent of literal sounds ? As they say :

—

* Sounds being similar in their nature becomes onuses of wrong impressions. The cause

of wrong impression takes them in as such ; in the sight of those who know the word,

it is fixed with referenoe to its means of production. This oertain confusion in the world

is but the contradiction of knowledge.' Because the body of a word shows itself as always

made up of articulated sounds*; the world being superficial observers, believe that the

literal sounds themselves are words ; and they think that the literal sound only appear-

ing in different combinations give different meanings. He says this:
—'Distinguished

by conventional meaning, etc.* .The meaning is that for the benefit of the ordinary

mind to whom the real word is unknown as such, a word is divided into literal sounds

by an aot of the mind which is called convention. He describes the division into arti-

cle sounds:—'Of so many letters,' neither more nor less.

'Suoh and such a succession* means one having a particular order of uninterrup-

ted succession. 'Succession' so ending/ is that which is taken in by a single act of the

understanding. He illustrates such and such an object:
—'Such as the generic quality

of a oow, &o/

Well ; but if convention means that a particular word is to denote a particular

objeot, then there is no confusion between word and meaning. For this reason he
says:—'Convention, however, <fco.'

C A manifestation of memory':—The existence of this conventional relation is due
to the function of memory. The convention which determines the meaning is not
only this, that such and such a meaning has been given to such and such a sound ; it

is also that such and such a sound is remembered as correlated to such and such a mean-
ing. This is the meaning.

'Whoever knows their distinction performs Samyama thereon and thereby
knows all/ that is, understands the sounds of all living beings. The genitive case used,
' their distinction

7

is used only with reference to convention in which the forms are not
distinct.

A word has thus been established to be a single pattless and jointless output
of sound in which the literal sounds are only fancied to be articulations. Now he
establishes that a sentence also is a single oomplete notion in the mind and that the
words are simply fanoied to be parts thereof. So he says:— ' and in all words lives

the power of a sentence/ This is the explanation. A word is used to convey infor-

mation to another. It is only what they are intended to convey that is conveyed
to the other. The same is intended to be conveyed by them whioh is the field of any
action, <fcc, with reference to them. It is not the object alone that is signified by
them, but the entire meaning of a sentence. All words are meant to complete the
meaning of a complete sentence- Hence the same is their meaning. For this reason,

where even a single word is used, even there the meaning is understood to be what it

would be, if it were used together with another word. The whole meaning is not con-
veyed by one word alone. Why? Becauso that suoh alone has nob the power to
convey the whole meaning. Therefore in such places it is the sentence alone that
qonveys the meaning not the separate words. Because however the words are parts
of a sentence, they too have the power of denoting the meaning of a sentence, in the
same way as literal sounds have the power of conveying the meaning of a word on
aooount of appearing as artioulations thereof. For this reason just as every literal

sound is possessed of the power of forming all means, so every word also is as suoh
possessed of the power of forming all sentences and thus denoting the meaning inten-
ded to be conveyed by all sentences. This is what is meant by saying, ' And in all

words lives the power of a sentence.' When some one says, ' A tree/ it is understood,
that a tree exists. The word, ' tree/ together with the word, ' is, ' understood, give

the meaning of a sentence, and henoe the word, tree, exists as part ol a sentence.
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But then how is it that the word,' is/ is understood 1 For this reason he
s iys :— The objeot signified by a word never fails of existence. In the world, words
are the means of ascertaining the existence of objects ; and a word, always joining the
object signified to the word* is,

9 everywhere gives the meaning of a sentence. This
is the meaning of an object never failing of existence. It is for this reason the prac-
tice of those who know the usage of word, thfct wherfcver there is no other verb, the
word ' is' and ' becomes ' are to be considered understood, and are to be supplied.

Having described the nominal bases as never failing of a particular action he
now shows that a particular-action never fails of a noun :—Thus on pronouncing the
word 1 Cooks ' the appropriate agents of the action signified are always understood.
And the word excludes other inappropriate agents It is thus that the meaning of a
sentence is differentiated.

Similarly are words found existing in a sentence although they are not required

there : and for this reason all the more is it that words possess the power of giving the'

meaning of a sentence. For this? reason he gays :
—

' Then is also seen the combination
of words in a sentence/ Not even thus the words ' Vedio student, ' <fec, used indepen
dently would convey such a meaning if they were not understood as conjoined to the

words' is, ' &o. Thus the meaning is that this too has been fancied to be a part of a

sentence.

Let that be. But if the words themselves have the power of conveying the
meaning of a sentence, there is no use of making sentences. The meaning intended
to be conveyed by a sentence is conveyed by the words themselves. For this reason
he says:—' In a sentence like this, Ac.' It has been said that the meaning intended
to be conveyed by a word is not conveyed by a word alone, until it is conjoined to an-

other word understood. Hence are words separated from a sentence and fancied as sepa-

rate from them! and hence also are words separated from the meaning of a sentence,

and are distinguished as either verbs or nominal bases. Thus are words to be etymo-
logically explained by introducing the divisions of cases.

But then why should so much trouble be taken to explain them 1 For this

reason he says:
—

* Otherwise how, etc '

^ ^
In the sentence GHATO BHAVATI, BHAVATI BHKISAM DEHI, BHAVATI

TISTHATI, the nouns and verb appear to be similar in external shape. The word
BHAVATI in the first sentence is a verb and means 'exists.' In the other two
sentences it is a noun and might be translated as 'Your ladyship.'

Similarly in the sentences Asvastvam and Asvas Ysti, the former Asvas is a
verb and means 'be appeased.' The sound Asvas is a noun and means a horse.

Similarly in the sentences, Ajapayah Piva and Marayajapaya Sat-run In the

former sentences it means the milk of a she-goat, and in the second it means 'kill.
1

Thus names and verbs being similar in external appearance, they would not be
known as nouns and verbs if they were not to be separated from the sentence. How
could they otherwise be explained as either verbs or nominal bases 1 Hence words
should be separated from a sentence and explained. It is not that, merely by thus
explaining words after having taken them out of the sentence, they would really be-

come different in nature.

Having thus, ascertained the nature of words, he now begins the discussion of

the absence of real confusion (sarikara) among word, meaning and idea, upon which
confusion has been fastened by convention :—

* These are the word, the meaning and
the idea among which obtains a distinction.

'

Thus, Svetate Prftsadah, (white shines the mansion) means an auction. It is very

plain here that the action of looking white which has to be established, comes first*
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and then arises the consciousness of the purpose of the action having been established.

The word *J5?vetaMs a separate thing. Even where the word and meaning have their forms
established, there exists a difference between word and meaning. He says this :

—

*Svetah Pr&s&dah iti ' (the palace is. white). The word here has the meaning of a

noun. The absence of the case enduing is because the word is intended to express its

own meaning. He divides the meaning :
—'These are word? denoting both a noun and

an action. The meaning bf both these words is both of the nature of a noun and an

aotion He divides the idea:—'And also the meaning and the idea thereof.' I is the

word* CHA' in the original which gives the meaning of the words,' the meaning of the

idea thereof.' The relation shown here is with another object which is signified.

The question is that if word, meaning and notion are known as single on acco-

unt of confusion (sankara, coming together) whence does the distinction come? He
puts the question with this object :

—
' How 1

?
1 He gives the answer :

—
' By the correla-

tion, thi^is that, &o.'

The meaning is that the cause of the notion of unity is the qualification of the

convention; it is not real, however. The use of words 'In the conventional sign* in

the locative case shows that convention is the cause thereof. He shows the reality :—
'And the white object, &o.' The 'states' are newness and oldness. 'Goes with' means
becomes confused.

By performing Sanpyaraa in this way with reference to the distinctions o f word,

meaning and idea, the sounds of all animal?, insects, &c, become distinctly intelligible

to the Yogi. The Samyama performed with respect to the speech of man is equally

performed with respect to their sounds also, inasmuch as both are of the same class.

The Yogi knows their different sounds, their different meanings and their notions.

Thus is it proved.— 123.

.Sutra 18.

^teTFC Samsk&ra, of residual potencies. UNic*<<lll<i S&ks&fc karan&b, by

the bringing of into consciousness, Purva, of previous. «rrf?T Jati, life

status ffPTg Jfiauam, knowledge.

18. By bringing residual-potencies into consciousness, the

knowledge of previous life-state (Jati)—124.

*f <*rwj ic^4difcwRH, 1 5^ <a<?=w1 *TO>rcr: \ ^fa&Xiii^

srmw?fgraft i *m«rcft ^tffaswrH^n:^ic^<<jjK^tiwtmffa sroroft-

36 . .
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5%^^^"^ s^j^r 5*17% «ror sf*f

YVASA.

Residual potencies are two-fold,— those appearing as habits and causing

memories and afflictions; and those appearing as virtue and vice and causing

fruition. These are the unconscious characteristics of the mind-change

(parinama), activity (chesffl,), suppression (nirodha), ideation in action (sai;ti),

physical life (Jtvana), characterization (dharma), now appearing along with

them aa they have been potentialized in previous births. Samyama over these

has the power of achieving the direct knowledge of the residual potencies.

And their direct knowledge is not possible without the knowledge of space,

time and operative cause. Thus is it that a Yogi brings into consciousness

the previous life-states by obtaining direct knowledge of residual potencies.

Similarly is obtained the knowledge of the life-states of others by obtaining

direct knowledge of their residual potencies.

The following story is heard in this connection:—Bhagav&n Jaigisavya

obtained the knowledge of the distinction between the real and the unreal

after he had seen the direct succession of life-changes during ten great crea-

tions by having obtained direct knowledge of his residual potencies. The holy

Avajjya, having taken a body asked him :
' You have lived and thereby be-

come chastened through ten Great kalpas. The essence of your .Will-to-know

has not been overpowered. You have experienced the troubles of life in hells,

among animals and in wombs You have been born again and again among
men and gods. „Have you through all this life experienced the greater

quantity of pleasure or of pain,—which?

Jaigisavya replied to Bhagav&n Avatya:—'I havQ lived through ten

great creations. My mental essence has not been overpowered. I have
experienced the troubles of hell and animal life. I have been born again
and again ampng men and gods. I consider all that I have experienced as
|>ain only.

'

Said the revered Avafcya < This mastery of your reverence over the
First Cause and this invaluable joy of contentment of yours^do yW
place these too to the credit of pain ?

The revered Jaigisavya said-.' Th9 joy of contentment is iaYaJttaW*
only in comparison with the pleasures of sensation. Compared to thebli** of
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absolute freedom (Kaivalya) it is pain only. The possession of the three

qualities is of the nature of the essence of the Will-to-know and what>

everts possessed of the three qualities is thrown to the side of avoidable pain,

The ohaiu of desire is of the nature of pain. It has been said that when the

anxiety of the pain of desire is removed, then comes joy, calm, undisturbed,

all-embracing.'

'VACHASPATI'S GLOSS.

The residual potencies born of cognition are the causes of memories. The poten-

cies of Nesoienoe, &c, are the causes of the fruition of the affictions of Nesoience, <fco.

Fruition has the form of life-state, life-experience and life-period. The causes have
the forms of virtue and vice.

• Potentialized in previous births
y

:—Brought about their causes in previous

life- states. The characteristics of the mind are change, aotivity, suppression, active

ideation, physical life and characterization. Like them are these potentializations too

unconscious. The characteristics have been heard about and inferred. Samyama
performed over these along with their sub-heads has the power of producing the direot

knowledge of both the residual potencies.

Well; if this be so, the two residual potencies may be directly known. But how
can the previous life-states be known in this way 1 For this reason the Commentator
says:—'And their direot knowledge is not possible without the knowledge of space,

time and operative cause. ' Operative cause is the former body and the organs of the
powers of sensation and action. The meaning is that the knowledge of the residual

potenoies together with the circumstances of their fruition, is not different at all from
the direct knowledge of life-state, &c. Now he says that the Satpyama over one's own
potencies applies to others also:— ' Similarly is obtained the knowledge, <fco.'

For the purpose
A
of creating faith in this he relates the story of the dialogue

between the revered Avafcya and Jaigisavya :
—'The following story, <fco.' The great

Kalpa is the Great Creation.

'Having taken a body' :—This means possessed of the glory -of a Nirm&nak&ya.
'Chastened' denotes the state from which the dirt of Rajas and Tamas has been
removed.

'Mastery over the First Cause ' is godhead. It is by the possession of that, that

he sets the Pradhana, the First Cause, into motion and gives to whomsoever he pleases

such powers of body and sense as he wishes; and having made for himself thousands
of bodies and powers he goes about as he pleases in heaven, midheavan and earth.

Contentment is the destruction of desire, the characteristic of calmness of the
essence of the Will to-be.— 124.

Sutra 19

arenreq Pratyayasya, of the notions. Para, of oiher (minds), fttfr Chi*

tta, of ininds. Wrt*{ Jft&nam, knowledge.
*

.19. Of the notions, the knowledge of other minds—125.
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vyAsa.

By Samyama over the notions and thus by obtaining the direct know-

ledge of the notions, comes the knowledge of other minds. Bub not of its

object, that nob being the direct object of the Yogi's mind. He knows the

mental emotion of love, bub does nob know the object of love. Because that

which has been the object of the o:her man's mind ha3 nob been the object of

the Yogi's mind. Ib is only the obher's menbal state that has been the object

of the Yogi's Samyama.

VACHASPATl'S GLOSS.

Of the notions, the knowledge of other minds.

Because the mind of the other only becomes directly known, the notion only is

known.

As the direot knowledge of the potenoies brings about the knowledge of the
previous life states also, by oausing the direct knowledge of the environments, 50 also

jt follows that when the mind of another is known, the object whioh is responsible
for the existence of any particular state of the mind should also beoome known,
This being the suggestion* the Commentator says:—'But not along with its object.'

The former Samyama was with reference to all the environments: this is with
reference to the mind of the other only. This is the meaning. — 125.

S6tra 20.

TO Kaya, of the body, Rttpa, over the form. **mr% Samyamat,

by Samyama. 575 Tacl, that (form). mfT Gr&hya, capable of receiving (that).

jrrw Sakti, the power. cT^OTfr^ffK Tad Qrahya Sakti, Of perceptibility. ;

Stambhe, on the checking of. Chaksuh, of the eye. v&tm Prak&sa, with the-

Hght. srtfipftfr Asamprayoge, there baing no contact Antardha-
'

nam, disappearance.

20. By Samyama over the form of the body, on percepti-

bility being checked, and thus there being no contact with the

light of the eye, comes disappearance.—126.

VYASA.'
'

By Samyama over the form of the body, he checks the perceptibility

of the form. On perceptibility being checked, and thus there being no longer

contact with the light which carries it to the eye, disappearance of the Yogi
is brought about. By this the cessation of the perception of sound, <fcc„ mqst
be understood as explained.
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VACHASPATI'S GLOSS.

'By Samyama over the form of the body, on pereeptibility being checked, and
thus there being'no contact with the light of the eye, comes disappearance. 1

, The body is made of the five tattvas. It becomes an object of perception to the

eye on acoount of its possession of colour (for form). It is by colour that the body
and its form beoomes objeots of perception. When the Yogi performs Samyama with
referenoe to the form of the body, then is checked the operation of the perceptibility

of colour, which is responsible for causing the ocular perception of the body. For this

reason when the power of being perceived is checked, the Yogi is no longer visible.

Thereby the light of sensation whioh is born in the eye of another, does not come into

oontaot with the body that has disappeared. The meaning is that the body of the

Yogi does not become the object of the other's knowledge. Disappearance is to be

brought about when it is desired that the Yogi should not be seen by anybody. By
this should also be understood another aphorism to the following effect:—By
Samyama over the sounds, touohes, tastes, smells of the body, their perceptibility be-

ing checked, there is no oontaot with the tympanum, skin, tongue and nose; and hence

these disappear,— 126.

S&tra 21.

^ffrfTOTJJ Sopakramam, fast in fruition, fJrsqrorsj Nirupakramara, slow,

w Cha, and, or. tot Karma, action, Karma. ?T?5 Tut, over these.

Samyamftt, by Samyama. *inTCF?T Apar&nLa, of death, ITTTJJ Jft&nam, the

knowledge, ifffqfvir: Aristebhyah, by portents, en V&, or.

'

21. Karma is either fast-in-fruition or slow
;
by Samyama

over these comes knowledge of death; or, by portents. —127.

vyasa.

The Karma which fructifie3 as life-period is two-fold, that which is fast-in

•fruition and that which is slow-in-fruition Thus, for example, a w«fc piece
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of cloth, well spread, dries in a short time. Similarly the fast-in-fruition.

The same cloth when gathered up, however, will take a long time to

dry. Similar is the slow-in-fruition.

Further fire, thrown into dry hay and Accompanied by wind in every

direction, burns it in a short time ; such i3 the fast-in-fruition. The same fire,

however, applied to detached pieoea of straw out of a heap, burns them in a

very long time. Similarly the slow-jn-fruitioii.

Thus the one-birth Karma which is responsible for the period of life is

two-fold, the fast-in-fruition and the slow-in-fruition. By samyama over these

comes the knowledge of death, the smaller end of life.

• Or, by thu portents':— A portent is three-fold :— Persona] (&dhy&tmika),

elemental (adhibhautika) and divine (ftdhidaivika). Of these, the personal :—

Be hears not the sound in his own body on stopping the passage of the ears.

He sees not the light in the eyes on pressing them.

And the elemental :—He sees the messengers of Yama. He sees sudden-

ly and without thought the ancestors that have passed away.

Similarly the divine :—He sees the heavenly worlds and the Siddhas sud-

denly. Or, he sees everything contrary to what he has been seeing the whole

of his life.

It is by these that a Yogi may optionally know the proximity of death.

VACHASPATPS GLOSS.

'Karma is either fast-in-fruition or slow
;
by Samyama over these oomes the

knowledge of death ; or, by portents.*

The Karma which fructifies into life time is two-fold, the fast-in-fruitioil and

the slow-in-fruition. The one-birth Karma oertainly which is the oause of life-time,

life-state and life-experience, fructifies into life-period. The fast-fructifying Karma is

that which is going on fructifying without any reference to what time it may take to

finish by causing experience, of whioh more hag been over and a little only remains,

whose operation is going on but whose fruitage is impossible to enjoy during life by

one body and whioh, therefore, delays the Yogi, keeping him in the bondage of births*

The same when but a small portion of the fruit has been enjoyed and whioh is

operating to produoe the remaining fruit with reference to the time that has been

taken by the enjoyment of the past, works but slowly and, now and then, is slow to

fruotify.

The Commentator renders this plain by two illustrations :

—

( Ab for example/
He gives an illustration to render the same plainer still :

—'Or as fire.'

The words' smaller end of life' (aparanta) mean death with reference to th*
Great Latency which is the ultimate end. By Samyama over that Karma, that id,

over virtue and vioe, aoorues the knowledge of death. By this the Yogi knows his
fast-fruotifying Karma, and then makes many bodies for himself and thereby enjoys
the fruit thereof as fast as he likes and dies whenever he pleases.

He takes up the oontext :
—

' Or by portents.' The indications are three-fold.

They are tolled portents (arisfas), beoause they frighten like an eftemy*
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'Or sees everything contrary, (fee,* :—This excludes the trick of jugglers, fiut

other-wise he begins to see heaven in villages and towns ; he begins to see also that the

world of men only is the world of goods.— 127,

S&tra 22.

!bRnf?3J Maitri adisu, over friendliness, &c. swrfSr Bal&ni, the powers.

22. Over friendliness, &c, the powers.— 128.

gs*ncft$5 srrefsran g%rw« i starts: ^wrf^f: tf*nrc^rt

^i^^^^fftj srro*?* i Mwtfl^qjq i *tt*rt i ?rr^ <rc*ri mfet

vyAsa.
Friendliness, compassion and complaisance are three feelings Of these

be gets the power of friendliness by habituating the mind through cons-

cious volition to sympathy towards happy beings. He gets the power of com-

passion by habituating the mind to compassion towards sufferers. He gets

the power of complaisance by habituating the mind to complaisance towards

ths virtuous, By conscious habituating volition comes trance which is Sam-

yama. Thereby are born the powers whioh. know of no obstacle in thair

working

It is indifference that is practised towards the sinful, nob conscious habi-

tual volition. Hence there is no trance here ; and hence by reason of there

being no Samyama, there is. no power of indifference.

VACHASPATFS GLOSS.

'Over friendliness, &c, the powers.' By the performance of Samyama over

friendliness, <fec., the powers of friendliness, <fco. oome to him. Of these the power whioh
comes by the practice of the feeling of friendliness, is that by whioh he can make the

whole living world happy, and henqe beoomes the well-wisher of all.

Similarly, by the power of compassion he lifts suffering creatures out of pain and
the causes of pain.

Similarly, by the power of complaisance he becomes just to all the world.

Now the Commentator describes that the conscious practice of habituating voli-

tion is the cause of trance, as this will be of use further.

'By oonsoious habituating volition comes trance whioh is Samyama. 1

Although Samyama means concentration, meditation and trance, and not only

trance, still because tranoe is their immediate effect and is, therefore, the chief of the

throe, therefore the word is used here as applying to the same,

In some places the reading is— •

'Conscious habituating volition is troupe/ There conscious habituating volition

and trance would become the oauses, *'. the limbs of Samyama taken as whole.

Powfec fvivya) is effort. For this reason the man who possesses the power of

friendliness, Ac., puts forth an effort to render people happy, Ac, and hi* «ffbrt i* mi
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oheoked. Indifferenoe, however, means absence of effort. There oan be no volition with
re&peot to that ; nor does there exist anything such as happiness, Ac, whioh might
thereby be brought into existence.— 128.

Sfttra 23.

ar$j Balesu, over the powers, $f^?T Hasti, elephants, m Bala, power.

*rrc(W5r Adini, and the others.

23. Over the powers, the' powers of elephant, &c.— 129.

VYASA.

By Samyama with reference to the strength of an elephant he comes to

possess the strength of an elephant.

By Samyama over the power of the king of birds, one gets the power

of the king of birds.

By Samyama over the powers of V&yu, one gets the power of V&yu.

VACHASPATI'S GLOSS.

'Over the powers, the powers of elephant, &o. He gets the strength of whomso-

ever he performs Samyama over.—129.

StUra 24.

waRm srt^^T^?^^ ii ii

IT|TOT Pravritty&h, of the higher sense-activity. %ra Loka, of the light.

wrTqTfl Ny&s&t, by the directing. WW Sftksma, of the subtler. &rcrf$?r Vyava*

hita, of the veiled. fallfS Viprakrls^a, of the remote. JMnam, the

knowledge.

24. The knowledge of the subtle, the veiled, the remote, by

directing the light of higher sense-activity towards them.— 130.

VYASA.

The higher sense-activity of lucidity has been described. It is that"

higher sight which the Yogi's mind directs towards the subtle, the veiled or

the remote and thereby knows the object.

ViCHASPATPS GLOSS.

Throwing that sight by Samyama over the subtle, the veiled and the remote,

the Yogi thereby knows the object.—-24.
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Satra25.

^T-IITH^ Bhuvana-Jftanam, the knowledge of the regions. *flf Surye,

on the sun. ^"unrj Samyamat, by Samyama.

25. By Samyama on the sun; knowledge of the regions.—131.

Trf^Rgt^&prr: Stlf^R: STSWrg^H^* f<!Wrf^l«I 3TT«Tf# I cTcft IdWAt I

?r?Wd'^d?ifJfd5fd
,

5ria?wwf«wp«ii^r ^th TTcrTsrr^r i *|f*»(<*j*(t»4fl HHsfcn

^^SfllStRt f^[?5%«T ^^^Rr ^?PIT?>f?RT %f%rT: I ^ST^T fat-S^FT f3IX*!ITJ

^fTWrfm ^T*f^CT^ffim<{3qfk<-t| M fed > ^PTTfapft

wnns'ffs^' s^n^ 1 m$ ^ stor^t^^*^ *TOT*fiT$ *tor cr 1 a*

gsprreTRl ^smgwiT: i tifofeKauRigqMHfo ' fast*5* i5^* ^t^t
^TRSrfacgSJRfR | ^mf I §*SR J^l §*M<r*i JTRTT^: I

^Riww^r^rT wR(d^d«nu^(^d {
<ifcw(^d*nu*<r^ >^(d i ^ ^

29
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*rfS<iftraer: i srftjm^^iTOT: s^ngift i^r^t; *OT*ftf*R wtw%r

i $g?r *nr*: sra£n wa^ron: Mfaffmr M^niddfcH) >shrt-

VYASA.

Their detail :—There are seven regions. Of these beginning from Avichi

up to the back of the Meru, h the region called Bhur.

Beginning from the back of the Meru up to the pole-star adorned with

planets, asterisms and stars, is the starry region, the Antariksa.

Beyond this is the region Svar, having five planes. The third is

Mahendra; the fourth is the Maharloka of the lords of creation ; after this

is the three-fold Brahma region. These are the Janaloka, the Tapoloka and

the Satya'oka.

* First comes the triple plane

Of Brahm&'s region high

;

Creations's lords have then

Their region ; and then,

Cometh Indra's region

—

Know all these aB Heaven

;

Then come the stars above,

And the last cometh Bhur.'

This varse all puts these together.

Then ud to the Avichi, one placed above tho other, are the six great

hells, the Mahakala (1), the Arnbarisa (2), the Raurava (3), the Maharauava

(4), ihe KAIasfttra ^5;, and che Andhat&misra (6;-, in which are the excesses of

earth, a% fire, &k&sa, and darkness respectively. Here are bom beings who
are to suffer from the consequences of their stored up Karma.
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Then are the seven F&t&las, the neither worlds, Sufcala, Vitala, Tal&tala,

Mah&tala, Ras&tala, Atala and P&t&la.

The eighth is this earth, having seven dvipas and known as Vasnmatt.

In the middle thereof is the golden king of mountains, the Sumeru. Its peaks

are of silver, coral, crystal, gold and pearl. Here, blue like the leaf of the blue

lotus, on account of the sheen of the emerald, is the southern region of the

heavens ; the eastern is white, bhe western bright, and the northern yellow.

And on its right side is the Jambu (tree), whence is this called the Jam-

budvipa. Its night and day take their round of existence from the motion

of the sun.

This has three northern mountain chains having blue and white peaks.

Their length is 2,000 yojanas. Surrounded by these mountains are three

continents, 9,000 yojanas each. They are Hamanaka, Hi ranmay a, and Uttara*

kuru.

To the south are the three mountain chains^ Nis&da, Hemakuta, aud

Hemasriiiga, 2,000 yojanas in extension each, Among these are continents,

Harivarsa, Kimpurusa and Bh&rata. The eastern regions of Sumeru are

bounded by Bhadr&sa and Malayavab, the western by Ketum&la and Gandha-

m&dana.

In the middle is the continent of Ilavrita. All this is one hundred

thousand yojanas of Sumeru, each side being half that dimension.

It is to be known that this Jambudvlpa is 100,000 yojanas in dimension,

It is surrounded by double its extent of salt ocean.

Each twice as large as the preceding one are the other dvipas Saka,

Kusa, Krauncha, Salmala, Gomedha, and Puskara. So are the seven oceans

There are beautiful mountains looking like mustard seed, The seven oceans

which surround these like bracelets, taste as sugar-cane, wine, clarified butter,

curds, gruel and milk (besides the salt one). They reach up to the real horizon.

They measure fifty crores of yojanas (5 ;0,000,000) All this is well arranged

in the sphere of phenomenal world.

Here then in the PtU&las, the oceans and the mountains are the habita-

tions of the elemental?. The asuras, gandharvas, the kinnaras, yaksas, rdk-

sasas bkHas, pretax piUchas, apaamarakas, apsaras, brahmardksasas, kus-

mdnda% and vindyakas, Uve there.

In the dvipas live good men and gods. Sum?ra is the garden of the

gods. The gardens are Misravana. Nandana, Chaitraratha, and Sum&nasa.

Sudharma is the council of the gods. Sudarsana is their city
; Vaijayanta

their palace.
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Above the Sumeru is the astral region, in which the planets, asterisms

and stars move round the pole-star, carried on in their courses by certain motive

forces (Vayus\—

In the Mahendraloka live six classes of devas, the tridasas, agnisvattas,

yamyas, tusitas, aparauirmibavasavarbinas, and parinirmitavasavarbinas. All of

them have the power of fulfilment of desires by mere thoughts, and are poss-

essed of the attainments known as Anima, &c. Their life-times are measured

by a Kalpa. They are very beautiful. They enjoy their desires. Their bodies

come into existence without parents, by the mere force of their good actions.

They have good and obedient nymphs in their families.

In the great Prajapatya regions there are five descriptions of gods
;

Kumudas, Ribhus, Praturdanas, Anjanabhas, and Prachitabhas. They have

the Mahabhubas in their power. Contemplation is their food. They live on

for a thousand Kalpas.

In the first sphere of Brahma, the Janaloka, there are four classes of

gods, the Brahmapurohitasr, the Brahmakayikas, the Brahmamahakayikas,

and the Amaras. They have power over the elements and che powers of sen-

sation and action. Each lives twice as long as the preceding one.

In the second, the Tapoloka, there are three classes of gods, the Abha-

svaras, the Mahabhasvaras, and die ISatyamahasvaras. They have power over

the source of elements and powers, the tanmatras. Each lives twice as long as

the preceding one.

All of them are nourished by contemplation. Their knowledge is not

checked in the region above them. There is nothing which is hidden from

them on the lower planes.

In the third sphere of Brahma, the Satyaloka, live four classes of gods, the

Achyutas, the Suddhanivasa, the Satyabhas and the Samjfiasamjfiinas. They
do not build habitations. They live in themselves, one above the other. They
have their power over the Mftlaprakriti. They live on till the end of creation.

Of these, the Achyutas enjoy the bliss of the Indistinctive trance (savi-

tarka samadhi) ; the Suddhanivasas enjoy the bliss of the Meditative trance.

The Satyabhas revel in pure bliss, (ananda). The Samjfiasamjfiinas are happy

in the Egoistic trance. They live within the three regions (trilokl).

These are the seven regions including the Brahmalokas. The Videhas

and the Prakritilayas have reached the state of quasi-freedom, they have there-

fore not been placed in the phenomenal world.

All this, the yet unseen, the Yo&i must see by performing Samyama
over the solar entrance and thence over the connected objects. Let him prac-
tise until all becomes clear.
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VACHASPATI'S GLOSS.

'Knowledge of the regions by Sarpyama over the sun.*

First, the Commentator describes'the seven 'regions briefly up to the end of the

verse which puts them together. Then he takes up in detailed description:—' Then
up from Aviohi, etc.* The word'ghana* is used for Prithivi (earth). These great,

regions are to be understood as having many sub-divisions. He gives their other

names:—'The Mah&k&la, &o.' 'Its night and day take their round of existence from

the motion of the sun.' Whichever portion the sun leaves, there is night Which-
ever the sun adorns there is day.

He gives the dimensions of the whole of the Jambudvipa. This is a hundred
thousand yojanas. How is this hundred thousand arranged? Half of it, that is fifty

thousand, is placed, on either side of the Meru. It is for this reason that the Meru
is the middle thereof. The oceans are twice each. They are like heaps of mustard
seed. As the heap of mustard seed is neither above the ground like a heap of barley,

nor yet level with the surface of the earth, so are the oceans also. They are adorned
by mountains as with ornaments. Such are the dvipas. All this sphere of the earth

is very well arranged in the body of Brahm&'s Egg together with the seven dvipas and
all its forests and mountains, cities, oceans, which surround it like a necklace.

Now he shows who live there in different places :—
' Here then in the Patalas,

Ac.'

He mentions the arrangement of the JSumeru :
—

' Sumeru is the garden of the
gods.

1

Having described the Bhurloka with its various details, he now describes the
Antariksaloka as well with details:— ' Above the Sumeru is the astral region, <feo.'

' Operation of motive forces,' means the working of ihe forces.

He desoribes the heaven world:— ' In the Mahendra loka, &c.'

4 Classes of gods' means species of gods. He describes the highest of powers of

all the six :
—

' All of them have the power of fulfilment, Ac.' Desirable objects oome
to them by the mere force of wishing for them. They are ver^ beautiful, adorable.

'They enjoy their desires: 1 This means that they are fond of the sex-passion.

He describes the Maharloka:— ' In the great, <feo.' ' They have the Mahfi-

bhutas in their power. ' Whatever they like, the Mahabhutas supply them with.

The Mah&bhutas take this and that form in obedience to and in accordance with their

wishes.

'Contemplation is their food' They are satisfied by mere contemplation and
grow thereby.

He describes the Janaloka:—' In the first of the Brahmalokas, <feo.
M They have

power over the elements and the powers of sensation, &o.' The elements are the Pri-

thvi, &o» The powers, are the senses of hearing, &o. Howsoever they desire to employ

these, they do so employ them.
Following the order of the above description he now takes up the second region

ofBrahm&:— ' In the second, <feo., they have power over the source, <fco.' The source

is the five tanmfitras. They have power over them. The Agamls say that by their

wish the tanm&tras take the form of any body they desire.

•Eaoh lives twice as much as the preceding one* :—The Mahabhasvaras have

twice the limit of the age of the Abh&svaras; the Satyamah&svaras have double their

age. This is the meaning.
'Their knowledge is not ohecked in the region above them':—'Above* means

In the Satyaloka. From the Aviohi up to the Tapaloka whatever is there of the subtle

and remote, they know.
He desoribes the third region of BrahmA, the Satyaloka:—4 In the third sphere

of BrahmA, &0.' 'They da not build habitations, houses. • Because they have no

plrfet where to auptpott tietaaeirea, they lite fa tfremsefva independent of any support
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in spaoe. They have power over the Mulaprakriti. The three qualities, the Sattva, the

Rajas and the Tamaa, funotion in accordance with their wishes. They live up to the end

of oreation and so it is heard :—Having reached the performance of a function simi-

lar to that of Brahmft, their spirits are prepared for that, and they accordingly reaoh

the highest state.

Having described the generic funotions of the gods, he now takes their names and
describes the speoific functions of each:—'Of these the Achyutas, <fec.

> The gods

named Aohyutas derive their happiness by the contemplation of gross objects. They
are satisfied thereby. The gods known as Suddhani vasinas find happiness in the con-

templation of subtle objects
; they are pleased thereby. The gods named Saty&bh&s

derive happiness from the contemplation of the objects of the* senses. The Samjn&sam-
jninas derive their happiness from the contemplation of egoism alone, and are pleased

thereby. All these take up the Cognitive trance.

Why are the performers of the ultra-cognitive trance, the Videhas and the Prak-

ritilayas, not plaoed within the lokas 1 Those whose Will to-be is active and shows
objects to the Purusa, carry on the evolution of the universe and are, therefore, within

the world. Not so the Videhas and the Prakritilayas, even though their minds have
still their duty to fulfil. All this up to the Satyaloka and down to the Avfchi, the

Yogt should know in the solar entrance, L e., the tube called Susumnfi,.

Even by this much ail is not known. Jft>r this reason he says :
- 1 And thenoe on

other objects besides the Su*umn&, wherever the teacher of Yoga points out, until all

this world becomes visible.

'

The essence of the Will-to-know is by its very nature possessed of the power of

illuminating the universe. Being however covered by darkness it illuminates only those

regions from which the cover is removed by Rajas. When the solar entranoe is un-

covered, the regious are illuminated. This rule does not apply elsewhere. The Sam-
yama performed elsewhere has only the power of unveiling as much of the Buddhic
essence, as the Samyama is performed with reference to. Thus all is plain.— 131.

Sfttra 26.

Chandre, on the moon. - rTRT Tarn, of the stars, starry. Vyuha, of

the systems. Jn&nam, the knowledge.

26i On the moon, the knowledge of the starry systems,—132.

VYASA.

Let him know the starry systems by performing Samyama with reference

to the moon.— 132.

Sutra 27.

W% Dhruve, on the pole-star. rTff Tad, of their, nffr Gati, movement,

fdflg Jft&nam, the knowledge.

27, On the pole-star the knowledge of their movements—133.
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vyAsa.

Then let him know the movements of the stars by performing Saniyama

with reference to the pole-star.— 133.

. Sutra. 28.

sift Nabhi, of the nawl. mR Ohakre, on the plexus, Kaya, of

the body. s*7$ Vyvlha, of the system. Jnanam, the knowledge.

28. On tho plexus of the navel, the knowledge of the system

of the body.—134.

y*t qjrfoT srTsftTc^ fearer: 11 II

VYASA.

Let him know the system of the body by performing Samyama over the

plexus of the navel. There are three humour.*, gas, bile and phlegm. There

are seven subs'ances, skin, blood, muscle, tendon, bone, fat and somen. The

previous in order among the*e is external to the next following. Such is

their comparative position.— 134.

Sftlra 29.

<• TO Kantha, of the throat. fi^ K&pe, in tho pit. gq[ Ksut, of hunger,

ftpcrr^h Pipasa, thirst. fSf^ffT: Nivrittih, the subdual.

2!>. In the pit of the throat, subdual of hunger and thirst.

-135.

VYASA.
Below the tongue is the throat; below that the gullet; below that tho

pit (stomach). By Samyama there, hunger and thirst tease not.—135.

Siitra 30.

f4^Tf5T ^sr*r II ||

$4* 1**4 ly,
Kftrma-n&dy&m, tortoise tube, sfcf^ Sthairyam, steadiness.

30. On the tortoise tube (k&rman&<ji), steadiness.—136.
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I HIT ^nt ^ft^STT II ?o ||

vyAsa.
Below the throat pit in the chest is a tube of the shape of a tortoiseo.

By performance over that, the Yogi gets firmness of position as that of snake,

alligator, &c. (ie , the power of hibernation).
'

VACHASPATPS QLOSS.

26, 27, 28, 29, and 30,

Whatever the Yogi wishes to know, he must perform Samyama with referenoe to

that. Thus Sauiyama tending to bring about the cessatiou of hunger and thirst and
steadiness have been taught by the words of the aphorism and have been explained by
the words of the Commentary already explained.—30.

Sfttra 31.

T%f^T*PT II ^ II

5>5 Murdha, of the head, the coronal. wHTffir Jyotisi, on the light, ffe

Siddha, of the perfected ones, ^jttjj Darsanam, the vision.

81. In the coronal light, vision of the Perfected- Ones. —137.

VYASA.

Iii the skull there is a bright light in the hole. By Samyama thereupon

comes vision of the perfected ones, the Siddh&s, moving in space between

carch and he wen.

VACHASPATI'S GLOSS.

By the word * coronal ' the Susummt tube is indicated. The Samyama i>to be

there— 137.

Sutra 32.

mf?WT^ Pr&tibli&d, by prescience. *t Va, or. Wg Sarvam, all

32. Or, all knowledge by prescience (pr&tibh&).— 138.

VYASA.

Prescience is- also named T&raka. It is the fore-runner of discriminative

knowledge, as light is the fore-runner of the sun at sunrise. The Yogi may
also know everything by that, (as an alternative means) after the birth of

knowledge, called prescience l--188.
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ViCHASPATI'S GLOSS,

Pr&tibha, prescience, is the same as self-suggestion (Uha), the coming into . cons-

ciousness without external aid of anything unknown. When Samyama is performed
with the object of attaining the Highest Intellection, then at the time of the height, of

practice, there takes its rise a power which, as it were, draws in all knowledge. The
Yogi knows everything by that. It is oalled Taraka, (from tri to swim, to cross oyer,)

because by bringing about the Highest Intellection it helps in crossing 'over the worn
of life and death.— 138.

Sutra 33

ff5^ Hridaye, in the heart. f%^T Chitta, of the mind, ^ft^j Samvit, the

knowledge

33. In the heart, the knowledge of the mind.— 139.

i^mfaTrcffa?! «?? ii

WAS A.

In the lotus-like cavity, the temple in the city of Brahm&, lives the

Intelligence. By performing Samyama with reference to that, comes the

power of knowing the (Chitta).

VACHASPATTS GLOSS.

The Commentator describes the word Heart (Hridaya). The self is called

Brahma, being largest of all. His city is that in which he is housed, knowing it as he
does to be his own. Cavity means hollow. The same is the lotus too with its face

downwards. The same is the temple.

He gives the reason for the mind knowing mind (the Manas knowing the
Chitta) : 'Intelligence lives there.' By Samyama over that, the Yogi knows the
Chitta with its modifications.—33.

Sutra 34.

3f*sr Sattva, of the objective essence. Punmyolj, and of the Purusa.

<BWW Atyanta, quite. ^Sjjfhitfh Asanldrnayoh, distinct from each other,

HHJJJ Pratyaya, the notion of distinction. *rfirito Avisesah, the absence. *ftm

Bbogafc, is experience. ircTOcarr*; Pariirthatv&t, because it exists for another.

WOT Sv&rtba, on his own object. **TOT<$ Samyam&t, by Samyama. gTOHffmg

Purusa-Jfl&nam, the knowledge of the Purusa.

34. Experience consists in the absence of the notion qf

distinction between the Puriua and Objective-Essence, which we
really quite distinct-from-each-other, because it exists for another*

80
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By Samyama on his own object, comes the knowledge of the

Puru?a.—140.

VYASA.

The essence of the Will-to-be is of the nature of illumination ; and \yhen

it overpowers the qualities of Disturbing energy (Hajas) and Inertia ^Tamas),

which are equally related to it by co-existence, it takes up the form of the no-

tion of the distinction between the Purusa and Objective Essence. Widely

different from that changing Objective Existence also in characteristic is the

Purusa who appears as pure consciousness. They are quite distinct from each

other. Experience consists in the notion of the two not being taken as dis-

tinct, because the objects are shown to him. The notion of enjoyment is the

knowable, because the Essence of matter exists for another. There is another

notion, however, the notion of the Purusa, which is quite distinct from this,

and which appears as pure consciousness.

By Samyama with reference to this notion is born the knowledge of the

Purusa. The Purusa is not known by that notion of itself, which is the self-

same as the Objective Buddhi. The Purusa only sees that notion of self by

himself. And so it has been said:—1 By what, Oh ! is the knower to be

known V

VACHASPATI'S GLOSS. .

When the Essence of the Will-to-be, which is of the very nature of the luminous,
essence of things, which is extremely pure, and which is on account of the utter sup-
presssion of the Rajas aud Tatnas modified into the phenomenon of the distinction
between the Puru3a and the Objeotive Essence, is entirely different from the Purusaa
what to speak of the Rajas, and the Tamas? It is with this in his mind that the
author of the aphorisms says/ Distinction between the Purusa and the Objeotive Ess-
ence.

9

Having the same in mind the author of the Commentary too says: 'The es-
sence of the Will-to be, <fco.' Not only possessing tfee nature of illumination, but
modified too at the same time as the discriminative knowledge, and therefore extre-
mely pure and luminous, it therefore bears extreme resemblanoe to oonsoio usness.
This would mean confusion.
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For this reason he says :
—

* Which are equally related to it by co-existence.' Co-exis-

tence is the relation of one not existing without the other. Those which bear the

relation of oo-existenoe equally, are the qualities of Disturbing Energy (Rajas) and
Inertia (Tamas), 'Overpowering* means controlling. He describes the absence of

confusion :
—

' Widely different from the Changing Objeotiye, <fco.'

The word 'also ' signifies that it is not only different from the Sattva, but from
the Rajas and Tamas also. 'Changing Objective existence

1

is used to indicate the

distinction of the unohanging Purusa.

'The notion of these two not being taken as distinctive '
:—The Will-to-be is of

the nature of either the quiescent, the disturbed, or the forgetful notions. When
consciousness is reflected into it, then the quiescence, the disturbance and the forget-

fulness are fastened on to the consciousness. (This happens in the same way) as the

moon reflected into pure water, looks as if trembling on account of the unsteadiness

of the water.

He mentions the cause of experience :—
' Beoause the objects are shown to the

Purusa. 1 This has been explained often.

Well; let the essence of the Will- to-be be different from the Purusa. But how can
experience be different from the Purum? For this reason he says:—'The notion of

enjoyment, ' i. e. % the notion consisting of enjoyment, ' is of the Objective Essence and
therefore existing for the sake of another. ' All that is enjoyable is of the nature of

the knowable. Objeotive Essence is for the sal^e of another, because it consists of

many things brought together ; and because experience is .a characteristic. That also

is for the sake of another. It becomes the enjoyable of that particular enjoyer for

whose sake soever it may be in existence.

Or, it may be siid that experience is the feeling of pleasure and pain as being in

consonance or dissonance with the prevailing mental trend at any time. This cannot
be in consonance or dissonance with itself. No self-contradictory manifestation

can exist in itself. Hence it must be the objects that are either in consonance or disso-

nance; and it is this that constitutes experience. The self is the enjoyer; the know-
able is that whioh he enjoys.

'Whioh is quite distinct from this
,
:—The words ' on acoount of existenoe for

the sake of another ' are to be supplied here as understood to explain the distinction.

Well ; let that be. But it the Purusa is thus the objeot of knowledge, then there
must be posited another intelligence, which this intelligence knows, and so on and on
and thus there would be no stability of thought. For this reason he says :— ' The
Purusa is not known by that notion of itself, <fcc ' This is the oonstruotion : The
non-intelligent is illuminated by consciousness, not consciousness by the non-intelli-

gent. How could the notion of the Purusa (being non intelligent, as being a modi-
fication of the Will-to be illuminate the conscious solf \ It has, however, been said that
the conscious self, not depending for illumination upon another, illuminates the non-in-

telligent. By saying that the notion of the Purusa is of the nature of the essence of
the Will-to-be, it is meant to be stated that it is of the nature of the non-intelligent,

and is therefore unoonsolous as such. What looks like the objeotive appearance of
the Purusa, and becomes as suoh an object of knowledge, ia the reflection of the Pu-
rusa into the essenoe of the Will- to-be. This reflection depends upon the Purusa as
the reflection of the face into the mirror depends upon the face. The Will-to-be be-

comes the objeot of the Purusa by that reflection and not in its own nature of illumi-

nation. The notion of self-knowledge consists in making the objeot of knowledge, the
reflection of the Purusa into the Buddhi. He illustratesjihe same by a Vedio text
(Br. Up. II. 4-14:—)' And so it has been said* by Isvara * By what Oh ! h the
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Sfttra 35.

HA: Tatat, thence, mf?W Pr&tibha, prescience. *naNT S r&vana, higher

Waring %5*T Vedana, higher touch. srr?i Adarsa, higher vision. OTWT?

Asv&da, higher taste, arm! Vdrtft, higher smell, 5TTO^ Jayante, proceed.

35. Thence proceed prescience, higher hearing, touch, vision,

taste, and smell.—141.

VYASA.
By prescience comes the knowledge of the subtle, the intercepted, the

reoaote and Ihe past and future. By higher hearing comes the hearing of di-

vine sounds by touch, the knowledge of divine touch
;
by vision comes the

knowledge of heavenly colour; by smell, the cognition of higher odours; by

taste comes the o ignition of divine tastes. These are born constantly.

VACHASPATI'S GLOSS.

Samyama over selMllumination is impossible uutil the Pradhana has fulfilled

its object of making the whole of herself known to the Puru^a. Therefore, the author

ihows all the attainments which precede it Thence proceed prescience higher hear-

ing! touch, vision, taste, and smell. ' By this it is also said that mind, hearing, skin,

eye, tongue and nose favourably strengthened with the virtues resulting from the

praotice of Yoga, are the invisible causes respectively of presoience and higher hearing,

ifeo.

The words Sr&vana, «fcc. f used in the text are technical terms for denoting the

hearing of divine sounds, <feo. The Commentary is easy.— 141.

Sutra 36.

% vnntrari «wtn% few: a \\ «

ft Te, they. l3PW$t Sam&'Jhau, to trance. ^qr<rnf: (Jpasarg&k.
obstacles. cgTUT^" Vyutth&ne, to the outgoing of the mind, fajyqr: Stddhaya^,
perfections.

36. They are obstacles to trance, but perfections to the out-

going mind.—142.

VYASA.
They, the powers of prescience, &c, prove to be obstacles when they

appear in a mind which has reached the state of trance ; because they oppose

the knowledge obtained in that state. When, however, they appear in a mind
4&ioh is active in going out, they are attainments,
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VACHASPATI'S GLOSS.

As it may be that one who has be9n performing Samyaraa with referenoe to the

self, may on the appearanoe of these attainments think that he has aohieved what had

to be aohieved, and thus give up further effort, the author says :
—'They are obstacles

to tranoe, but perfections to the out going mind.'

It is only he whose mind is active in going out that becomes proud of the posses-

sion of these as attainments -A beggar in life may think that the possession of a little

wealth is th£ fulness of riches. The Yogi, however, who is inolined to the attainment

of trance must reject them whenever they come. He has vowed the removal of all the

three descriptions of pain to their utmost limit. That being the objeot of the Purusa,

how can he take pleasure in the attainments which are the opponents of that state of

being ? This is the meaning of the aphorism and the commentary.— 142.

Sutra 37.

WW Bandha, of bondage. g?rcnr K&rana, of the cause. trfirWT^r Saifchily£t,

on relaxation. JTWTC Prach&ra, of the passages. ^St^Ff^T Samvedan&t, by know-

ledge. ^ Cha, and. forks' Chittasya, of the mind, m; Para, other's *rek

Sarira, body. vtivw Avesah, entering into.

37. The mind may eater another body, on relaxation of the

cause of bondage, and by knowledge of the passages of the mind.

— 143.

VYASA.
The mind (chitta) which by nature passes into new states of life and

never remains fixed in one sbato, is bound down to, ie.
f
comes bo stay in a

body, because of the power of the vehicle of action. By the force of trance,

the vehicle of action which chains it down, slackens its operation. And the

consciousness of how the mind acts in the body is also the fruit of trance.

By the destruction of the bonds imposed by Karma, and by knowing the me-

thod of the mind acting upon the body, the Yogi withdraws his mind from his

Own body and throws io into the body of another. As the mind, is thus

thrown into another body, the powers of sensation, &c, follow it. Even as

bees follow their king, as he goes on resting or moving on, so do the powers
follow the mind as it enters another body.
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VACHASPATPS GLOSS.

Having described the power of knowledge, which has its culmination in the
knowledge of the Purusa, as being the result of Samyama, the author now describes

the result of Samjama which takes the shape of the power of action :—'The mind
may enter another body on relaxation of the cause of bondage, and by knowledge of

the passages of the mind ' 'By the foroe of trance':—This means the performance
of Samyama on the cause of bondage. Trance alone is mentioned because that Is the
principal faotor of the three. By 'passages of the mind ' are understood the pas-

sages through which and the modes according to which the mind aots in the body.
There are nerves in the body by which the mind travels in the body to perform its

funotions. From the performance of Samyama on the passage of the mind along
these nerves, accrues the consciousness thereof, whioh slackens the bond. Then by
destruction of the cause of bondage he no longer remains confined to the body.
But it may be that even thtfugh he may no longer be confined to the body, he may
not know how to get out of the body by the proper passage, and he may thus not
be able to go out of the body without injury, and may not also be able to enter
another body. For this reason the passages and modes of movement also must be
known. As the powers of sensation, <fcc, follow the mind, they take their proper
plaoes in the body, as the mind enters therein.—143.

Su bra 38.

^T«T Udftna, over Uda-na. Wlcj Jay&t, by mastery, Jala, water, iqj

Panka, mud. cffW^i Kanaka, thorns, with these, ^srrf^f Adisu, and with the

others. 3TCTgf: Asangafc. non-contact. ^?5ffTf^fTJ Utkr&ritilt, ascension, Oha,

and.

38. By mastery over UDANA, ascension and non-contact

with water, mud, thorns, &c.—144.

^ri5T ?fa i a:qt ro^t m^j: i ^r^^T^^^q^rf^r^rf seafarer

vyAsa.
Life which shows itself as the operations of Prftna and others, is the

manifestation of all the powers of sensation and action. Its action is five-

fold. The Prana moves through the mouth and the nose, and manifests itself

within the chest.

The Samdna manifests up to the navel. It is so called because it carries

equally (Sama) (to all parts of the body, the juice of food, &c ). Manifesting

down to the soles of feet (all over) is the Apft.ua, so called because it carries

away (apa). Manifesting up to the head is the Ud&na, so called because it

carries upward (ut) The Vy&na is so called because it pervades the whole

body in every direction. Of these, the Pr&na is the chi$f.
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' By mastery over Ud&na is secured non-contact with water, mud,

thorns, &c, and ascension comes at the time of death. He seoures that be-

cause he has the power/

ViCHASPATI'S GLOSS.

By mastery over Udana is secured non contact with water, mud, thorns, &o.

'Life is the manifestation of the functions of all the powers of sensation, &o.' It

functions as Pr&ga, <fco. Prana and others are indications thereof. The funotioniog of

the indriyas is two fold, external and internal. The external is indicated by the cogni-

tion of colour, <fcc. The internal function is life. It is a particular effort, which is the
common property of all the indriyas (powers of action and sensation) and the cause
of the different actions of the Vayu Tattva, the motive power of the body. As they
say:—'Pr&na and other motive forces, the functions of the Vayu Tattva, are the five

modifications of the Vayu Tattva. They are the five modifications of the Indriyas
(powers of action and sensation) in common. Because they point to this that 'its

action is five fold/ the action of that effort (prayatna) is five-fold.

The Prana has its sphere from the fore-part of the nose down to the heart.

The Sam&na is that whioh carries equally, that is, to places where it is properly
required and inasmuch as is required, the chyle which is made of foods and drinks. Its

sphere of aotion is down from the heart to the navel The Apaua is the cause of
sending out of the body urine, faeces, foetus, <feo. Its sphere of aotion is up to the
navel and also down to the soles of feet. The Udana is so called because it carries

upwards chyle, &o. Its function is from the fore part of the noes up to the head.
The Vyana is all-pervading. The Pr&na is the chief of all these that have been
described! because the Vedio text speaks of all these going out when Prana goes out.

Having thus desoribed the differences of Pr&na, <fcc., with reference to their func-
tions and the places of their location, the commentator now introduces the aphorism:—
'By mastery over Ud&na, &o.' When Ud&na is mastered by the performance of
Samyama thereupon, he is no longer checked by water, <fec.

As to ascension, that takes plaoe by the path whioh has its beginning in the
flame (the Arohir&di, northern path), after death. Having mastered that path, he
ascends by that path.

By the performance over the Pr&na, (fee, and by the acquirement of mastery
over these, come appropriate attainments too. They should be understood according
to the differences of their function, plaoe of manifestation, and mastery, etc.— 144.

Sfttra 39.

^TTt^^Ml^lcl^H^ II II

SHWSam&na, over Satn&na. snn?5 Jav& fc
> by mastery. Jvalanam,

effulgence.

39. By mastery over Samaria comes effulgence.—145.

vyAsa.
He who has obtained mastery over Sam&na blows the fire into flamtf

and thus shines.

VACHASPATPS GLOSS.

The fire is of the body. The blowing it into flame means rendering it

er.—146.
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Sutra 40.

sffa Srotra, the power of hearing. VHRTO Ak&sa, Akasa between these

two. SE^v* Sambandha, over the relation. ^fam^J Samyam&t, by Samyama.

f%5V% Divyam, higher. wfan$ Srotram, power of hearing.

40. By Samyama over the relation between Aka^a and the

power-of- hearing, comes the higher power-of-hearing.— 146.

s»?rtf«r*rc* *frf»rjft f^r srta' srsr?fo n a© n

vyAsa

In Akasa abide all powers of hearing and all sounds. As has been

said:
—

' To all those whose organs of hearing are similarly situated, the situa-

tion of hearing comes to be the same.' (Paflchasikha XII. S. B H., XI. p.' 15).

And this is a reason for (the existence of Ak&sa). Absence of obstruc-

tion also has been so spoken of. The Akasa is also described as ail-pervading

seeing that there is absence of obstruction in other places also than where a

form may be.

The power of hearing is the means of perceiving sound. Of a deaf and

a not-deaf, one senses sound and the other does not. Therefore, the power

o£ hearing only is the sphere for the action of sound. Whoever performs

Samyama with reference to the relation between the power of hearing and

the Akasa, evolves the power of higher audition.

VACHASPATPS GLOSS.

It has been said that the power of higher audition comes to the Yogi who is per-

forming Samyama with reference to the purpose of the self, because there yet remains

something of the Pradh&na to be seen. Now the author says that the power of higher

audition and other sense powers oome by the performance of Samyama with referenoe

to the powers themselves :

—

'By Sa rnyama on the relation between the power of hearing and Akasa (the

soniferous ether) comes the higher power of audition.' He desoribes the sphere of

Samyama:—'The relation between the power of hearing and Akasa/ the relation

being that of the thing supporting and the thing supported.

All powers of .hearing, even though they have their origin in the principle of

egoism, reside in the Ak&sa, placed in the hollow of the ear. It is this where the
power of hearing is located. When soundness or defect, is notioed therein, soundness
or defect, as the case may be, is noticed in the power of hearing also.
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Further, when of the sounds working in unison with the power of hearing, the
sounds of solids <feo , are to be taken in, then the power of hearing looated in tlie

hollow of thenar, stands in need of the oapacity of resonance residing in. the subs-
tratum, the Akasa of the ear.

In the perception of the external smells of solids, &o., by the senses of smell,

<fcc, working in unison with the qualities of odour, <fco., the operation is seen to be
that the senses of smell, taste, touch, sight and hearing are located in physical vehi-

cles only, because the powers of smell, &c, are seen to be working soundly or defec-
tively when the physical vehicles are sound or injured respectively.

This sense of hearing then, having its origin in the principal of egoism, acts
like iron, drawn as it is by sound originating and located in the mouth of the speaker,
acting as loadstone, trannforms then into its own modifications in sequence of the
sounds of the speaker, and thus senses them. And it is for this reason that for every
living creature, the perception of sound in external space is in the absence of defects,

never void of authority. So says the quotation from Parichasikha:— 4 To all those
whose organs of hearing are similarly situated, the situation of hearing is the same.'
All those are Chaitras and other organs of hearing are similarly

A
situated in space.

The meaning is that the powers of hearing of all are located in Akaaa. Further the
AkiVa iu which the power of hearing is located is born out of the soniferous Tan-
matra, and has therefore the quality of sound inherent in itself. It is by this sound
acting in unison that it takes the sounds of external solids, <feo. Hence the hearing,

i.e., the sounds of all is of the same class. (The olass is determined by the relative

situation iu space).

This then establishes that the Akasa is the substratum of the power of hearing,
and also possesses quality of sound.

A And this sameness of the situation of sound is

an indication of the existence of Akasa. That whioh is the substratum of the audi-
s

tory power (Sruti) which manifests as sound of the same olass, is Akasa. Such a
manifestation of sound oannot be without such an auditory power. Nor is suoh an
auditory power a quality of Prithvi, &c, beoause it cannot be in its own self both the
raanifester and manifested (vyanjya and vyanjaka).

Further the absence of obstruction is an indication of Akasa. If there were no

Akasa, the for»ms would be in suoh olose contact with one another that even a needle-

point would not find room between them. Everything would thus be obstructed by
everything. It oannot be said that the absence of obstruction is the result only of the

non-existence of things possessed of form, beoause non- existence depends upon existence,

inasmuch as there can be no cessation of existenoe in the absence of existence. Fur-

ther the power of consciousness cannot be its substratum, because it is immutable and
cannot, therefore, be limited And further space and time, <fcc, are nothing different

from the Prithvi and other substances. Therefore such a kind of change can only

ba of the Aka^a. Thus all is plain.

When it is shown that absenoe of obstruction is an indication of the existence

of Akasa, then it is clear that wherever absence of obstruction is found, there must
be Akasa in existenoe, and henoe the Akasa is proved to be all-pervading also. For
this reason, the Commentator says:—'Therefore although having no form, (fee*

He mentions authority for the existenoe of the power of hearing:—'The power
of hearing is the means, &o.' Aotion is found to be oapable of performance by means
of an instrument only. As a hole oan be made by a gimlet only, so here too the ao
tioft of hearing sound oan only be performed by means of some instrument only.

Whatever is the instrument of hearing, is the power of hearing. But then why
should not the eye ai.d other organs be the instruments of hearing also? For this

reason he says:—' A deaf and a not-deaf, <fco.' The proof is given by the canons of
agreement and difference botbt

31
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Further this is suggestive of other powers. By Samyama over the relations

between the skin and V&yn, the eye and the light, the taste and the Apas, the nose

and Prithvl, the attainment of the higher powers of touch, <feo , is also to be under-

stood.—146.

Stttra 41.

A ,

wnrratTOtft? Kayak&aayoh, between the body (w) ftnd the Akasa. WW
Sambandha, over the relation. HCTUT^ Semyamat, by Samyama. fl$Laghu,

light. WR TAla, cotton, qWTtm
-

Samftpatteh, by attaining to. * Oha, and.

UTTtfiTO Akasa, through space. »i*Mt[ Gamanam, passage.

41. By Samyama on the relation between the body

and the Ak&sa, or by attaining to (the state of thought transforming

as) the lightness of cotton, &c., passage through space (Akasa).

—

147. ,

«Rrcgjtf*(fapgiror fk%& ftcftr cTcft sTOsmqrn&nfTO*

wreftfa ii h\ ii

vyAsa.

Wherever A
there is the body, there is the Akfiia. The body becomes

related to the Ak&sa, because the latter gives room to the former. Having
mastered the relation by the attainment of the state of thought trans-

forming into light things such as cotton, &c, down to the atom, the Yogi
becomes light. Thence does he get the power of roaming through space and
walking over water with his feet. He walks over a spider's web, and then
walks over the rays of light. Then does he get the power of roaming through
space at will.

VACHASPATI'S GLOSS.

By performance of Samyama on the relation between the body and the Ak&sa,
or having attained by Samyama on cotton. <fec, the state of the mind transforming
itself as such, it becomes the cause of manifesting the qualities present therein.
The Commentator mentions the stage of the attainments: -'Moves over water
Ac.

1— 147.

Sutra 42.

arffc: Bahife, actual passing out *Ufrfrqd) Akalpitft, outside the body.

ff?j: Vrittih, acting. iTJT-fetfT Mah&-videh&, the great ex-corporeal, nm
Tata^, by that, rmn Prak&sa, of light. urw<& Avaran*, of the veil,

Ksayah, the destruction.
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42. Actual-passing-out and acting outside the body is the

Great Excorporeal
;
by that is destroyed the veil of light.—148.

vyAsa.

That form of concentration in which the mind acts upon something

outside the body, is named excorporeal concentration.

This excorporeal concentration, if taking place by merely the mind

functioning, while yet staying in the body, is called Fancied (kalpita) Excor-

poreal. 1

That, however, in which the mind has no need of the body left and

passes out of the body and then functions outside the body, is called the Actual

Excorporeal concentration.

Of these, the Actual Excorporeal. which is also called the Great Excor-

poreal, is attained by means of the Fancied Excorporeal. It is by this that

the Yogis effect their entrance into other bodies By this concentration the

veil of the luminous essence of the Will-to-be, in the shape of the three vehi-

cles of affliction, action and fruition, which has its origin in the Rajas and

Tamas, is destroyed.

VACHASPATPS GLOSS.

The author describes another Sarnyama too, which becomes the means of entering
into another body, and also the means of destruction of afflictions, aotions and
fruition : —'Actual passing out of the body and then acting there, is the Great Exoor-
poreal

;
by this the veil of light is destroyed/

The Commentator desoribes the Excorporeal :
—'That form of concentration in

which the mind functions outside the body, &o.' In order to describe the nature of the

Aotual Excorporeal and for explaining its means, he desoribes the Fancied Excorpo-
real:— * If that, (fee* 'By merely the mind functioning outside the body.' Fancy
means that the presence outside the body has been fanoied, although the mind is still

in the body and has been acting outside only funotionally and not by aotual presence.

He desoribes the Great Excorporeal : —' That however.' Now he says that the
relation between the Fanoied and the Aotual Exoorporeal is that the former is the
means of attaining the other.

1 'By that concentration.'—By means of that concen-

tration the mental modification of the Great Exoorporeal is achieved. The affliotions,

the aotions and the three-fold fruition thereof in the shape of life-state, life-time and
life-experience have all their origin in the Rajas and the Tamas ; because when the
Rajas and the Tamas are destroyed, the manifestation of the discrimination takes
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place by the quality of essentiality (Sattva) alone. This three-fold fruition having
its origin in the Rajas and the Tamas, is of their nature and oovers the essence of the

Will-to-be therewith. It is destroyed with its destruction, and the mind of the Yogi
goes about at will and similarly knows also.—148.

Sutra 43.

?gsr Sthftla, the gro8s. Svarftpa, ^the substantive, Sftksm*,
the astral. WW Anvaya, conjunction. im?r?ar Arthavattva,* purposeful-
ness- *inm% Samyamad, by Samyama. ^n-^mt Bhtlta-jayah, mastery over
the elements.

43. By Samyama on the gross (sthMa), the substantive

(svarupa), the astral (suk?ma), conjunction (anvaya) and pur-

posefulness (arthavattva), is obtained mastery over the elements

(bhutas).-149.

s[ss«m, i fast fk m&fa&twmn&mi *Ktt ^rftrtest-

^P«<M^^ i gcrfa^rspisn sn?5t *rf ^fgr i grarfogcrere?? STarer?

&mrnw mi#f **** sn^f^r i <r* ?^i^ri%

*i?isi$3q> srsrfer ii ii

vyAsa.
Here the word Sthula, gross, is used to denote the specific forms of

Prithvl, Apas, Tejas, Vayu and Akasa, which appear as sound, colour, taste
and odour, and have the qualities of conjoint action, &c. Tbisisth* first!

appearance of the elements.
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The second appearance is that which is common to the others too.

The Pfithvl has forms, the Apas smoothness, the Tejas heat, the V&yu

impulsion, the Ak&sa motion iu every direction. This is denoted by the

word substantive appearance (svarupa), sounds, touches, tastes, colours are

the specific manifestations of those common qualities. And so it has been

said:—'These manifested together in one species manifest their own distin-

guishing characteristics/ A group of the generic and specific qualities is here

considered substance (dravya);

A group is of two descriptions. The first is that in which the distinc-

tion of individuals disappears in the whole, such as the body, the tree, the

forest. The second is where the word shows the distinction between different

individuals of the same group, as for example, a group of the both gods and men.

Of this group the gods are one portion, and the men the other. Both make one

group. In this th<3 distinction of individuals may or may not be mentioned

;

as in a grove of mangoes, a crowd of Br&hmanas; a mango grove, the

Br&hmana class.

This again is of two descriptions; where the parts of the whole are

separate from each other and where they are not. A forest and a class are

groups where the parts are separate from each other. A body, a tree, an

atom are all groups whose parts are not separable from each other Substance,

according to Patanjali, is a group whose parts are not meant to be distinguish-

ed from each other, and cannot be separated from each other. This has been

called the etheric or substantive appearance (svarupa).

And now what is their subtle appearance? It is the Tanm&tra (the

astral atom , the cause of the elements. The atom is one part thereof It

is a group, a composite substance, which- consists of generic and specific quali-

ties, and whose parts are not distinguished from each other, and which cannot

be separated from one another. AH the Tanra&tras are similar to this.

This is the third appearance of the elements.

Now as to the fourth appearance of' the elements. These are the

'qualities' whose characteristics are essence, activity and inertia and which
follow the nature of effects. These ace denoted- by the woid conjunction

(anvaya).

And now the fifth appearance of ptrrposefalneas- ( arthavattva). The
purpose of experience and emancipation is apparent in conjunction with
tfo qualities, The qualities, are to be found it* Tanm£fcr&a, in the element*
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and in things made of elements. Hence all these are full of purpose. Now

by Samyama over the five elements, with their five appearances, the nature

of every appearance over which Samyama is performed, becomes apparent

and conquest over it is obtained. Having obtained conquest over the five

appearances he becomes the Lord of elements The powers of the elements

begin by this conquest to follow his thought, as the cows follow their

calves.
VACHASPATPS GLOSS.

'By Samyama on gross, the substantive appearanoe, the subtle, the conjunction

and purposefulness, is obtained mastery ovei elements.' Mastery is obtained by
Samyama over each separately, the gross, the substantive, the subtle, the conjunction

and purposefulness. The Commentator describes the gross :
—'The word . Sthfila here,

Ac.' The sounds, the touches, the colours, the wastes, and the odours of Ak&sa, Vayu,
Tejas, Apas, and Prithivi are their specific forms so far as may be.

The notes of the gamut, Do and MA, etc , cold and heat, etc, blue and yellow,

etc., sweet-smelling, etc., all these differ from each other in name, appearance and object.

For this reason they are specific. Of the qualities, five are the specific forms of the
Prithivi; four (exoeptsmell) of the Apas; three (besides odour and taste)Aof the Tejas

;

two (besides odour, taste and colour) of the Vayu and only one of the Ak&sa. These
specific forms together with the characteristics of conjoint aotion, <fec., are termed
Gross in this philosophy.

Among those, the characteristics of the Prithivi are:—Form, heaviness, roughness
obstruction, stability, manifestation (vritti), difference, support, turbidity, hardness,

enjoyability by all.

The characteristics of the Apas are:—Smoothness, subtlety, clearness, whiteness,

softness, heaviness, coolness, preservation, purification, cementation.

The characteristics of Tejas are :—Going upward, cooking, burning, lightness,

shining, destruction, power; possessed of such qualities is the Tejas different from the
previous ones.

The qualities of the V&yu are:—transverse motion, purification, throwing, push-
ing, strength, movability, throwing no shadow, roughness; these are the various

characteristics of the Vayu.

The characteristics of the Akasa :
- Motion in all directions, non-agglomeration,

and non obstruction : these three are said to be the characteristics of Afcasa, different

from the characteristics of the preceding ones.

It is together with these characteristics that they are oalled gross.

Form (murti) is hardness brought about (samsiddhikam), stability of the lines of

aotion and manifestation.

Tejas is heat, stomachic, solar, terrestrial
;
everywhere heat exists along with

Tejas.

The whole of this terminology makes no distinction between the charaoteritio

and characterized.

The Vayu is changing; has the nature of constant motion. By movements of

straw, <fcc., and by the movements of the body, the V&yu inferred to be everywhere
possessed of ^the quality of motion.

The Ak&sa is motion in all directions, because the perception of sound is found
everywhere. It has been established above that the sounds of terrestrial objects, <fco.'

are only perceived on account of the sound-quality of Akasa, which resides in the
power of hearing.

This is meant by the-word Svar&pa, substantive appearance. It is of this generio
form that the sounda of the notes Do, 4o. heat, &a, Whiteness, Ac, astringent and
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smell) &o ; are the specializations. Tho generic qualities of form, <fec, too, such as

Jambira, Panas and emblio fruit, <fco., differ from each other on acoount of the diffe-

rences of taste, <fco. For this reason these tastes, &o., are specific modifications of these.

And so it has been said :—Of those that fall under a common genus, i. those each

of which possesses one generio quality of form, smoothness or flow, <fccM the differences

are due to the characteristics possessed by the individual appearances of DO, <feo.

Thus the generic qualities of form, &c, and the specific qualities of sound, <fec,

have been described.
*

Now he speaks to those who say that a substance (dravya) is the substra-

tum of the generio and the specific :
* In this philosophy a substance is a collection

(samudaya) of the generio and specific qualities.' Even those who desire to establish

that substratum of the qualities, cannot possibly conceal the fact of their existence

in one group together. And if they do conceal it, it cannot be that a substratum of

theirs may be possible of existence as substance. Hence let even that be the substauce

We, however, do not find a substratum separate from the collection of qualities, and
existing as substance.

As a collection of stones differs f/om the stones, and as further a different kind

of their collection in the shape of a mountain is called a substance, the doubt arises

that a mere collection is a substance. For the purpose of removing that doubt and
for establishing that it is only a partio ilar kind of collection that is called a substance,

he now describes the variety of groupings:—" A collection is of two descriptions."

Because of this a substance is not a mere collection. This is the meaning. 'Two
descriptions' mean two different sorts of collections. He describes the first mode:—'The

first is that in whioh the distinction of individuals disappears altogether in the whole. 1

They are so called because the distinct'on between the different parts has disappeared
'

It is fo called because the separation his disappeared. This is the meaning : A collec-

tion is understood by the words body, t^ree, herd, forest. These words denote a collec-

tion, but do not denote the different parts of the collections. That is no word denoting

these individual parts is used. Hence it is the collection that is understood. Four
illustrations are given with reference to the parts being joined or separate and with

reference to intelligence and non-intelligence. The meaning of the joined and separate

parts will be described further on.

He describes the second mode :
—

* A collection, the distinction of whose parts

is understood by the words as both gods and men/

'Gods and men': This collection signifies an acoount of the parts being indi-

cated by separate words, the two separate parts of the group.

But the question is that inasmuch as the distinction of parts is; not conveyed
by using the word both, how is it said t,hat the idea of the collection carries with it

the idea of the distinction of parts? For this reasou he says :—And it is by these

two parts that a collection is siguified. The word 'both' together with the words
signifying the different parts forms the collection, since the sentence as such denotes
the meaning to be conveyed by it. Tuis is the meaning.

Again he says that they are two-fold:—'This again, &c.' With reference to
whether the distinction is or is not intended to be conveyed. He describes where the
distinction is intended to be conveyed:— ' A grove of mangoes, a crowd of Br&h-
manas ' There must be distinction because the genitive case is actually used (not
only implied.) As in the oase of the phrase/ the cow of the Gargas.'

He describes where the distinction is not intended to be conveyed :
—

' Mango
grove, Brahmana class.' The meaning is that the mangoes are the same as the
grove; it is hot intended that there should be difference understood between the
collection and the individuals that go zo make up the collection. They both imply
a common objept.
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mentioiis another divfeionr—^Thtit again is twofold. Where the parts of

the whole are separate from eaeh other.
1 This means that there is space between

the individuals that go to make up the collection. Suoh groups are signified by the

words, a herd, *a forest.

Their parts have spaces between them, the trees and the kine.

The groups whose parts are not separate from each other are such as a tree, a

cow, an atom. Their parts have no space between them. Whether they are taken to

be the generic or the specific qualities, or the udders, <fco , they have no spaoes

between.

Now he establishes whioh of these collections is what is called a substance ;

—

'Whose parts are not meant to be distinguished from eaoh other, <fco.'

Having thus desoribed a substance as the context demanded, he now oomes to

the subject in hand :
—'This has been called the substantive appearanoe.'

He puts a question with the objeot of describing the third appearance :—
' And

what is their subtile appearance V and gives the answer :
—

• It is the Tanm&tra, Ac.'

One of its parts is an atom possessing dimension. The generic quality thereof is form

(murti). Sound, <fcc , are its specific qualities. It consists of the generic and speoifio

qualities. It is a group whioh follows the difference of the generio and speoific qua-

lities, its parts existing without any intervening space. Further as an atom has

subtlety in appearance, so are the Tanm&tras subtle in appearance. He sum-
marizes:—'This is the third.*

Now the fourth appearance of the elements consists of the qualities which have

respectively the characteristics of illumination, activity and inertia and whose character-

istics too follow the nature of effects. For this reason are they described by the word
Conjunction (anvaya) Now he describes their fifth appearance, purposefulness :

—

'The purpose of enjoyment and emancipation is appareut in conjunction with the

qualities.

'

Well, even if it be so, if the qualities be purposeful how are the effects of the
qualities purposeful 1 For this reason he says :

—
' The qualities are to be found, (fee.'

The things made of elements are suoh as a cow or a jar.

Having thus desoribed the Samyama and that upon whioh the Samyama is to

be performed, he now desoribes the Samyama and its fruit:— ' Now by Samyama over

the elements, Ac,' The powers (prakritis) of the elements are their natures.— 1£9.

Stitra 44.

(TO Tatah, thence, ^finnf^ Anim&-&di, of attenuation and the other
powers. jn^Jrfctt Pi&durbh&vah, the manifestation of. K&ya, of the body.
WP1% Sampad, perfection. n% Tad, their. W Dharma, characteristics, HMfamd :

Anabhtgh&tah, non-resistance by. ^ Oha, and.

44. Thence the manifestation of attenuation (anima) and
the other (powers) ; as also the perfection of the body and non-
resistance by their characteristics.—150.

fimfff ^rf^rj qffcm^ i *rar ^wrwrrf^r: ^ffe^^w^l^
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. vyasa.

Of these, attenuation (Anim&) : becomes abomical. Buoyancy becomes
light. Enlargement becomes large. Approach (Pr&pti) touches even the

moon the tip of his finger. Unrestrained will (Pr&k&raya), absence of

restraint to his will, merges into earth just as he plunges into water.

Control (Vasitva):—Obtains power over the elements and objec-ts made

thereof, and controls others.

Creative Power (Isitrittvat :—Controls appearance find disappearance

and aggregations.

Fulfilment of desires is the objective reality of one's determination, i. c,

the natures of the elements assume such appearances as he thinks of.

Although he possesses the power, he does not interfere to set the objects

of the world topsy-turvy. Why not? Because his desire with reference to them

is the same always which another Siddha of the same power has formerly

willed. These are the eight attainments. The perfection of the body will be

described, 'Non-resistance by their characteristics '
:—The Prithvi doe3 not

by cohesion interfere with the action of a Yogis body. He might even enter

a stone in virtue of the use of his powers. The waters with their viscidity

do not wet him. The fire does not burn him by its heat. The air moves him

not by it* motion. Even in Ak&m, which naturally offers no obstruction,

his body might become obstructed to sight. Even the Siddhas may fail to see

him.

VACHASPATPS GLOSS.

Now the author describes what powers the Yogi attains, when the elemants be-

gin to follow his thoughts :— ' Thence the manifestation of attenuation (Anina&) as

also the perfection of the body, and non-resiRtance by their characteristics.

The Commentator says that by Samyama over the gross states of the elements

and thereby mastering them come four attainments. Of these, attenuation is the

power of the body's becoming small even though it is large. Buoyancy means

'the power of its becoming light, even though it is heavy. Haviug become light it

moves in space like a straw or a piece of cotton wool. Enlargement is the power of

its becoming large like a mountain or the sky, even though it is small. Approach

is the power - by which all existences come within the reach of the Yogt ; thus he can

totioh the moon with the tip of his finger, though standing on the earth.

He describes the attainments obtained by, the performance of Samyama otet

iUbatantive appearance (svarttpa) Unrestrained will is the absence of restraint to

81
-
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hiB will. His form is not resisted by the substantive qualities of form, <fco. He mer-
ges into and emerges out of earth, as if it were water.

He describes the attainment to be obtained by Samyama and consequent mas-
tery over the subtile form :

—

* Control :—The elements *

are Prithvi <fcc ' Objects
made thereof are such as a cow and a jar. 'Obtains power over them' : acts with
reference to them just as he wishes.

As to the objects made of the elements, it is necessary that when their causes,

the tanm£tras, and the atoms of Prithvi, <fec, are controlled, their effects also should
come under control, because they remain in whatever condition or atrangement he
places them.

Now he describes the attainments to be obtained by Samyama over and mastery
of the conjunction (anvaya) :—Creative Power :—Having mastered the Mulaprakriti
he can control the birth, destruction, and present existence, as it is for the time being
of the elements and things made of them.

He describes the attainments due to the performance of Samyama over purpose-

fulness. 'Fulfilment of desires' means the objeotive reality of one's desires. The
Yogi who has become the master of the purpose of the qualities, makes everything

according to the purpose he thinks they should fulfil. Even if he conceives that

poison should act upon the body as Amrita, it would act so, and having taken poison

he would still live.

Well, let that be, but if he possessed these powers he would interfere with the

order of nature in the world, but why does he not do sol He may transform the

moon into the sun: or he may make the day from which the moon is totally absent,

one from which she is not at all absent. For this reason he says:—Although he
possessed the power, etc., these worshipful ones who have ^obtained the power of or

dering as they desire, do not like to act against the will of Isvara. As to the powers
of objects they are changeable according to the difference of class, space, time and
condition, and their natures are not for that reason permanent. It is, therefore

proper that they should act in accordance with their desire. These are the eight,

attainments.

• Non-resistance by their characteristics
:

'—The mention of non-resistance of

these elements after the attainment of attenuation, <fec, even though this is the result

of the attainments themselves, is similar to the mention of the perfection of the body
even though this is achieved by this very attainment. The reason is that the object
of Samyama mentioned in this aphorism may be easily understood together with the
fruit to be ottained by the performance of the Samyamas mentioned in the aphorism.
The rest is easy.— 150.

Sutra 45.

«W Rupa, beauty. mvp& L&vanya, grace. Bala, strength, w$
Vajra, of adamant, adamantine. qgsfflT Samhanana, the power of striking or

of bearing the strokes, hardness, all these embody. qreraPflT K&ya-Sampat,

perfection of the body.

45. The perfection of the body consists in beauty, grace, str>

ength and adamantine hardness.—161.

y$?FffPW3%fa ii w ii
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vyasa.

Fit to be seen, lovely, possessed of- great strength, a body hard as

Adamant.

VACHASPATI'S GLOSS.

The tody is said to be adamantine when its build is as. hard as that of ada-
mant.—151.

Sti tra 46.

^Tf^JR^qTT^irn^^^^^mf^^^^: II If

THPU Grahana, the act Svarflpa, the substantive appearance, *rft*rm

Asmitfi,, egoism, ^f^U Anvaya, conjunction. JffshrF* Arthavafctva, purposeful-

ness (of sensation), ^ram^ Samyam&d, by Samyama over, ff^pr-^nr: Indriya-

jaya^, mastery over the senses.

46. By Samyama over the act, the substantive appearance,

the egoism, the conjunction and purposefulness (of sensation)

comes mastery over them.— 152.

VYASA.

Sound, &c, possessed of generic qualities are objects. The act of sensa-

tion consists in the functioning of the senses with refernce to the objects,

And this functioning is not merely the taking in of the generic qualities

of an object, because if also the specific qualities of an object were not thus

taken in, how would they otherwise be perceived by the mind ?

As to their substantive appearance, a sense is a substance ; it is a collec-

tion of generic and specific qualities whose parts are not possessed of inter-

vening space and are not distinguishable^ being separate from each other.

These generio and specific qualities are of the ossence of the WilUto-be whosa

very* nature is illumination.

Their third appearance is the principal of individuality characterized

by egoism. The sen!|9 (ire the specialised appearances of that generic

appearance*
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The fourth appearance consists of the qualities which are of the nature

of illumination, activity and inertia and which determine the nature of

phenomena. The sense together with the principal of individuality are their

manifestations.

The fifth appearance is that of their having the purpose of the Purusa

to fulfil. This is inherent in the qualities. Samyama is to be performed

over the five appearances of sensation, respectively, one after the other. When

all the five appearances have been mastered, then the power of over-mastering

sensation is manifested in the Yogi.

VACHASPATPS GLOSS.

The author desoribes the means of conquering the senses for the Yogi who has

mastered the elements:—'By Samyama over the act, the substantive appearance, the

egoism, the oonjuotion and the purposefulness (of sensation), comes mastery ever the

senses.' The meaning is that Saniyama is to be performed with reference to the act,

the substantive appearance, the egoism, the oonjuction and the purposefulness, sepa-

rately, one after another. The act of sensation consists in the taking in of objects,

and this depends upon the objeots to be taken in. Hence the determination of the

nature of the act depends upon the determination of the nature of the objects to be

taken in.

The Commentator describes the nature of the object to be taken in:—'Sounds,

<fcc., are possessed of the generic and specific qualities.'
•

Having described the objeots to be taken in he now describes the act of taking

in :
—

* And the functioning, &o.' This functioning consists of sensing, *. e.> the sense

bei ng modified into the form of the object. As to those who hold that the sphere of

the function of the senses is the generic qualities alone, he says to them:—'And it does

not consist in taking in only the form of the generic qualities. ' That which is taken

in is not only co-existence with the generic qualities of the object. The mind is depen-
dent for its action upon external senses, and works upon the external objects and de-

pends upon them If this were not so, there would be no blind and deaf people- If, such
being the case, the senses were not to have the specific qualities (or their sphere of

aotion, the specific qualities would not at all be known. How then would the mind
know them in sequence? Hence the act of sensation consists in the taking in of both
the generic and the specific qualities.

This aot of taking in is the first phenomenon of the senses.

Now he describes the second appearance:

—

4 As to substantive appearance:—'It

is the principle of individuality which produces the power of sensation out of its own
essence (the Sattva). Hence the instrumentality which is generic nature of the sen-
ses and also ^he action in connection with the appointed sphere of colour, <fcc, which
is the specifio quality, both are of the nature of illumination. This is the meaning.

This is their third appearance. The principle of individuality is of course the cause
of the senses. Wherever the senses are there must the principle of individuality be.
Being thus the' common cause of the senses, it is the generic quality of these senses.

The fourth appearance:—The qualities appear as possessing two forms. They
are of the nature of things which exist as such; and they are also of the nature of the
power whioh determines the existenoeof phenomena. Of these the nature of the things
in existence as suoh consists in their being the objeots of knowledge ; and these are
the five Tan ra&tras; the elements and the things made of the elements. The pow^r
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ing and omnisoienoe again which determines the existenoe of the phenomena takes up
the form of the instruments of knowledge, and oonsists of the senses together with
the principle of jndividuality. This is the meaning. The rest is easy.—142.

Sutra 47.

^ft fnitafiicgr f^wnsc: xreRsr*^ u v n

?tfn Tatah, thence. TTtft-srfaTOiJ Mano-javitvam, quickness (as of the mind)

fiflRTO-HW Vikarana-bhavah, uuinsorumeutal perception. JTOW Pradhfl.ua, over

the first cause. WTJ Jayah, mastery,

47. Thence come quickness as of mind, un-instrumental-

perception and mastery over the Pradhana (First Cause.)— 153.

?r?ft irataftar ftq^prro spstrot^t \ wrens a*} nfazntit

VYASA.

Quickness as of mind consists in the attainment by the body of very

quick motion.

(Jn-instrumental Perception means the action of the senses at any time

or place without the necessity of the presence of the body.

Mastery over the Pradhana means the power of control over all the

modifications of the Prakriti. These three attainments are called by the name

of Madbupratikd. These are obtained by conquering the substantive appear-

ance (svardpa; of the five instruments of sensation.

VACHASPATPS GLOSS.

The author mentions the attainments due to the conquest of the five appearances
of the senses:— * Thence come quiokness as of mind, un-instruraental perception and
mastery over the Pradhana.'

Un-instrumental perception is the action of the senses outside the body. Plaoo
means Cashmere, <fco. Time means past, &o. Sphere means the subtle, &o.

Mastery over the Pradh ina means control of the modification of the Prakriti by
the conquest of the senses together with the power of conjunction. These are the
attainments which are called the Madhupratikas by the knowers of Yoga.

Well, it may be that by the conquest of the senses they may come under control.'
But how their causes, the Pradhana, <fco. 1 For this reason he says : 'And these, <fco.'

The five appearances of the senses are their aot, &o.

'By th\ir conquest, <feo.
> The meaning is this :

' It is not by the mere conquest
of the senses that these powers are obtained, but by the oonqueat of all the five
appearances; and the Pradh&na, (be, fall within these.— 163.
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Sfitra 48.

Satfcva, pure objective essence, Purusa, consciousness, JlMjrll

Anyatft, the distinction between, ^crTfrMnt^a" Khy&ti mfttrasya. to him only who

recognises. HSMTT* Sarva-bh&va, over all states. srfwOTJcarJJ Adhisfchfi,t£ittvam
;

supremacy ^raMJTfJfSSk Sarva-jftfUyitvam, omniscience, xt Cha, and.

48. To him who recognizes the distinction between conscious-

ness and pure-objective-existence comes supremacy over all states

of being and omniscience.—154.

SRfawi: 1 fqrctPERw %f^rf ' sn^r *rt*ft srshr: ^^^r^Rt sptft

fegqfa H ac 11

VYASA.
Supremacy over all states of being comes to him who, having the

essence of the Will*to-be in the highest state of purity on account of the

impurities of the Rajas and the Tama3 having been destroyed, and when the

consciousness of power is at the highest, takes his stand at the manifestation

of the distinction between the Objective Essence and consciousness (Purusa).

It means that the ' qua ities ' which are the substrata of all phenomena, being

of the nature of the things that are in existence, as well as of the power which

determines this existence, present themselves before the Lord, the knower

of the field, as one whole.

Omniscience means the simultaneously discriminative knowledge of the

'qualities' being as they are of the nature of all phenomena, and showing forth

as they do separately the quiescent, the disturbed and the unpredicable charac-

teristics. This attainment is known as the ' Sorrowless ' (visoka;.

Reaching nhis the Yogi moves omniscient and powerful, with all his

afflictions ended.
VACHASPATPS GLOSS. •

Now the author shows the attainments subsidiary to the attainment of the know-
ledge of the distinction between the Objeotive Essence and the Purusa, with the "object

of attaining which are performed the Sarnyamas which bring about power of know-
ledge and action, and which by direct knowledge, and one after the other, go on streng-

thening faith in the object promised, by meana of the presents of the attainments that
are being made constantly :

—
' To him who realizes the distinction between the Objec-

tive Exiatenoe and oonaoiouipess, oopaes just then supreg^aoy oyer a^l tbQ states ofW
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ing and omniscience.' Purity comes by the dirt of Rajas and Tamas being removed.

Thenoe comes the consciousness of the highest power. The mental Essence was before the

attainment of this state covered by the Rajas and, the Tamas. On the removal thereof

it becomes subject to the power of the masterful Yogi. When it becomes subject to the

Yogi who has just attained to the possession of the knowledge of the distinction between

Objective Essence and consciousness then the Yogi becomes supreme over all states of

being. The Commentator explains the state :
—'The Gunas which are the substrata,

<fco. * The objects to be determined and the determination mean the intelligent and the

non-intelligent phenomena. The power of action is explained by this.

He mentions the power of knowledge: 'Omniscience, &c.' and gives a name to

this two-fold attainment well known, to the Yogis, with the objeot of inclining towards
desirelessnesa :

u This is named the ' Sorrowless. " Such a Yogi is described to be one
whose afflictions and bonds, i. e , Karmas have been destroyed.— 154.

Stifcra 49.

H^-^kntn^ Tadvair&gy&t, by desirelessness for that. Sift Api, even.

S[faH&ta Dosa-bija, of the seed of bondage. ^r*t Ksaye, on the destruction,

§is*tr*j, Kaivalyam, absolute independence.

49. The seed of bondage having been destroyed by desireless-

ness even for that, comes absolute- independence (Kaivalya).—155.

g^fc i tf^hrt ?jqRT «r«rf%r «^T*^^Tf^ra^ft ^srrofwr-

3pw *fa n «a ii

vyAsa.

When he comes to think that the discrimination of the distinctive na-

tures, is after alia manifestation of the quality of Essentialioy (Sattva; and

that the quality of essentiality has been classed with avoidable pains; and

that the Purusa is unchangeable, pure and other than the quality of essentia-

lity (Sat tva) then he begins to lose his desire for that, and >iheu the afflic-

tions having had their seed burnt up, become, incapaole of sprouting again

like the burnt up seeds of tice.

Then all the seeds of afflictions pass, together with the mind, into la-

tency. When they hare become latent, this purnsa does not then suffer frons

the triad of pton. This then, the stiate, that hi to say, in which the qualities

manifest in the mind ad afflietioM, actions **vd fruitions tto nob, having fab
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filled their object, come back to action, is the final separation of consciousness

from bhe qualities. This is the state of absolute independence, when the

Purusa remains consciousness alone, as in its own nature.

VACHASPATI'S GLOSS. -

Because the other Sarnyamas are all but the semblances of the objeot of the

Puru a the author now shows that the Saniyama for the attainment of discriminative

knowledge is the fulfilment of the purpose of the Puru>a, inasmuoh as its fruit is the

attainment of absolute independence by means of the manifestation of desirelessness

:

' On the destruction of the seed of afflictions by desirelessness even for that, comes

absolute independence ' When on the destruction of actions and afflictions, the Yogi

becomes oousoiouu of what he says is knowledge of discrimination as a characteristic

of the Sattva, &o.' The rest has been described here and there and is therefore

easy — 166.

Sfttra 50.

g*ntgT-OTf5r*flP3rqr Sth&ni-upanimantrane, on the invitation by the presiding

deities.
(f?mrerqp (^nf^) H|f Sanga, attachment. ^nrSmaya, smile of satisfaction.

3T5tTOE[ Akaranam, non-performance of. ipT: Punah, again. MlfJfg Anista, with

the undesirable. JTCTjfT^ Prasangat, contact being possible.

50. When the presiding-deities invite, there should be no

attachment and no smile of satisfaction; contact with the undesira-

ble being again possible.— 156.

TOWfifvfrwcf srifwn ^fH«M<H$i^ i *wto «9nA 4tf*R:

Isnrcrfiir^ ^wnrt ssq^w: w^iM ftrecr *r^*r ^rwr srgygT

srereft ^sr^nft srahw, sra: rergq^ffa^M \ kidn i^md \
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VYlSA.

'When the presiding deities invite, there should be no attachment

and no smile of satisfaction ; contact with the undesirable being again

possible.' There are four clagse3 of Yogis:—(1) The prathama kalpika;

(2) The madhubhftmika
; (3) the Prajfifijyotih

; (4) The atikr&ntabh&vantya.

The first is the one who is practising and in whom the light is just

appearing. The second is he who has attained the Ritambharft cognition.

The third is he who has attained power over the elements and the senses,

who preserves all that has been known and has to be known, who has been

doing what has to be done and who is given to practice. The fourth is the

AtikrAntabh&vaniya. His sole object is to make the mind latent in the

Pradh&na. Its stages are the seven-fold in finality.

Of these then the Br&hmana to whom opens up the yet unseen plane

of Madhumatl. is invited by the gods from their various places. They tell

him, * Come, sit here; enjoy yourself, here is a lovely enjoyment, here is a

lovely damsel; this i3 the elixir of life, which counteracts old age aud death ;

here is a vehicle which moves through the skies ; these the kalpa trees ; this

is the pure stream of Mand&kini ; the*e perfected ones, the great seers, and

beautiful and obedient nymphs; here are clairvoyance and clair-audience ;

here a body of adamantine strength. You have earned all these by your

virtues Come, take all these. This is an eternal, unfading undying posi-

tion which the gods love.'

Thus addressed, let him contemplate upon defects of attachment. 'It

is with difficulty that I have procured the light of Yoga, the destroyer of

the darkness of afflictions, after having been long backed by the flames of

the world and rolled into the darkness of birth and death. These winds of

sensuous enjoyment, brought into sensuous existence by desire, are calculated

to put that light out. Having seen all this how should I allow myself to be

deluded by the mirage of sensuous enjoyments and put myself as fuel again

into the burning fire of the same changeful existence. Farewell then, ye

sensuous enjoyments ;
ye are but dreams, fit only to be enjoyed by weak-

lings.'

Having thus come upon a fixed resolution, let him practise his medita*

tion. Having thus not allowed himself to become attached, let hijn not .

indulge himself in a smile of satisfaction that even the gods begged him.

If he indulges in such satisfaction, he will never perceive himself as having his

hair in the grasp of death, and resting in fancied security. Thus forgetful-

ness ever on the watch for a hole, and ever full of efforts, would find its way
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into the mind; and once there it will bring the afflictions back to life; and

thence will come in contact with the undesirable. Thus avoiding attachment

and mental pride, the high mental abate will obtain firm hold upon him and

the object that is to bo attained, will ever keep in front.

.VACHASPATI'S GLOSS.

Now seeing that there is possibility of obstacle in the way of the Yogi who is

practising the means of perfect freedom (kaivalya), the author teaches the oause of

its removal:—'When the presiding deities invite, there should be no attachment and
no smile of satisfaction; there being possibility of oontact with the undesirable again.

1

The presiding deities are Mahendra, <fec, who function in^the regions of the
powers thus obtained by the Yogi. The invitation comes from them. Attachment
and a amile of satisfaction should hoc be indulged therein, because in that case there
is again the possibility of the recurrence of the undesirable. Now with the object of

determining the class of the Yogi whom the gods invite from their places, the Com-
mentator mentions all the classes of possible Yogis : 'There are four classes, &c.'

Now he describes the nature of the Prathma-kalpika :
—

' Of these he who practises,

Ac.' In him the light of the knowledge of objects, such as the mind of others, <fec.,

has just appeared ; it has not been mastered by him. He mentions the seoond :

—

' He who possesses the truth-bearing cognition, <fec.' The cognition there is truth-bear-

ing (Ritambhara). It is he who desires to conquer the elements and the senses.

He mentions the third :
—'He who has conquered the elements and the senses.

By this the elements and the senses have been conquered by Sainyama over the gross
and other appearances aucj over the act of sensation and other appearances. He des-
cribes him further:—In all tnoae that have been aohieved by the conquest of the ele-
ments and the senses, such as knowing the mind of others &c, he makes up his mind
to preserve, so that they may not be destroyed*, in those again which have btill to be
aohieved, such as the 'Sorrow less, &o.,

; up to the higher desirelessness, he resorts to
all the means that should be adopted. The effort of many achieves the objeot of
attainment by resorting to the proper means only.

.He mentions the fourth:—'The fourth, &o.' This worshipful being absolutely
free while yet in life, and possessing only the last body, has the sole objeot of making
the mind latent in the First Cause (Pradhana).

«

Out of these he determines the Yogi who is invited by the gods: 'To whom
opens up the yet unseen plane of Madhumati, &o.'

As to the neophyte (Prathama-kalpika) there is not the least suspicion in the
mind of Mahendra, <fec, that he will get to, the end of Yoga. The third also is not
to be invited by them, because he has got what they invite him for, by his conquest
of the elements and the senses. In the fourth also the suspicion of attachment is re-
moved the farthest on account of his having reached the state of higher desirelessness.
He who remains is the second alone, fit to be the objeot of invitation. It is he alone
whose cognition is truth-bearing, that can be the objeot of invitation, ' Undying'
is that whioh is not destroyed. ' Unfading' is that whioh is ever renewed.

He describes the fault of the smile of satisfaction :—
' If he indulges in the smile

of satisfaction, &o.' He will never understand impermanenoy, being possessed of a
false sense of security on account of satisfaction. The rest is easy.
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In different places it has been said that omnisoienoe results from Samyama.
That, however, does not mean the knowledge of everything without exception. It only

describes the nature of the knowledge, as when they say, ' We have tasted all vegeta-

bles ' The meaning here is that we have tasted all sorts of sauces, not that there is

none left. The word 'all' (sarva) does signify that nothing remains ; as in the word
'The eater has eaten all the food that was given to him/ Here the meaning is that

nothing remains.—156. .

•

Sutra 51.

^UMc*M4jV ^fwf|%^3f fTR*T II ^ II

VCT-fTr*n3i: Ksana-tat-kramayoh, over the moments. And their

(JRJT) succession. #TOT?J Samyam&b, by JSanryama. Ri3*MJJ Vivekajam, born*

of-discrimination. *TR*J» Jn&nam, knowledge.

51. By Samyama over the moments and their succession,

comes knowledge born-of-discrimination.—157.

mq^Vfcr: ^wjt *n*rerr *i wtf^ ^r%<r: <rorpg: ^w igTrefr-

^wjr: sntftfa <wrrarrfer acairrcrc i ^ g ^ffrfiwr: qrarrel ijfugwifrnrr

wrreStara&fci ^qTwrssrarfa tR^rajtaranT: m&nft

Mlflfofil II II

VYASA
As an atom is a substance in which minuteness reaches its limit, so, a

moment is a division of time in which minuteness reaches its limic. Or a

moment is that much of time which an atom takes in leaving the position in

space it occupies and reaching the next point. The succession of moments is

the non-cessation of the fl >w thereof. The moments and their collection do

not fall into a collection of actual things. The Muhurta, the day and night are

all aggregates of mental conceptions. This time which is not "a substantive

reality in itself, but is only a mental concept, and which comes into the mind

as a piece of verbal knowledge only, appears to people whose minds are given

to out-going activities, as if it were an objective reality. The moment falls

under the head of reality, and is maintained by succession. This succession

consists in the sequence of moments. The- Yogis who know time call this by

the name of time,
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Further two moments cannot co-exist. There can be no succession of

two co-existent moments. It is impossible. The uninterrupted sequence of

the first moment and of the one which follows, is what is called succession.

For this there is but one moment existing in the present ; the antecedent and

fostcedent moments do not exist. Therefore, there cannot be any collection of

them.

Further, the moments that have passed and those that have yet to come,

should be described as existing in consequence of universal change in evolution.

For this reason the whole world undergoes change every moment, all these

characteristics are relatively established in that one moment of time. By

Samyama over the moments and their succession, direct knowledge is obtained

of them both, and thence is manifested discriminative knowledge.

VACHASPATI'S GLOSS.

Here the author describes the Samyama which is the means of obtaining the

knowledge born out of discrimination :
—

' By Samyama over moments and their suc-

cession comes knowledge born of discrimination. 1 The Commentator gives the mean-
ing of the word 'motneut' by an illustration:—'As the atom, &o ' Wherever in a
pieoe of stone, which is being divided and divided again and again, smallness readies

a point beyond which it cannot go, it is said to reaoh the limit of minuteness. That
is called an atom. Similarly, the uttermost limit of minuteness of time is a moment,
a division of time which is not related to any other division of time as a part antece-

dent and postcedent.

He describes the same moment in another way:— * Or, as much as, <fec.' The
meaning is that a moment is that much of time in which a mere atom may go off its

present place.

He describes the meaning of the word succession :
—

* The non-cessation of the
flow, &c.' 'Thereof means of the moments.

Further this sort of succession is not real. It is, on the other hand, a mental
oonoept. Because it is impossible that a collection of them should be contemplated
as real, seeing that they do not exist simultaneously, he says this:—'The moments
and their succession, <feo ' Beoause succession has for its characteristic the existence

of a moment not in simultaneity, and because the collective esistence of moments is

devoid of objeotive reality, the collective existence of moments and their succession
is also void of objeotive reality. Men without the natural exoessive intellection of a
Vaib&ntika, being every moment given to knowledge which consists in out-going ac-
tivity, and who are, therefore, confused, think that this Time is a reality.

Well then, is the Moment also unreal? He answers in the negative. 'The
moment, however, is classed among realities,' is a real substanoe. ' It is given support
to by succession^ :—The succession that gives support to the moments is only a mental
oonoept, the result of imagination ( vikalpa ).

He gives the reason for the succession giving support to the moment:—'As to
succession, &o.'

He gives the reason for the succession Wng unreal :—' And two moments, Ac.'
The word 'and,

1 here signifies the reason ' why.'

He says to him who holds that the moments each belonging to a different class
may oo-exist:—'There can be no Buooea&lon, Ac'
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•Why is it impossible] For this reason he says :—1 Succession is, Ac.' He oon-

eludes :—'For this reason.
1

Well, then, are the antecedent and postcedent moments of the nature of the

horns of a hare only 1 He says, no. ' The moments that are gone and those that are

yet to come, &c >

Existing in consequence of universal change:—This means followed in sequence

similar. Concludes:—'Therefore, <feo/ Because the present only has the power oyer

the actions of objects proper to it.—157.

Sutra 52.

srrfrr J&ti, genus. Laksana, differentia. Desa, position in space

by all these, AnyatA, by "

separateness. MHei«§4i{< Anavachched&t,

there being no distinction. Tulyayot, of two similars, mi Tatah

thereby, ufrmfri: Pratipattih, the distinction.

52. Two-similars are thereby distinguished when not
separately distinguishable by genus, differentia and position-in-

space.-— 158.

^nftnnr: 11 11

VYASA.
Its sphere ii defined :

—

' Two similars are thereby distinguished, when
nob separately . distinguishable by genus, differentia and position in space/

When position and secondary qualities are the same, the genus causes distinc-

tion between two similars. Thus 'This is a cow/ * This is a mare/ When
position and genus are common, the secondary quality causes distinction, as

is the case with a black-eyed cow and an auspicious cow. Between two emblia

fruits in which the genus and secondary qualities are the same, difference of

position causes distinction. This is anterior and this is posterior. When,
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however, the anterior emblic fruit moves on to the position of the posterior

one in space, at a time when the seer may be looking elsewhere, the position

becoming the same, it can no longer cause distinction (as to which it was

originally), the anterior or the posterior ? In the time of knowledge of truth,

however, there should be no doubt. Hence has it been said, ' They are thereby

distinguished.' It means, by discriminative knowledge How? The space

correlated to the moment of the anterior emblic fruit, is different from the

space correlated to the moment of time of the posterior emblic fruit. And

the emblic fruits are separate in the sequential notions of the movements in

time correlated >to their distinct positions in space. The sequential notion

of space correlated to another moment of time is the means of their distinc-

tion.

As in this case, so in the case of atoms which have community of

genus, secondary quality and position in space. By discovering the yot

unknown correlation of every atomic position in space to a different moment

of timOj the sequential notion of such a position in space for the anterior

atom becomes distinct from such a position in space for the distinction of

atoms, on the analogy of this illustration. The powerful Yogi knows this

distinction by the correlated moment.

Others however say :—It is the last peculiarities (the Visesa of the

Vaisesikas) that cause the notion of distinction. Even there che distinction

is the difference of space and secondary quality and the difference of form,

distance and genus The distinction on account of the moment of time

can, however, be grasped by the intellect of a Yog/ alone.

As has been said by V&rsaganya :
—'On account of the absence of

the difference of form, intervening space and genus, there is no separation

in the root/

VACHASPATI'S GLOSS.

Although this knowledge born of discrimination has all existences for the sphere

of its operation, as will be shown further, still being very subtle, one particular

sphere is first defined :
—'Two similars are thereby distinguished, when not separately

distinguishable by genus, differentia and position/ For ordinary men the difference

of genus is the cause of the knowledge of distinction. When genus suoh as the

characteristic of a cow is the same; when also space, suoh as presence in the east, <fec,

is the same ; then the distinction of the black:eyed and the auspicious is the other

means of distinction. In two emblic fruits the genus of emblic fruit is the same, the

differentia of roundness, <fco., are the same. The difference of spaoe, however, is an-

other means of distinction. When, however, some one desirous of testing the know-
ledge of the Yogt, takes the anterior fruit when he had his attention turned towards

something, and places it in the Bpot previously oooupied by the other fruit, having
removed the other fruit from there or laying concealed it, then the spaoe also

beoomes the Bame, and it can no longer be decided that this is the former and this
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is the latter. The ordinary vise man who is clever in the use o! the tbree means of

knowledge, will not be able to distinguish the two under suoh circumstances. The
knowledge of realities, however, should be free from doubt. It is not proper that a
Yogt who is possessed of discriminative knowledge should remain doubtful. Hence
has the author of the aphorism said :

—
' Are thereby distinguished 1

<fco.'

Explains* thereby.' It means by discriminative knowledge. _ The question now
is: How can knowledge born by Sarnyama over moments and. their succession distin-

guish an emblio fruit from another which is the same with reference to genus, secon-

dary quality and position in space? The Commentator gives the answer :
—'The space *

correlated to the moment of time of the anterior emblio fruit, is different from the

space correlated to the moment of time of the posterior emblio fruit/ The space

correlated to the moment of time of the anterior emblio fruit, means the space which
coinoides with the one moment of time of the anterior emblic fruit ; or in other

words, the change which has no interval between itself and the one moment of time.

It is different from the position in spaoe correlated to the moment of time of the

posterior fruit, i. e., from' the un-interrupted change of the posterior fruit.

Let there be the difference of positions in space ; but how does it affect the dis-

tinction of the fruit % For this reason he says :
—

' And the emblio fruits are separate

in the sequential notions of their moments of time correlated to their positions in

spaoe. The moment of time that is correlated to the distinct position in spaoe of the

emblio fruit, is that portion of time which is indicated by the change of anteriority

and posteriority in its own position in spaoe. The notion of this moment of time

correlated to its distinct position means the knowledge thereof. It is by this know-
ledge that the fruits are distinguished. The performer of Sarnyama knows that the

two emblio fruits are different, by the knowledge of their becoming characterized by
a moment of time correlated to the change of anteriority and posteriority, in a posi-

tion other than that in which the changes of anteriority aud posteriority in a mo-
ment of time existed formerly. Now although the former place has been ohanged,

the Sarnyama is performed with reference to the moment of time correlated to th£

present ohanged position of the same objeot, qualified by the change of position in

space different from the former one. By the performance of this Sarnyama direct

knowledge is obtained of the change in time in the other position. For this reason
it has been said :—»' The sequential notion of the moment of time correlated to an*

other position in space, becomes the cause of their distinction/

Now he says that by the analogy of this very illustration, the same sort of dis-

tinction should be believed as existing among atoms, on the authority of a Yogi who
alone oan conceive of the distinction; 'On the anology of this illustration, &o.'

• Others however say :

1 (he cites their opinion) ' it is the last, Ac. 1 The
Vaise^ikas say that there are certain ultimate peculiarities which are manifest in the
permanent substances. It is thus argued. The Yogis who are absolutely free do not
distinguish between objects whose genus, position in space and secondary qualities are
the same, and in which there is no interval ; and cannot specify either by pointing
out mutual differences or by defining their realities. There must, therefore, be some
ultimate peculiarity (Vise .^a) : and it ia that, that they make out to be the differen-

tiating quality of permanent substances, suoh as atoms, &o.

ii

He refutes this theory :

—

4 Even there, <feo.' Genus, spaoe and secondary quality

have been illustrated. Form is a manifestation of arrangement along certain lines.

Thus having removed a thing whose parts are beautifully arranged, another objeot

whose parts are ugly in arrangement, is placed in the same position when the seer is

otherwise employed. In this case the knowledge of distinction is obtained by the diffe-

rence of arrangement.
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Or, form may mean the body. It is by relation to the body that the selves

whether in evolution or free are distinguished by means of the aotion of the ele-

ments, such as it may be. Thus when the notion of distinction is caused anywhere
by other means, it is not necessary to posit a differentia in the shape of ultimate

peculiarity (Antya Visem), as the cause of the distinction. This is similar to the

oase of the Dvipas of Kusa and Pu^kara in their aspect of planes of space

Inasmuch as it has been said that the differences of genus, position and time,

<fcc., are known by the intellect of the ordinary man, it is said that the difference of

moment of time (k?ana) is known by the intelleot of the Yogi alone. The word
*alone ' signifies the difference of the jnoment of time, not that of the intelleot of the

Yogi. It is inforred that the distinction between released Purusas also is known by
the intelleot of the Yogi by their relation to -the body moving in the elements

(bhutaohara).

The teacher thought that in the oase of those who do not possess the means of

distinction, there are no distinctions in the case of the Pradh&na. Therefore, he

said:—'Although destroyed with reference to those whose objeots have been gained,

it is not destroyed with reference to others, being common to the others.'

He says this:—'On account of the absence of form, <fco.' The meaning is that

the univers has difference iudioated by the causes mentioned. ^ But there is no distinc-

tion in the root, the Pradhana.— 158.

Sutra 53.

mre»% Tar&kam, the intuition. OTfSrTOiJ Sarva-visayam, having every-

thing (^raf) for its Sphere of operation (faro). OTirr-fJrwr Sarvabhfirvisayam,

(jGRMTT) having all conditions. (fifTO) For its sphere of operation. TOfffffT

Akramam, having no succession. *T Cha, and. ffn Iti, this.

53. And it is the intuitional ; has everything for its sphere-

of-operation ; has all-condition for its sphere-of-operation ; has no

succession. This is the entire discriminative knowledge.—159.

arcs? sr#r*r*T u4wfo «wwf irffefetasnrnqti dKwftrfcr ^rw-

S^pyi qfcjwfaRfa it ii

VYiSA.

Ibis intuitional :—This means that the knowledge conies by one's own
prescience and not by teaching.

Has everything for its sphere of operation:—This means that there is

nothing yet known, which might not be made its object.

Has all conditions for its sphere :—The all, as it was or will be, or is with

all minor modes of expression. It means that he knows all the conditions of

these objects.
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Has iiq succession :—It means that he takes in the ' all ' as correlated

to but one moment.

This is the entire discriminative knowledge :—The light of Yoga is part,

of this only, beginning with the Madhumar,! up to the end of this know-

ledge.

VACHASPATI'S GLOSS.

Having thus desoribed one branch of discriminative knowledge, the author now
describes discriminative knowledge :—

* It is intuitive ; has everything as the sphere
of its operation ; has all conditions as its sphere ; has no succession ; this is the entire

discriminative knowledge/

4 Discriminative knowledge

:

1 This is the statement of the tiling defined. The
rest is the description. Intuition is oalled Taraka, because it becomes the cause of

^ crossing the ocean of the universe. He distinguishes this from the knowledge by
presoienoe already desoribed :

—
' Has all conditions for the sphere of its operation.' -

'Modes of expression: ' means minor modes of differentiation. For this reason

the kuowledge of discrimination is complete. There is nothing anywhere which may
not at any time or in any way be its object This is the^neauing. There may be
other knowledge obtained by cognitive trance, but that T&lso is a part of this, and
where therefore can there beany knowledge beyond this? It is for this reason com-
plete. The Commentator says this:— ' The light of Yoga, t. <?., the cognitive Yoga, is

a part thereof.'

Now ho says what is the beginning and what is the end :
—

' Beginning with the

Madhumati, &c.' The truth-bearing coguition is the madhu, honey, because it cau-

ses, such sweet bliss. The meaning is, ' having obtained the purity of cognition as

described.' The Madhumati is that state which is possessed of that and gives sweet

bliss. The mind having reached that state, manifests up to the end of that state, pas*

sing through seven-fold stages of intellectual progress. It is for this reason that

discriminative knowledge becomes intuitional, inasmuch as its branch, the light of

Yoga, is intuitional.—159.

Sutra 54.

Wf-JWttt Sattvapurusayoh, of the objective essence and the conscious-

ness. ij% Suddhi, of the purity, ST*** S&mye, on their becoming equal

faro* Kaivalyam. absolute independence.

54. When the purity of the Objective-Essence and that of

the Puru?a become equal, it is absolute independence.—160.

84
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VYASA.

In the case of him who has obtained discriminative knowledge as well

ag in the case of him who has not obtained discriminative knowledge, it is ab-

HOlute independence (kaivalya), when the purity of the objective Essence and

the Purina become equal. When the essence of the will-to-be with the dirt

of the Rajas and the Tamas removed, has the notion of the distinctness of the

Purusa as its sole remaining, object, and all the seeds of affliction have been

burnt up, then does it, as it were, assume a state of purity similar to that of

the Purusa. In that state the purity of the Purusa consists in the absence of

that enjoyment which is attributed to him, as it were, figuratively. In that

state comes absolute independence (kaivalya), whether it be to the master or

to the ordinary man, to him who is possessed of discriminative knowledge or

to him who is not.

He in whom the seed of affliction is burnt up, has no longer any need of

knowledge anywhere. It is as the means of purifying the substance of the

Will-to-be that knowledge and the powers born of trance have bean touched

upon. In reality ignorance is removed by knowledge. On its cessation there

are no longer any afflictions. When there are no afflictions, there is no frui-

tion of actions. The Gunas in that state have fulfilled their objuct. They,
therefore, no louger present themselves to be seen by the Purusa. Then the

Purusa shining in his own pure light, becomes absolutely independent (ke-

vaia).

VACHASPATI'S GLOSS

Having now described the means of absolute independence, the Samyamas toge-
ther with the attainments, the author now introduces this aphorism in order to thow
that the knowledge of the distinction between the Objeotive Essence and the Purusa
is the direct means of absolute independence:—' In the case of him who has obtained,
Ac/ The meaning is that the knowledge born of discrimination does, all the same,
become the means of absolute independence, whether or not there is the knowledge
born of discrimination. ' It is absolute independence (kaivalya) when the purity
of the Objective Essence and that of the Purusa become equal/

•The master
'
is he who has by the performance of Samyama obtained the power

of knowledge and -action. The ordinary mau is he who has not obtained these po-
wers. To him who is possessed of discriminative knowledge by the performance of
Saipyama desoribed just before, or, to another who has obtained knowledge otherwise,m either case, the attainments are never under requisition for the purpose. 4 He in
whom the seeds of affliction, &o.

}
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Well, but if they are unnecessary for absolute freedom their teaohing is useless.

For this reason the Commentator says :
—

' As a means of the attainment of the purity

of the Objective Essence, &o.'

The attainments are not absolutely unnecessary in attaining absolute indepen-

dence. They are not its direct means. The knowledge born of discrimination and
that whioh is obtained by the successive performance of Samyama is only an indireot

oause. . The prinoipal cause is the knowledge of distinction. This is the meaning,

Ignoranoe is removed by knowledge. Knowledge means the Highest Intellection.—160.

:o;

In this chapter the direot means of Yoga have been described. Also the evolu-

tionary changes have been dilated upon. Also the conjunction with the elements by
Samyama. Also the knowledge born of discrimination. This is the third chapter of

VA'CHASPATI'S GLOSS on Vyasa's Commentary on the aphorisms of Yoga. The
third Chapter, the Chapter on Attainments, is finished.



THE FOURTH CHAPTER.

ON ABSOLUTE INDEPENDENCE (KAIVALYA).
Sdtra I.

^FJTJanma, birth, whrfvr Ausadhi, drugs nwr Mantra, incantations. ?TO

Tapah, purificatory rites, ^rirrRr Sam&dhi, trance, mi tf&^born. Jk$W Siddha-

yat, attainments.

1. The attainments are by birth, drugs, incantations, puri-

ficatory action (tapas) or trance.— 161.

sr^^f^^ro^snrrfinrT: fsrapr: i ^Rrferr ^wRrfia;: wfaraftftrc-

VYASA

Attainments by birth exist in the body.

By drugs, in the house3 of the Asuras, by elixir and such like :

By incantations, motion in space and the powers of attenuation (aniraa),

&c.

By purificatory action (tapas) the achievement of wishes. He takes suoh

forms and goes to such places as he may like, and other similar things.

The attainments born ol trance have been described.

VACHASPATI'S GLOSS.

Now tranoe, its means and its attainments, have been described ohiefly in the
first, second and third chapters. Other subjects which it became necessary to take up
by context, or by way of introduction, have also been disoussed. Here is to be dis-
oussed Absolute Freedom (Kaivalya), whiqh is the ultimate of all these practices, Ac.
And this is impossible to explain without explaining the nature of the mind inclining
towards the state of absolute independence, as also the other world and the self which
being something beside kuowledge alone (Vijftana), is related to the other world, and
which enjoys through the instrumentality of the mind pleasurable sound, &o. All this
has to be described in this chapter, beside* what might become necessary by context or
by way of introduction.

First o£ al,
»
he describes the five-fold attainment, with the objeot of ascertaining

which of the minds, possessed of attainments is passing towards the state of absolute
independence.

'

i

Tbe *tfcaiQraonts ar* by birth, inoanUtions, purificatory action or tranoe ' He
explains t—hxists in the body :—Some one has the power of attenuation in the body,
just as he is born because actions done by him as man, which are calculated to cause
the enjoyments of Heaven, tnve develop* 1 the* into fruition in aom* W«a\y te^icm.
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He describes the attainments due to drugs :—
• In the houses of the Asuras.'

Man passes to the plaoes of the Asuras for some reason. He is met there by lovely
Asura damsels, and given an offering of elixir. Using that he oomes to possess the
attainments of freedom from decay and death, and other attainments. * Or, the same
may take place even here by the use of elixir, as in the case of the thinker Mandavya,
who resided in the Yindhya Mountains and who used the elixir.

He next describes the attainments due to inoantations :
—'By mantras. 7

He next describes the 'attainments of purificatory actions:—'By purificatory

action.'

He next describes the attainment of wishes :—Assuming such forms as desired.

Whatever does he desire, be it the attainment of Animd. or any other, that he attains

at onoe. Whatever he desires to hear or to think anywhere, that he hears or thinks
there. ^ By the word, <fco

,
seeing, <fec , have been included.—161.

Sutra 2.

*\rH+Ht J&byantara, to another life-state, irffcirw: ParinAmah, change. Jrjrf?f

Prakriti, of the creative causes, qn uiiq ApurAfc, by the filling up.

2. Change to anohter life-state by the filling up of the

creative causes (Prakrityapura).—162.

VYASA.
Here* change to another life-state by the filling up of the creative

causes/ takes place of the life-state into which the body and the powershave
already changed and exist. On the former change going out comes the close

appearance of their next change by tho sequential showing forth of organ and
part which did not exist befdre ; and the creative causes of the boJy and the

powers favour each their own modifications by filling up, which again has

the^ necessity of virtue, &c, as the incidental cau*e (of removing the impedi-

ment).

VACHASPATrS GLOSS.

The attainments due to the trance have been described in the previous ohapter.
It is now desirable to say that the change into another life-state brought about by the
four olasses of attainments due to the use of herbs, <fco., is also of the same body and
the powers thereof. This, however, does not come about by mere material causes.
The material itself, so far as it goes, does not prove to be competent to intensify or
weaken the state of the divine and the not-divine, in him. It is plain that a cause
having no elements of difference in itself cannot operate to produce different effeota.
In order to guard against the possibility of the change being taken as due to acci-
dent alone, he completes and reads* the aphorism :

—

i Change to another life-state by
the filling up of the creative causes.'

Here it is only the change of the body and the powers as they are in one state!
that takes place iqto those suitable to another state. The change takes place of tfc#
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body and the powers as they appear in man, into the life-state
,

of, the animals and

gods by the filling up of the creative causes*

The creative causes of the body are the elements of Pfithvi, Ac. The creative

cause of the * powers ' is the prinoiple of egoism.

'Filling up' means the sequential showing forth, entrance therein, ot these

causes. By this comes about the change.

Says this:

—

*By the former change going out, <fco.'

Well, but if the change is favoured by the ' filling up' why does it not take place

always ? For this reason he says :

—

c Has the necessity of virtue, <fec.

By this have been described the ohanges of the state of the body into childhood,

boyhood, youth, old age; the change of the seed of the Nyagrodha into the tree; the

change of the small piece of fire thrown into a heap of straw, into a large fire throwing

out flames by thousand and embracing the sky itself.—162.

Sutra 3.

ftfJm^ Nimittam, incidental causes. Mimfi**^ Aprayojakam, are those

which do not move into action. JTJfrtenJJ Prakritin&m, the creative causes.

Jim Varana, of the obstacle. Bhedab, piercing through. H Tu, but. mt
Tatah, from that ^TfsraBT^ Ksetrikavat, liko a husbandman.

3. The creative-causes are not-moved-into-action by any inci-

dental-cause ; but that pierces-the-obstacie from it like the hus-

bandman.—163.

f^sf f%r^ m jut: qtf^rro«rWR:<!i rmm fito% d^rf*^ **rofrrT<ij

q^F^TP^ m\ asefrnirpreqroi? ftrcf% airfare ^nr^^

- VYA8A. '
-

'„ 1 The incidental causes in the shape of Wrcue, &c, do not move the Qrea/>

tive causes into action ; because the cau3e is not moved into acbionrby the

effect, Bon?, then? ' That pierces the obstacle tike the husbandman/
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As the husbandman desirous of carrying water from an already well-filled

bed to another, does nob draw the water with his own hands to places which

are on the same or a lower level ; but simply removes the obstacles, and there-

upon the water flow3 down of itself to the other bed, so it pierces through vice

which is the obstacle to virtue, and that being pierced through, the creative

causes pass through their respective changes. «

Or, similarly, the same husbandman does not possess the power of trans-

ferring the earthy and water juices to the roots of rice in the same bed. What
then? He weeds the 'ring/ the ' Gavendhuka ' and the ' Syamaka ' out of, the

common bed, and when they have been weeded out the juices themselves enter

the root? of rice.

Similarly virtue only becomes the cause of the removal of the vice,

because purity and impurity are diametrically oppose 1 to each other. It is not

that virtue becomes the cause of the creative causes moving into action. On
this point Nandisvara, &c , are illustrations. On the other side, too, vice coun-

teracts virtue and thence comes the change to impurity. Here to Nahusa, the

Ajagara. &c, should be taken as illustrations.

VACHASPATI'S GLOSS.

It has been said, ' By the filling up of the creative causes ' Here the doubt
arises. Is this filling up of the oreative causes natural or due to some incidental cause

such as virtue and vice 1 What is proved 1 Well, because the creative causes, not-

withstanding existence, fill up only sometimes, and because it is said that virtue and
vice are the incidental causes ; it is, therefore, proved that virtue, &c, are the inci-

dental oauses of the creative causes moving into action. For this reason he says :

—

' The creative causes are not moved into action by any incidental cause ; that pierces

the obstacle like the husbandman.'

It is true that virtue, &c, are the incidental causes, but they do not set the

oreative causes into action ; because virtue and vice are themselves the effects of orea-

tive causes. And the effeot does not move the cause into aotion, because the birth of

the effect depending upon the cause, it is subject to the action of the cause. What is

self-dependent can only set an action in something which is dependent on it. The- jar

which is desired to be made or which has already been made, cannot certainly use the
clay, the wheel and water for that purpose without the potter. Nor is it similarly^ the
dbjeot of the Purusa that sets the creative causes into aotion. It is only I&vara

who does this with that object in view. The object of the Puru«a is said to Be the

power which sets in action, by virtue of its being the aim thereof. Further, if it were
so* the tending of the aim of* the Puru?a towards fulfilment would very properly
become the cause of the stopping of the operations of the phenomenal world.

But it is not by this much that virtue, <fco., cease to be the means of change
altogether. Because they become the means of^ effecting ohanges even by removing
the obstacles only like the husbandman. As to Isvara, His aotion too should be
understood to be of the nature of the removal of obstacles, so that the virtue may be
praotised. This is what has been commented upon by the Commentary already «*
plained.— 163.
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Sdira 4.

fSmW ^irm&na, of creation, created. f^PPnftr Chitt&ni, minds, wferm

Asmitft, from egoism, irm^ M&tr&t, alone.

4. Created minds proceed from egoism alone.—164.

VYASA.

When however the Yogi makes many bodies, then, are these bodies pos-

sessed of many minds or all of one mind only ? ' Created minds proceed from

egoism alone? ' Taking as cause the mind which is egoism alone, he makes the

created minds. Thence do the bodies become possessed of minds.

VACHASPATPS GLOSS.

Now he oonsiders the unity or manifoldness of the minds in the many bodies

made by perfected powers, after the attainments have been achieved by the filling In

of the creative causes (Praktritis) :—
' When however/

Here if the bodies possessed more than one mind, the desire of each such mind
would be different from those of the others ; and there would not thus be obedience to

the desired of one mind and no mutuality in relationship, just as in the oase of two
individual selves (Purusas). It therefore, comes to this that it is only one mind which
pervades more oreated bodies than one, just as the light of a lamp is diffused on all

sides and illuminates more bodies than one. Says he thereupon :
—

' Created minds
proceed from egoism alone.'

All living bodies, as long as they live, are found to be possessed of one ordinary

mind eaoh. Take, for example, the bodies of Chaitra and Maitra, etc. So are the

oreated bodies (the Nirm&nakayas)- Thus is it proved that each of these bodies has a
mind of its own.

Says with this in mind :
—'Taking as cause the mind whioh is egoism alone.'

—

164.

Sfitra 5.

3T^f%^ wqfarar ftTHtoq3S«ll*{ H % II

H^frT, Pravritti, of activity, Bhede, there being difference. noNdW
Prayojakam, the director, faftt^ Ohittam, the mind. TO* Ekam, one. *fl%%TOT

Anekes&m, of the many.

5. There betng difference of activity, one mind the director

of the many.—165.

gpowr sKjfaftfa qjfimHl sratatf fi^kti fr^W^ mi nun
vyAsa.

How may it be that many minds may follow in their activities, the desi-

res of one mind ? With this object he makes one mind as the director of all

the minds ; and thence proceeds the difference of activities.—165.
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. VACHASPATPS GLOSS.

The aphorism is a -reply to what has been said, that in the oase of there being
more minds than one, there would not be obedienoe to* one mind, nor mutuality of
relationship :

—
* There being difference of activity, one mind the director of the

others.' This might be a defect if the Yogi did not make one mind to be the director

of more minds than one acting io more bodies than one When that is made, no de-

fect remains.

It should not be said that there is no use in more minds than one that is one
for each body, when one suoh mind is posited ; nor should it be said that there is no
use in making a direotiug mind, because one's own mind oan serve that purpose. The
reason is that that which has been proved to exist by right reasoning, need no more
be subjected to the test of being placed in consonant and dissonant positions.

On this says the Vayu Purana (LXVI. 143 and 152-3):—'The one Lord becomes
many by his power of Lordship. For this reasou and because having become many he
again becomes one, these are certainly born by the differences of the mind, one-fold,
two-fold, three-fold and manifold. The Yogisvara makes his bodies in this way and
unmakes them. By some he enjoys object of enjoyment and by others performs hard
penances. He again draws in the bodies as the Sun draws in his ray.' It is with this
objeot that he says:—'How is it that all these minds act according, <kc.

,—165.

Sutra 6.

?TW Tatra, of tliese. tsstftstij Dhy&najam, the meditation born. HMmqq^
Anasayam, is free from the vehicles,

6 Of these the meditation-born is free-from«the vehicles.—

166.

VYASA.
The created minrl is five-fold, as said:— ' The attainments are by birth,

drugs, incantations, purificatory action or trance/ Of these the one that is

born of meditation is alone free from the vehicles It does not possess the

vehicles, which cause the manifestation of desire, &c. Thence is there no
coming into relationship with virtue and vice, inasmuch as the afflictions of

a Yogi have ceased to exist.

VACHASPATPS GLOSS.

Now he determines the mind, whioh tends to emancipation, out of the five des-
criptions of the minds of the perfeoted ones (aiddh&s), whioh have been described
'The meditation-born is free from the vehicles.

9 The vehicles are those that take
possession of the mind as the impressions of the actions and the impressions of the
affliotions. The mind free from the vehicles is that in whioh these do not exist. The
meaning is that it becomes inclined towards emancipation. Inasmuch as there does
not exist in this condition the manifestation of desires, <feo., there is no coming into
relationship with virtue and vice. But then why do not desires, <feo, come into
manifestation? For this reason he says :—

' Because the affliotions of a Yogi have
ceased to •sxist,'—166.

35
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Sfttra 7.

Karma, Karma, action. 3Pj|f A<uikia, neither white. SJfTOP^

Akyisnam, nor black. 3 iEm ? Yoginah, of a Yogi. fafirw Trividham, three-

fold. TOjfar* Itares&m, of the others.

7. A. Yogi's karma is neither-white nor-black ; of-the-others

it is three-fold.—167.

VYASA.

The vehicle of actions exist iu the case of others. Hence, * A Yogi's

karma is neither white nor black; of the others it is three-fold/

This class of actions has four locations : the black, the tilack-white, the

white, nor white nor black. Of these, the black is of the wicked. The black-

white is brought about by external means, as in this the vehicle of actions

grows by means of causing pain to, or acting kindly lo-wards others.

The white is of those who resort to the means of improvement of study

and meditation. This is dependent upon the mind alone. It does not depend

upon external means and is not, therefore, brought about by injuring others.

The one which is neither white nor black exists in the case of those who
have renounced everything (the Sannyftsia*;, whose afflictions have been des-

trojed, and whose present body is the last one, they will have. It is nob

white in the case ot a Yogi, because he gives up the fruit of action; and it is

not black, because he doe3 not perform actions. Of the other creatures, it is

of the three former descriptions only.

VACHAjSPATI'S GLOSS

Says that the others are possessed of the vehicles, with the object of showing
the differences of the other minds from the meditation-born, which is not possessed of'

the vehicles:
—'In the case of others, <fco.'

In the same connection he introduces the aphorism as describing the cause there-
of;
—'A Yogi's karma is neither black nor white ; of the others it is three-fold/
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( Has four looations '—Location means plaoe ( of manifestation). It has four
locations beoause it manifests in four suoh places.

'Brought about by external means'—In all suoh oases injury is sure to be oau-

sed to others. It is not that even in aotion done for the preparation of barley, <fec.,

for food, <fco., there exist nos injury. It is possible that ants, <feo., might be killed at

the time of pounding them, and finally the arrangement is that trunk, <feo., are
produced by the destruction of seeds as suoh.

1 Aoting kindly ' means the favoring of Br&hmanas, <fec, by giving them presents,

<feo.

The white is of those who are not Sanny&sts, but who perform purificatory

action, study and meditation. He shows how it is white :

—

1 This is dependent upon
the mind alone, &o.'

That which is neither white oor black, is the karma of the Sannyftsis (those who
have renounoed everything. He shows who are the Sannyasis:—'Whose afflictions

have been destroyed, (fee.'

Those who hav3 renounoed aotion s (the karma- sanny&ste) are not anywhere
found performing aotions which depend upon external means. They have not got the
black vehicle of aotions beoause they do not perform suoh^actions Nor do they
possess the white vehicle of aotions, beoause they dedicate to Iavara the fruits of the
vehicle of action brought about by the praotioe of Yoga. That whose fruit is not
bad, is called white. That which has no fruit itself, how can it have any bad fruit?

, Having thus described the four-fold division of karma, now he speoifies which
refers to whioh:—'Of these it is not white, <fcc.'—167.

Sutra 8.

<*?n Tatah, thence. ?rj[ Tad, their (of residual potencies.) ftr<TT9? Vip-

Aka, fruition, ^ggm Anuguna, following. RiMl4iij*j<MMU^ Vip&k&nugunfl,-

n&m, of those that are competent to bring about their fruition. *w Eva, only.

^fJrsirRf?: Abhivyaktih, the manifestation, proceeling. arrcrsTRnr V&san&n&m,

of the residual potencies.

8. Thence proceed the resisdual-potencies competent^-

bring-about their fruition alone.— 168.

^re*rfa^fafrfirer
#

tfwfo i f^g I^t3?i^t <ctfpt ^ti^hti i

VYASA
• Thence * means from the three-fold karma.

' Competent to bring about the fruition thereof.' Whatever is the frui-

tion of whichever class of karma, such residual potencies only as are compe-

tent to bring about the fruition of those actions, are manifested. When the

karma relating to the state of the gods is fructifying, the residua which are

adequate to the state of the hell-born, the animals and men cannot manifest

t)n the contrary, it is only the impressions which are adequate to the state of
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the gods that are manifested. The operation of the r ule is the same in the

case of the hell-born, the human and the animal tendencies

VACHASPATI'S GLOSS

Having ascertained the vehicle of actions, now he desoribes the devlopments

of the vehiole of afflictions*.

—

(Thence manifested the residual potenoies competent to

bring about their fruition/ He desoribes the impressions which are competent to

bring about the life-state, life-experience and life-period, whether hellish or divine,

which are the results of the fruition of good and bad karma:—'The residual potenoies

competent to bring about the fruition thereof.' The residua which are born of divine

experience are competent to bring about the fruition of divine karma. It is not possi-

ble that in the case of the manifestation of the residua of human experiences, the en-

joyment of the fruitage of divine actions should take place. For this reason the im-

pressions whose manifestation is brought about by karma are of the same class as the

fruition thereof. This is the meaning of the Commentary.—168,

Sfttra 9.

gnftJati, of life state, Desa of locality, qro Kala, of time. wra%-
JTRT^ Vyavahitan&m, those being distinct, wft Api, even. srWEfTgg
Anantaryam, sequential non-interruption *ijf?r Smriti, of memory. rondfr:
Samskarayoh, and of potential residue. TOStf*^ Ekarupatvat, because of
their being the same in appearance.

9. Memory and potential-residua being the same in appea-
rance, there is sequential no n-interruption, even when there is dis-

tinction of life-state, locality and time.—169.

*te$?rr sttstct **nfcr i i *mt ^fm^m^nm srjrtf

mftw?*TWf3«|^R??r^
, vmi || ^ |,
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vyAsa.

The rise of fruition in the shape of a cat takes place by virtue of the

powers competent to show them forth. Even if that rise is separated even

by a hundred life-states, or by distance in space, or by a hundred kalpas, it

will rise whenever it does, by the operation of its own appropriate cause.

Thus will it appear again by taking up the residua which are present in the

mind on account of the experience of the feline state in some former life.

Why,? Because even if there be an interval between them, the residua are

manifested by the similar manifesting karma becoming the operative cause

thereof. Thus there is but sequential appearance. And for what other

reason? Because memory and residual potency are but one in appearance.

As are the experiences, such are the residual potencies ; and they are of the

nature of the residua of actions. And momory is similar to the residua.

Memory comes by the residual potencies separated therefrom by life-state

and by time and space. From memory come again residual potencies. Thus

it is thao memory and residual potency are manifested by virtue of the vehicle

of action coming into manifestation. Thus even though separated in time,

&c, there is sequential non-interruption, inasmuch as the relation of cause

and effect does not break.

The Vasanas (aroma) are residual potencies, the vehicles.

VACHASPATPS GLOSS.

Let that be. But, when the state of a cat is put on after the death of a man,
it must be due to the manifestation of the residua of the human state of existence, in-

asmuch as the one immediately follows the other. It is not possible that the
experience of the day immediately preceding be not remembered, but that the
experiences of another day more distant thereform be remembered. For this reason

he says: — ' There is sequential non-interruption, even when there is separation in

time, life state and space, on account of the memory and residual potency being the
same in appearance.' There may be separation in life-state, <feo , from the life of a
cat. Still there is non-interruption on acoount of the fruit thereof, because the same
memory is generated when the manifestation is acoording to its own fruit and in

consonance with karma which must fructify into the feline state. ' The rise of a state 1

is the vehicle of action, because it is from this state that the fruition arises. Further
it takes its rise in accordance with its own manifesting cause.

'Manifestation* means tending towards the beginning of fruition.

'Thus will it rise again by taking up the residua whioh are, &o.' The meaning
ia that if it does manifest it would manifest by taking up the residua whioh manifest

its own fruition.

Having established the absenoe of interruption through the operation of the
cause, now he establishes the same through the operation of the effect:—'And
for what other reason V

'One in appearance 9 means similarity. He says the same:

—

1 As are the experi-

ences, &o.'

The question is that if the experiences are of the same appearenoe as the residual

potenoies, then inasmuch as the experiences are seen disappearing very soon, the
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potencies also must be taken as disappearing very soon. That being the oase, how
is it possible that the potenoies, being subjeot to speedy dispersion, should be com-
petent to-bring about experiences, after a great lapse of time?

For this reason he says:— * And they are of the nature of the residua of actions.'

As the new residuum brought about by momentary action is permanent, so also is the

potency generated by momentary experience. There must always he some difference

in similarity. If it were otherwise and there were no difference, there would be no

similarity. The rest is easy.—169.

Sutra 10.

dHIHHI^rof 'STTfarft ftr^rSTT^ II V> ||

<Trcrm T&e&m, for them. mil^cW An&ditvam, no beginning. ^ Cha, andt

WlflRl Asisah, of the desire to live. fSrFtfWrrfif Nityabvab, owing fco the eternity.

10. And there is no-beginning for them, the desire-to-live

being eternal.—170.

fRnofRffrf^r^f «tt^rt: sr%s«r jstot *ft*TriT<Tra*f?r i M*«wntwflq-

qfanX^I^ *b*TT^$T >S^Tf^T5TT TlTOim^gfTgTcffFT:

vyAsa.

There is no beginning for them, the residua, inasmuch as the desires are

ever present. The desire, * Would that I may nob cease to be/ ' Would that

I may live on/ is found in everybody. Thi3 selfbenedicbion is nob inherent.

Why nob? How could there be fear of death and desire fco avoid pain, in

any being who has only been born, if he has had no experience of liability

tb ddath, it being understood that desire fco avoid anything is only causled by

remembrance suffered in consequence thereof ; and that nothing which is in-

herent in anything stands in need of a cause. The mind, therefore, possessed

as it is of re3idua from eternity, brings into acbiviby by bhe operation of

fc*citifig causes, certain rdsidua only, for the purpose of giving ex^erieace to

tlie I*urus;a,
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£ome philosophers say that the mind has only a form which is commen-
surate with body with which it may, for the time, be connected; it-

contracts or expands like light placed in a jar or a house as the case might be.

And thus they say that non-interruption and repeated are proper. The author

holds that it is the manifestation alone of the self-existing mind that expand3

or contracts, and that it is this which has the necessity of the operation of

the exciting causes of virtue', &c.

These exciting causes are two-fold, external and internal. The external

are those that stand in need of body, &c, as instrument, such as praising,

giving of eharity and the performance of obeisances. The internal are those that

stand in need of tne mind alone, such as faith, &c. And so it has been said :

—

' These acts of friendliness, &c are the sports of the thinkers
;

they do not>

' from their very nature depend upon external causes, and cause the expression

of the highest virtue/

Of these two means the mental ones ate more powerful. How ? What
can excel knowledge and desirelessness ? Who can without the power of the

mind render the Dandaka forest empty, or drink the ocean like Agastya, by
the mere action af the mind alone ?

VACHASPATI'S GLOSS.
It may be so. The residua laid by in a former and yet again in a former life may

manifest themselves, if there be authDrity for the existence of the previous and further
previous lives. But there is no authority for such a proposition. Merely the pleasure
and pain felt by a creature just born cannot be accepted as authority, beoause that
can be explained by taking it to be natural, like the budding and opening of a lotus
flower.

For this reason he says;—'And theie is no beginning for them, the desire to live
being eternal.'

The meaning of « and
'
is that the residua are not only un-interrupted in their

fruition, but they are eternal as well, because self-benediction, the desire to live is

ever-present. Self-benediction does not fall short of eternity, on account of the
residua being eternal.

But inasmuch as this is established by taking them to be inherent, the eternity
of self-benediction is not established.

For this reason he says :—'The self-benediction, <fco.

The unbeliever asks :—* Why ? The answer is ' Of the oreature who is just
born, <feo.' For this very reason, how should it be that a child who has not experi-
enced his liability to death in the present life, who does not know, that is to say,
from the experience of the present life that death also is a oharaoteristio of his, should
as he may be falling away from the mother's lap, begin to tremble and hold with hlk
hands tightly the necklace hanging on her breast, marked with the suspicious disousk
<fcoi And how is it that suoh a child should experience the fear of death, whioh can
only be caused by the memory of the pain consequence upon aversion to death, whose
existence is inferred by the trembling of the ohild.

Well, has it not been said that this is inherent and natural)
For this reason he says « Anything tijat is inherent, does not stand in need

of an operating cause for its birth.' This is the meaning. Snoh a trembling a#
becomes visible in t)be child must be due to fear, just like our own trembling of tfa$
same description. The fear of the ohild must be taken to have been caused % tbf
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memory of aversion and pain for the reason that it is fear just like our own, and the

fear due to expected losses that might be coming; is not brought about by the mere
memory of pain. Further, from whatever one is afraid, he infers to be the cause of

some loss, and then expeots that loss would even now cause pain. For this reason

pain is caused by the aversion brought about by the memory of pain. Remembering
that he infers the oause of pain, whioh is of the same class whioh is being felt at the

time. The child, however, has not in the present life experienced the pain of falling

in any other place. Nor has that sort of pain been felt. Thence the experience of a

former life only remains as the explanation, by the canon of residues.

And this is thus applied. The memory of the ohild just born is due to the ex-

perience of former lives, because otherwise it would not be memory. It acts just like

our own memory. Even the budding and opening of a lotus is not inherent, because

what is inherent in anything, does not stand in need of any other cause for its mani-

festation. Even fire stands in need of other causes for the manifestation of its heat.

In the same way, the cause of the opening of a lotus flower is the contact from out-

side of the rays of the rising sun : and the cau6e of the shutting up of the petal is

the residual potency, which maintains the inactivity. Similarly the happiness of a

baby which is inferred from smiles, etc., should also be considered a proof of a

previous life. #

An ' exciting oause ' is action just in point at the time of fruition. f Bringing
into operation,' means manifestation.

As the oontext demands, he mentions the opposite theory of the mind having a
measure, with the objeot of refuting it:

—

1 The mind contracts and expands like light

in a jar or a place, etc'

Seeing that action takes place only where the body is found to be, there is no
authority for the existence of the mind at any place outside the body. The mind fur-

ther is not atomic in size, because in that oase it would mean the simultaneous non-
production of the five sorts of sensation when the large cake is devoured. Further
there is no justification for adopting the theory that there is a succession in the case

of these sensations, and that they are not being felt simultaneously. No suoh thing is

seen. One atomio mind cannot be competent to come into relationship with the
sensations located in more places than one. Hence the only theory that remains is

that, the mind is of the dimensions of the body it inhabits, like the light of lamp
whioh is confined either to a jar or a palaoe. Contraction and expansion of the mind
in the bodies of ant and an elephant manifest themselves therein. The opposite theorists

thus say that the form, t.e., the dimensions of the mind are the same as those of the
body.

The question arises that if it be so, how oan it come into oontaot with the seed

and the field? It does not certainly go out of the dead body without any support,

to come into oontaot with the germ and sperm cells in the bodies of the parents,

being dependent as it is for its aotions upon others. The shadow of a pillar and
suoh other things does not move if the things themselves do not move. Nor do the
pictures disappear, when the picture oloth comes in. This being so, there would not
be evolution of souls through births and deaths (Sams&ra)..

For this reason he says :
—

* For this reason the absence of interuption and for

that reason Sams&ra is proper.'

And further, if there were a measure for it like that of the body, then the leav-
ing of the former body and the taking up of the other body would be secured for it,

by taking in the interval another body whioh would serve for it as a vehiole for the
intermediate space. It is of course along with this vehicle that its moves in the
other body. So also says the (Visnu) Purftna (HI. IS. 29) :—'The Yama drew out of
the body with foroe the Purusa of the size of the thumb. 1

This then is the meaning
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interval (Ahtara) And for this reason evolution by repeated birth is proper.

Not agreeing, with this view, the author states his own theory :—'It is the
manifestation alone of the self-existing mind that oontraots and expands/ The Ach&-
ry* (author) here is the Svayambhu.

The doubt here is that if the mind oannot move into another body without
some vehiole to support it on its way, how is it that it enters the intermediate vehicle

itselfl If another body is posited for that purpose also, then there would te no stop-

ping any-where. Nor is it possible that the mind should go out of the body along
with the intermediary vehicle, because it i 3 understood to take up the intermediary
vehiole after it has left the previous body.

In that case let us posit a subtle body, existing permanently from the beginning
of oreation up to the Great Latency. It would then be that this subtle body would
remain in the physical body, and it is along with this that the mind would enter the
bodies appropriate to the different regions from the Satyaloka down to the Avichi. It

would further be proper to spqak of this tody as being drawn out, because that be-
ing permanent, the difficulty of providing for an interval would also disappear.

But then there is no authority for such a proposition, that a subtle body of this

description exists. It is certainly not visible to the senses. Nor can it be inferred

as a necessity of evolution by passing from one body to another, because that can be
explained even on the theory of the author. As to the verbal authority cited, the
texts speak of the being drawn out of the Purusa, not of the mind, nor of a subtle

body, but of the self. The self, however, the power of consciousness is non-trans-

ferable from one plaoe to another. This drawing out, therefore, is to be described
as being spoken of in a metaphorical sense. And thus the drawing out of the mind
or of consciousness means wherever it may be, the absence of manifestation. It does
not mean anything else.

We allow what has been said in the Pur&nas, the Itihasas and the Smritis
about the mind ooming after death possessing the body of a Preta (departed spirit) and
also the release from that Preta body by the performance of the ceremonies of Sapin-
dikarana, etc. But we do not submit to that body being the intermediary vehicle.

There i'sno authority in the Vedas for the existence of suoh an intermediary vehicle.

What happens is that the mind takes up the body of a Preta, and is therein taken
away by the men of Yama ; not that this body serves as the intermediary vehicle.

For this reason, the miud being of the nature of the priuoiple of individuality, and
that prinoiple like Ak&sa in all the three worlds, the mental principle is all*

pervading.

If this be so, then its functioning also mus£ be all-pervading, and this would
mean that the mind is omniscient. For this reason, has it been said, that the mani-
festation alone of this all-pervading prinoiple is liable to contract or expand.

Let us grant that, but then how is it that the contraction and expansion of the
'manifestation of the mind take plaoe only now and then. For this reason he says:

And the mind has need of virtue and vice.'

Divides the cause of the manifestation :

—

( And the cause is two-fold.'

By the, < <&c >

in body, <fcc, the senses and wealth, <fco., are meant.

« Faith, <feo.':—Here too energy, memory, <feo., are to be understood.

Mentions the concensus of opinion of the Aoh&ryas, on the question of inter-

mediation :
—

* As has been said.

'

VihAra means activity (Vy&p&ta).

The ' highest virtue
1 means the white karma,

'Of the twp' :—Qui of - the internal and external.

Knowledge and desireleasness :—The Dharma born of these is understood h«re.

3q
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By what? This means by what Dharma brought about by external means. It is

knowledge and desirelessness alone that overpower these, *. destroy their seed power

this is the meaning.

He mentions in this case the well-known illustration.— * The Dandaka forest

empty.'—no.
Sfitra 11.

'

^5 Hebu, cause, Phala, motive, mnro Asraya, substratum, urorapf

Alambana, object by all these four. ^ifWm^ Samgribltatv&t, being held toge-

ther. **Ti} Es&m, of these. WTT% Abhave, on the disappearance, tt^ Tad, of

them. TO: Abh&vah, disappearance.

11. Being held together by Cause, motive, Substratum and

Object they disappear on-the-disappearance of-these.—171.

«^ i gvignit g:^rf stasRnpr srcrar*^r jrstt ^rsrr ^t^t *t qf^FF^-

II II

VYASA.

The cause:—By virtue comes pleasure, by vice pain. From pleasure

comes attachment; from pain aversion. Thence comes effort. Thereby, act-

ing by mind, body and speech, one either favours or injures others. Thence
come again virtue and vice, ploajure and pain, attachment and aversion. Thus
it is that revolves the six spoked wheel of the world. And the driver of this

wheel is Nescience, the root of the afflictions. This is the Cause.

Motive or Fruit is that with a view to which appropriate virtue, &c,
are brought about. There is no non-sequential manifestation.

The substratum is the mind which has yet a duty to perform. It is

there that the residua live. They no longer care to live in a mind which has

already performed its duty ; their substratum is gone.

The Object (&lambana) of the residqci is the substance which when
placed in contact calls them forth.

Thur ire all the residua held together by Cause, Fruit, Substratum and
Object.
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When these exist nob, the residua which dep3tid upon them for existence,

disappear too.

VACHASPATI'S GLOSS.

Now if these mental modifications and the residua are without beginning, how
can they be destroyed 1 The power of consciousness which is eternal is not destroyed,
For thiB reason he says:—'Being held together by Cause, Fruit, Substratum and
Object, they disappear in the absence of these,'

It is observed that those that have no beginning are also destroyed. Take, for

example, the case of futurity, The proposition, therefore, fails and is no proof, The
power of consciousness is not destroyed, because there is cause which might cause its

destruction, not because it has no beginning. And the aphorism too mentions the
causes of the destruction of the residua although they are without a beginning. Kind-
ness and injury too point to the causes of virtue and vice, <feo. By this the use of spiri-

tuous liquors, <fcc, is also understood.

He mentions the reason thereof:—The root of the afflictions, (fee.'

'Is brought about' means that it is present. It does not mean that the substance

virtue is produced

.

Mentions reason thereof:
—

* There is no, Ac.'
1 With a view to which' means the substance which is in front, contact with the

beloved, &o. The meaning of the aphorism is that, in the absence of the pervader the

pervaded is absent.— 171.

SCttra 12.

wftrt Atita, the past. WHTTfr An&gatam, the future. ^lecqff: Svarupatah,

in reality. wftfT Asti, exists. *rw* Adhva, of the path* of being. *^T$ Bhed&t,

there being difference, vmfang Dharm&nftm, of the characteristics.

12. The past and the future exist in-reality, there being

difference of the paths of being of the characteristics—172.
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vyAsa.

There is no existence for that which exists not, and n# destruction for

what exists ([How then can residua which exist as substances be destroyed ?

'The past and the present exist in reality, there being difference of the paths

of being of the characteristics

'

The future is the manifestation which is to be. The past is the appearance

which has been experienced. The present is that which is in active operation.

It is this three-fold substance which is the object of knowledge. If they did

not exist in reality, there would not exist the knowledge thereof. How could

there be knowledge in the absence "of anything that might be known. For

this reason the past and the present exist in reality Further, if the fruit of

either the actions which cause experience, or those which cause absolute free-

dom were impossible of being defined for the aspirer, the actions of the wise

with that aim and object would not be proper. And the means has the power

of only bringing into the present state the actually existing though a3 yet un-

manifested fruit, not of creating it anew. The means when in full manifesta-

tion specifically favours the sequential manifestation of its object ; it does not

create it anew.

Besides, the substratum exist3 as characterized by more characteristics

than one; and its characteristics have a distinct order of existence in conse-

quence of the distinctions of the paths of being.

It is not that the past and the future states of the object exist in sub-
stance in the same sense in which the specific appearance of the present exists.

How then ? The future exists as an appearance in itself to be manifested. The
past exists by an appearance of its own which has been experienced. The pre-
sent path of being alone is that which shows its own appearance as such.

The same does nut happen with reference to the past and the future patfo of

being. Of course at the time of one of these paths of being, the others remain
conjoined with the substratum. Hence the exisWnce of the three paths of
being does nob come out of non-existence.

VACHASPATI'S 6L0S& ' *

„ ^ t
Wi^h the object of introducing the next aphorism the Commentator expresses a

dollWi>- ,There wi no existence for the aon-existing, <ko.'
' .

wt*<* a

There is no existence lor the non-existent :-^This may either be takeri as a neces-
sary sequence of the preceding, or, it ma^be taken as having been introduced anew"
as an illustration. ^ ^ ****

of ^sasMsL*
0 future mlly exi9t

'
there *

Tito non-existent fc'notbom and the existent is nofcdesttoyed. ffhe uteMtfarolft*
aphorism is that the change of the path of being of the existing . oharaafrrisiyi.
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means the rise and disappearance of the characteristics. The appearance which has

been experienced, means the appearance which it has taken up already, or in other

words, that of which' there is no manifestation in the present. Thus the character-

istic is existent in all three times.

He says this ;

—

1 If they did not exist in reality, &o.' The non existent does not

become the objeot of knowledge : it is therefore indefinable.

Knowledge is but the shining out of its object in consciousness. Tt cannot

exist in the absence of the objeot. Whether it be the knowledge of the Yogi whioh

has all the three times for its sphere of operation, or the knowledge of men like our-

selves, it cannot be born in the absence of the objeot. But the knowledge is born.

For this reason, the knowledge of him who feels that the past and the future ordi-

narily exist along with the present, is said to be a reason for the existence of the ob-

jeot itself.

Now he says that even on aooount of its being the aim (the object of aotion) the

yet unmanifested exists s-i—'Further, the fruit of either the action which causes expe-

rience, be.'

The wise are those who can distinguish. And even in the case of what is to be >

done, whatever may be the oause of whatever, becomes specialized in case of the exist-

ence of the objeot alone. As is the case with the farmer and the student of the Veda,

so is the case here. They do not certainly create non-existing things. Similarly, the

potter, &c, are the oauaes of the coming into present existence of the jar which al-

ready exists. He says this :
—

' And the means has only the power of bringing the

future into present existence, &c.' If, however, the past and the future do not exist

because they do not exist in the present, why then, the present also does not exist,

because it does not exist in the past and the future. The existence of all the three,

however, is unqualified, on account of there beiog no specialization of the substratum,

and the paths of being. With this object he says:—'Besides a substratum exists,

too*'

Have a distinct order of existence :—This means that each exists established in

itself.

In reality : means the real object, the substratum.

If the past and the future did not exist as such in the past and the future,

they would not exist even in the present, because then, they would be nothing in rea-

lity. l?or this reason he says:—'Of course at the time of one of these paths of being.

<fcp.'

He summarizes the subject :—
' Hence the existenoe of the three paths of being,

<fco.'—172.

Sfttra 13.

% 5ETf^5« gqfiWT; it \\ to

Te, they, stm Yyakta. manifested. fTCm.* Suksm&h, and subtle.

3*UIH4M: Guna-Atmanah, and of the nature of the (unFUPj) qualities (jw).

13. They are manifested and subtle, and of the nature of

the qualities.— 173.

™
t ' ' * VYA8a'

'

'
'

'

'"'They, these cfkaractetis^ ***hich are ;%osse$ed of sthe thtie

patt^ of being; lite offWhfef mtweS <tf the ma«ifBe*ed( *h*f fthty «xi& fa

»
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the present, and are of the nature of the subtle when they passed into the

past or are yet un manifested. They are the six unspecialized appearances.

- All this is but the specific arrangement of the 'qualities, ' In truth, there^

fore, they are of the nature of the 'qualities.' So teaches the S&stra

'The real appearance of the qualities does not come within the line of vision.

That, however, which comes within the line, is but paltry delusion/

VACHASPATPS GLOSS.

Let that - be This detail, however, of the differences of the world whioh puts
forth the appearance of the changes of the characterized, the characteristic, the second-

ary quality and condition in many ways, Is not oapable of appearance from one M&la-
prakriti. For this reason says:—They are manifested and subtle and of the nature
of the 'qualities.' They, the characteristics possessed of the three paths of being, are
both manifested and subtle, and they are of the nature of the qualities. There is

nothing beyond the three qualities. The variety of manifestation Is due to the variety

which comes in sequence of the eternal miseries and their residua whioh they have
given birth to.

As has been said in the V&yu Pur&na (XLIX. 182):—This change of the Pradh&na
is wonderful on account of showing forth oil appearances It is the six unspeoialized

manifestations, which in sueh a way as it may be, constitute the past, the present and
the future of the manifested Prithvl, <fco , and of the eleven instruments of action,

sensation and thought.

Now describes the eternal appearand of the universe, with the object of divid-

ing the appearances thereof into the eternal and the non-eternal : All this is but the
specific appearance of the 'qualities.

1 The meaning is that evolutionary ohanges which
are visible,^consist of different arrangements and forms. On this subject is the teach-

ing of the S&stra possessed of sixty Tantras.

'Is but paltry delusion':—This means that it is paltry as if it were delusion, not

that it is delusion and nothing else. Paltry means destructible. As delusion ohanges

even in a day, so also the modifications possessing the charaoteristios of manifesta-

tion and disappearance assume other appearances every second. The Prakriti is pos-

sessed of the characteristic of eternity, and in this way is different from the M&y&, it

is so far real,—173.

Stitra 14.

qfamr Parin&ma, of modification, qqffisn^ Ekafcv&t, pn account of the

unity, arcsj Vastu, of the object;. ?rf*q Tattvarn, the reality.

14. The reality of the object on account of the unity of

modification.—174.
"
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tfai knm*\cA*i ^reg qwmwrcpsrifo fogqwpwgfr greg^gqrgc^gq

vyAsa.

When all are 'qualities/ how is it that one modification is sound and

the other the sense? 'The reality of the object on account of uuity of modi-

fication/ One modification of the qualities possessed of the nature of illumi-

nation, activity and inertia, and being of the nature of an instrument, appears

in the shape of organs. This is the sense of hearing. Another modification

of the 'qualities' appears in the objective state as the soniferous ultimate

atom (Sabda Tanm&tra). This is the object sound.

The atom of Ppthvi is a modification of sound, &c., existing along with

the generic quality of form (mftrti). It is a portion of the tanm&tra. Single

modifications of these atoms are the earth, the cow, the tree, the hill and so

forth. In the case of the other elements also, taking up the generic qualities

of smoothness, temperature, impulsion and space, single modifications are to

be understood by meditation.

There is no object not co-existent with ideas. There are, however,

ideas, which are not co-existent with objects, such as those that are fancied

in dreams.

There are people who try to do away with the reality of objects by

this reasoning, saying that objects are but the fabrications of the mind, like

the fancies of a dream, and that they are nothing real. The objective world

is present by its own power. How is it that they give up the objective world

on the strength of imaginative cognition, and even then go on talking non-

sense about it? How is it possible to have faith in them?

VACHASPATPS GLOSS.

Well there may be this sort of variety of modification of the three qualities.

But how is a single modification brought about in the shape of any one element, say

the Prithvi or the Apas This unity is contradicted by its nature. With this doubt
the author introduces the aphorism:—'The reality of the object on account of the

unity of modification.' A single modification of more than one is also observed. That
as follows:—The oow, the horse, the buffalo, the elephant, all of them modify into a
single substauoe^ the salt, when they are thrown into a mine of a salt Wiok, oil and
fire change into a lamp In this way, although the qualities are more than one, %
single modification does'take place. For this reason, the Tanm&tra, the elements and
the objects made of the elements nave each a real unity.

In the case of instrumental appearances, being as they are the effects of the1

principle of individuality, and possessed as they are of the nature of illumination

on aeoount of the preponderance of the quality of essentiality (^ttya), the modi-



ftaation is a single one in the shape d to organ, daoh as the organ of hearing; Of
the same qualities, another single modifloatit*n it - the shape of Tanmdtra is sound* the

object, when they appear as objective phenomena, in the shape of non-intelligent

ap^earanoea with the quality of Tama* prejotadkating.

Sound, the object:—Sound here means th£ Coniferous ether (tanm&tra). *The

word c objeot' (visaya) signifies non-intelligence, because the tanmatra cannot poesibly

beoome the object of sensation. The rest is easy.

Now brings in the Vaisesika with his idealistic theory :
—

* There is no objeot

which is not co-existent with an idea.'

If the elements and physical objects be something different from mere ideation,

then it may be that such a Prakriti be put up as the cause of their production. They
are not, however, different from ideas in reality. How is it then that the Pradhana
is put up as a cause? How is it again that the instrumental appearances are fanoied

to exist as the modifications of the prinoiple of individuality? Thus seeing that a

non-intelligent object is not self illuminative, it does not exist unless it co-exists with

the idea. Coexistence means relation. The denial of co existence means its absence.

The meaning is that without coming into relationship with the idea it is of no use in

practice. The idea, however, exists without being co-existent with the objeot, because

it is self-illuminative. It can exist as its own field of knowledge. It does not stand

in need of a non-intelligent object in practice. These are the two rules that are

brought to notice by idealistic philosophers as going along with knowability. They
are applied thus :—That which is known by any act of knowledge, does not differ there-

from, in the same way as knowledge does not differ from the self. And the elements

and the physioal pheuomena thereof are known by an act of knowledge. This leads to

knowledge of the pervaded which contradicts it. Knowability as it is seen, is pervaded

by similarity, which contradicts the difference to be denied, bringing into conscious-

ness the similarity which pervades itself, it does away with the difference which con-

tradicts it. Thu9:—That which is perceived with something else always invariably, does

not differ from it. Justus one moon does not differ from another moon. And an object

is invariably perceived together with the idea. This knowledge is perceived as being

contradictory of the pervader. It contradicts the rule of the pervader consisting of

the difference to be denied. This rule does away with arbitrariness, and brings into

consciousness the difference which consists in the pervaded.

Let it be. If the objeot is not different from the idea, how is it that it looks as

if it were different. For this reason he says Fanoied <fec
> As eay the Vainasi-

kas :—There is no difference on aooount of the rule of coincident perception. They
difference botween the yellow and the blue, «fco., and their ideas, is brought about by
delusive cognitions.

Explains the nature of the fancy ' An object is merely an ideation, ' <fco.

Refutes :
—

' How is it possible, <fco. ' This is connected with the words * have faith

in them. 1

'Is present as contradictory knowledge '
:—How is it present 1 'In the way, Ac.'

In whatever way it shines as being the meaning of the word 'this/ in the same wa
it is present by its own power.

Now he shows that the objeot is the cause of the idea:—'Inasmuch as the objeot

has given birth to the idea thereof by the power of its own perceptibility, it is not for

this reason the perceiver of the objeot. Stioh a real objeot oa^not be done away with
by the unauthoritative force of imaginative oogoi^ions. Inasmuch as imagination1

is

unauthoritative, its power also is" unauthoritative, beoause the powqr is of the same
nature with it.

'The giving up of the objective wtelA &*reby ' nieans ignbrihg it as if i% wet*
reeved from *ig
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In some plaoes the reading is ' Upagrihyate ' in place of c Utsrijyate. , The mean-
ing is the same in either case. They ignore the existence of the outside world, and
yet go on talking about it. How can there be faith in them 1 The meaning here is

this. The causes which have been mentioned, i. invariable coincident perception

and knowability, are not final, beoause application to the canon of difference is doubt-

ful. Further the externality and the grossness which are perceived to exist in the

elements and the physical phenomena thereof, which possess the forms of the ideas,

are not possible of existenoe in the case of ideas themselves. Because externality

means being related to separate space. Grossness means the pervading of more por-

tions of space than one. It is not possible that one idea may exist in more plaoes than
one, and also exist in a place separated from itself. When a certain thing exists in

a certain place, there cannot exist in the same place, something else characterized by
a quality opposite to the characteristic of being preseut in the same place. If it were
possible the three worlds themselves would become but one.

It may be said, let then there bo difference of ideas. If this be so, whence does
this consciousness of grossness come in the case of notions, whose sphere of operations

is very subtle, and which do not know of the existence and operation of each other,

and which are only in relation to their own sphere of operation only. There should
be no high talk about its being the sphere of imagination only, because there is in that

case no contact and because the reflection is very clear. Further the gross has never
been made the object of thought, sd that the idea qualified thereby may be clearly

perceived, even though at the back of it there may exist imaginative cognition. Fur-
ther imagination is not confined to the knowledge of the thing itself as it exists in its

own sphere, in the same way as knowledge free from fche taint of imagination is Fur-
ther as imagination is not gross, it is not proper that it should bo acting in the
sphere of the gross. Therefore it is not possible that in the external cause there should
be perceived grossness and externality, and hence it should be considered to be false.

And the false is not inseparable from the idea, because if it were, the idea itself would
become contemptible like the false, on account of its not comprehending everything.

Further knowability being not pervaded by identity, ho .v can it be the opposite of

difference (bheda). As to the rule of coincidence of perception of the idea and of

grossness, it is capable of explanation like that of the Sat and the Asat (the existent

and the non-existent) either by their nature or by obstruction from some cause, even
though both of them exist independently. Hence these two arguments are not complete,

and are therefore merely false similitudes of arguments, and they merely give rise to"

an imaginary conception of the non-existence of the external. Further the power of

perception cannot be done away with by mere imagination. It is therefore well said,
1 How do they give up the objective world on the strength of imaginative cognitions V

By this also stands refuted the assertion that notions may be generated without
there being any aotual basis for them, as in the case of dream cognitions.

The imaginative creation of the thing to be known, has been refuted by establi-

shing the existence of the substratum, the whole as being independent of the parts.
Details will be found in the Ny&ya Karrikft. More details need not be entered into
here.—174,

Sutra 15.

flfcg Vastu, in the case of the external object. m& S&mye, in the being

the same, ftm Chitta, of mentality. i*5T3 Bhed&t, there being difference.

T>yolj, their, fiwft: Vibhaktafc, different. tFirr: Panthftl?, ways of being.

87
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15, There being difference of mentality in the case of the

external-object being the same, their ways-of-being are different.

—175.

srf^fal ^ <*cT*TT 5CRT STPsnW^ VIOTHTs ^Nfl^S ^g^^H?-
ii ii

VYASA.

And how otherwise; is it untrue ? 'There being difference of mentality

in the case of the external object being the same, their ways of being are diff-

erent/

One thing coming within the sphere of many minds is common to them

all. It has certainly not been imagined by one mind. Nor yet has it been

imagined by more minds than one. It is established in itself. How is this ?

There being difference of mentality when the external object is the same.

Even though the external object be the same the mind feels pleasure on account

of virtue. The same object excites a feeling of pain on account of vice. The

same causes forgetfuiness on account of Nescience. The same causes the feel-

ing of indifference on account of right knowledge. Now by whose mind has all

that been imagined ? Further it is not proper that another mind be coloured

by an object which has been imagined by another. For this reason the lines

of existence of the external objects and the ideas are different, as they exist as

objective and instrumental appearances. There is not even the least suspicion

of confusion between them.

Further in the Sftnkhya philosophy, an object is made of tho three qua-

lities, and the functioning of the qualities is ever changeful. The object comes

into relationship with the minds on account of the exciting causes of virtue,

&c. ; and it becomes the cause of the notions as they are produced, oaoh as such,

in accordance with the exciting causes.

Some say that the object is co-existent with the idea, inasmuch as

it is to be enjoyed thereby like the feelings of pleasure and pain. The£
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do away by means of this conception, the common nature of the object

with reference to minds, and this but does away with the being of the

object in previous and subsequent moments.

VACHASPATI'S GLOSS.

Having now mentioned the reasons for believing that the objeot is different from
. and independent of the idea, the Commentator now introduces another reason given in

the aphorism to establish the same :—And how otherwise is it untrue 1

'There being difference of mentality, even though the external objeot remains the

same, their paths of existence are different.* When a certain thing remains the same
although the other changes into many states, both differ from each other altogether.

As the one idea of Chaitra differs from the different ideas of Devadatta. Vi?numitra

and Maitra,and although the ideas are different the object remains the same, the object

must be different from the idea. And the identity of the object even in the case of the

^differeuoe of ideas, is ascertained by the knowers by comparison of notes. If one woman
is beloved, hated, ignored and approached with indifference by many different people,

they can always compare notes that object of all these varying feelings is the same. For

this reason, there being difference of mentality, %. e. of feeling, the paths of being of

the two, t, e., of the object and the idea, are different. The path of being means that

by which one thing differs from another in nature. The lover feels pleasure in the

society of the beloved. The co-wife feels pain. Chaitra who has not been able to

possess her, feels disappointed and forgets himself.

Let it be so. But wherever an objeot in the shape of a beautiful woman has been

fanoied by the mind of one man the minds of others also admit of being coloured by

the same fanoied objeot, and it is for this reason that the objeot even though fancied,

becomes the oommon objeot of all the minds.

For this reason says :
—

* It is not proper that the objeot fancied*by one mind, <fco.
,

If that were so, then in case one of them possessed the knowledge of blue, all would

come to possess the knowledge of the blue.

The question arises that inasmuch as there is but one objeot in the opinion of

those, who believe in the independent existenoe of objects, how is it that one objeot

beoomes the cause of different feelings of pleasure and pain, &o. It is not proper that

the oause remaining the same, the effeots should be different. For this reason says:

—

'In the case of the S inkhya philosphy, <&c ' Even a single external objeot changing

according to the three qualities, admits of three-fold appearance. But in this way too,

all without distinction would have the three-fold knowledge of pleasure, pain and for-

getfulness with reference to the same objeot For this reason says:—' Depends upon

the operative causes of virtue, &o,
> The Sattva together with the Rajas gives birth to

the feeling of pleasure whioh depends upon virtue. The same Sattva when free of the

Rajas gives birth to the feeling of pleasure whioh depends upon virtue. The same

Sattva when free of the Rajas, creates the feeling of indifference whioh depends upon

knowledge. And these virtues, &c, do not exist, all of them, in all the Purusas every-

where. It is only any one of them that exist anywhere at any time. Therefore the

difference is proper.

Some talkers say on this subject :— The objeot certainly co-exists with the idea,

because it is enjoyable by the Purusa like pleasure and pain. The meaning is this. Let

aa objeot be different from the idea
'

Still it being non intelligent, does not admit of

being kuown without the idea The idea it is that illuminates it. Similarly it exists

at the time of being known only. It cannot be said to be existing at any other time,

because there is no authority for its existenoe at a time when it is not the objeot of

immediate knowledge.
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This the Commentator refutes without the help of the aphorism :-—'They by this Ac,

An object is certainly common to all minds. It keeps on being cognized for a sueoession

of more moments than one as possessed of the characteristic of change. If that oo-exists

with the idea, it will be thus, it is such. Now what check is there upon the portion

•It,' that this may not disappear boo 1—175.

Sfttra 16.

H Na, not. ^ Cha, and. ^?-f%fr Eka-chitta, on one mind. rF^TJj Tanbram,

dependent. %^ Ched, if 5S?J Vastu, an object TTfj Tat), by that. Jmrcniig

Pram&nakani, to be cognized by thab. rT^T Tad&, bhen. ffeq Kim, what

(only bo denote the question). Syat, would exist.

16. And if an object dependent upon one mind were not t

cognized by that, would it then exist ?—176.

?iCTE?E^*te*f* ^^QTCrencq: ^rerarfift ^ ftRnfir srfago*: sracfc% <rrfr:

^^ISTOf^: JWPT tfr II U II

# VYASA.

If an object were dependent upon the mind, then in case the mind were

restrained, or attending to some other object, the object would not be touched

thereby, nor would it come into objective relationship with any other mind.

It ' would not be cognized, i e>, its nature would not be taken in, by

any mind. Will it cease to exist at the time? Or, coming into relationship

again with the mind, whence would it come back to life ?

Further the parts of an object which are not in contact with the mind,

would not exist. Thus there would be no back, and how could then there be

the front itself ? For this reason, the object is self-dependent, and common

to all the Purusa 5
*, Minds also are self-dependent. They come into relationship

with the Purusas. By their relationship is secured perception, which is enjoy-

metitj (bhoga).

VACHASPATPS GLOSS.

Or, there may not be this disappearanoe of a portion ; let the objeot be co existent

with the idea. On this also says :
—'Aud if an objeot dependent upon one mind were

not cognized by that, would it then exist ? If the mind whioh cognizes a jar, does not
at anytime turn towards it on aooount of attention being directed towards a cloth, or
if an object having been the objeot of discrimination the mind thereby becomes res-

trained, then the idea of the jar and the knowledge of discrimination would not be in
existence at the time, and the jar and the knowledge being dependent for their
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existence upon the oo-exsitenoe of the idea thereof in the'mind, would no doubt cease

to exist. Says this:—'One mind &0.'

'Would it then exist?:'—Means it would not exist.

Further ooming into relationship with the mind, how would the jar or the

discrimination be born again. Effects have constant causes and lead to them invari-

ably by both the canons of agreement and difference. Effects cannot be born from

causes other than their appropriate causes. In the absence of the cause there would

be no occasion for their exlstenoe. For, is it proper that an objeot being the cause

of the knowledge thereof, it should also be the cause of itself 1 If this were so, then

the sweets which one might be expeoting to get, and the sweets which one might be

really using, would be equally placed with referenoe to taste, strengh and digestion.

It has therefore been well said:—'If it come into relationship with the mind, dec.'

Further the front portion of any objeot is always pervaded by the middle and

posterior parts, u e , it cannot exist without the simultaneous existence of the middle

and posterior parts. If the existence of an objeot depended upon being perceived,

then the middle and posterior parts would not exist, and thus on account of the ces-

sation of pervasion the front part also would cease to exist. The object itself would not

thus be in existence, how then would it be in existence along with the idea itself 1

Says This:—'The portions thereof which are in contact, &c.' Not in contact means

not known. Concludes:—'For this reason, <fco.' The rest is easy.—176,

Sutra 17.

HJ[ Tad, thtreby. sqiHT Upar&ga, colouring. *intf%rSTrf Apek?itvat,

because of the needing. f%fre*T Chittasya, for the mind, by the mind, areg

Vasbu, an object. ^TrT Jnata, known. ^JfijTrTJj Ajn&tam, or unknown.

17. The mind needing to be coloured thereby an object may

be known or unknown.— 177.

VYASA.

' Tne mind standing in need of being coloured thereby, an object may

be known or unknown.' Objects are in nature similar to that of loadstone; the

mind is similar in characteristic to iron. Objects coming into contact with the

mind colour it, Whatever objects colour the mind, that object becomes

known. That which becomes known is an object, That which is not thus

known is the Purusa and is unknown. The mind is changeful, because it assu-

mes the natures of known and unknown objecos.

VACHASPATPS GLOSS.

Let that be. If the objeot were self-dependent and also unintelligent, it would
never.be illuminated. If now it were to become illuminated, its non-intelligence too

would disappear. No existence can remain as suoh when it gives up its nature. Nor
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is it proper that the nature of an unintelligent object should receive the illumination

of its characteristic by being the reoeptacle of the action of the senses. Because if it

became the characteristic of the object then it would, like the qualities of blueness,

&c, be the common attribute of all the Purusas. This being so, if one man beoame
learned, all would beoome learned. No one would rdmain ignorant. Nor is it proper
that the present should be characteristic of the past and the yet unmanifested. Henoe
to say that an object is self-dependent and that it is the sphere for the aot of percep-

tion is but a wish of the mind. For this reason says :
—'The mind needing to be

coloured by oontaot therewith, an object may be known or unknown.' Eveu though
an objeot is by nature non-intelligent, oolours the mind by coming into contact there-

with through the passage of the senses, because suoh is the mirror of the mind, the
power of consciousness being refleoted into it, enlivens the mind with the colour of

the objeot therein, and thus knows it. It does not however produce any sort of clear-

ness, <fec , in the objeot. Nor is it that the power of consciousness is unrelated to the

mind, because it has been said that its reflection passes into it. Although the mind
being all-pervading, and the senses being of the nature of the principle of individua-

lity, oannot oome into relationship with the object, still the relationship of the objeot

is with the mind which funotions in the body. It is for this reason that they have
been said to be of the nature of the loadstone, and that the mind possesses a oharao-

teristio similar to iron and that they colour it by having oome into oontact with it

through the passage of the senses. Says that it is for this reason that the mind is

changeful : 'On account of the object being known, (fee.'— 177.

Sutra 18.

SRfT Sad&. always, 5n?nJ Jn&t&h, are known, fafnjfnrt Chitta-vrit-

tayah, the modifications of the mind, ?T?|-Jrafc Tat-prabhoh, to its lord.

Purusasya, the Purusa. WTR<mHlt{ Aparin&m&t, on account ofl the un-

changeability.

18. To its lord, the Purusa, the modifications of the mind are

always known on-account-of-unchangeability.—178.

5 sr^r ftrw" fiwrercr sr^r irwrf^rfT^wmattitx jwww-

m*T*rf?r n *c ii

VYASA.

To its lord, the Purusa, whose sphere of functioning the mind itself is,

mental modifications are ever known, because he is unchangeable. If the lord,

Purusa. too chancres like the mind, the mental modifications too in which it

functions would be both known and unknown, like the objects of sound, &c.

The mind however is always known to its lord the Purusa. By thia is infer-

red its unchangeability.

VACHASPATFS GLOSS. *

Having thus established the mind and the objeot to be separate from eaoh other the

author now reads the aphorism! filling up the ooiisfuoas, with the objeot of showing
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that the self is different from these changeful objeots and that the charaoteristio of the

Purusa is unohangeability, which is the opposite of the characteristic of the objects

and the mind. 'To the lord, Purusa, whose sphere of functioning the mind itself is,

<fco.' The modifications of the mind are always known to the Purusa, because be is

unchangeable The mind with its modifications is always followed by the Purusa in

all its modifications of the wandering, the distracted, the one-pointed, up to the state

of inhibition. By what reason then is the Purusa, unchangeable? 'Tf tbe Purusa

were unchangeable, it would both be known and unknown like the mind (chitta). It is

however always known. It is therefore unchangeable and for this reason differs from

other changeable objeots. Says this:— 'If the lord Purusa changed,&o.' The lord who
is the enjoyer of the mind knows it constantly along with its modifications This faot

establishes by inference the unohangeability of the Purusa. Thus the meaning is

that this unchangeable Purusa is different from the changing mind.— 178.

Sutra 19.

*TNn, is not cT?J Tat, it. ^TOTOJJ Svabhasam, self-illuminating. ^srjJFSTCJ

Drisyatvat, because of its knowability ; because it is the knowable,

19. It is not self-illuminating f being the knowable.— 171).

f5*f%r ii II

VYASA.

A doubt may arise that the mind itself may be self-illuminating as

well as the illuminator of the objects, as in fact it is believod by the Vai-

nasikas to be like fire, which illuminates itself as well as other objects. There-

fore says:— 1

It is not self-illuminating being the knowable.' As the other

organs and the object of sound, &c, are not self-illuminative on account of

their being knowable, so also should the mind be understood to be. Fire

is no analogy here. Fire does not illuminate any form of itself which might

have been non-luminous before.' The illumination spoken of here is meant

be the illumination which is brought about by the contact of tfoe

luminous and the dark, not of the self-luminous. There can be no contact

of anything with its own nature. Further, the statement that the mind

is self-illuminating means that it is not perceivable by any other entity.

This is in the same way as when it is said that the Akasa is self-supporting,

it is meant that it has no - support at all. Living beings are seep
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acting in accordance with the consciousness of the movements of their

Will-to-be. 'I am angry/ I am afraid/ 'I am attached here/ 'I am repelled

there/ these notions are proper only on account of the knowledge of self-identi-

fication not being taken in.

VACHASPATFS GLOSS.
•

Mentions the Vainasikas:—A doubt may arise, <fco.' This is the meaning. It may
be so if the mind be the sphere for the functioning of the Self. The mind however
is self-illuminative and it illuminates other objects also as it illuminates itself. How
then can it be the sphere for the constant knowledge of the Purusa 1

? How moreover
does it iu its unchangeability differ from the changeable mind. Therefore, ' it is not
self-illuminating, being knowable.' It might be so if the mind were self- illuminating,
(self-knowing), but it is not. Being changeable, the mind is pervaded by peroeptibility,

like the colours of blue, <fcc. Whate ver is pervaded by perceptibility, not capable of
becoming self-illuminative, because the modification contradicts itself. The aot and
the object oannot both be the same. The cooking is not cooked : the cutting is not cut.

The Purusa, however, being unchangeable as he is, is not the object of the aot of con-
sciousness. In him therefore self-illumination is not improper. His ilium inativeness
does not depend upon any other, he is self-illuminative and is not the objeot of the aot
of consciousness. Hence the mind is the object of the aot of knowing on account of its

being the knowable; it is not self-illuminative. The meaning is that because the
mind is seized of the reflection of the self the object of its modifications are illumin-

ated.

But t^e fire is both the knowable and the self-illuminous as a jar, <fco., are
brought to light by fire not so fire is brought to light by another fire. For this reason

says:—Fire is no analogy here Why not? 'The fite does not illuminate, &o.
> The

meaning is that fire may not be brought to light by other fire, bnt it is illuminated

by consciousness. It is thus not illuminated by itself, and for this reason there is no
over-lapping (Vyabhichara). 'The illumination spoken of here, &c.' The words
'spoken of here' differentiate from the illumination which is of the nature of the
Purusa, the illumination, that is to say, which is of -the form of the action. This
is intended to be said : Whatever action there may be, it is seen in relation to the
subjeot, the instrument and tha object. As cooking is seen in relation to Chaitra,

fire and rioe, so also illumination. Illumination also is action. This also must
therefore be like that. Relation lives in different objeots ; it is not possible in the
absenoe of distinction. Further the assertion that the mind is self illuminating,

means that the mind is not peroeivable by any other entity.

Let that be. Let the mind be not peroeivable by any other entity. The mind
would not cease to be if the act of knowing, which is neither its cause, nor its pervade,
ceased to be. For this reason he says: 'By the consciousness of the movements of
his own Will -to-be.' The Will-to-be is the mind. Its movements are its funotionings.
Living beingt are creatures. The various mental modifications of anger, greed, <fco.,

are felt by eaoh mind for itself, together with their substratum the mind, and also
together with their objeots. They in this way establish the objectivity of the mind.
Benders the consciousness of the movements of the Will-to be plainer :

—
* I am angry.

Ao.'-l79. * 6 *

Stitra 20.

Eka-samaye, at the same time. ^ Oha, and. wto Ubhaye, of

both, iMqUKHUg Anavadh&ranara, impossibility of being cognised.
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20. Nor can both, be cognized at the same time.—180.

VYASA.

And it is nob proper thab in one momenb both one's own nature and bhe

nabure of other objects may be ascertained. The conception of the advocates

of momentary existence however is that acting is the same as being; and

bhe subjecb, objecb insbrumenb, &c, are the same too.

VACHASPATPS GLOSS.

'And both cannot be cognized at bhe same time. ' To him who says that the
mind is both self- illuminating and the illuminator of objects, it cannot of course be
possible that the objeot may be understood at the same time as the self of the mind,
and by the same act. An act which is not different from any tffcher is not competent
to bring about an effect which is not different. Therefore a difference of function

must be recognized. And to the Vainasikas there is no separation of operation for

difference of effects. And it is not possible that there should be a difference of effects

brought about by a single birth which is common to all and does not differ from itself.

For this reason th9 knowledge of the object and the act of knowledge cannot be
ascertained in one moment of time. This is what the Commentary renders clear:—'And
in one moment of time, <fco.' And so the Vainasikas say :—Whatever is the being
of a thing the same is their action aud the same the subject object. ' Instrument,

&c.' Hence the knowability of the mind is for ever; and this removes the idea of its

being self-illuminating. This also shows that the seer is unchangeable. Thus all is

proved.— 180.

Sutra 21.

forTTW^pF) Chitt&ntara-drisye, in case of being knowable by another mind.

5 Buddhi-Buddheh, of the wills to know, the wills to know, mfffljqff:

Abiprasangiah, boo many, abundance, superfluity. SJjfFT-*|p;: Smriti-Sahkarah,

confusion of memories, ^ Oha, and.

21. In case of being knowable by another mind, there

will be too many wills-to-know the Wills-to-know ; and there will

be confusion of memories.—181.
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VYASA.

There may be an opinion that the mind restrained in its own being

may be known by another mind just in contact with it, ' In case of being

known by another mind there will be too many wills-to-know the Wills-

to-know ; and there will be confusion of memories/ If the mind be

cognized by another mind, by what may the wills-to-know the Wills-to-know

be cognized. Even that by another; and that again by another. There

will thus be too many of such Wills-to-know. And there will be confusion

of memories. As many will be the cognitions of various Wills-to-be, so many ^

will be the memories. One memory will not be capable of determination on

account of their confusion. Thus the Vain&sikas have confused evrey tiling by

denying the existence of the Furusa who knows by reflex action the Will-to-

know. Further, they are not logical in imagining as they do, the existence of

the Purusa in some places. Some there are who say that there does exist a

pure being, and that that being throws away the existing five Skandhas and

takes up others. Having asserted so much they fight shy again of the

same.

Further they say that for the purpose of entirely doing away with

the Skandhas, and for securing desirelessness, non-production and calmness,

they would go to a teacher and with him live the life of a student. And

having said this they begin again to conceal the very existence of that

being.

As to the S&nkhyayoga theories, they declare by the word SVA (on

one's own) applied to the mind that there does exist the lord in the shape

of the enjoyer of the mind.

VACHASPATFS GLOSS.

Introduces the Vainasikas again :—There may be a theory that although the

mind may not know itself by its own life, on account of its being objective by nature,

yet even that fact does not prove the existenoe of the self-restrained moment of the

mind which generates the next may well be taken in by the last mental moment of

its own sueoession. This is the meaning. ' Another mind just in oontaot therewith.

This other mind is equal in knowledge, and between the two there is nothing else

intervening.' Therefore, * In case of being knowable by another mind, Ac' The
Will-to-be stands here for the mind. If the last act of mentality is not itself perceiv-

ed, it oannot have the power of perceiving the previous aot of mentality. * It is not
proper that the previous Will-to-know should be known without ooming into

oontaot with the present Will-to-know itself. No one who does not take hdld of ttie

connecting rod oan reaoh the holder of the rod himself. Henoe there is a wjrwtttff
act infinitum,
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The Skandhaa are five:—Vijjnana, Vedan&, Samjft&, Rftpa and Samsk&ra.
•The theories of the S&nkhya yoga, dta' This means the theories of the S&n-

khyas and the Yogas and of the Vaisesikas, <fco„ which are preceded by the S&nkhyaa
and the Yogas. The rest is easy.—18L

Sfttra 22.

ftrff : Chitteht, of the consciousness, *!nrfTOwm*n: Apratisamkram&y&h, of

such as is notable to transform from place to place. 7*1$ Tad, its. muftKiMfft

Ak&rapattau, by transforming appearance. SSjfg-^Rl^crg Sva-Buddhi Samve
danam, H^HW, knowing of. ^r, its own. §fg. will to be.

22. Consciousness knows its own Will-to-be by transfor-

ming its appearance, though not-itself moving-from place-to-pla-

ce—182.

i fatkm ftwftnw iw^wwynft ^if^f^n^i *qfc<qiftpft

fk ^th^Rh<MQ><ri^gOTT <Tfwfa?*T*f srfk^FTF^ cr$f%»g<ra%

ffa II V* II

VYASA.

How? ' Oorfsciousness knows its own Will-to-be by transforming its

own appearance, though not itself moving from place to place. The power of

enjoyment is of course unchanging. It does not also go from place to place.

In the changing objeot it' looks as though transferred thereto ; and there it

follows its manifestations. And it imitates, as it were, the modifications of

the Will-to-be whose form is now enlivened by the consciousness which has

entered therein. By that imitation it is called a manifestation or modification

of consciousness, without being actually qualified by the modifications of the

Will-to-be. This means that it, does not at all appear to be different from

the modifications thereof.

And so it has been said :

—

Nor niether worlds, nor mountain caves, nor darkness, nor seas, nor ra«

vines are the hollows in which is placed the Eternal Brahma, The wise points

out to the modification of the Will-to-be which does not look different from

him.

VACHASPATI'S GLOSS.

Let that be. If however the mind is not self-illuminative nor knowable by
another mind, how should it be enjoyed by the self himself I For although the self

is no doubt self-illuminating, it doea not put forth any aotion anywhere. With?**
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putting forth any aotion he oannot be the aotor. Nor can he be the enjoyer off the

mind without coming into relationship with the mind through aotion. That would
be going beyond the ordinary rule.

With this in mind puts the question:—'How V
Gives the answer by the aphorism :

—
' Consciousness knows its own Will-to-be

by transforming into its own shape, although not itself moving from place to place.'

What was said before, 'Identification with modifications elsewhere' {P. I. 4)
has its origin here. The knowing by the Purusa of his Will-to-be is aohieved when
the Will-to-be takes the form of the Purusa, i. <*., when it takes on the appearanoe

thereof by reoeiving into itself the reflection of the Purusa. Similarly is the oase

with the moon, reflected in pure water. Although the moon is not in motion, yet

she appears to be in motion on account of the movements of the water, without any
aotion of her own. In the same way without any sort of aotion on the part of cons-

ciousness, the mind in whioh the reflection of consciousness has taken its plaoe, shows
the power of consciousness to be active by its own movements, and makes it appear

to be following itself, although in reality it does not follow it. It is by aoting in this

way that the mind brings about the experience of the Purusa and gives him the nature

of the enjoyer. This is the meaning of the aphorism. The commentary does wot ex-

plain the meaning here, because it has explained the same in many places already here

and there. The Commentary here describes the meaning of the modifications of con-

sciousness as not being independent of the modifications of the Will to-be. As has been
said:— • Neither the nether worlds, &o.' They say that the mental modification in

whioh the reflection of consciousness has made its plaoe is on account of that very

reflection, the cave of Brahma, who is pure in nature, eternal and auspicious. It is

in that cave alone tfhat the hidden Brahma is tc^be found. When that is removed,
he shmes by his own light, 'there being no obstruction and no defect. Thra is ^he
oase with the revered one who has reaohed his last body.— 182.

Sfttra 23,

3*5?*^WW 0 ra« tr i -Dr isy a-Upa rak tam ,
being coloured by (snrcfro) the

knower (35), and the knowable. (^,) f^TfW Qhittam, the mind. uqH'^
Sarvfi r th n in , om n i objec live.

23. The mind being coloured by the knower and the know-
able is omni-objoctive (sarvfirtha).— 183.

TCtfJ crcssnf f^^rfi^faqr g«$qRifrrcrr fwrfSrerw^ wfofawnhi
jreir^K^ fimfNfafwfaf ^^r^cw^qrNtf fe**Riran^^**n.

sp^jj «i^r: 'fcfcrafa %<r*rfsrwf5: \ w& fk*mv&$i inferm&
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VYlSA.

And it is known in this way :—'The mind being coloured by the knower

and the known, is omni-objective.' The mind is of course coloured by the

objects of thought. The mind being itself an object oomes into relationship

with the subjective Purusa through its modification as Self. Thus it is that

the mind is coloured by both subjectivity and objectivity, the knower and the

knowablo ; it assumes the nature of both the conscious and unconscious,

Although it is of tho very nature of the objective. It appears as if it were

consciousness. Being of the nature of the crystal, it is termed omniobjective.

It is by this similarity of mental appearance that some people are deceived

into saying that the mind itself is the conscious agent. There are others again

who soy chat all this is but the mind only and that there is nothing in exis-

tence of tho objective world, such as the cow or jar, all of which are governed

by the law of causation. Thoy are to be
f
pi tied. For what reason ? Because

they are possessed of a mind which is the cause of confusion, shining forth as

it does in the shape of all appearances.

In the case of the trance cognition, the cognizable object is reflected into

the mind, it is different from the trance cognition, because it is tho object upon

which the act of cognition rests. If that objeet were the mind alone, how

could* it be that the phenomenon of cognition would be taken in by the cogni-

tion itself. For this reason, he who takes in the object reflected in the mind,

is the Pirrnfia. iThus those who teach that the 'knower, knowable and the means

of knowledge are the three modifications of the mind, and thus divide the

phenomena into three classes are the only true philosophers. It is to them

that the Puiusa is known.

VAOHASPATPS GLOSS.

Thus has been established the existence of the Purusa, the unchangeable as a

separate entity from the mind whioh is by nature changeable, being as it is by nature

the knowable. Now he gives also the authority of perceptions of the world to prove

the same, 1 And it is known in this way.' The meaning is that it must be so. 'The

mind ooloured by both the knower and the knowable is omnbobjeotive.' As the mind
coloured by the blue and other objects establishes their existence by peroeption itself,

so also ooloured by the refleotkm of the knower into itself, the mind establishes the

existence of the knower too by perception. A notion is evidently made up of two
percepts 'I know the blue objeot.' Therefore the subject also is of a nature similar

to that o! the objeot. Although proved by peroeption, it is not shown thereby aa

existing separately from the mind, like the reflection of the moon whioh is perceived

to be quite distinot from fche water into whioh it is refleoted. The mental peroeption

of the Self does not cease to be perception merely by this muoh.

Further inasmuch as the reflection in the water does Jiot exist in reality as a

moon it Ottonot *be said *fcba/t beoaiise tfhe Telfcotion is only a reflection fcnfl not
the substanee itself, that therefore the moon herself does not exist* In
the same way, although consciousness becomes the objective in its state of mental

reflection, it does not so become in its own nature. This is what is meant $fl ftyo
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mind being omni-objeotive. Says this:—'The mind ooloured by the objeot of thought,
Ac.' It is not by the external objeot alone that the mind is ooloured by assuming
its shape; it is ooloured by the Purusa too. The reflection of the Purusa is his, the
Self's manifestation (vritti). This reflection of the Purusa is to be accepted by the
Vainasikas also. How? If this be not so they must fasten the consciousness upon
the mind, saying that there is consciousness in the mind. Says so:—'Misled by this

similarity of the mind, <feo.' There are some Vainasikas who speak of the existenoe

of an eternal object. There are others who epeak of the existence of an idea. The
question now is that, if the mind shines forth both as a subject and an object, there
must certainly be a difference between the knower and the knowable. As they say

Although the Self of the Will-to-be is not different, yet those who are given to seeing
things separated from each other, see it as possess of the difference of the conoepts
of the subjective and the objeotive. This being the case, how are they to be pitied ?

Says for this reason :
—'In the case of the trance oognition, &o.' They must be

brought round by first convincing them by the above reasoning that the Purusa must
be something different from the mind, and then bringing them into touch with the
trance oognition, whioh has the self as the sphere of its operation by teaching them
the eight branches of Yoga. That is to be done in this way. In the trance cogni-

tion the objeot of knowledge is the Self reflected into the mind. It is different from
the real Self, because it becomes the support to that Self (Atma). If he begin to say
notwithstanding that he is given the reasons, that the support may be the mind itself,

it is said:—If the object whioh appears as the Self, be the mind itself and nothing
different from it, then how is it possible that the mind may be known by the mind
itself (the aot of knowing that is to say, by the aot of knowing itself). It is self-

contradiotory to speak of the action of a mental modification upon itself. Conoludes:

—

'Therefore, Ac* They are to be pitied and taught the truth. Says this:—'In this

way, &o,' Class means nature.—183.

Sfttra 24.

TOSTTrMI ^ II

?T5 Tad, that. *u*^il-dWHl[Sn Asankheya-Vasanabhih, (variegated) by in-

numerable. (um*s5fcr) residua (arrcRrfa:) fofTO Chittam, mind, srfg Api, also.

mcr^W Parartham, exists for another. tffro-wrfrwrn'T Samhatya- Karitv&t, because

it acts by combination.

24. And the mind exists-for-another, also because it is

variegated by innumerable residua, inasmuch as it acts by com-
bination.—184.

# IR« II
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vyAsa,

And for what other reason is th.is the case ? 'And it exists for another

also because it is variegated by innumerable residua, inasmuch as it acts by

combination/ This mind is variegated by innumerable residua. It must

therefore exist for another i.c , for achieving the enjoyment and emancipation

of another, not for the achieving of its own object. Because

it acts by combination. As a house which has assumed its shape as such, by

various materials being brought together, (fttnnot come into existence for itself,

so also the mind which assumes a particular shape by more things than ono

coming together. The mental phenomenon of pleasure does not exist for its

own sake ; nor does knowledge exist for itself. On the contrary both these

exist for the sake of another. That other is the Purusa who has objects to

achieve in the shape of enjoyment and emancipation. It cannot be another of

the same class. Whatever else the Vain&sika speaks of beyond this as being

of the same class, all that must be of the same class, acting as that also would

do by combination. The other however is peculiar to itself and differs from

the others in not acting by combination. That is the Purusa.

VACHASPATPS GLOSS.

Introduces another reason for believing that the mind is different from the Self:

—

And for what other reason 1 ' And it exists for another, also because it is variegated
by innumerable residua, inasmuch as it acts by combination. ' The meaning of the
aphorism is this. Although innumerable residua of action and affiioation live in the
mind and not in the Purusa, and although further, the fruitions depending upon the
residua also live in the mind and this fact seems to establish the contention that the
mind itself is both the enjoyer and the objeot of enjoyment existing for the
enjoyer, and that everything therefore exists for the mind, still that mind, notwith-
standing its being variegated by innumerable residua exists for anotLer. Why ? Because
it acts by combination, This is the meaning of the aphorism. Explains: 'The
mind, (fee.* s

Some one may say that although it may be granted that the mind acts by comb-
ination, yet notwithstanding this, why should it not be oono&ved as existing and acting
for the sake of itself \ Where is the contradiction in this theory 1 Says to him :—
'Because it acts by combination.'

'The mental phenomenon of pleasure. ' These words indioate the experience side
of nature and the painful mind is also uuderstood thereby. The knowledge indioatea
the emancipation side. This is the meaning. The pleasurable and painful minds consist-
ing as they do of similar and opposite impressions are not possible of the Self, because
the manifestations in that case would contradict themselves, Not can anything else
acting by combination either direotly or indireotly and thus causing pleasure or

t
pain,

be either favoured or disfavoured by them. Therefore he alone who does not operate
as pleasure and pain direotly or indireotly can either be favoured or disfavoured by
them. This can only be the Purusa who is always indifferent and who can thus be
emancipated. His knowledge too being dependent upon the. objeot of knowledge, and
being thus contradictory in its own manifestation, it oannot be said that the know-
ledge is its own object. For this reason emancipation from external objects beoomea
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impossible, in the same way as emancipation is not possible in the case of the Videhas
and the Prakritilayas. Therefore knowledge also exists for the sake of the Purusa,
not for the sake, of the mind itself.

Nor is the mind in existence for the sake of another of the same kind, beoause
that would mean infinite regression. He therefore for whose sake the mind exists must
be the Purusa Who does not aot by conjuuotion,—184,

StLtra 25.

firita Visesadarainat (^fiff:), the seer (^Tl) of lhe distiuction

vrm Atma, of the self, OTT Bhava, of the nature and relation of. qTCTT

Bh&vana, of the curiosity. RlPi^Ri: Vinivritfiihi, the cessation. srrc*T firfSnfffTt

eases the curiosity as to the nature and relations of the Self.

25. For the seer of the distinction, ceases the curiosity as

to the nature and relations of the Self.—185.

scared ^rnTTsnfi^gq? *&xv$ igtw ?farei>T ^qrg
v
^f^r^ref^rar faqs*

33nww«nwf*K^ wwRtf*fef^^ft^ * ^ *rfa-

^PWgJOTFCT f^W?fcr *fa II Vi II

VAYSA.

As the existence of seeds is inferred from blades of grass shooting forth in

the rainy season, so it m inferred that he whose tears How and whose hair stand

on end when he hears of the path of liberation, has a store of Karma tending to

liberation as the seed of the recognition of the distinction (between the Purusa

and the Safctva). The curiosity as to the nature, for tke Self is naturally mani-

fested in him. In the absence thereof, however, he gives up the nature thus

described ; and by the defect he loves the antithesis and dislikes the thesis.

Here the curiosity as to the nature of the Self appears as—

« Who was I ?' 1 How was I V * What is this,?' « How ia this ?'

• What shall we* become ¥
' How shall vre become, ? This however ceases

in the case of him who sees the distinction (between the Purusa and the mind).

Why ? This varied change is of the mind alone. The curiosity however in the

absence of Nescience is pure, that ia», npt touched by the characteristics of the

mind. For this reason too the curiosity as to the nature and relations of Self

ceases for the wise*
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. VACHASPATI'S GLOSS.

Having thus desoribed the reasoned philosophy of the Self, which is the very seed

of absolute independence, he now shows that the Purusa who has reaohed that stage

of fitness is different from any other Purusa, who has not reaohed that stage of fitness.
1 For the seer of the distinction, ceases the curiosity as to the nature and relations of

the self/

The ouriosity as to the nature of the Self ceases in the case of him who possesses

that curiosity, when he sees the distinction between the Subjective Purusa and the

Objective Existence, by the praotice and effective achievement of the means of the

Yoga. As to the nihilist who does not possess this curiosity, he is not fit to be

taught. There can be teaching in the case of him who has not first ascertained the fact

of the existence of the Self in the world outside the present body. He cannot, there-

fore, come to know the distinction between the two and hence in the case of him

there cannot be the possibility of any ouriosity ceasing to be.

But the question is. How is the curiosity to know the nature of the Self known

to be existence in any mind 1 Says he for this reason :

—

4 As in the rainy season,

&o.' It is inferred that there* exists some Karma done in the previous birth in the

shape of the practice of the eight accessories of Yoga or of some portion thereof.

Whioh is the seed out ojc which is to grow the knowledge of the reality, and which

tends towards emancipation. And in the case of such one, the ouriosity to know the

nature of the Self must necessarily exist without even the necessity of practice.

Shows who has not the oapacity, by the authority of the Ag&m is. 'In the

absence, <ko.' The antithesis is that there is no fruit of action, there being no entity

existing in another sphere of existence, or say there being no other world beyond this.

The nihilist is he who likes this view, but does not like the thesis, which has the

determination of the twenty-five^ tattvas in view. The ouriosity as to the nature of

the Self has been desoribed before. Speaks of the thought of him who sees the

distinction:—1 This varied change, &o.' The meaning is that the ouriosity as to the

nature of the Self ceases in the case of him who is wise enough to know the dis-

tinction.—.185

Sfttra 26

fWT Tada, thou. fafrw-fawT^ Viveka-nimnam, inclining towards discrimi-

nation. (fScers WflR) fferniKaivalya, absolute independence. m»HItS Pragbhft.

ram, gravitating towards. Chittam, the mind.

26. Then the mind inclines towards discrimination and gra-

ritates towards absolute-independence (kaivalya).—186.

vyAsa

The mind which ere now was heavy with sensuous enjoyment and tended

towards ignorance, takes now the reverse course,

It is^now heavy with independence and tends towards discriminative

knowledge.
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VACHASPATI'S GLOSS.

Now desoribes the nature of the mind of him who sees the distinction :—/ The

mind ' is then inoiined towards discrimination and gravitates towards absolute inde-

pendence. 'This has been explained.'—186.

Sfttra 27.

rrf%5fjjTachchhidresu, in the breaks in it. aFFTT^rTnftr Pratyay&ntar&ni,

arise other thoughts (jtf«rt)
#

^Uftl^an Samsk&rebhyab, from residua.

27. In the breaks arise other thoughts from residua.— 187.

VYASA.
0

*

In the mind inclining towards discriminative.knowledge of the notions,

and which has just entered the stream of the discriminative knowledge of the

Purusa and Objective Existence, other thoughts appear in the intervals such

as 'lam,' 'This is mine/ 'I know, ' fee. Whence? From previous resi-

dua, whose seeds are being destroyed.

VACHASPATI'S GLOSS.
«.

It may be so if discriminative knowledge is established in discrimination and
never inclines towards outward activity. It is, however, seen in the case of one who
is begging his food, that is, inclined towards outward activity. For this reason
says:—'In the breaks arise other thoughts from residua.

7

Thoughts (Pratyaya) are those by which something is known, the essenoe of
the mind. By that arises the discrimination of consciousness. It is of him that are
shown the notions. ' I know,' when absolute freedom is directly shown as separated
from anything else. Or the forgetfulness that I do not know. As also the egoism
with reference to that, ' I am/ or * This is mine ' By previous residua means the
residua of outgoing activities.— 187.

Sutra 2<S

IfT^H&nam, removal. ^5 Es&m, their.swtaw^ Klesavat. like that

of the afflictions. Tfirn Uktam, has been described.

28. Their removal has been described like that of the afflic-

tions.—188.

Sfifctf 5P *T*S^ » *wt afar yq«ftwri<n ?r wfcwwf wifat a*n
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VYlSA.

As the afflictions are no longer capable of budding forth when fcheir

seed-power has been singed, so also does not the conserved energy of previous

residua give birth to notions when its seed-power has been singed by the fire

of knowledge. The residua of knowledge, however, live on until the duty of

the mind has been fulfilled. They are, therefore, not considered.

VACHASPATI'S GLOSS.

Let that ba. But if in the face of the existence of discriminative knowledge too,

other thoughts arise, what is the cause of their utter removal so that these other
thoughts may not rise again at alii For this reason says:— * Their removal has been
described like the afflictions.' The outgoing activities in their potential state are not
altogether destroyed as long as the discriminative knowledge is not firmly established.

In the case however of discriminative knowledge being firmly established the other
thoughts are utterly destroyed and are no longer fit to be born again.

By what cause does it" come about that the afflictions born in the intervals of

discrimination even cease to give birth to other potentialities'? The cause is that the

seed-power of the afflictions is burnt up by the fire of discriminative knowledge. In
the same way the residua of the outgoing activities are burnt up.

But the residua of outgoing activities are to be restrained by the residua of

discriminative knowledge, and the residua of discrimination are to be restrained by the

potencies of restraint. And it has been shown that the potenoies of restraint

have not tbe external objects for their sphere of operation. The means of restraint

are, therefore, to be considered. For this reason saya:—'The residua of knowledge,
however, <fco.' The residua of knowledge are the potenoies of higher desireless-

ness.—188.

Sfitra 29.

TRTWT&ift Prasankhyane, in the highest intellections. wftApi, even. uij^W
Akusldasya, having no interest left. *TT Sarvatha, constant. faSfaH^inftj

Viveka khyatelj, from discrimination, Dharma meghal^, the cloud of

virtue. OTnfvi: Samadhih. the trance.

29. Having no-interest left even in the Highest Intellection

there comes from constant discrimination, the trance known as

the Cloud-of-Virtue.—189.

1
VyAjSA.

When: this Brahtiuuja has no interest left in the Highest Intellection!

i. e., desires nbfchitfg even from that, then unattached' even to that, Witea
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discriminative knowledge ever present, and thus by destruction of the seed-

power of potencies, other thoughts are not born. Then does he attain the

trance known as the Cloud-of-Virtue.

VAOHASPATI'S GLOSS.

Thus the author of the Aphorism having described the Highest Intelleotiou to

be the means of the restraint of outgoing activities, now speaks of the means of res-

training even the Highest Intelleotion :
—

* Having no interest left even in the Highest

Intellection there comes from constant discrimination the trance known as the Cloud-

of-Virtue ' By that Highest Intellection, he does not desire the possession of any-

thing, even of the power of becoming the master of all existence. Nay he begins to

feel pain even there. Having become desireless even there by seeing the defect of

change, he comes to the possession of constant discriminative knowledge (undisturbed).

Explains the same:— * Thus unattached even to that, &o.' As long as the notions of

outgoing activities exist, the Brahmana does not come to possess the constant mani-

festation of discriminative knowledge. When, however he arrives at the stage wher^

all other thoughts cease to exist, then he becomes possessed of constant discriminative

knowledge. Then comes to him the trance known as the Cloud-of-Virtue (dharma-

megha). This is the meaning Dissatisfied with the Highest Intellection and desiring

restraint of that even, let him practise the trance known as the Cloud-of-Virtue. By
the practice of that he becomes constantly possessed of discriminative know-

ledge.—1B9.

Sutra 30.

FTfT:Tatak, thence. gpiT~9W Klesa-karina, of action and afflictions. fJf^fif:

Nivfitifc, the removal.

30. Thence the removal of actions and afflictions—190.

V YASA.

By the attainment thereof, the affliction of Nescience, etc., are removed,

even to the very root. And the good aud bad vehicles of action are utterly

uprooted. On the afflictions and the actions being removed, the wise man
becomes free even while alive (the Jivanmukta). How? 1

Because Unreal

Cognitions are the cause of existence. No one being free from the affliction

of Unreal Cognitions is seen being born by anybody anywhere.

,
VAOHASPATI'S GLOSS. •

Thus does he become capable of restraining that. And now describes the object
thereof Thence the removal of actions and afflictions.' But then how does itcome U
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pass that the wise become free while yet in the bonds of life? Gives the answer:

—

' Beoause, <fco.' It is the vehicle of action grown strong by the residua of afflictions
and actions that surely beoomes the oause of life state, <fco.* And when there is no
root, the shoots thereof cannot exist. As says on this subjeot the revered Aksa-
p&da (Nyftya SCttras III. 1. 52) 'By not seeing the birth of one who has no desires.'
—190.

Sutra 31.

^^^R^T^H^r frre^re?cM \\\\\\

?TerrTada, then, ^wrowi^nw Sarva-ftvaraiia, mala, apetasyn, from

which is removed (tafa) all (W) obscuring (TORTO) impurities (im). W^m
Juaansya, of knowledge. mimhjiq Ananty&t, because of the infinity of. jfr^j

.Ineyam the knowable. unFtpj Alpam, but little.

31 . The knowable is but little then, because of knowledge

having-become infinite, on account of the removal of all obscuring

impurities.— 191.

<raf*ftMl n II

VYASA.
Knowledge wheu rid of all the impurities of affliction and action,

becomes infinite. The essence of a knowledge covered by the veil of Tamas
is but seldom shown forth and becomes capable of recognition by the activity

of Rajas. Here, when all the impurities have been removed, then knowledge
becomes infinite. When knowledge becomes infinite, but little remains to

know, like the shining insect in space. On this it has been said :—< The
blind man pierced the pearl

;
the fingerless put a thread into it; the neckless

wore it and the tongueless praiBed it.' (Taittariya Anmyaka I. 11. 5),

ViCHASPATPS GLOSS.
Now describes the state of the mind at the time when the Cloud-of-Virtue h*»

been reached The knowable is but little then because of knowledge having become
infinite on account of their removal of obscuring impurities. The impurities whioh
cover up the essence of the mind, are spoken of as the obscuring impurities. These
are the afflictions and actions. When the mental essence is freed from alloy these
obscuring impurities, knowledge, t. the power of knowing becomes infinite t'T
immeasurable, and therefore the knowable remains tut little. As in the season after
the rams, the sun being freed of the olouds shines brightly all round and hialTirht
beoomes infinitely strong, and for this reason, the jar and other suoh thimrs that ara
to be lighted remainJut little, so also tlie light of the essence of the mind? when freed
from the Rajas and Tamas, becomes infinite, and but little remains to be lighted mT
Says the same When that beoomes freed from all the impurities dw.' Render* th*
same plainer by means of the oannon of difference;—' When overpowered to >

Tb#
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;

meaning is that the Tamas is put into motion by the aotive Rajas and is for this very
reason carried away from the place. For this very reason it is called the Cloud of

Virtue, inasmuch as it pours forth showers of light upon all the virtues of things to

be known.

W^ll, this tranoe, the Cloud-of-Virtue, may be the cause of the calming down
of the vehicle of actions along with the afflictions and the residua ; but then how is

it that when the Cloud-of-Virtue makes its appearance, the man is not born again]
For this reason says :

—'As has been said on the subject.'

If an effect can be brought into existence even when tfie cause no longer exists,

then the acts of piercing the pearl, <fcc, may well be performed by bl ind people, <fco.

Or, it may well be that whatever nonsense an ignorant world*may talk about impro-

per things, maybe oonsedered as very proper.—191.

Sutra 32.

mi Tatah, by thnb. ymsrfHT^Krit&rthanam, having fulfilled their object,

crfwra Parinama, of thojchanges. afir Krama, of the succession. OTTTf}*: Sama-

ptih, end. jpUFTHT Gunanam, of the qualities.

32. By that, the qualities having fulfilled their object, the

succession of their changes ends.—192,

vyAsa.

By that, i.e., by the rise of the Cloud-of-Virtue, the succession of the

changes of the qualities is over, inasmuch as they have fulfilled their object.,

by having achieved experience and emancipation, and their succession

having ended, they no longer care to stay even for a moment.

VACHASPATI'S GLOSS.

Well, the highest culmination of the Cloud*of- Virtue being the purity of the

light of knowledge, which is the same as the Higher desirelessneas, it may well uproot

the potencies of the vehioles of outgoing activities and of trance together with the

vehicles of afflictions and aotions. But the qualities are of the nature of things

whioh go on performing the actions of their own power. ' flow is it then that they

do not go on making the same sort of a body for suoh Yogis as they do for all men ?

For this reason says:—'By that, qualities having fulfilled their object, the succession

of their ohanges ends.' The meaning is that the nature of the qualities, that they do

not function with respect to him for whom they have already achieved their ob-

ject.—192.

Sfttra 33.

^TOJ Ksana, of moments. jrf?RT*fi Pratiyogi, the uninterrupted sequence,

qforra Parin&ma, of evolutionary changes. TOffl Apar&nta, on the cessation,

fjj^t^^li^/W b^b^aBettWid^ilbtt'; fltf*: Kramafa; succession.

\
V
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33. Succession is the uninterrupted sequence of moments,

cognised as distinct on the cessation of evolutionary change.—193.

srsr sfftaf 3flft ^nfcfar i ^rcjafd*) i*ft nR<initiM<w(HHfti? sot* i

ftrfa<udi i $5re*iftwT gropr i qfcqifiiClmidi jj^nq; i *T%T*rft-

^ttof* arar * firgftti
1 afawq; i sr*r*rc*r ^^rmrarTftrc^ cnr 3^-

^TORST *TSTn3*J felc^fT Tc^TT 5%^JTR^TTfer OTUJIlftM
0

I

^r^ft^r&5rcsrc3%r^Ti%: ^ft^Rwjj: ^r$rt «r ^rf^ro *d<*rj ^fic^^ 1 tot

*3*nn£r: * ?\ srsrefo^r fros* TO^fta snpr: q^prfvr^r

•Kraft ^n^ft^nfesTv i snf cro^ffa: snpr: ^TKts^JFTOR^er-

srmraromr 1 i^a^iT%r H^rc^ffqft^iiif^Hdwfd 1 *fto?3totc%

vyAsa.

Well, bnb what is this succession? 'Succession is the uninterrupt-

ed flow of moments
;
it is taken in by last end, the cessation of changes.

A cloth which has not undergone the succession of momenta, does not give

up its newness and become old all at once in the end.

Further, succession is found in the permanent also. This permanence
is two-fold, the Eternal in Perfection ; and the Eternal in Evolution. Of
these, the perfect eternity belongs to the Purusa. The evolutionary eternity

belongs to the qualities, The Permanent or Eternal is that in which the

substance is not destroyed by changing appearances. Both are permanent

because their substance is never destroyed.

Now with regard to the appearances of the qualities, the Will-to-be

and others, succession has an end which is cognized by the cessation of tlje

changes. In the eternal qualities, however, whose appearances these are
;

it has no end. In the case of the Permanent ones, the existence of the

released Purusas who are established in their own natures, is also knowp by
succession. In their case too, therefore, it has no end.

ff> is $oyfiVffl$KPr>
ceived there, with reference to the necessary conception of thye &ct of Jaeing

attached to the world.
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Bub then is there or is there not an end to the succession of evo-

lutionary changes of the universe, which is ever present in the qualities,

by motion or by cessation of motion? This cannot be answered as such.

How?
There is a question to which only a one-sided answer may be given :

—

* All that is born must die and having been dead be born again. ' Well, but

if the question is put in this form

—

Is it that all that is born must die, and having been dead be born

again ?

The answer that can be given to this is not a single one but must be

divided in two.

He in whom the light of knowledge has appeared, and whose desires

have been destroyed, that wise man is not born ; the rest are born. Simi-

larly the question is, Is mankind good or not? The answer is again to be

divided in two. The humankind is better in comparison with the animals,

but is inferior in comparison with gods and seers (Risis).

As to the question, Has the universe, an end or has it not ? Why
this question cannot be answered as such? For the wise there is cessation

of the successions of the universe. Not for the others. There is defect

in formulating any other theory. Hence the question must necessarily be

divided into two,

VACHASPATPS GLOSS.

Puts a question in the context about the succession of changes (krama) :

—

1 Well
but what is this succession 1

' The answer is:
—'Succession in the uninterrupted

sequenoe of moments cognized as distinot on the cessation of evolutionary change.'

That which is mutually related the moment relating baokward and forward to

the moment of succession of ohanges is so called. The meaning is that succession is

that which is the support of a group of moments. There can of oourse be no succes-

sion ascertained without the existence of that of which it is the succession. Nor can
there be a succession of moment only. The inference by residua therefore points only
to the dependence thereof upon a group of moments. Says this :

—

4 Succession is the
uninterrupted flow, &o.' Mentions authority for the existence of the succession of
changes:—It is taken in by the last end, the cessation of ohanges.

Even in new oloth preserved with care, oldness becomes visible after a long

time. This is the last end of change, otherwise called its oessation. It is for this

wery reason that a succession of change exists. And before that too is inferred the

smallness, the greater smallness and the greatest smallness as well as the grossness,

the greater smallness and the greatest smallness of oldness in regular sequenoe of one
after the other.

Shows the same by the canon of difference:—'A oloth which has not undergone
<fcc.' That which has not been subjected to the suooession of moments, is spoken of
as not having undergone that.

Well, but this suooession oannot be posited of the Pradh&na, because that is

eternal. For this reason says :—"Suooession is seen in those that are permanent.
By using the plural number shows that suooession pervades all permanent objects.
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Now shows the modes of permanence and then establishes how suoo^ssion per-

vades the eternal :—
* Permanence is two-fold, Ac.'

Well, the constantly eternal may be eternal, because it never gives up its nature

such as it is. As to the changing substances, they are constantly giving up their

appearanoes : how can they be called permanent? For this reason says:—'The perma-

nent or Eternal is that, <feo.
)

Characteristic, secondary quality and condition possess

the qualities of appearance and disappearance ; the characterized however remains the

same in substance.

Well, are all successions known by the cessation of changes? Says, No :—'Now
with regard to the appearances of the qualities, the Will-to-be, etc.

9 Because the

succession of the characteristics ends on account of their being destructible. Not bo

however the succession of the Pradh&na ends.

Well, the Pradh&na might be said to be possessed of the succession of ohanges,

because of the change of its characteristics. But the Purusa never changes. How
then can there be a change of succession in the oase of the unchanging Purusa? For
this reason says:

—

1 In those that are constantly permanent, <&c
>

There in the case of those that are bound, they have the notion of non-sepa-

ration from the mind ; there is therefore a fastening of the change on them on account
of the changes of the mind. In the oase of those however that have been released, the
existence of an unreal change has been fancied by ignorance with reference to the
action of the word to be. Beoause the word precedes, fancy comes thereafter and puts
on the appearance of the aotion of the word to be.

It has been said that the succession of ohanges does not find an end in the
qualities. Not suffering that assertion puts the question/ Is there an end to succes-

sion, &o.'?

Cessation of motion means the great Latency, the Mah&pralaya. Motion
nines oreation. This is the meaning.

#
-

If there were no end of the ohange of the universe (Sams&ra) on account of
eternity, how then should it be in the Great Latency, that all the Purusas should all

at once have an end of the succession of changes in their case, and again should the
same succession of ohanges come into being all at once at the beginning of a manifes-
tation ? For this reason it would follow that one Purusa alone being released, the
universe of evolution would cease to exist for all, and thus all the Purusas would be-
come released In this way would come the end of the succession of the changes of
the Pradh&na, and the Pradhana also would thus oome to be impermanent.

Further it is not allowed that the manifestation of existence whioh did not exist
before is possible, and this assertion cannot therefore be taken to prove its infinity.

When this "becomes the case, it can no longer be said that the Pardhana is beginning!

lew. AH the teaching, of the slstras thus come to be futile.. This is the meaning.

Gives the answer :—It cannot be answered ; the question does not deserve to be
answered. With the object of showing that the question cannot be answered, shows
a question which admits of a one-sided answer. 'There is a question, <fcc.' The answer
to the question, Will all those that are born die? is Yes. This is true. Now speaks
of a question which admits of an answer after being divided into two :—Are all those
that are born bound to die and dying be born again? The answer that oan be giv*u
to this is only possible after a division.

In order to make the matter clear, mentions another question which adn%tek4f *

an answer oqlj after being divided :
—

• Similarly the question, &oJ This question, wld-
not admit of a one-sided answer. It is impossible to say that the evolution of ti&^i^
and unwise is in general indefinite or finite. There oan be no community between them,
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This is similar to the impossibility of ascertaining the goodness or otherwise

of every living being all at once. The same is the case with the death of one who
is just born. This can, however, be ascertained after a division. Says this;—The
wise man is not born, <feo. This is the meaning.

The inferenoe is that there being emancipation of all in the case of the freedom

of one only from succession, the world must come to an end. And this depends upon the

emancipation proved to exist by the authority of the Sftstras. Thus here is the autho-

rity of the means of knowledge known as verbal authority, which establishes the eman-

cipation understood. How can it be that the samejS&stras should, by a certain tea-

ching of theirs, stultify another authority of the Sastras establishing the eternity of

the modifications of the Pradhana ? Therefore, the inferenoe which militates against

the anthority of the Agama cannot be considered an authority. It is of course in the

Veda, the Smriti and the Purftnas that the succession of creation after creation is

without beginning and without end. Further it is not possible that all the souls

should cease to be born and die all at once. Even in the case of learned men who
have been practising and working for more lives than one to achieve discriminative

knowledge, this knowledge does not become well established. How is it then possible

that in the case of all living beings, whether they belong to the class of the moving

or the unmoving oreatures, it should manifest all at once by some chance ?

Further it is not proper that the effects should manifest at one and the same
time although the causes are not in existence at one and the same time. In the case

of the manifestation of discriminative khowledge by succession, innumerable souls

may be released by succession, but the destruction of the universe will not follow,

because creatures are infinite and innumerable. Thus all is plain.—193.

Sfttra 34.

arc W&HifoRRr ii up ii

iW^P'Hin^ParusArUia-SAnyAnftm, of those that are devoid of the object

of the Purusa. *J<UMW Gun&nam, of the qualities, jrfmrcrcn Pratiprasavafc,

becoming latent. 3ta?*m Kaivalyam, absolute freedom. S?r**-Jrfitan Sva-

rftpa-pratiafcha, established in itb own nature. *t Va, or. .fafirofa: Chiti-Sftk-

tifc, the power of consciousness, ^ Iti, so, thus,

34. Absolute freedom comes when the qualities, becoming
devoid of tho object of the Puru?a, become latent ; or the power
of consciousness becomes established in its own nature. 194.

vyAsa.
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lb has been said that absolute freedom comes when the succession
of the functioning of the qualities in the performance of their duties is

over. • Its nature is now ascertained. Absolute freedom is the latency of
the qualities on becoming devoid of the object of the Purusa, or ib is the
power of consciousness established in its own nature. Absolute freedom is

the becoming latently inverse process, of the qualities, when they are devoid
of the object of the Purusa, after having achieved the experience and
emancipation of the soul.

The power of consciousness is absolute when it is nob again limited.

Thus ends the Commentary of Vyfisa, the S&nkhya pravaohana, the Fourth
Chapter on absolute Freedom. The Book 'Is Finished.

VlCHASPATI'S GLOSS.

Describes the connection of the aphorism defining the nature of absolute free-

dom (kaivalya) with the previous aphorism:—'It has been said, &o.' Absolute free-

dom is the becoming' latent of the qualities when they beoome devoid of the objeota
of the Purusa.*

The becoming latent of the qualities in their cause, the Pradh&na, when they
are devoid of the object of the Purusa, having achieved them :—The out-going and
the trance and the inhibitive potenoies of the qualities which appear both as the
causes and the effects, become latent in the mind. The mind becomes latent in the
principle of egoism. The principle of egosim becomes latent in the undifferentiated

phenomenal, and the undifferetiative phenomenal into the noumenal.

This backward disappearance of the qualities whioh appear as both the causes
and the effeots, is called absolute freedom of the Purusa, in relation to the Pradh&n*
from which he is released. Or, freedom is the establishment of the Purusa in his
own nature. Says this, 'Or, it is the power, Ac/ Inasmuch as in the Mah&pralaya
too, the power of consciousness is established in its own nature, but that is not Moksa,
he says:— « Does not come into relationship again, <fco.' The word TIT in the apho-
rism means the end of the book.

In this Chapter have been desoribed the mind fit for freedom, and the tranoe
known as the Cloud»of-Virtue, for establishing the Purusa, as he appears in the other
world; also two descriptions of Mukti have been desoribed and other things also by
context.

The root of the affliotions has been desoribed, as also the afflictions ; both the
Togas are desoribed together with the eight accessories. The way of Moksa in the
shape of the knowledge of the distinction between the Puru?a and the qualities has
been rendered plainer. Absolute freedom lias been ascertained to be the power of oon»»
ciousnefca free from the afflictions.

Thus ends the Fourth Chapter of Absolute Freedom in the Gloss of V&ohaapeti
Mi&a oil the Commentary off Vyftsa.^194*

,

-
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